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PREFACE.

IN
preparing the second year's publication of The People's

Year Book we have been again hampered by war-time
conditions. In these days, when most people are affected

by these circumstances, it has been difficult to obtain complete
or up-to-date statistics on all matters with which we have been
anxious to deal. It has been largely due to this cause that we
were not able to issue this volume earlier, and in the end we had
to go to press without securing all we had in mind.

This year, for the first time since 1880, the Annual of the
Co-operative Wholesale Societies (English and Scottish)

has been dropped in its usual form, the Committee having
decided to combine some of its features with The People's
Year. Book. This practice will be continued in the hope
that a volume can be produced each year to give reliable

information on subjects essential to all who are desirous of keeping
themselves acquainted with advanced and democratic forces,

as well as with matters we should know something about.

Social, political, industrial, economic, and other activities, tend
to change and increase at a greater pace than they once did,

and we expect to present a concrete knowledge of all from time
to time. We do not necessarily agree with all the facts that
can be placed before us, but it is useful to know what they are,

and derive what lessons we can from them.
In this year's issue we have included several illustrations,

principally having reproduced scenes connected with the latest

])urchases of the C.W.S. in fields and factories, and others from
foreign countries and British Colonies, adjoining our Co-operative

Wholesales' depots and places of trade and commerce.
The article by Mr. J. R. Clynes, M.P., written whilst he was

in full harness as Food Controller, give? an insight into the work
of the Food Ministry, and most other contributions have been
suy)plied by men actualh^ engaged in connection with tlie matters
with which they deal. Prof. Long surveys a question to which
ho has given a life-long study, and the same may bo said of

Mr. J. F. Mills who is responsible for unsigned articles retracing

the historical progress of co-operative, labour, political, and
democratic movements. Mr. Walter Meakin h<is ])rovided the"

ev(nits on domestic legislation, &c., from tlio Press Gallery of

the House of Commons. Other contributions, too numerous
to mention, liave also come fi-om first-hand sources.

TnK Editor.
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THE GENERAL ELECTION.

IN
the results of the General Election of December, 1918, revealing

the sweeping victory of the Coalition, the crushing defeat of the

Liberal opposition, the annihilation of the pacificist group, together

virtually with that of the Irish Nationalist Party and the corresponding

triumph of Sinn Fein, which by the way secured the election of the one

woman officially returned to Parliament, the sensations of -the year

reached their conclusion and climax. On the other hand the large

number who failed to record a vote is significant both as to the virtual

disfranchisement of a large body of men in the army under obtaining

conditions, and as to the apathy manifested by no small section of the

civilian population, in which women figured as enfranchised citizens

for the first time on record. Moreover, when the votes are analj'sed

the fact that the Labour Party would, under a strictly proportionate

system of representation, have secured the return of nearly 150

members instead of 59 or thereabouts is sufficient to show how defective

the representative still remains despite the new Reform Bill, and to-

what extent the forces of progress are handicapped. Nevertheless,

when we come to consider that the Labour Party will now take rank

as the opposition party in Parliament, with the moral force derived

from the representation of numbers, the significence of the trend of

events becomes sufficiently obvious.

Meanwhile, though co-operators will regret that the full number of

representative candidates failed to secure seats, there is some com-

pensation in the fact that the movement is now assured of direct

representation in Parliament, and also of the possibility of a

reinforcement of strength at the next general election. The election

of Mr. A. E. Waterson for the Kettering Division of Nortliamptonshire

has all the merit of a pioneering exploit. On page 378 will be found a

portrait of the first co-operative M.P., as well as of all the co-operative

candidates, who together polled 57,676 votes.

Meanwhile, the state of parties may be gauged from tlu^ results ;is^

recorded in The Times and the Manchester Ouariian (see next page).
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The Times List.

COALITION.
Unionists 338

Liberals 136

National Democratic Party 10

484

Non-Coalition Parties.
Labour 59

Unionists 48

Liberals -6

National Party 2

Independents, &c 7

Sinn Feiners "3

Irish Nationalists •• 7

* Kennington to be counted. *706

The Manchester Guardian List,

coalition official list.

Unionists 342
Liberals 136

478
Unionists 51

Liberals 27
Labour 59
Coalition Labour 3

Socialist 1

Co-operator 1

Silver Badge 1

National Party 2

Independents 3

Nationalists 7

Sinn Fein 73

706

Party Gains and Losses.

For the United Kingdom as a whole the party changes (as recorded

by the Manchester Guardian) stand as follows :

—

Last New
Pai'liament. House.

Unionists 287 395

Liberals 261 163

Labour Party 38 59

Other Labour —

-

5

Nationalists 77 7

Sinn Fein 7 73

Independents — 4

670 706

How the votes were cast is indicated by The Times analysis for

Great Britain:

—

Coalition. Non-Coalition.
Unionists '. 3,484,269 Unionists 365,982

Liberal 1,445,738 Liberal 1,298,808

N.D.P 161,521 Labour 2,374,385

Other 550,311

4,589,4865,091,528

A further analysis for Great Britain, given by a correspondent of

the Daily News, is also worth reproduction :

—

Party. Votes.

Coalition Unionists 3,701,855

Liberals 1,590,480

Liberals 1,335,620

Labour 2,482,566

Unionists 269,689
Independent Labour 232,754

Independents 473,547

12

Members
actually
returned.

.309
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NATIONAL FOOD QUESTIONS.
By the Right Hon. J. R. Clynes, MP.

THE first thought in connection with an article on food in the

People's Year Book is that of the great services rendered
by. the co-operative movement in connection with food

difficulties, especially during the earlier years of the war and during
the time when the competition of co-operative societies with private

interests did something to keep down prices and to steady supplies

for the benefit of the consuming
public throughout the kiVigdom.

These services were at the time
rather tardily acknowledged hj
some responsible spokesmen on
behalf of the Government, but
they were well understood by
those who took any active part

in dealing with the food difficulties

which the war created.

It was an extraordinary thing

to find later on that the pros-

perity of co-operative societies, in

the sense of considerably increasing

their membership, placed the

movement at a disadvantage iii

securing food supplies. In the

earl}^ days, the Food Ministry,

acting upon advice, fixed for the

purpose of distributing certain

commodities a basis of supplies

which handicapped co-operators

in their efforts to supply the foods
clynks, m.p needed by the largo number of

their new members. These were inequalities which it may be fairly

said have now been removed.
I do not shrink from claiming that in spite of the inevitable

mistakes and limitations of a temporarj^ State Department, the Food
Ministry has attained some measure of success for the purpose for

which it was established. That success has, in large measure, been
due to the assistance of co-operators, and to the ability and self-

sacrifice of a considerable number of business men and Civil servantvs.

I ccmfess that in a J)e))artment so vast as the Food Ministry has become,
there are very many things aliout \\hich \\\v Food Controller can know
but little, and an annising side, which probably will contiinu^ to the end,
is presented when some individual consumer comes forward with a

The Right Hon
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complaint of a purely local or personal chaz'acter with the expectation
that the Food Controller must knoAv everything about it.

As a fact, he can know little of the working of the local machinery
and of that part of the vast food organisation which is entrusted to a

considerable number of oflficers upon whose work our success depends.
As your readers will, of course, conclude, his duties are of a higher
Executive order, coming close uj) to the great business sides of the
\^'ork of the Ministr3^ He has to deal with problems of purchase,
imports, administration, and prices; with the apportionment of

quantities of food between the Allied nations, and with most of those
aspects of the food problems which become the subject of Parliamentary
action. Nor do I fear to say that, despite any shortcoming or difficulty

which may not have been removed, that there has been attained in this

country the highest point of success reached in any country during the

war with regard to food rationing, prices, supplies, and restrictions

on profiteering. In no country have the people sho^^^l themselves
more willing to submit to restraints and orders designed for their good,
and in this work the help of co-operative societies has been of the

greatest national value.

The Problem of Prices.

The first problem was tliat of prices; for as soon as any scarcity

appeared it was natural that articles of food should travel quickly upon
the same road of high prices as had already been reached by so many
other articles in common use. And long before there was any serious

shortage of food in the principal or staple commodities, the tendency
to high prices in food appeared. A great deal of unrest was manifested,

and many of the wage demands which were made found their roots

in grievances relating to the high cost of living. The Controller had
to take as the first branch of work the fixing of prices, and that was
done either by means of definitely settling what the retail price of a

commodity should be, or by the other method of limiting the profits

Avhich any retailer, trader, or dealer in food could make upon the

serxace which he rendered. That policy has been challenged to some
small extent, but it has been justified by its success, and it is now
accepted throughout the country as a just and sensible course of

national action. It was natural that at a time when foods Avere scarce

traders in food should yield to the tem]itation of making enonnous
])rofits and of reaping vmusual rewards for the service which they were
lendering. Co-operators, traders, dealers in food, merchants,

wholesaleraen, and retailers have, on the whole, fallen in loyally mth
Ihe rather rigid conditions under which the policy of food prices has

had to be applied, and with few exce])tions they have submitted to

C'onditions which are not only a departure from the common experiences

of their trade, but conditions that were looked u])on as almost totally

lUii-English -when thoy were first proposed.

18
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Staff Required.

As to the size of the staflf required for the work, some 900 men are

engaged by the Ministry in responsible posts for administrative and
for executive duties, and for similar tasks about 150 women. To these

two figures there must be added a considerable number of clerical

and routine workers, making a total staff forming the headquarters
machinery of the INlinistry of about 4,350. Of the total number of

persons who occupy responsible or administrative posts, about 80
of them are Civil servants, and SO of them are voluntary workers.

The rest are made up of business men of experience and capacity in

regard to the businesses, trades, and foods with which the Food Ministry

are concerned. In the case of the provincial staff, the Ministry employ
2,339 persons, of whom 1,305 may be described as higher officials, and
the rest come imder the head of subordinate staff, of which the large

majority are women.
Financial Procedure.

As to the financial methods, the Food Controller has to obtain

Treasury sanction for all operations which involve either actual finance

or which pledge the credit of the Ministr3^ In every Department
there is an assistant Director of Finance, whose duty it is to consider

every scheme put forward which involves expenditure and submit
it to the Financial Secretary to be transmitted to the Treasury for

their approval. It will be seen that we have not unrestricted facilities

for spending the nation's money, and that etTective checks are imposed.
In all cases purchases are made by the agents of the ]VIinistr3' in the

countries of origin, after previous sanction b}'^ the Treasury. Con-
siderations of finance and tonnage have thrown us mainl}^ upon a

single market—the United States—and we are indebted to America
for the manner in which the whole people of that great nation have
responded to the necessities of this countiy in regard to food.

The procedure followed may be put under two heads. A
requisition is submitted to the financial branch by each section of

the Food Ministry; that requisition roughly states the estimated

requirements for the coming month. Secondly, an application is

at the same time made through the shipping branch to the Ministry

of Shipping for the provision of the necessary tonnage, both
refrigerated and otherwise. The Controller must make certain

of being able to complete the necessary preliminary transaction;

he must make sure of being able to carry the food to tliis country.

He has at times been disa])pointed owing to causes arising fnun
totally unforeseen and ungovernable conditions.

How Purchases aul; Made.

The purchases are usually made under contracts allotted l»y llie

American Food Administration, and the ))riee paid under these

19
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contracts is the same as the United States authorities pay for the
supphes for their Army and Navy. It is important that the country
should understand that these are the conditions as to price, and that
we are therefore not subject to the influences and other effects of

ordinary competitive trading conditions such as trading conditions

are in times of real shortage. In respect to allotments of food by the
United States Food Administration other than under our contracts,

these are purchased in the open markets at the best current price that
can be secured. The larger proportion of purchases, however, is

secured to us by contract.

Tonnage was the fundamental problem for the Allies : how to allocate

it so as to keep up the strength of the existing armies, to add to those

armies other armies from America, and to supply the civilian needs
of the vast Allied populations. That was the problem. The
military tonnage requirements constantly mcreased, and the

civilian needs increased also. Military needs come first; they
are the most urgent, they cannot wait. Therefore, if the Allies were
unable to receive all the food imports they desired for their civilian

poi^ulations. it was because tonnage had so to be allocated that the

annies came first. But, subject to the limitation imposed, our Inter-

Allied Food Council can draw upon the entire world for food outside

the limits of the Central Empires. This fact has been of profoimd
significance for Germany.

A food controller can do nothing more unpopular than to raise

food prices, so that only the pressure of facts amounting to compulsion
can ever bring a controller to consent to increase the price of any
article of food. But compulsion in the form of the real cost of food

production is a guarantee for food supplies, and the prices fixed are

the attraction which produce the required quantities. He would like

always to avoid raising the price, but must consider the producer's

rights as well as the consumer's interests. In thinking of the cost of

food we must not forget its cost in money and toil to the producer.

We must remember the labour for the necessary wholesaler, of the

food distributor, of the shopkeeper and retailer, and all whose services

are essential to a satisfactory table in each household. I fear that

every section has looked at each separate subject of food only as it

affects that section. A Food Controller must consider every point

of view, and must not be influenced unduly by any one claim or

interest, but reach a decision on grounds of general welfare and
justice to all.

How Prices are Fixed.

The Food iVIinistry is, in respect to prices, a Court of Arbitration.

It determines.the prices which must be fixed in justice to the producer
and in fairness to the consumer. Industrial workers would do well

to remember that before the war agriculture was an under-valued and
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often an ill-treated service. Agricultural workers were, in the main,
badly paid. They worked long hours, often spread over the seven
days of the week and broken into several parts over the day and night.

Farmers and farm workers had to face many risks and difficulties

unknown to those engaged in industry and business. Our dependence
upon food production at home has done something to elevate the

status of agricultural life and to rescue the farm workers from the

arduous and unreasonable conditions of his former existence. This

improvement must continue Avithout profiteering, and the prices to

be paid for our food must affoi'd to those who work in our fields at

least as good food conditions relativel}' as men claim for themselves in

shipyards, woikshops, and factories.

I am not concerned merely to defend a department or to offer

excuses on behalf of any Government, but I am concerned to show
that the Food Ministry has, in an extreme form, applied in its four

main branches the food policy of organised labour. That policy may
be briefly summarised as follows :

—

1. Fixing prices to cheapen commodities.
2. Setting aside needless middlemen and profiteers.

3. Buying food in all parts of the world, and controlling distribution

and transit.

4. Providing millions of money to reduce the price of bread.

The Food Ministry knows that its decisions can seldom be popular.
Its action and policy must be in constant collision with the interests

of sections of the people. Many of these people could help us by
practical and definite suggestions, but they often treat us only to

complaints and protests, just as though we enjoyed, instead of greatly

disliking, the orders which we have to apj)ly.

It was said that the retail meat yjrice when it was put up 2d. was
higher than was warranted by the price paid for cattle to the British

farmer. The Ministry cannot find all the meat required at home so

a balance has to be imported. There is cheap moat in Australasia,

but it takes three times as long to send a shi|) to Australia as to the

United States. The policy then is first to get as miich home-killed

beef as possible, next to exhaust the nearest, i.e., the American supply,

and lastly get the balance from the Argentine and Australasia.

The Food Controller pools these supplies and retails them to British

consumers at such a fiat rate as will square accounts. The balance
of the meat fund fluctuates according to the relative aniovmts of the

different-priced meats \)\\i, so to s])eak, into the pool at vai-ious limes.

Nothing to Hide.

The loss on imported American meat was in ])art paid fin- by tlu^

increase of 2d. per lb. There is nothing to hide. So long as meat
is rationed the retail pi-ice of the various cuts and joints must be the

same, irres]iective of the particular country from which the meat
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happens to have been brought. EquaHty of opportunity to

consumers is our motto. The rich man and the poor man have the
same chance of getting home-killed, fresh, or imported frozen meat.
Whichever they get the price is the same.

Differences in the retail prices of fresh—North American, South
American, and Australian—meat would at once create queues and
jealousy. It would not be possible to check the butcher if he charged
the liigher price for the lower grade meat; and at present purchasing
rates the charge would have to be higher for the imported article.

There is another point which is imdoubtedly causing considerable
anxiety both among farmers and consumers. British farmers feel

real anxiety at the reduction of our herds. They see themselves at
the end of the war with depleted live stock apparently at the mercy
of the Meat Trust. The danger is obvious. It is a danger not only
to the British farmer but to the European consumer. It is a danger
faced by the French whose herds have been reduced by nearly 20 per
cent during the war, and by the Italians who claim to have lost over
20 per cent of their cattle during the German drive of 1917. It is a
danger, too, to every European neutral, since their herds have been
reduced more than our own.

It is feared, therefore, that we are becoming increasingly dependent
on America, and that when the war ends that country may dominate
this market. In less responsible quarters I obsei've it is also insinuated
that somehow Mr. Hoover in some mysterious manner is controlling

the Mnistry of Food through the new Inter-Allied Food Council.

Nothing could be more unjust.

Milk Prices,

I received recently a letter of complaint that the new instructions

Avith regard to local food committees have not given satisfaction to
co-operative societies and to labour. This is not a conclusion which,
on the evidence, I am able to share. In the same letter it was stated
that the milk prices fixed for winter had given further concessions to

farmers. The following is from ray letter in reply :—

-

I do not know whether you have seen protests and criticisms with regard to
my action in making labour and co-operative representation secure. I have
been denoimced as a " Labour partisan " by those who have trade and
commercial interests to defend, and they consider that I have been very
unfair to them. I do not fear to add that I would rather see Labour secure
its representation in the usual way by its own organised strength through the
various city and town coimcils, than get representation has a gift from any
State Department. As, however, laboiu- has not secured for itself

representation which it ought to have in the mimicipal life of the country, a
good deal has heen done to secure for it representation with regard to local
food affairs. As your complaint is more, I think, against form than substance,
I will only add that consirlering the variety and number of questions dealt
with by the Consumers' Council (a body consisting mainly of labour and
co-operative representatives), the Food Ministry finds itself at variance with
the Council only on rare occasions.
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Dealing with Proiiteeks.

For some unaccountable reason there appeared in the newspapers

a statement that I have said that there was now no profiteering. I do

say that in respect to several of the more common and substantial

articles of food, profiteering as Ave knew it, is impossible. The price

of the article is fixed, as are the prices of the services for distribution.

But, outside these limits, attempts at profiteering have been common
enough, and accordingly steps were taken to strengthen the law to

deal effectively with the profiteer; until now, a person who is proven

to have charged above the legal prices may not only suffer fine or

imprisonment or both, but can be compelled to return double the

atnoimt of any profit illegally charged. And in addition to our own
efforts to deal with the profiteer, which I claim have not been

ineffective, Mr. Hoover has on the American side done his very best

not only in the interests of the American people, but on behalf of the

Allies as well. In one of his earlier statements Mr. Hoover said:—
There is to me a fundamental principle in national war economics. I do

not believe that any person in this United States has a right to make one cent

more profit out of any employment than he would have made under pre-war
conditions. I do not care whether this refers to the farmer, to the labourer,

to the manufacturer, to the middleman, or to the retailer; to me, every cent
taken beyond this standard is money abstracted from the blood and sacrifice

of the American people.
I do not believe that extortionate profits are necessary to secure the

maximum effort on the part of the American people in this war. If we a-e

going to adopt that theory, we have admitted everythiiig that has been chargctl

against us of being the most materialistic, the most avaricious, and the most
venal of people in tliis world.

If we are going to aihnit that the Government, in order to secure the
supreme effort of its citizens in production, must bribe them with money to

this extra exertion, we have admitted a weakness of American character, of

.\merican civilisation, and of American ideals that puts us on a plane below
( Jerman Kultur.

Do not imagine that I am saying that prices and wages should return to

the pre-war normal, because the incidence of war before we joiiied in it had
lifted our costs of operation, and there must be compensation in every
di^-ection. Nevertheless, I hold that any man who has matle more than liis

necessary livhvg out of the cost the nation is giving in the blood of the boys
we aie sending to France should not stand out as a benefactor to his

community.
Food Sub.sidies. ^I^^ ?

The subject of a general State Subsidy for all foods is too big t«

discuss hero. I believe that co-operators are opposed to carrying this

device very far. Subsidies are a costly and coni])licated ])roct>;s

which in effect give relief mostly to the large nvnnbcr who do not

require it. Tt is not too much to say that two-thirds of the con.smning

])iiblic are able to i)ay the food ])rices which have been reached, and a

])()licy of subsidies thoroughly carried out \\ould involve the countiv
in the yearly ])aym(mt of pc^rhaps a himdrod million pounds, only a

small ])art of which would go to those in \v,\\ nwd. Jiut |)erhaps the
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greatest objection to subsidies is the encouragement which they

would give to the profiteer, for when the seller of food knew that

prices were made safe at the expense of the national purse, there

would be none of the restraints which existing conditions of trade

impose. A minimum wage, fixed high enough to meet increased food

costs, would be better than giving millions of a subsid}^ to millions of

persons well able to pay for their food.

CAMPAIGN OF CONTROL, 1918.

JANUARY.
1. New niaximuiu prices tor oats pro-

ducts, home-gro«T^i rye released for

sale or use, aud Testing of Seeds
Order comes in force. Slaugliter-
house keepers and occupiers become
certificated, and cattle dealers aud
live stock auctioneers operate under
licence. Farmers hold back stock
because tlie Grading and Maximum
Prices Order for Cattle is not to
their liking.

5. Great week-end shortage of beef and
mutton, many shops remaining
closed all day.

9. Three thousands miners in the
Burnley district suspend v.'ork as a
protest against tlie unequal dis-

tribution of food.
15. RetaO butchers compelled to take out

a certificate of registration. Stocks
o«f sterilised cream come within the
scope of the Cream Order.

21 . Permissive priority scheme comes into
force as regards milk for children
and invalids.

2C. Margarine: All stocks taken over by
tne food Controller.

28. Bread: First day of second i-weekly
supply to bakers of potatoes at
special prices for use in bread-
making. No slice)) to be slaughtered
except those bought in a market
within 14 days.

FEBRUARY.
1. Margarine: Wholesale dealers for-

bidden to trade without a licence,

and retail dealers prohibited from
trading without a certificate of
registration. Bacon distribution
scheme aho l)egiiis, and the sale of
lamb is proliibited until .Tunc IGth.

11. Food Control t'ommii.toes (.Margarine
Requisition) Order revoked from
this date and powers conferred on
the Food C'ontrol (Jontmittees in

regard to all foodstuffs similar to
those already possessed as to
margarine.

2:5. Importers of feeding stuffs, as well as
wholesalers and retailers thereof,
must hold licences.

2j. London and Home Counties Rations
Scheme comes in force.

4.

15.

18.

31.

MARCH.
Clause 3 of the Grain (Prices) Order
repealed, malsters' price of barley
reduced, licence rs Dorset Horn
lambs ends, and every pig buyer in
Ireland must hold a licence.

.Ml wholesalers in milk (other than
producers) come under licence, and
milk retailers must hold registration
oertiflcates.

Sugar delivery in Ireland, either for
wholesale or retail, not to be taken
witliout authority.

Slaughter of male calves iirohibited.
except Ayrshires and calves as to
which a special permit is granted.

National Control Tea: New flat rate
in force. Sale of non-national Indian
and Ceylon tea can only take idace
by consent of Food Committees and
for special reasons.

The licensing sy.stem for wholesale
traders in dead meat comes in force.

APRIL.
Milk: Summer Prices Order comes in

force. Condensed uiilk siipplies

taken over. Corruption Prevention
Order comes in operation, and new
restrictions on the beer manufacture
come into force.

l{aw Cocoa Order comes into effect,

and Cocoa B\ittcr Order comes into
force as regard stilo liy retail.

IMeat: General rationing scheme.
National Control Tea: Last day oi>

whicli 90 per cent Control Tea may
1)C sold in England and Wales; and
henceforth no cocoa shell or an?-

mixture other than chocolate con-
taining more than 5 per cent cocoa
shell may bo sold at a price
exceeding 6d. iier lb.

Bicat: Supplementary rations begin.
Margarine: Flat rate of Is. per lb.

comes into force in Scotland.
I'otatoos: Compensation claims to bo
based on the minimum price of

to. 10s. per ton.
Oil and fats: their treatment licensed
from tliis date.

National Control Tea: Last day on
wliich 90 per cent Control T(!a may
be sold in Scotland : and from this

date cocoa pouder. other than Grade
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A, Ls to be sold retail at the same 10.
rate as Grade B.

29. Margarine Prices Order comes into
loroe in Scotland iu regard to 1,5.

inargarino bought before March '2.5tli.

MAY.
1. Milk Reduced price.
4. Sugar: Director of Sugar Distribiitioii \q_

iiotities local cammittees of the valui;

in sugar of index numbers.
5. Bacon: Purchases limited to shops at

which customers arc registered.
Supplementary rations of meat \i _

granted for hoys of 13 to 1<S years
of age. Two coupon.? only for
butchers' meat.

8. Whiskey: Owners of proprietary
brands to give noiice co the Ministry
of the nanae and price under which
any Ijraud was sold bv them on
November 30th. 1917.

11. Flour retailers must hold certificates
of registration from this date, and
so also must manufacturers of bread,
flour, confectionery, biscuits, and 17.
cakes. As regards bacon, only the
cuts specified in the Bacon. Ham.
and Lard Amendment Order, Xo.
•148, may be bought or sold other
than by retail sale from this date.

13. Margarine: New Prices Order comes
into force in Scotland in regard to ig.
margarine l)ouglit before .\pril '20th.

Potatoes: New growers' price.
Potatoes : From this date the Ministry

is ready to purchase from growers
all sound ware potatoes in the
United Kingdom at not less than
£7 per ton for 4 -ton lots f.o.r. 24.

Sugar : Authorities and vouchers to
be held by existing vonclier-holders
for 1 -weekly period without applica-
tion having been made. 25.

19. Food Troflts Act comes into operation, 29!
whereby sevcn'e petiulties are imposed
in case of excessive charges. ;50.

Potatoes : lOxistiug licences (except
for sale of seed) expire. Tenders
for foi'ward contracts to be received.
Also licences for sweetmeat shops of
over SlU) rateable value to be applied
for by this (iate.

JUNE.

Cocoa Powder: Grade B price 1.

becojues aiiplicable to all cocoa
powders. Spirits: Regulations as 1.
to sales in bottles come into force.
First day for sales of early i)otatoes
at 3.Id. per lb. Goosel)erries Oi'der
prohibiting picking.selling, or buying
lapses in I'^ngland and Wale.--.

Birtixlay Honours: Uaroii Klionddu.
the Food Conti'oller, is made a
Viscount, and the He])uty l''ood
Controller (.Mi'. .T. H. Clynes) is mad<?
a member of the I'l'ivy ('onncil.

Sugar: First day f)r issuing permits
to ajiplicants under tlii^ jam-making
scheme. Two forms of permits, one
for soft fruilr and one for hard, tho
first valid from .lune Sth to .Inly
31st, tho latter from .Vugil'^l 1st to
September 30th.

14.
15.

19

31

Gooseberries : Lapse in Scotland of
Order prohibiting picking, selling,
or buying this kind of fruit.

Canned Meat: All traders, both
wholesale and retail, having more
than 25 cases of canned meat in
stock (fish, poultry, rabbits, and
game excluded) to make a return'
of stocks on or before this date.

Butter and Margarine: Increased
rations (5oz.) in all districts. Also
early potatoes to be sold at the
reduced price of 3d. per lb. from
June 16th to June 30th incliisive.

Confectionery: The use of milk
preparations used in the manu-
facturing of any chocolate, sugar
confectionery, or other sweets must
be licensed. The Meat (Licensing
of WTiolesale Dealers) Order ceases
to apply to Ireland. At the same
time no person may sell by whole-
sale meat from Ireland to outside
unless he has appUed for a licence.
The new Pickled Herrings Order
conies into force.

Announcement of the ratification of
an agreement with Sweden wlujreliy
the Allies secure the service of
260,000 tons of shipping and the
import of Swedish paper and pulp
in exchange for facilities of import
of foodstuffs into Sweden.

Potatoes: Last' day for advosing

.

Ministry regarding suppUes of sound
ware potatoes, in 4-ton lots, which
the grower who has been muible
to find a market wishes the iSrini?lr.\

to piu'chase at not less than &1 per
ton f.o.r.

Board of Trade Order forbidding the
sale or delivery of newspapers and
periodicals on the terms known as
"sale or return."

Price of coal raised 2s. Gd. per ton.
Cocoa Butter: Food Controller takes
over all stocks.

Seed Potatoes: Revocation of certifi-

cates of registration granted by
Food Ck)ntrol Committees to wliole-
sale dealers under the Potatoes
Order. Similar certificates granted
in Ireland do not authorise dealing;:-

after this date.

JULY.

Household rationing in the matter of
fuel and lighting begins.

Wholesale delivery of new bread
pernntted t)nly by licence. Karly
potatoes reduced in price to 2 id.
per lb. from .July 1st to July 15th
inclusive. TJcences to be held fur
sweet sliOps of over 'iiO value, hi
the nuitter of spirits, iiartieular>
concerning the strength and category
and (in tlte case of sale in a public
bar) the maxinnim price to W
n\arked on the label attached t<i

bottles, receptacles, or taiis. Haw
Beef and >ruttim l-'at Order comes
into operation. Records of maun-
facture of home-melt tallows and
greas«>s to be kept from this date,
and .sJngar I'crmit No. 2 l)eeomes
avaihiblc.
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Tea: Last day for Food Offices sendiug
in to the Ministry of Food a copy of
Secondary Wholesalers' Returns.

Death of Lord Rhondda, the
Food Controller.

Butter: Wholesalers, blenders, and
importers must be licensed.

Xew Food Controller: The Ris:ht
Hon. John Robert Clynes (Assistant
Food Controller) appointed Food
Controller in succession to the late
Lord Rhondda.

Bacon, Ham, and Lard: New Order
takes effect for all sales in Great
Britain other than retail of home-
produced commodities or of those
sold bj' an importer before June "ibth.

Self-suppUers: Direct supplies bv
permit from this date. In the
matter of sugar no supplies hence-
forward to be permitted to Welfare
Centres at wliich cliildren merely
attend for medical or other advice.

Rationing: National scheme comes in
force with new ration books. New
tea distribution scheme comes into
operation. No article of food to be
served or supplied in any hut, hostel,
canteen, or buffet which has not
been licen.sed by the Food Controller.
Lard rationed from this date.

Meat: Licences to be held by persons
selling by wholesale meat which is
in Ireland for delivery to any
destination outside.

Early potatoes reduced in price to
2d. per lb.

Resignation annoxmced of Lord Lee
(Director-General of Food Produc-
tion) on account of the Government's
reversal of his policy.

Bacon, Ham, and Lard : New Order
conies into operation as regards
retail sales in Great Biitain of home -

produced articles and of articles
sold by an importer before Jrme 28th.

Canned Condensed Milk: New Prices
Order conies into effect.

AUGUST.
1. \\'holesale dealers in frozen fish must

hold licences, and retail dealers
therem must hold certificates of
registration. Amended Schedule to
British Cheese Order also issued.
New Prices Order in force with
reference to poultry and game.

17. \Miolesale dealings in Government
butter prohibited except luidcr
licence.

31. Canned meats sold wholesale or retail
must have a label stating net
weight.

SEPTEMBER.
1. .Slaughter -hoiLse keepers must hold

licences issued by the Live Stock
Comniissioners for the area.

15. Lard: New distribution scheme in
foi'ce. Also new distribution scheme
comes into operation for oil and fat
compoimd.

21. Annomicement of the appointment of
a new Food Council by the Food
Controller.

29. Butter and Margarine: New distribu-
tion schemes come in force.

OCTOBER.
1. ^iUk: Producer's price becomes 2s. 3d.

per gallon till May, 1919; retail
price 3s. per gallon till November.
Consignments of tallow and dripping
between Great Britahi and Ireland
come under licence.

6. Grocery Syrup: Distribution to Manu-
facturers Order comes into effect.

15. Oats: WTiolesalo dealers in Ireland
must hold a licence.

21. Tea: Wholesalers must hold a licence.

NOVEMBER.
1. Sheep: Winter scale of prices comes

in force.
2. Eggs: ^^^lolesale dealers must hold

a licence.
3. Jam and syrup retailers must havu

certificates.
18. New Food Committees talie office.

22. Milk: Retail price raised to 38. 4d.
per gallon.

INQUIRY INTO TRUSTS.

The Minister of Reconstruction
(Dr. Addison) appointed early in
1918 a Committee with the following
terms of reference: In view of the
probable exten.sion and development
of trade organisations ami combina-
tions, to consider and report what
action, if any, may be nece.ssary to
safeguard the public interest.

The members of the Committee are

:

Mr. E. Shortt. K.C., M.P. (chairman).
Mr. E. Bovin (national organiser,
Dock, Wharf, Riverside, and
General Workers' Union).

Mr. J. H. Guy (costings expert.

Ministry of Munitions).

Mr. J. A. Hobson (the well-known
economist).

Mr. J. F. Mason, M.P.

Mr. G. Scoby Smith (Bolckow,
Vaughan, and Co.).

Mr. W. H. Watkins (a well-known
co-operator).

Mr. Sidney Weblj (the sociologist).

Mr. Douglas Wenham (Weiiham and
Co., accountants, Birmingham).
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THE INCREASED COST OF LIVING.

Rises During the War.

THE following information relating to the increased cost of living

since the outbreak of war in August, 1914, is based upon
Board of Trade statistics available in official documents dealing

with the cost of living and copies of the Labour Gazette published
during the war period.

Reference to the tables shows that the expenditure on food in the

standard working-class budget, which was reckoned at 22s. 6d. in

1904, had risen to 25s. in July, 1914, and in the large centres of

population it had risen to 52s. 9d. in May, 1918, an increase of

111 per cent during the period of the war. It will also be noted
that the purchasing power of the sovereign spent on food has
therefore been reduced to 9s. 6d.

In the smaller towns the increase has been 103 per cent, the cost

of the working-class budget having risen to 50s. 9d., and the value
of the sovereign spent on food reduced to 9s. lOd.

I.

—

The Board of Trade Standard Working-class Budget.

The following budget is based on 1,944 family budgets collected

by means of an inquiry by the Board of Trade in tho summer of

1904. The average weekly income of the families included was
36s. lOd., and the total expenditure on food 22s. 6d., being 61 per
cent of the family income. There were three or four chiMren in the

average family. This expenditure on food at the prices of the sunmier
of 1904 was distributed thus:

—

s. d.

Bread and Flour 3 7

Meat (bought by weight) 4 5i
Other Meat (inchidhig Fisli) 11|
Bacon lU
Eggs 1 O"
Fresh Milk 1 •^}^

Cheese Gt
Butter 2 \\
Potatoes 11

Vegetables and Fruit II

Currants and Raisins 2J
Rice, Tapioca, and Oatmeal (i

Tea 1 U
Coffee and Cocoa 3 J
Sugar II

Jam. Marmalatle, 'rroaclo. and Syrup 15^

T'ickles and Condimeixts 3^
Other items 1 9^

Total 22 f)
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TI.

—

Rise in Cost of Living and the Reduced Purchasing Power
OF THE Sovereign Spent on Food in the United Kingdom
DURING the War.

'(Illustrated from the changes in cost of the Board of Trade Standard
Working-class Food Budget.)

Cost of One
Week's Food
for Family.

Large
Towns
over

50,000.

1904
1914—July

December 1st .

1915—July 1st

DecBmber 1st .

1916—Jaxiuary 1st ...

Februarj' 1st ..

March 1st

April 1st

May 1st

Juno 1st

July 1st

August 1st

Septembsr 1st

October hi —
November 1st .

Decembei 1st .

1917—January lit ...

February 1st ..

March Ist

April 1st

May 1st

Jiuie 1st

July 1st

August 1st

September 1st

October 1st —
November 1st .

December 1st .

1918—January 1st ...

February 1st ..,

March 1st

April l&fc

May 1st

Jmie 1st

July 1st

August 1st

September 2ncl

October 1st

November 1st...

s. d.

22 6

25
29 3

33 9
36 G
37
37 3

37 9
38
39 9

40 6
41 3
40 6
42
42 9

45
46
47
48
49
49 9
50 6

51 6
52 3

51 3

52 3

50 6
52 6
52 3

52 9

53 3

53
52 6
.52 9

53
53 6

55 9

55 3

68 6
59 9

Small
Towns
under
50,000.

s. d.

22 6
25
28 9
32 6
35 6
35 6

36
36 3

36 6
37 9

38 9

39 3
39 3
40 6
41 6

43
45

50
50

45 9
46 3
47
47 6
48 3

49 6
49 9
49 6
50 6
48 3

50 6

50 9
50 6

50 6

50 9

50 9

51 6
53 3

52 9

56
57

Percentage
Increase above

July, 1914.

Purchasing Power
of a Sovereign
Spent on Food.

Large
Towns
over

50,000.

per cent, per cent

Small
Towns
under
50,000.

17
35
46
48
49
51

52
59
62
65
62
68
71

81
87
91

93
97
99

102
106
109
105
109
102
110
109
111

113
112
110
111
112
114
123
121
134
139

15
30
42
42
44
45
46
51
55
57
57
62
66
74
81

83
85
88
90
93
98
99
98

102
93

101
101
102
103
102
102
103
103
106
113
111
124
128

Large
Towns
over

50,000.

20
17
14 10

13 8

13 6

13 5
13
13

12

12

12

12

11 11

11 8

11

10 8

10 5

10 4
10 2

10
9 11

9 8

9 6

9 9
9 6

9 11

9 6

9 6
9 6

9 5
9 6

9 6

9 6

9 8
9 6
8 11

9

8 6
» 4

Small'
Towns
under
50,000.

d.

20
17 5

15
14
14
13 11

13 9
13 8

13 3

12 11

12 8

12 8

12 4
12 1

11 6
11

10 11

10 10
10 8

10

10
10
10
]0 1

9 11

10 4
9 11

9 11

9 11

9 10
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WORLD-WIDE WAR PRICES

THE most striking effect of the war is the universal rise in the

cost of Hving—a rise which has Hterally extended to every
continent under the sun, and reduced the purchasing power

of earnings in every part of the globe. Little recked the Labour
movements in 1913 that the standard of living of the world's workers
lay at the mercy of a criminal lunatic more dangerous than all the

inmates of the gaols and asylums of Evirope put together. Fortunately
for the world's future, the nations are determined to run no further

risks, and once the league of nations is established no potentate on
the globe will be in a position either to trouble the world's peace
or to lower the standard of living from China to Peru by militarist

devices. Meanwhile, though the war is practically at an end at the

time of writing these lines, the end of abnormal prices still lies beyond
the horizon. For the present, therefore, we had better limit ourselves

to established facts and note how far the cost of living has reached in

man}^ coimtries, neutral as well as belligerent, after the European
war has raged for four years and more.

Beginning with the United Kingdom, we find it officially recorded
that the retail prices of the principal articles of food on November 1st,

1918, aggregated an increase of 133 per cent on the prices ranging in

.1 Illy, 1914, which means that in the month of November last it required

practically £2. 6s. 8d. to purchase the range of foodstuffs which could
have been bought for a sovereign in July, 1914. As regards large

places and small, the particulars are as follows:—

•

Average Percentage Increase in the United Kingdom from July, 1914,
TO November 1st, 1918.

• Per cent.
Large towTis (population over 50,000) 139
Small towns and villages 1 :28

For the United Kingdom as a whole 133

The 1 33 per cent rise for the United Kingdom up to November, 1918,

may be compared with the 105 per cent rise up to December, 1917.

Fr.vncic.

Next, as regards France, which, whilst having a jelatively larger

population on the land, has laboured imder the disadvantage of the
German invasion: On the basis of the pre-war food budget of a typical

working-class family in Paris, it is calculated that food prices in

ParLs in April, 1918, were 118 jier cent higher than in July, 1914;
whilst in to\\Tis of over 10,0()() inhabitants (excluding l*aris) the
average of retail food prices in tlu^ first (luai-ttM- of 1918 was 111 per
cent, and in the second quarter 118 per cent above tiie level of .July,

1914.
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Italy.

In Italy the rise has been higher than in France, according to the

official computation based on the returns from 38 toAvns as regards

the cost of the seven principal articles of food—wheat, bread wheat
flour, macaroni, beef, bacon, olive oil, and milk. The calculation is

that as between July, 1914, and April, 1918, the average level of

prices had since risen by 136-3 f)er cent.

•In Milan, as shown by the Mimicipal Bulletin, the cost of

maintaining a working-class family of five had risen by 207 per cent

up to August, 1918—the increased cost of food amounting to 251

per cent, of clothing 207 per cent, and of lighting 120 per cent.

Portugal.

In Portugal, according to the figures issued l.iy the Ministry of

Labour, with regard to the prices of articles of prime necessity (food,

lighting, fuel, and washing materials) consumed by the working class,

the general level of prices in Lisbon was in January, 1918, 223 per

cent, and in February 233 per cent higher than the prices ruling

in 1913.

Switzerland.

In Switzerland (a neutral country completely encompassed by
belligerents), according to the figures given by the Swiss Union of

Consumers' Societies), the level of prices of foods and household

commodities has risen since June 1st, 1914, as follows: June 1st,

1915, 18-6 per cent; June 1st, 1916, 39-5 per cent; June 1st, 1917,

79-7 per cent; and by June 1st, 1918, 129-3 per cent; thus each

successive year has witnessed a greater comparative increase in the

price level than the year preceding.

Holland.

In Amsterdam, according to the calculations of the Municipal

Statistical Bureau, as based on the food budget of the families of the

minor official class, the cost of food in June, 1918, was 86-8 per cent

higher than in the year 1913.

Norway.

In Norway the total expenditure of an average urban family

(living on the moderate income of £83 per annum in 1914) on food,

fuel, lighting, clothing, .rent, taxation, &c., increased between July,

1914, and May, 1918, to the extent of 147 per cent, assuming the

pre-war standard of living maintained. The excessive rise in certain

directions is indicated by the increased cost of clothing amounting to

194 per cent, the increased cost of food -to 164 per cent, and of fuel

to 635 per cent.
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As usual, of course, the advance in wages lags far behind the
increase in the cost of Hving, as sho\Mi by the figures issued bj- the

Norwegian Central Statistical Bureau, according to which the rise in

wages up to April, 1918, amounted to 90 per cent as compared with
the advance in the cost of living reaching to 140 per cent. 'As, a
result the majority of the working classes undoubtedly live in

considerably poorer conditions than hitherto." " People are clothed
niore poorl}^ and are putting up with smaller housing accommodation.
Recently the dietary has caused physical weakness and other
drawbacks to health. This is probably, in part measure, due to

rationing, but in great part also to the fact that wages no longer

])ermit a sufficient amount of food to be provided. The position,

therefore, among the broad mass of the population is serious."

Sweden.

In Sweden, as between July, 1914, and June, 1918, the increased

cost of food, fuel, and lighting for a typical Swedish household on the
])re-war standard amounted to 161 per cent in the principal towns
taken collectively. In Stockholm, the capital, the increase amounted
to 181 per cent. As between May, 1914, and July, 1918, the increase

(as computed) in the cost of clothing amounted to 195 per cent;

in the cost of fuel and lighting, to 186 per cent; in rent and rates,

to 12 and 14 per cent respectively; other items of expenditure being
estimated to have risen on an average by about 95 per cent; and
the total increase of expenditure of a typical family (assummg the

pre-war standard of living maintained) being estimated to have
reached 119 per cent.

Denmark.

In Denmark the official statistics are based on the cost of

maintaining a working-class family (five persons) in Copenhagen
on the pre-war standard, entailing an expenditure of 2.000 kroner
(£111) for food, clothing, rent, fuel, lighting, taxation, &c., and the

official estimate is that it required 3,652 kroner (£202) in July, 1918,

as compared with 2,000 kroner (£111) in .luly, 1914. Specifically

speaking, the increase in the cost of food amounted to 87 per cent;

in clothes, boots, and washing, to 160 per cent; in fuel, and lighting

to 175 per cent; in rent and repairs, to 29-1 per cent; and in other
items of expenditure, to 75 per cent; the total percentage increase in

expenditure for the typical Copenhagen faniilj being figured out at

81-8 per cent.

Iceland.

The figures issued by the Icelandic Statistical Department show
that the prices of necessaries at Reykjavik had, on an avei-age. increased
to the extent of 211 per cent between July, 1914, and July, 1918.

Food prices alone had increased 190 |)('r cent, while the increase in the
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price of petroleum amounted to 217 per cent, and the increase in the
price of coal to the astonishing extent of 1051 per cent.

The United States.

For the United States there is an estimated increase of 66 per
cent in the average of food prices as between June, 1913, and June,
1918. Amongst the rest, milk advanced 44 per cent; butter, 45 per
cent; eggs, 55 per cent; bacon, 87 per cent; bread, 74 per cent;

flour, 103 per cent; sugar, 72 per cent; and maize meal, 139 per cent.

The British Dominions Overseas.

In Canada the cost of food in Jime, 1918, as compared with
July, 1914, measured by the weekly expenditure of a family of five

persons, showed an increase of 72-1 per cent; Avhile the increase in

the cost of food, fuel, lighting, and rent, taken together, amounted
to 43-6 per cent. The figures are computed from returns of retail

prices in sixty to\\Tis in the Dominion of Canada.
In Australia figures computed on the average retail price of food

in thirty principal towns show an increase of food prices amounting
to 30-5 per cent from July, 1914, to March, 1918.

In New Zealand returns from twenty-five representative towns
show the folloAving increases from July, 1914. to April, 1918 : Groceries,

40-5 per cent; dairy produce, 39-1 per cent; meat, 36-4 per cent;

the average increase for all groups being 38-7 per cent.

In South Africa the investigations of the Cost of Living
Commission show that the estimated cost of the standard budget for

the typical family of five persons in Cape Town had risen by 43-5

per cent up to June, 1918, compared with pre-war figures ; or, including

rents, the increase amounted to 36-2 per cent. In other South African

towns the increase up to June, 1918, was as follows: In Kimberley,
24-8 per cent; in Pretoria, 26-7; in Johannesburg, 27 ; in Bloemfontein,
28-7; in Port Elizabeth, 33-9; in East London, 34-6; in Durban,
39-1; and in Pietermaritzburg, 41-9 per cent.

RUSSIA'S PEACE TREATY.

According to Renter's Petrograd correspondent, a report read
to the Commissariat of Commerce gave the following summary of

what Russia lost by the peace treaty at Brest-Litovsk : 488,880
square miles of territory, 56,000,000 inhabitants (32 per cent of the

whole population), 13,456 miles of railways (one-third of the whole).

The losses also include 73 per cent of the iron production of the

country, 89 per cent coal production, 268 sugar refineries, 918 cloth

factories, 574 breweries, 133 tobacco factories, 1,685 spirit distilleries,

244 chemical factories, 615 paper mills, and 1,073 machine factories.
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CAN WE SUPPLY OURSELVES WITH FOOD ?

By Professor James Long.

THIS question, which I discussed at great length in the Annual
of the Co-operative Wholesale Societies many years ago, is one
of the most important in view of the fact that, owing to a

serious shortage of shipping the nation has been rationed with various

foods. Had we ever been in a position to provide the necessaries of

life for ourselves—and I especialh' refer to breadstufps, milk, butter,

and cheese—we might have regarded the control of our eating and
drinking with that equanimity which is so desirable an asset during
a long and terrible war.

In the discussion to which I have referred I remarked that if the
ports of almost any other nation were blockaded the people would
still obtain food; but that, in the words of another, if the ports of

this country were blockaded for six weeks a want would be felt, while

in six months starvation would be the prevalent condition of the
people. Had this fact been recognised by responsible Governments
and had measures, which are now proposed, been taken then, it is not

improbable that there would have been no war, or that while the
losses of life and treasure which we have suffered would have been
immensely reduced, victory would long since have been ours.

There is no longer a doubt about the fact that the Empire is able

to provide food for itself. Many yeai-s ago I was sho^^^l by the official

statistician in Ottawa that Canada alone possessed virgin land sufficient

to supply us with wheat for all time. At a similar date Sir John
Macdonald remarked to IVIi'. Parkin, a once famous advocate of

federation, that when Great Britain could see for herself that her
Colonies could feed her, federation might be expected on a trade
basis, but, in the meantime, great risks would be run which might
involve a dissolution of partnership. The war, however, has drawn
us together, and the Empire may now hope to emerge from its pangs
as one strong, united, and still more prosperous people.

The maintenance of the old country by the importation of food
grown by its now strong and capable children is. liowever, not the
object of this discussion. We have passed through an experience
which no nation should (Micounter a second time, and we are naturally
anxious to ensure that security dui'ing future years, which can only be
obtained by producing sufficient food in these islands for ourselves.

The question at once arises, " ('an we produce this food ?
" While the

answer is by no means impossible, it is liampered by conditions to

wliich it is to be feared the people would never submit.
In facing the facts which are before us we are bound to regard

certain questions as rocks on which public opinion would .s])lit if a
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decision were asked. First, let me remark that we camiot under any
conditions produce food in sufficient c^uantity to feed (1) our

population and (2) the live stock which provides us with meat. The
time will come when, if meat is still consumed under pre-war

conditions, the civilised world v.^\\ be unable, for want of land, to

grow food to maintain both man and beast. Such indeed is the

existing condition in the British Islands. If the land now utilised

were solely employed in the production of grain and cognate foods

for man, the problem would be solved, for its area is more than

sufficient for this purpose; but when we consider the fact that of

26,987,000 acres of cultivated land in England and Wales, less than

four million acres are employed in the direct production of human
food, we are led to ask whether we are not paying a terrible price

for our meat and our beer, for we are throwing away our security.

Think of it and look at the facts:

Acreage, 1918, Engl.\nd and Wales.

Crops for Human Food. Crops for Stock Food and Beer.

Acres. Acres.

\Mieat 2,556,740 Barley 1,501.830

Potatoes 633,640 Oats
"".

2,778,980

Brassels Sprouts 10,690 Rye 141,580

CauUflowers 9,240 Beans 250,690

Onions 8,070 Peas 150,100

Celery 3,000 Mangels 401,290

Rhubarb 5,750 Turnips 910,710

Small Fruit 65,680 Rape 60,100

Orchards 263,060 Lucerne 40,070
Vetches 62,000

3,555,870 Grass 14,588.000
' Clover, &c 2,095,320

Other Crops 200,000

23,1 80,670

While it is true that small quantities of peas, carrots, barley, oats,

and other crops are used for human consumption, it is equally true

(and this fact increases the disparity), that enormous quantities of

wheat straw and wheat offals are used under normal conditions for

stock which, as we have seen, is already supplied with six-sevenths

of the produce of the soil. It should be unnecessary to add that

much of this food is consumed by cows for the production of milk,

and for horses which are so essential to labour.

Let us now look at the initial question of bread, assuming that

bread made from wheat is demanded—although it may be observed

that we are the only nation in Europe Avhich restricts its consumption

to this particular grain. For some years before the war, it was shown
by the late Sir Jf)hn Lawes, who was the highest authority on the

subject, that our annual consumption of wheat was 6 bushels per

head. If we assume that our population numbers 46 millions, we
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arrive at a requisite total of 276,000,000 bushels. If we place our

average yield of wheat at the slightly optimistic figure of 32 bushels

per acre, for better work has to be done in the future, we find that

the area required for the production of bread would be 8,625,000

acres, whereas the total area cropped in the United Kingdom in

1918 was 2,760,059 acres.

Waste in Milling Wheat.

I am one of those who believe that prior to the war we were, in

connection with food, an extremely extravagant people, and that bread
in particular, which I see still wasted, could have satisfied a much
larger population had it been more carefully used. There is, however,
a question of still gi-eater importance which I fully discussed in the

London press in the early days of the war, when I persistently asked
the aixthorities to reduce the consumption of wheat by the production

of bread from the whole grain. According to the results of an inquiry

made by the Highland 8ocietj% a quarter of wheat, weighing 5041bs.,

produced 3591bs. of fine flour, or, roughly, 71 per cent; but prior to

the war the flour milled varied from 65 to 68 per cenc., no less than
32 to 35 per cent of the most valuable portion of the grain being

removed and supplied to the live stock of the farm. What tliis means
one fact will explain. In order to pioduce one pound of live pig

—

or practically 11| ounces of meat, which is of less value as food than
six ounces of bread—five pounds of corn are required vmder the system
of feeding which pig owners prefer to adopt.

Now let us look into the question which I am anxious that the

public should fully understand, although I believe that if an angel

proclaimed this truth with a trumpet of silver, he would be treated

with the greatest indifference by 95 per cent of his hearers who,
whatever happens, will eat what, and as much as, they please. Thus
we have to provide not what food is necessary for the purpose of

feeding the people, but what they demand, and what they insist

upon wasting. If in milling wheat 90 per cent of flour was extracted

from the grain instead of the old proportion, it follo\\s that in place of

276 million bushels we should require only 207 millions, while instead

of over 8?> million acres 6i millions would suiTice for our purpose

of growing our wheat. Thus it appears to me that we waste two
million acres of land for the sole purpose of supplying the public with
their cherished white bread, which is not only less nutritious, as

witness the value of wheat offals for stock, but of inestimable value

in maintaining healthy condition, a fact which is fully recognised in

almost all Eur()))ean countries but our own.

The Area Required.

We may now refer to the fact that, if on tlu- basis of prewar
consumption, we were asked to gi-ow wheat u))on S! inillitHi acres of
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land we should be compelled to add nearly six million acres to the
area covered in 1918. Thus:

Acres of Wheat.
England and Wales 2,556,740
Scotland 79,237
Ireland (1917) 124,082

2,760,059

This addition would be practically impossible wibh a cultivated

area of arable land amounting to only

:

Acres.
Englandand Wales (1918) 12,398,730
Scotland (1918) 3,452,156
Ireland (1917) 3,037,730

18,888,616

Although wheat can be grown on particular soils for years in

succession with the assistance of artificial manures, the yield is

smaller, Avhile the system is one which few farmers could adopt, and
Avhich not one in a hundred would if they could. Nor could we
abandon the system pursued in the rotation cropping of wheat land
with any serious chance of success. Farmers who gi-ow wheat once
in a four-course rotation will not grow it twice if they can do better

with barley and oats, especially in Scotland and Ireland, as the
majority can. We are thiis brought to the gist of the question—the
fact that as wheat now covers nearly one-fifth of the arable land in

England and Wales, and as we should require over treble the area
now cropped to enable us to gi'ow all we requii'e, the land at our
disposal is wholly insufficient, while an\'^ attempt in the direction of

a marked increase by ploughing up gi'ass, would disorganise the
recognised system of farming.

Should the Government decide to plough up more grass to increase

the tillage area with as much regard to oats, barley, roots, and forage
crops as to wheat itself, they should be most energetically supported
on the basis of the one fact, which cannot be too persistently published.

I refer to the capacity of arable land to produce for human beings
six times as much food as grass land, and that is the essential question.

The loss of grass, whethei' for grazing or for hay, would be met by
a large increase in the stock food produced under tillage. Each acre of

grass would produce imder arable culture, in the course of a four
years' rotation, one acre of roots, one acre of clover or another green
forage crop, and two acres of straw. As a whole the annual value in

food of these crops would be more than treble the value of grass, for

which reason more stock could be fed.

Ploughing up Grass.

The British farmer has realised during tlie last twenty years that

pastoral farming involves the expenditure of less energy on his part,
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and much smaller expense in labour and machinery than the culture

of arable land, and he is too often unwilling to make the necessary
change. When it was decided by the Government to require tenants
to plough up grass land for wheat, second and third-class pastures

were [^elected. This I regard as an unfortunate decision, however
much it accords with the views of the agiiculturist. The inferior

pasture land is usually poor in quality because of the bad treatment
of the jjast. The best pastures are at their zenith and would proWde
fertility for half a generation, producing tillage crops in great

abundance. On the other hand, while the inferior pastures could be
rapidly improved and made capable of feeding a larger head of stock,

and producing more hay, they will not yield wheat which will nearly
reach the average. I may refer to the results of farming poor land
on a Warwicksliire farm by Mr. Ernest Park, results wliich might be
supplemented almost ad infinitum, and in most cases from my personal

knowledge. On poor neglected clay land, skilfully manured under the
guidance of Dr. Dyer, the yield of oats during nine successive years

was increased by an average of 26 bushels to the acre—the largest

crop reaching 96 bushels, against the English average of 40 bushels.

After the first three years the crop averaged 80 bushels per acre.

Mangels producing only 9| tons per acre in the first j'^ear without
manure, and 15 tons with manure, were increased to 48 tons. Grass
was grown quite as successfullj^ basic slag increasing a 13 cwt. crop
to 43 cwt.

There need be no fear of failure on the ])art of the farmer ^\ho

increases his tillage. If he pays more for labour he may be reminded
of the manufacturer M-ho, with each fresh hand, increases his profits.

Quite apart from the increase of stock food provided on the arable

land, the hills, and downs, and mountain lands have yet to do their

duty. Here again good work has been done by numerous farmers
who, by the emplo^'ment of mineral fertilisers, have so changed the
character and weight of the herbage that the value has been increased

from 2s. 6d. and os. an acre to lOs., 20s., and even 40s. I am persuaded
that as the Swiss farmers are able to produce milk on the Al]^7s at an
altitude of 3,000 to 5,000 feet, where I have frequently seen their

herds, so can we adopt the same course at from 600 to 1.200 feet

—

and still higher—especially if we adopt the plan of im[)rovemeut
already suggested.

We have now seen that more grass land can be ploughed for the
production of grain, still further increasing our home production of

bread corn, while simultaneously providing food for a much larger

head of stock. This is a point of enormous importance inasmuch as

thousands of farmers are wholly averse to the change, in the belief

that by diminishing ])astTire land their stock woukl have to bi> redui-ed.

1 assert my belief that, by the adoption of the method 1 have
suggested, we should be able U feed double the stoik \\«> pcssess. This
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should be within the mark, although there are many who, without taking

the pains to ascertain the facts, will think otherwise. If we accept

23 cwt. of hay as representing an average summer crop, or seven tons

as an annual average yield of grass, and compare it with the average

yield of a four-course rotation available for stock, we shall at once

recognise the magnitude of the sixperiority of the yield on tillage land.

At a modest compTitation this yield would be:

First and Third Year's Straw 3| tons.

Clover or other Green Forage 15 to 18 tons.

Mangels and Swedes 20 to 40 tons.

However large the yield of grass it cannot approach these figures

from the point of view of the weight of the nutritive food which each

crop pi'o\ddes. Although hay can be increased from 25 to 40 cwt., clover

ancl other forage plants will yield ixnder pressure 20 or 25 tons, and
mangels from 40 to 60 tons, still lea^^ng room for an increase.

Milk and its Products.

It is quite unnecessary to retrace the old complaint of our

insufficienc}^ in the production of milk, butter, and cheese. I am of

opinion that, with the advantages of largely-increased tillage crops

and the cultivation of the uplands, cows could be kept in sufficient

numbers to provide all t he milk we require for consumption in its natural

state, and for the production of a fair yield of prime butter and cheese.

There is an insular prejudice among milk producers which has

descended from their predecessors of forty years ago, when milk was
a small by-product of the farm, that pasture grass is essential to the

cow. Our fathers grazed their milkers because they were few ; because

there was little to sell, and because green forage crops were less known;
and their cultivation regarded as unnecessary. Grass is not essential

for the production of milk. I have seen the system under which cows
are kept in too many countries to believe this for one moment.
We obtain most of our butter from Denmark, where the cattle are

fed chiefly on arable crops. In France tillage crops are almost universal

in summer as well as in winter—if we except portions of Normandy.
The Swiss farmer, the maker of a cheese known all over the world

—

except for the mountain pastures in the higher Cantons—feeds his

cows in the stalls, while the farmers of America supply lucerne and
green maize to a large and increasing extent.

I do not forget the fact that the British farmer was, under the

old conditions, wliich I pray may never return, asked to compete in

the production of butter and cheese against the world, with the resiilt

that he failed in his task. It is true that the best cheese paid him
to make, but only the best. Immediately his quality fell to the second

class he was beaten by imported products, and so it is that cheese

production failed to increase. If I am asked whether I believe that

we shall produce all the milk we require, my reply must be based upon
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the line which the Government takes. Under the old conditions, as

under the present conditions, we shall certainly not. In the fii'st place

we have not the requisite number of cattle. In the second, we have
not approached in area the tillage land we require, nor grown the

crops which it produces, while last of all there is no sign, where there

should be sign, of any attempt to improve the upland grazings, which,

as I believe, have never been cidtivated in English history.

If dair;}'farming is to become as productive as the Government asks

for corn production at the hands of the corn farmer, it must receive

better encouragement. If we are still to rely upon Denmark, Holland,

France, America, and our Colonies for our butter and cheese, it will be

well to know it at once, for the nation could much better reduce its

consumption of meat than lose its butter and cheese, which, so far as

home production is concerned, are not made for the million but for

those who can afford to pay the best price. At present prices milk
paj^s the producer handsomely, but at a ruinous cost to the consumer.
When, after the war, prices approximate to pre-war figures, as some
must, farmers will

treatment if they
produce the milk we
conditions return
unable to compete
petitors, and we shall

security for our sup-

cheese.

It may be well

The Co-operative

Wholesale Society Ltd.

own 32,649 acres of

agricultural land in

England.

demand exceptional

are to be pressed to

require. If the past

we shall be wholly
with our old coni-

therefore have no
ply of butter and

to point to the fact

that the production of milk is one of the most fascinating and
profitable branches of the agricultural industry, even under present

conditions. In pre-war days the cost of maintaining a cow during
winter averaged Is. 3d. per day, while during summer it cost

about 3s. a week, or 66s. for the season of 22 weeks. This

brings us to a total annual sum of £16. 8s. 6d., whereas the

return, based on an average yield of 650 gallons of milk, below
which no cow should fall, and at a cost of 9d. a gallon would be
£24. 7s. 6d., showing a gross profit of £8 per cow—a sum amply
sufficient to cover labour, conveyance, and minor charges which would
be reduced by a deduction of the value of the annual calf. In these

days the question assumes a different aspect, although gi-azing is as

cheap as before. Labour is much more expensive, while foodstuffs

are costly in the extreme. I have, however, made a calculation on
the basis of a war crop of hay Aveighing 30c\vt. to the acre and costing

£4. lOs. to produce. In a similar way I assume that by good
farming the yield of turni])s is 20 tons, and of mangels 30 tons to the

acre, the gross average expense of ]iro(luction reaching 10s. a ton.

At this rate a cow fed in winter on iltilbs. of roots, 121bs. of hay, and
121bs. straw, the combination forming the bulkiest and the coarsest
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part of her rcation, would cost Is. 2d. a day, leaving a shilling to

fourteen pence to cover the cost of the cake and meal, which it is

usual to provide for a deep-milking cow, although this food would be

quite unnecessary when she is dry. It appears to me that whether
we discuss the production of milk during war or during peace, the

reply is the same, for success attends the work of those who conduct
their business on the right lines. It is precisely the same with the

production of cheese, and in some cases with the production of butter,

the results of which depend not only upon the skill of the maker,
and the cost of the food, but, as Dr. Watney has proved, upon the

breed of the cow. On this point one fact must suffice. The average

yield of butter of British cows is about IGOlbs. in a year. At the great

milking competition for the chief dairy breeds, held at Chicago, which
I attended, one gi^oup of 25 cows were milked for 90 days, their yield

averaging 290 gallons, or considerably more than an average cow in

this country produces in six months. At the later competition at

St. Louis a similar number of cows averaged for the same period

385 gallons, while the yield of butter was 1761bs., or 161bs. more than
our average for twelve months. The whole secret of the success in

each case was in the selection of the stock from which these cattle

were bred. Had the Government adopted this course when they
formed the Development Commission, this country would have now
been in possession of many thousands of milk pedigree cows and of a

sufficient number of bulls to have covered the country. The two
leading cows at St. Louis each produced 3301bs. of butter in 120 days,

one of the pair secreting milk at the rate of 31bs. per hour during the

whole period. Siich are examples of what is possible with us.

The Meat Supply.

While I have endeavoured to show that by taking the necessary

steps we can keep a largely-increased number of cattle and sheep, I

hold the opinion that so long as we continue to be a great meat-eating

nation we shall not be in a position to produce all our mutton and
beef. Space does not permit of a full discussion of this subject, but

if we make a comparison between the average consumption per head
of our people and the average home supply we shall at once be struck

by the enormous disparity—a disparity which is crystallised in the

imports. It is possible, however, to deal somewhat concisely with

one branch of the meat question. I refer to the production of pork
and bacon, which costs the country so many millions a year. If the

production of pigs is left solely to the discretion of farmers there is

no hope of any material increase in their number; but if steps are

taken to ensure production with that earnestness and enterpi'ise which
was exhibited in relation to the production of corn, all might be well.

The pig industry could be developed so extensively and so rapidly

that in a short time it would be possible to produce the whole of our
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bacon, abandoning importation altogether. If we are to provide our
own food, those to whom this duty is entrusted must be faithful in

its discharge; but the payment they receive in return must be just.

Farmers cannot enforce conditions ; it is not a question of wages with
them, but of rents and their men; nor can they be driven, although
they can be led.

The first point to impress upon the whole landed community is

that pigs pay when in good hands as well as, possibly better than,

an3^ other stock on the farm. While the second is that four-fiftlis of then."

food can be grown on the farm in the form of grass, potatoes, mangels,
beet, parsnips, carrots, artichokes, and swedes. I am aware that long
practice in gi'ain feeding has led pig breeders to believe in nothing
else. Let me, however, take one example in explanation of what I

mean. At harvest time a large proportion of the food material of a
plant, such as barley, is concentrated in the seed. Were the plant

eaten before the seed was formed the animal consuming it would
obtain the nourishment which later on would be furnished by the
seed. It would, however, obtain something more—^the indispensable

fibre and the water which form part of the green plant. It is precisely

the same with the potato and the roots to which I have referred.

An average potato contains about 22 per cent of nutritive food in

combination with some 75 parts of water. On the other hand, the
most popular pig food—barley meal—contains 66 per cent of nutritive

food. Thus, weight for weight, one pound of barley meal should be
equal to 31bs. of potatoes. In practice, however, it is essential to

recognise the deficiency of the potato in protein, and so we assume
that it requires 3J to 41bs. to make it equal to lib. of barley meal.
Let us suppose that the ration of a pig is 41 bs. of the meal per day,
or an equivalent of 141bs. of potatoes. If in mixing the nical in a
pail, which is a customary plan, a gallon of water is added, we obtain
a mixture weighing precisely the same as the potatoes, and we might,
therefore, be disposed to regard it as a poor food oA\ing to the large

proportion of water. It is because of our ignorance^ and our too gi'cat

willingness to accept an old practice as gospel, and to regard a new
practice with suspicion and distrust, if it is the result of scientific

teaching, that we have so frequently failed. Thus I would impress
upon all concerned with this question the absolute folly of relying

upon foreign nations for a class of food wliich we are able to produce
so much cheaper and so much better. It is England wliich has su])plied

the stock from which Denmark and other countries have bird the

pigs which they cure and send to us. It is England, too, Avhich by the

piirchase of butter from Denmark has enabled her to provide the
skimmed milk of her factories, the best of all foods for her pigs. We
have been engaged for 40 yeai-s in building the national industry

of this little country and neglecting ourselves, and we have bitterly

paid for it.
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Poultry and Eggs.

The poultry industrj^, which a few years ago was a mere hobby

—

a combination of fanciers engaged in sporting competitions—has

emerged into a national asset. Instead of importing hundreds of

millions of eggs, and hundreds of thousands of fowls for the table,

we should produce all. The possibilities of the home production of

eggs and poultry are as great as the possibility of producing pigs.

While I have not abundant faith in the efforts of Governments which
have failed so egregiously in the past, I am convinced that unless

there is ampler encouragement given to this branch of the farming
industry, as well as to others which I have mentioned, what could be

done will not be done. To the farmer poultry should appeal far more
than to the amateur who occupies little or no land, apart from his

garden; yet it is this man who leads the way with none of the

advantages which the farmer possesses, with his waste in stables and
stockyards and his harvest and grass fields. I have visited farms on
which there are numbers of hens of excellent type, but these are not

one in a hundred, the ninety-and-nine possessing but few, and these

of a nondescript character, or no hens at all. If we are to produce
eggs and poultry there must be a national organisation with some
authority at its back, while the members of the directing body must
regard it as a duty to formulate a propaganda on the lines of " Security

for our food supply." Briefly, the production of food in these islands

must become a form of national religion, in which every man is a

pledged believer. It is not enough to reconstruct a system; that

system must be worked. Faith is faith only when there are acts of

faith.

We must build a bigger England, and this can be done by the

reclamation of waste land in almost every county, especially that

which is near the coast. There is no land so poor as to be

non-productive, and although it may not pay a rent it should still be

used. I have seen thousands of acres of mountain land in Ireland

which have been let at sixpence an acre for grazing, and have yet

been abandoned, while the poor people adjoining were unable to

obtain an acre under any conditions to help them to live. The system

that prohibits the use of land which will not pay a rent is a wrong
system. Land which will not produce sufficient to pay for the labovir

involved in its cultivation, and the interest of the capital employed,

will not be cultivated. Where, however, the food produced exceeds

these combined values, rent commences, and not before, for there is

nothing With which to pay it. Unless uncultivated land which can be

made productive is cvdtivatcd it should be taxed. I know of no other

course of compulsion which is likel}' to be so decisive as this. Under
existing conditions, land which is poor owing to years of bad
management, pays the least to the rates, while the best cultivated land
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pays the most. It should be quite the reverse if all the poor land in

the country is to be put to the best use.

If the Government accepts the recommendations of the

Reconstruction Committee, and pursues the course they have de\dsed,

landlords will be compelled to manage their estates with the object

of insuring thorough cultivation of the land and the production of

maximum crops, while tenants will have no option bvit to give up their

farms to better men than themselves if they fail to make the most
of the land in their occupation. Already over 500 farmers have been
removed from their farms by the County Agi'icultural War Committees
owing to their indifferent work, while land amounting to tens of

thousands of acres has been taken from some farms and added to

others in order that it may receive greater attention. This is all to

the good, but it may be observed, nevertheless, that if corn falls in

price to such an extent that it cannot be profitably gro%\Ti, owmg in

pari) to the increased cost of labour and of every commodity in which
labour is involved, farmers will decline to grow it on the requisite

area. I am unable to see how they can be compelled to do this even
by command of the State. In my judgment, although I was opposed
to a duty on corn under pre-war conditions there is no other course

than that which the Committee propose—a minimum price of 42s.

for wheat, and 23s. for oats, leaving barley to take care of itself. It

is to be feared, however, that these cereals wdll remain at higher

figures than the suggested minimum for some years. There is, however,

another consideration to which I must refer: A State subvention

to farmers who are now compelled to pay a higher wage
must not be made the occasion of raising rents. Unless some steps

are taken to prevent the adoption of this course there are owners of

land who will insist on claiming their share. What are those steps to

be ? There will always be competition for land, and under the new
(and it is to be hoped more prosperous) regime, prospective farmers

will be induced to bid rents which cannot be paid, ^ith the result

that many tenants will be deprived of their business and their home,
for the sake of the new man whose ability to pay ^^llat he offers is a

question yet to be solved. The misfortune is that there are more
farmers than farms, and I believe that in futiire years, as intense

cultivation is better \inderstood and practised, the difficulty will be

solved by reducing the size of the large farms, many of which are not,

and cannot be, made the most of under the existing system of

cultivation.

It is significant that although the Empire can am])ly ])n)vide for

us, as for itself, the fact is insufficient for our security, owing ti> tlie

distance of our Colonies across the seas. We must look wholly to

oiu'selves, and till every acre of land in our possession, allhougli it

may never have been tilled before. I am intimately acquainted with

the West of Ireland, with portions of Scotland and \\'ales. and with
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almost every English county, in some instances through and through.
It seems to me impossible, therefore, that one to whom agriculture
has been the life and charm of a long career, and to whom
opportunities have been afforded, which were almost unique, should
fail to diagnose the true state of the case. Thus I arrive at the
conclusion that while it is possible to extend our farm lands by nearly
a million acres, to convert at least five millions of rough grazing
uplands into useful pastures, and to convert another two million acres
of grass into tillage land, we cannot produce more than 50 per cent
of our normal consumption of grain for the one reason that we insist

on providing food for our flocks and herds before we provide for

ourselves. Nor can we produce all our meat even then. Pork, bacon,
sugar, milk, eggs, poultry, fruit, and vegetables we can gTow if we
will, but in practice we decide that Ave won't. It rests not with nature,
nor legislation, and not with the farming community, but with the
people themselves—to the majority of whom meat and strong drink
appeal wdth much gi'eater force than the simpler, cheaper, and much
more valuable foods, all of which could be gioAAOi in these islands.

THE NATIONAL KITCHENS MOVEMENT.

THE establishment of national kitchens and restaurants is one
of many measures so accordant with commonsense and public
utility that the very idea of such in normal times was scouted

as rankly Utopian and as altogether incompatible with the conditions
of progress in the best of all possible worlds. In the general
houleversement of stereotyped ideas brought about by the war, however,
the Utopianism of the pre-war period has become the practical politics

for to-day, and probably for to-morrow and the day after. When
Governments have so far descended from their Olympian altitudes as

to provide us with daily bread, national tea and sugar, and standard
clothing, and concern themselves with our rations of fuel and wants
of all kinds, the circumstance may be regarded as an outward and
visible sign of a far-reaching change of conception with regard to

social affairs and to the relations of the State and to the nation at

large. For years in succession the trend of events has been to impress
the nation with the conception that the public welfare is the supreme
law, and that the State is an essential factor in the promotion of the
general weal: and whilst numerous institutions can only be justified

as war-measures, others have showTi themselves of such public utility

as to ensure the probability of their permanence when peace-time
comes round. National kitchens and restaurants may be said to

rank in this category.

In view of the success of the movement, due credit must be given
to the late Lord Rhondda for adopting a good idea, and for establishing
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the National Kitchens Division of the Food Ministry and so setting

the movement officially going and giving it a national status. Since

then we have had the Food Ministry carrying on a public campaign
on behalf of Food Kitchens, where formerly it was members of the

public who had to institute a campaign to secure attention to the

possibilities realisable by the methods of public organisation.

The Organisation and Aims of the Movement.

To-day, local authorities are endowed with the authority and
the means to set up National Kitchens on the public behalf; but the

circumgyration required to bring all this about is indicated by the

details recorded by the Assistant Director of the National Kitchens
Division :

—

Lord Rhondda telieved in decentralisation. He believed in giving a
local authority power to manage its own affairs. In regard to kitchens,

power was given to all local authorities to establish and maintain kitchens,

and authority was vested in them to delegate any of their powers to any
committee that they might appoint. The Local Government Board were
approached, and they also issued an Order to local authorities authorismg
them to u.se money from the rates if necessary for the establishment and
maintenance of kitchens. Up to that point the position was perfectly clear

Then came the question of the capital cost. The Treasury were approached
several times and eventually granted two concessions. The second was very
advantageous and was transmitted to all local authorities in the country.
It was that the Ministry would advancte the total capital cost of the kitchens

as a loan free of interest, to be repaid in equal annual instalments spread
over ten years.

The policy of the Ministry was then to bring home to the local authorities

exactly what they should do. Steps were taken by I(^tter, by circular, and by
personal interview, to explain the details of the various Orders tmd the m(>thods
by which the Ministry considered the kitchens should be run. It was laiil downi
as a cardinal principal that the kitchens wen> to be self-supporting and rim
as a business proposition, and theiv was to be no air or semblance of charity
about them at all. The quality of the food to be supplied was one of the
most important questions to !» tackled; others wei'e to avoitl the mistakes of

tho past, to avoid anything in the nature of glorified soup kitchens, and to

avoid tho faulty methods appan>nt in the German kitchiMis, wh(M-e food is

supplied in bulk, so that nothing short of starvation has driven the G«M-man
people to the kitchens. Our iilea was that everyl)oily in this coimtry was
entitled to facilities for getting good food in national kitchens, ivgardlt>ss of

the individual's means, and that was one thing insist(>d upon in the training

of cooks and supervisors who had to take thai'g<' of the kitchens.

One of tho ideas of the National Kitchens Gonnnittee was tliat through
tho medium of the kitchens, if they were projx^-ly riui, people—not only tlio

custoniers, but also the luimljers of small caterers throughout the coiuitry

—

might lie lirought to .s(>e that it was possible^ to give jx-ople appetising and
nourishing food at a price that would enal)l(> them to make a profit, anil still

lx> reasonable to the ciLstomers. . . . The National Kitchens l)ivision

took up the standpoint that there was no n^ason wliy the working-classes
should not lie hotter fed than th'^y wen» now. Th(> Ministry felt that it could
be done, and by setting up some kitchens which wen> run entiix-ly by th»>

department, they had prov«>d that it (H>nld be done on a commercial bjusis

of making a profit. They fnHjuently rec(M\t>d letters from different }iarts of

tho country saying that there was a givat dtunand for national kitchens in
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that particular area. If they had an official available they sent him down
to -remind the local people of the powers which they had got, and did all they
could to induce those people to put their powers into operation.

The Need of Public Initiative.

With the necessity of pubhc initiative, as emphasised by the

Assistant Director of the National Kitchens Division, all will agree:

—

But after all, the success of the development of the national kitchens

as a business proposition depended entirely upon the public. It was strong
public opinion which enabled them to be started, and it was public opinion
and action which would enable them to be run successftilly after they were
started, so that in the case of any particular trade or area where there was
a distinct need for cooked food that was not at present available, the first

step was to move the local authority. At the same time they were dealing

with the local authority, they could deal with the Ministry.

LoNDOsr Experiments.

The national kitchens, established as models by the Ministry of

Food and by way of experiment, have proved an unqualified success.

Thus, with regard to the Kitchen at Poplar, it was stated after the

experiment had been tried for three months that the Kitchen had

been a success from the very beginning ; every week showing a balance

of income over expenditure, and the last week a profit (as ascertained

for municipal purposes) equal to over 50 per cent, on the capital

outlay; whilst evidence of the popularity of the Kitchen is afforded

by the fact that from 1,000 portions per day served in the first part

of the period named the number increased to over 2,300 before the

end of three months. The scale of charges is indicated by the following

particulars :

—

Soup, Id. jjer half-pint, and per pint, l^d.

Cooked meat, entrees, patties, pies, puddings, or slices from the joint,

half a coupon, 4d. and 6d. Patties, &c., 4d. each.

Two tickets for half a coupon available on different days.
Vegetables, Id. per portion.

Fish, 3d. per portion.

Vegetarian dishes, 3d. per portion.

Sweets, l^d. per portion.

Cup of tea and scones. Id.

Coffee, Id. per cup.

Scones, |d. each.

Bread and butter, ^d. per slice.

Jam, ^d. per portion.

Pickles, ^d. per portion.

A success even greater than that of the Poplar Kitchen has been

the national restaurant established in New Bridge Street, London,
by the Ministry of Food. During the three weeks ending on August
24th, the net profit amounted to £50. 14s. 5d. for the first week, to

£70. 13s. 9d. for the second, and to £73. 9s. 4d. for the third: deductions

being made for full rent, management charges, reserves for renewals,
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interest on capital at 5J per cent, and depreciation at 10 per cent, to
arrive at net profit: " The rate of £70 per week, which appears to

be maintainable, would be equal to 70 per cent per annum on the
capital outlay, and would repay this within eighteen months."

During the third week the number of persons served with meals
reached 15,525; 7^d. being the average receipt for each meal, while
the cost worked out at a trifle under 6|d. after allowance for all

charges—the resultant net pi'ofit being 1.1 36d. jDer meal.

Conditions of Success.

From the experience gained in the Poplar enterprise, the Ministry
of Food has emphasised the following conditions as essential to

success :

—

The premises naust be in a good position, and not in a back street, nor in

a basement which necessitates descending many steps to arrive at the kitchen.

The interior must be bright and attractive.

The plant and equipment must be modem and efficient, and not a collection
of old gas stoves.

The cooks and the rest of the staff must bo suitably attired.

The menu must be varied, and the food of the best quality, prepared by
experienced cooks who can produce the best results in the most appetising
and attractive form, regard being had at all times to nutritive values.

Granting these conditions, it is possible for local authorities to secure
such benefits and advantages as a national profit in the saving of food and
fuel, a nmnicipal profit which may Ido applied in affording additional quantities
of cooked food, a health profit in the provision of better food for the people,
and an individual profit in the saving of time and money to the patron.

The Growth of the Movement.

Following on the London experiments, the plans of the Ministry
of Food in September last embraced the establishment of national
model restaurants in Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds,
Manchester, Newcastle, and Brighton. And how far the movement
had grown by that period is indicated by the official estimate of 623
kitchens and restaurants serving a]3proximateIy a million portions of

food per day, and by the fact of schemes for about 150 moie having
been ajiproved or being in course of pi-eparation, Lontlon coming at

the head of a lengthy list with schemes for an additional 36. Yorksliire

next with schemes for 29, and Nottmghamshire the third with plans

for 22.

All the same, circumstances clearly show that infinitely more might
be done. When one considers the huge industrial areas in which no
effort has yet been made, one realises once again the passive resistance

to public enterprise characteristic of local authorities iirepondiMantly
rei)resentative of profiteering intercuts—a resistance wliich nothing
can overcome but uncompromising pressure on the ])art of the public,

in which connection it is clearly tlie duty of the local labour movement
everywhere to give the public a lead.
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STATISTICS OF THE GO-OPERATIVE UNION.

EMBRACING, as it does, the whole industrial co-operative

movement in the United Kingdom (a minor fraction excepted)

the Co-operative Union is very much more than a mere
representative organisation of the great movement; whilst its

mammoth figures constitute it the Titan amongst the worlds
co-operative movements—a Titan whose colossal proportions at the

close of 1017 are summarised in the membership approaching 4,000,000,

in the share and loan capital of nearly £70,000,000, in the trading

turnover of £225,000,000 (in round figures), in the net surplus of over

£18,000,000, in the army of employes mustering over 162.000, and in

the collective wages and salaries bill of over £12,000.000 for the year.

The specific ascent of figures during 1917 is denoted by the increase

of membership (269,135), by the increase of share and loan capital

to the amount of £2,006,340, by the sales increase of £27,617,473,

by the collective increase of employes to the number of 3,708, and
by the wages bill increase to the amount of £1,248,788. Unfortunately,

however, the figures also point to the presence of the proverbial fly

in the ointment—how abnormally large and malodorous is indicated

by the decrease of surplus to the amount of £955,421, and by the fact

that the sales increase of £27,617,473 signifies to no small extent
the increase of prices due to war conditions.

Still more expressive are the increases between 1913 and 1917;

that is to say, 909,842 in membership, £13,144,728 in share and loan

capital, £58,413,238 in sales, 15,264 in the number of employes, and
£2,561,720 in the matter of salaries and wages; while the decrease

of net surplus to the amount of £3,934,186 is sufficiently expressi\e

to preclude elaboration.

With this brief preface the reader ma\^ now review the subjoined

statistics of the Union at his leisui-e.

The Co-operative Union in 1917.

Class.
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Retail Distributive Societies.

Passing from the whole to the parts, and beginning with the

distributive societies, the first thing to note is their geographical

and statistical distribution in 1917.

The Distribution of Distributive Societies, 1917.
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In 1917 the total reserve funds amounted to £9,217,294, an increase

of £1,346,963 as compared with the previous year; the value of the

stock in trade equalled £26,300,078, an increase of £3,248,997 for the

year; the value of the land, buildings, machinery, and fixed stock

amounted to £19,861,857, an increase of £180,405; while the total

investments amounted to £38,541,250, including house property

investments to the amount of £8,734,530. The total investments

for 1917 show a reduction of £1,397,448 as compared with the figures

for 1916.

As regards Avorkers, 26,012, or 21-91 per cent of the total, in 1917

were classed as engaged in production, as compared with 27,129. or

23-46 per cent, In 1916, and 28,555, or 26-09 per cent, in 1915 ; whilst

the wages bill for productive workers amounted to £2,110,154 in

1917, as compared with £1,978,572 in 1916, and £1,821,413 in 1915.

Productive Societies

(exclusive of the wholesales).

The productive societies in 1917 showed a total membership of

36,358, share and loan capital to the amoimt of £1,804,954, trade to

the amount of £5,146,459, and a surplus of £359,740; whilst the

workers numbered 10,038, and the wages total came to £766,846.

As compared with 1916 this means an increase of membership to the

number of 1,216, £33,350 increase in share and loan capital, £684,968
increase in sales, £25,898 increase in surplus, 246 few^er employes,

and £34,740 more in wages.

Comparing 1917 with 1913 we find the increase as follows: In
membership, 1,696; in share and loan capital, £103,921: in sales,

£1,436,225; in surplus, £106,726; and in the w^ages paid, £170,466,

coupled with a decrease of 404 in the number of emploj^es.

Productive Societies

(exclusive of the wholesale societies).

Year.
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Supply Associations.

The figures for the supply associations from 1913 to 1917 are

as follows:

—
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in share and loan capital, and a trifling decrease of £616 in the net

surplus.

Comparing 1917 with 1913 there has been an increase of £561,403

in share and loan capital, an increase of £8,115,809 in trading figures,

an increase of £160,185 in the net surplus, and an increase of £250,059

in wages, despite a decrease of workers to the number of 163.
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SKETCH OF THE C.W.S.

MOST people are now struck with the magnitude of the

Co-operative Wholesale Society Limited. From our own
country, from foreign coimtries, from our extensive colonies,

come inquiries wanting to know what is the great C.W.S.
It is even doubtful whether the average member of a co-operative

society fvilly realises to what extent the C.W.S. has spread its

operations throughout the kingdom.
And how are we to convey a comprehensive idea of its size without

wear\T^ng the readers with a long, long list of bare facts of the names
and places of fields, factories, workshops, warehouses, wharves,

salerooms, offices, &c. ?

And yet it is necessar}' to state the extent of the commercial and
industrial activities we as co-operators now own through what we
may generally .call " collective "action."

But, first, it will be well to say in a few words that the C.W.S. is

simply an amalgamated bodj'' of local co-operative societies, which
does the wholesale business for these local societies. Besides doing

the wholesale business as merchants it also builds factories for the

manufacture of goods sold in retail societies' shops.

The capital necessary to make it possible for the Wholesale Society

to deal in merchandise and erect factories, &c., on a large scale, is

provided by the local societies. The members, of course, provide the

capital for the local society. The ordinary members, therefore,

provide the capital for the C.W.S. to caxTy on its extensive business

of buyers and sellers for the movement, and of growers and
manufacturers.

It therefore follows that the C.W.S. does for the worker in the

things named what an amalgamation of trade unions does for the

local trade imion societies in trade unionism.

As the individual member of a branch of a trade union owns with

his brothers, and can help to control by vote, the associated

amalgamation of trade xmions, so the ordinary member of a local

co-operative society owns and controls, in co-operation with others,

the co-operative amalgamation known as the C.W.S.
The comparison can be carried to any length. For instance,

just as the representatives of the executive body of an amalgamation

of trade union branches are elected by the mass of the members, so

are the representatives of the C.W.S. And just as the representatives

of one authority come from all parts of the area of the amalgamation,

so they do in regard to the C.W.S.
There is, of course, this vital difference between the two democratic

constitutions : The trade union amalgamation looks after such interests

of the members as wages, hours, and general conditions of labour;
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the C.W.S. directs its attention to the furnishing of the local

co-operative store with commodities either purchased on a great,

and consequently an advantageous, scale, or provides fields, factories,

and workshops wherein these commodities ma}' be gro^^^l or

manufactured.
The Board of Directors of the C.W.S. forms the executive power

of the trading and manufacturing amalgamation of local societies.

There are 32 members of the Board , who reside in all parts of the

Kingdom

.

If the C.W.S. Board of Directors, which is really an executive

committee, did not act in a mercantile and manufacturing capacity

for the local society, it is almost impossible in these days of consolidated

vested interests to say what would happen to the people.

The amalgamated private merchants and manufacturers would
simply have the full liberty of making local co-operative societies

dance to their tunes; they could and would set societies competing
one against the other; they would do everything they possibly could

to hold back and break up co-operative production, which is the

feature in co-operation that is going to undermine their influence in

the future, and give to the workers their right place and power in

the nation.

The Story in Figures.

The share capital of the C.W.S. was, at the end of 1917, £2.918,133.

The loan capital was £3.893,062. The reserves amounted to £3,009,932.

The total capital (the above items put together), therefore, was
£9,884,127. This means that all members of local societies who are

members of the C.W.S. have a share of this £9,884,127. And this

capital is in fields, factories, mines, workshops, warehouses, &c.

The total sales of the C.W.S. in 1865 amounted to £120,754. In

the subsequent ten-year periods the progress may be graphicall}'

illustrated by the following figures :

—

Year. '
Sales. Year. Sales.

1875 £2,247,39.5 189.5 £10,141.917
1885 £4,793,151 1905 £20,785,4t)9

Hence the continual progress. In thirty years it rose- from an
annual sale of £2,247,395 in 1875 to £20,785,469 in 1905.

But from 1905 to 1917 the advancement Avas inuch more
remarkable. In that twelve years the annual sales of the C.W.S.
increased from £20,785,469 to £57,710,132 ! That was a tremendous
rise. What would the original founders of the C.W.S. have thought
about it ? Nevertheless, great as it is, it is not great enough. It

must get greater and greater as we proceed with the extension and
construction of the Co-operative State.

It should be added that out of the sales of £57,710.132 last year,

goods manufactured in C.W.S. factories, &o., were valued at

£18,482,277.
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Productive Factories.

, The C.W.S. has fields, factories, and workshops m all parts of

England and Wales, and a few in Ireland. The undergoing list

show where they are and what they are:

—

Flour IMills.—At Manchester and Oldham, in Lancashire;
Avonmouth, in Gloucester; Dunston, in Durham; Silvertown, in

Essex; Halifax, Slaithwaite, Sowerbj^ Bridge, and Hull, in Yorkshire.
Land for Mill at Birkenhead.

Soap Works.—At Dunston, in Durham; Irlam, in Lancashire;
Silverto^\^l, in Essex.

Metal Industries.—At Birtley (tinplate), in Durham; Dudley
(buckets, fenders, &c.), in Worcestershire; Keighley (all sorts of

ironware), Sheffield (cutlery), in Yorkshire.

Textile and Clothing Mills.—At Batley, Delph, and Diggle
(woollen) ; Leeds, Pelaw, London, and Cardiff (ready-mades) ; Little-

borough (flannel) ; Sheffield and Cardiff (overalls) ; Broughton and
Crewe (mantle, shirt, tailoring, and underclothing) ; Bury, Radcliffe,

and Chorley (cotton weavmg) ; Desboro' and Kettering (corsets and
blouses); Huthwaite (hosiery) ; Birmingham (pinafores, &c.) ; Hebden
Bridge (fustians).

Boots and Shoes, &c.—At Leicester (two works) and Enderby,
also closing " and legging works, Kettering, in Leicestershire;

Leeds, Heckmondwike, and Pontefract (fellmongering), in Yorkshire;
Rushden and Wellingborough, in Northamptonshire. Tannery,
Street, in Somersetshire.

Printing, Bookbinding, &c.-^At Longsight and Warrington,
in Lancashire ; Leicester, in Leicestershire ; Pelaw, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Other Factories.—At Broughton and Pelaw (cabinet), Crumpsall
(biscuits), Manchester (tobacco), Middleton, Silvertown, Clayton, and
Hull (jams, pickles, vinegar, &c.), Rochdale (paints), lard, starch,

blue, also margarine factory at Irlam, in Lancashire; Leeds (brushes),

in Yorkshire; West Hartlepool (lard), in Durham. New jam factory

at Acton, Middlesex ; and saw mills at Wymondham, in Norfolk.

Oil mills, Liverpool. Drugs and Drysalteries at Pelaw. Coal mine,
Shilbottle, in Northumberland.

Agriculture.—At Wisbech, in Cambridgeshire; Marden, in

Herefordshire; Roden, in Shropshire; Clitheroe and Irlam, in Lan-
cashire; Crewe and Warburton, in Cheshire; Goole, in Yorkshire;

Market Drayton, in Salop; Stoughton, in Leicestershire; Compton
Bassett, in Wiltshire; Down Ampney, in Gloucestershire. We now
own and control over 30,000 acres of agricultural land in England.
There are butter and egg depots at Armagh, Cork, Limerick, and
Tralee, in Ireland. There is also a butter factory at Brislington,

near Bristol.
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Our Commercial Centres.

Of these, Manchester is the chief, with branches at Newcastle
and London. At each of these British commercial centres we have
wholesale departments for the sale of all manner of articles sold by
retail societies and consumed by men, women, and children. There
are groceries, provisions, furniture, drapery, boots and shoes,

stationery, fruit, coal, and drugs of every description. At the end of

1917 there were 3,365 persons employed in our palatial buildings in

and about Balloon Street, Manchester. There were 2,817 employed
in and about the Blandford Street premises at Newcastle. There were
1,272 at Leman Street, London. In all, 8,753 employees at these

selling, storing, and distributing centres. These figures do not include

all, because our activities have grown to such an extent that it is not
easj^ to tabulate in proper order all that the C.W.S. now possesses.

For instance, it owns jointly with the Scottish Co-operative Wholesale
Society the London tea and coffee department employing 519 persons;

the fine cocoa factory at Luton employing 249; there are also the

insurance departments at Manchester, London, and Newcastle, finding

work for 348; there are extensive tea estates in India and Ceylon,

on which over 2,642 persons are employed. The C.W.S. has also

places in West Africa with 76 employees, and a depot at Ceylon
with 73.

At the end of 1917, 29,638 males and females in all parts of the

United Kingdom and abroad were em})loyed by Co-operative

Wholesale organisation. These 29,638 persons were engaged in all

manner of industrial, commercial, and distributive work.

Hence the C.W.S. is gradually encircling the globe. In England
and Wales it has busy depots at Bristol, Cardiff, and Northampton,
employing 739 persons. Its purchasing depots cover a wide
geographical area. They arc at Boston, Goole, Hull, Jersey, Liverpool,.

Longton, Tralee (and other parts of Ireland). Leeds, Beeston, Stockton,

Rotherham, Newcastle, and Birmingham.

It has also depots, purchasing centres, &c., at New York, in

United States of America; Montreal and Winnipeg, in Canada;
Copenhagen, Aarhus, Odense, and Herning, in Denn\ark; Denia, in

Sjjain; at Freetown, Accra, Makeno, and Lagos, in West Africa.

Salerooms and Ships.

This is not all. There are salerooms at Ticeds, Nottingham,
Birmingham, Hudderslield, and Blackburn. There ai-e ship])ing

offices at Carston, near Liverpool, and Rouen, in France; and tluM-e

are four steamshi^js, the New Piotncr, FratcrnUi/. Dinah, and tlie

Aegir.
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An Official Description.

The objects of the C.W.S. are to carry on the trades or businesses

of wholesale dealers, bankers, shippers, carriers, manufacturers,

merchants, cultivators of land, workers of mines, and insurers of

persons and property against risks of every description which may be
lawfully undertaken within the meaning of the Assurance Companies
Act, 1909, and the National Insurance Act, 1911, and including in

the business of insurers the effecting of insurances in a.ny manner
or form against risks, claims, or liabilities in respect of accidents under
the Employer's Liability Act, 1880, and the Workmen's Compensation
Acts, 1897 and 1900. and any like Acts, the undertaking of schemes
for the compensation, benefit, or insurance of workmen under the

last-mentioned Act, and the effecting of re-insurances, counter-

insurances, or counter-guarantees, but no new trade or business of

manufacturers, cultivators of land, or workers of mines shall be begim
without the sanction of a general meeting on due notice given. For
the purpose of carrying on any such business as aforesaid, either in

the United Kingdom or elsewhere, the society may acquire property

of any description and any rights thereover and any interest therein,

and agree with any other society for a profit-sharing or other working
arrangement, and, if any such arrangement shall so require, may
depute the management of any business or adventure to any
representative or agent with such powers as- may be agreed on, and
may confer all necessary powers on any such agent or representative,

and may do all things expedient for accomplishing or incidental or

conducive to the attainment of all or any of the objects of the society,

which shall include dealings of every description with land.

Hence, the objects give the right to acquire fields, factories, and
workshops, &c., such as have been enumerated in the foregoing pages.

Who are Members of the C.W.S. ?

We have said that all who are members of co-operative societies

are members, through the local society, of the C.W.S. The C.W.S.,

like the local society, is registered under the Industrial and Provident

Societies Acts, the national charter for working-class development on
co-operative principles. In plain terms—and that is what we want
here—if you are a member of a local co-operative society that is a

member of the C.W.S., you are, along with j-our brother and sister

members, a member of the C.W.S. And you will see from the

aforementioned rule that the constitution and the plan of constructing

the new Commonwealth by collective ownership is done on a soundly

democratic principle. We have (or can have) all a say in it

!

We have thus stated in brief the co-operative basis for the

establishment of a new Commonwealth. The geographical area

covered by the C.W.S. for trading purposes (which does not include
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Scotland) embraces 1,221 co-operative societies, about 1,200 being
members of the C.W.S., or owners of the C.VV.fS. The number of

members of the 1,221 societies at the end of 1917 was 3,105,900, the

shareholding societies of the C.W.S. having, at the end of 1917,

2,748,277 members. Measured by the number in each famih' connected
with each shareholding society, we have a co-operative population in

England, Wales, and Ireland of eight to ten millions in touch with
the C.W.S. in one way or another. This is a fair share of the entire

population of the three countries.

Properly imited and loyal to their o^vn institution, these millions

of people should form a soHd basis for extending the objects narrated
above. The man in the street probably does not know the C.W.S.
as he should do. If he has any imagination he will realise that through
it, and by it, he can bring distribution and industrial production
almostly entirely into his hands. The acquistion of these powers
cannot be done without the consent of him and his fellows.

By this consent, and loyaltj^ to what he consents, he can become,
in a collective capacity, the owner of fields, factories, and workshops.
By development on these lines he can regulate the just wages of the
workers, the hours of the workers, the general condition of the workers,
and can, in fact, set up his own institutions for the entire regulation

of his own affairs.

Already the C.W.S. is the greatest and most powerful working-
class trading and manufacturing body in the world. The sound
principles on which it has been built are the sound principles on which
it can be extended, as men and women realise its power of social and
economic welfare.

SOARING TITHES.

As a result of the continuous increase in corn averages for the
seven years to Christmas, 1917, each £100 of tithe rent charge
for the year 1918 has amomited to £109. 3s. lid., or £17
2s. 10;fd. more than in 1917, and has been the highest recorded
since 1880. The following statement shows the worth of £100 of

tithe rent charge for the last eight years:

—

£ «,. d.

1911
".

71 4 IJ
1912 72 14 2^
1913 74 14 9|
1914 75 11) 4
1915 77 I 4J
19l() 83 2 (5f

1917 !)2 1 0\
1918 lOi) 3 11

fi3
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C.W.S. PRODUCTIVE WORKS.

Particulars of Supplies and Results of Working for Years ended June 23rd,
1917, and June 22nd, 1918.

Year Ended Jtine 23rd, 1917.

Supplies.
Net

Profit.

Biscuit, &c.. Works: Crumpsall....

'reserve, &c.. Works: Middleton\.|

Irlam, SilvertownJ

£

372,149

984,156

&

34,299

71,633

5oap Works

:

Dunston 1,997,896 49,076

^'lour and Provender IVIills: Duns-
ton, Silvertown, Sun, Star, Avon-i
mouth, Sowerby Bridge, Halifax,
Slaithwaite, Hull

robacco Works : Manchester . . .

.

jard Refinery: West Hartlepool

Targarine Works: Higher Irlam

'rinting Works : Longsight, Leicester,
Pelavv

/Olliery Works : Shilbottle

Haunel Works: Littleborough . . . .

losiery Works: Huthwaite

Dorset Works : Desborough

ihirt Factories: Broughton, Pelaw .

.

Voollen Mills : Batley '.

Veaving Sheds : Bury, RadclifEe .

.

'lothingFactories : Leeds,Broughton,
Pelaw

3oot and Shoo Works: Leicester,
Heckmondwiko, Kushden

Cabinet Factories

:

Pelaw
Broughton,

Brush Works : Leeds

ron Works : Keighley
j

Bucket and Fonder Works: Dudley

rinplato Works : Birtley .

,

'aint and Varnish Works: llochdak'i

11,077,818

1,014,575

284,011

328,496

77,503

223.970

63,391

227,427

80,675

232,825

213,927

948,461

88,511

38,128

33,634

39,847

7,356

19,697

18,354,453

186,400

3,997

6,485

538

1,665

2,546

2,517

7,257

1,884

1,972

442

9,114

(a) 129

702

741

1.707

(a) 221

847

Rate
per £.

383.472

(a) Losy.

65

s. d.

1 10

1 5i

Year Ended June 22nd, 1918.

4

OJ

51

Of

5J

21

9i

71

5i

2

OJ

2i

Oi

4i

5i

lOi

7i

lOi

5

Supplies.

&

307,371

1,130,556

Net
Profit.

£

8,478

Rate
per £.

bi
I

2,244,139

57,098
I

1

96,432
I

lOi

8,126,777

1,004,273

243,591

566,572

394,171

60,786

91,091

353,159

83,287

240,146

81,063

398,091

239,606

1,033,411 20,930

74,474

3,171

16,259

40,458

4,078

(a)2,534

1,674

4,633

220

1,089

2,539

170

229

114,983

46,322

32,994

37,802

6.203

26.454

16,862,848

1,046

177

455

2,168

(a) 270

(a) 692

332,282

2J

OJ

1 4

1 5i

2i

10

41

3t

01

1

7*

Oi

42

21

Oi

3i

1 II

101

6i

41
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G.W.S. PROGRESS
From Commencement in March, 1864, to December, 1917.

Year Ended

! Number
'ot Members
belonging:

1
toC.W.S.
Share-
holders.

Shares.

October, 1864 (30 weeks),
1865

!

1866
1

January, 1868 (65 weeks)
1869
1870
1871 (53 weeks)
1872
1873
1874
1875

,

1876 i

1877 (53 weeks)
1878

1

1879 1

December, 1879 (50 weeks)
1880 i

1881
1882
1883
1884 (53 weeks)'
1885
1886

1

1887 1

1S88
1889 (53 weeks)
1890

;

1891
1892

;

]S!(3

\f<:n I

1895 (53 weeks),
1896

!

1897
1898
1899
1900
1901 (53 weeks)
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907 (53 weeks)
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912 (53 weeks)
1913

,. 1914
' 1915..

1910
1917

18,337
24,005
31,030
59,349
74,737
79,245
89,880

114,588
134.276
168. 9S5
198,608
249,616
276,522
274,649
305,161
331,625
361,523
367.973
404,006
433,151
459,734
507,772
558,104
604,800
634,196
679,336
721,316
751,269
824,149
873,698
910,104
930.985
993.564

1,053,564
1,118,158
1,179,609
1.249,091
1,315,235
1,392,399
1,445,099
1,594,145
1,635,527
1,703,564
1,768,935
1,845,415
1,925,517
1,991,576
2,067,776
2,160,191
2,272,496
2,336,460
2,535,972
2,653,227
2,748.277

2,455
7.182

10.968
11.27(;
14,888
16,556
19.015
24.410
31.352
4S.1-26

60.930
78,249
94,590

103,091
117,657
130,615
146,061
156,052
171,940
186,692
207,080
234,112
270.679
300,953
318,583
342,218
434,017
473,956
523,512
570,149
598,496
635,541
682,656
728,749
775,536
821,224
883,791
948,944

1,006,894
1,043,031
1,196,703
1,307,341
1,388,338
1,476,021
1,570,732
1,657,305
1,740,619
1,830,511
1,916,151
2,039,054
2,130,969
2,284,758-
2,663,774
2,981,133

*
!

51,857
I

120,754 !

175,489
331,744
412,240
507,217
677,734
758.764

1.153.132
1,636,950
1,964,829
2,247,395
2,697,366
2,827,052
2,705,626
2,646,331
3,339,681
3,574,095
4,038,238
4,546,889
4.675,371
4,793,161
5,223,179

-5,713,235
6,200,074
7,028,944
7,429,073
8,766,430
9,300,904
9,526,167
9,443,938

10,141,917
11,115,056
11,920,143
12,574,748
14,212,375
16,043,889
17,642,082
18,397,559
19,333,142
19,809,196
2(l.7>:'i.lCi!t

2l',.mii,ii:;;,

21 7 Ml :)(;^

24,902,842
25,675,938
26,567,833
27,892,990
29,732,154
31,371.976
34,910,813
43,101,747
52,230,074
57,710,132

687,881,526

£
267

1,858
2,310
4,411
4,862
4,248
7,626
7,867

11.116
14,233
20,684
26,750
36,979
29,189
34.959
42,764
42,090
46,850
49,658
47,885
54,491
77,630
83,328
65,141
82,490

101,984
126,979
135,008
98,532
84,156

126,192
192,766
177,419
135,561
231.256
286,260
289,141
288,321
336,369
297,304
332.37 4

:;(i i.:>C)S

1 id.r.^u

l^^,;.71
371,497
•549.080
462,469
579,913
613,007
636,119
840,069

1,086,962
1,519,005
1,150,732

Average
Dividend
Paid
per k.

d.

li
3i
3
3
2-2

II
2i

2-2

21
2
24
21
25
21

33
34
2i
2 -ft

31
3i
3i

3J
3i
23
3i
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4

4
4
4
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1898.
Mar. 12. Tobacco Factory (Manchester)

purchased.
April 1. Littleborough Flannel Mill

acquired.
Tune 26. Odense Dep6t opened.
July 11. Longsight Printing Works com-
1899. menced.

Dec. 16. Rusliden Boot Factory pur-
chased.

1900.
Jan. 19.

April 14.
,1901.
AprU 30.

July 27.
Sept.—

.

Sept. 3.

1902.
April 9.

May 1

.

June 21.

Sept. 8.

Sept. —

.

Nov. 1

.

1903.
June 20.

July 1.

Oct. 24.
1904.

Jan. 25.
Feb. 20.
April 18.

June 20.

tuly 1.

1905.
Feb. 15.
July 3.
Sept. 5.

Oct. 26.
1906.

Jan. 1.

Mar. 31.
AprU 28.
May 16.

Dec. —

.

Dec. 15.
1907.

Aug. —

.

Oct. 1.

1908.
Feb. 4.

May 18.
June 29.

Herning Bacon Factory pur-
chased.

Silvertown Flour M01s»opened.

Sydney Tallow Factory pur-
chased.

Roden Convalescent Home op'd.
Bute Terrace (Cardiff) Premises

opened.
Tralee Bacon Factory com-
menced.

Pershore Street (Birmingham)
New Premises opened, and
Cycle Dep6t established.

AYork commenced at Pelaw Drug
Factory.

Nugawella and Weliganga (Cey-
lon) Tea Estates purchased.

Luton Cocoa Works opened.
Work commenced at Pelaw

Cabinet Factory.
Launch of S.S. Unity (II.).

Traflord Wharf and land piu'-
chased.

Leicester Hosiery Factory taken
over.

Launch of S.S. Fraternity.
London Brushmaking trans-

ferred to Leeds.
Employees stait Thrift Fund.
Marden Fruit Farm purchased.
New Drapery Buildings (Man-

chester) opened.
Brislingtou Butter Factory com-
menced.

Huddersfleld Brush Factory
taken over.

Collective Life Assurance insti-
tuted by C.I.S.

Silverto\\7i Grocery Productive
Factory built.

Weaving commenced at Bury.
Desborough Corset Factory op'd.
Esbjerg De"p6t opened.
Launch of S.S. New Pioneer.

Rochdale Flour Mill taken over.
Star ADU (Oldham) taken over.
Sun Flour Mill Ixmght.
Broad Quay (Bristol) Premises

opened.
East Coast ShiT)i)inK Dept. closed.
Land and l'.uil(iiiiu'> Purchased

for Lecdh New linisli Works.
Minimum Wag(; extended to all

Adult Male Employees,
fluddersfield New Saleroom op'd.

Huthwaite Hosiery Factory com-
menced.

Silvertown Soap Works opened.
Keighley Ironworks, Dudley

Bucket and Fender Works,
and Birtley Tinplate Works
taken over.

1909.
Jan. 16. Irish Creamery Conference.

C.W.S. agi'ee to transfer
Creameries.

Feb. 15. Dunston-on-Tyne Soap Works
opened.

Feb. 22. Pontefract Fellmongering com-
menced.

AprU 5. Leicester Prmting Works coni-
1910. menced.

April 27. Avonmouth Flour ]MDI opened.
July 19. Leman Street (London) Exten-
1911. sions opened.

Dec. 1. Rochdale Paint Works com-
1912. menced.

Mar. 16. Land Bought for Leeds Boot
and Shoe Works.

Jiily 3. C.W.S. Health Insm'ance Section
formed.

Aug. 6. Wisbech Estate purchased.
' Aug. 12. Radclifle Weaving Slied com-

menced.
Dec. 21. Delegates recommend Adoption

of jVIinimum Wage for Girl and
Women Workers on the

1913. " Congress " Scale.
Jan. 20. Sheffield Shirt Factory opened.

Denmark (Ceylon) Tea Estate
purchased.

Lower Barcaple and Westhall
(Ceylon) Tea Estates pur-
chased.

Sept. 13. Clitheroe Estates pm"chased.
Sept. 26. First Food Ship (S.S. Hare) left

Ship Canal for Dublin.
Depot at Makene (Sierra Leone)

1914. established.
Soutli Wynaad (Southern India)
Tea Estates purchased.

Depfit at Accra (Gold Coast)
established.

Freetown (Sierra Leone) Trading
1915. Store opened.

Feb. 12. Mr. John ShilUto (Chairman ) died
IMar. 5. Mr. T. TweddeU appointed

Chairman.
July 1. Halifax Flour Mill taken over.
July 1. Sowerby Bridge Flour Mill taken

over.
Jvily 1. Colne Vale Flour Mill taken over.
July 1. Unity Cutlery Society and
1916. Federated Cutlers taken over.

Mar. 23. Mr. Thos. Tweddell (Chairman)
died.

AprU 14. yii. T. KUlon appointed Chair-
man.

Aug. 19. Whitgitt Estate (Goole) pur-
chased.

Sept. 16. Marshland Estate (Goole) pur-
chased.

Oct. 2. P.ixtoii Estate purchased.
Oct. — . Weston lliill Estate purchased.
Nov. 1. Birinint,'hain Pinafore, &c., Fac-

toiy commenced.
Producer first published.

Dec. 5. African Oil Mill (Liverpool)
1917. acquired.

Jan. 13. Shilbottle Colliery pm-chased.
Feb. 3. Delph Mill taken over.
April 28. Clayton Vinegar Brewery pur-

chased.
July 7. Congleton Dairy purchased.
Aug. 4. Checkley and BlakenhaU Estates

piu'chased.
Aug. 17. Empire Works (Acton) pur-

chased.
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CLAIMS PAID:

£ 1 ,600,000
INSURANCE FUNDS:

£800,000

Tl)c Co-operative

Insurance Society Lirpited
(The Joint Insurance Department of the English

and Scottish Co-i perative Wholesale Societies)

Undertakes ANNUITIES
classes^'oT*"^ LIFE ASSURANCE (Z^'d'IpI'cual)
business; COLLECTIVE LIFE ASSURANCE

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
FIDELITY : FIRE : BURGLARY
LIVE STOCK
MOTOR VEHICLE
PLATE GLASS
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE

Apply for PROSPECTUS from the following Offices:

MANCHESTER : 109. Corporation Street.

GLASGOW: 59. Morrison Street.

EDINBURGH : 4a. St. Andrew Square.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE: 84, Westmorland Road.

BRADFORD: 65. Sunl.ridge Road
CARDIFF: 113/116. St, Mary Street.

LONDON : 14, Red Lion Square. Holborn. W.C.I.
DUBLIN : 3, Commercial Buildings, Dame Street.

AGENCIES IN ALL CO-OPERATIVE CENTRES.

PREMIUM INCOME - - £530,000.
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THE SCOTTISH
CO-OPERATIVE WHOLESALE SOCIETY.

A Jubilee Survey.

By Jas. a. Flanagan.

THE war has so occupied people's minds, since 1914, that many
events of very special interest to the people of this coimtry

have been allowed to pass almost unnoticed. Few events

would have impressed the people of Scotland so much as an adequate

celebration of the jubilee of the Scottish Co-operative Wholesale

Society; but the directors—and the shareholders—of the great

northern federation recognised that there was scarcely a home in

Scotland that was not represented in the fighting, bleeding ranks of

the nation's army, or among the heroes who were keeping watch night

and day around our coasts; and, with a characteristic sense of the

fitness of things, they deferred to the national feeling and i)ostponed

the celebration of the Society's fifty years of triumph over inexperience,

victimisation, and hostile intrigue.

Interest in this event cannot be confined to Scotland; for the flag

of the S.C.W.S. floats in Ireland and in regions overseas. Besides

that, the S.C.W.S. is bound up very closelj^ with the C.W.S., and the

two great federations of consumers have been able to do in friendly

partnership what they could not have accoiiiplished single-handed;

and that has been more a])parent than ever during the trying period

of the war itself. It cannot be said that the one could not have
succeeded without the othei-; for each of them did excellent work
for the working people of the kingdom before any partnershi}) had been
entered into; but it must be said that each has served its own
constituents the better because of the friendly alliance that exists

between them.
» When the S.C.W.S. was begun there had been experiments in

co-operative trading for nearly a century. Ninety-nine years before,

the weavers of the Ayrshin^ village of Fenwick established a society

to supply themselves with " meal and victual." Eight years later

Govan had its Co-operative Society, which survived for over a century.

Glasgow had a society in 1800, which still exists. One of the societies

included in the S.C.W.S. shareholders has been in existence since 1812.

liobei't OwcMi's experiments at New Lanark—not a great distance from
Glasgow—had created a considerable following of disciples and
advocates of collective effort. \i\ \H'M) the trade unionist.-j and the

co-operators of Glasgow wen^ endeavouring to launch out a co-operative

journal, and tlu\y sought to populaiise it l)v a little i)eriodical which
invited subscriptions and showed the workers what lines a co-operative

journal might follow. In the North of Scotland there were many
co-operative enterprises being carried on; but Glasgow's co-o])erative
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efforts in the very earlj' years of the nineteenth century were so

commendable that it is beyond doubt that the city's great reputation
as a municipal trading centre is due to the early inspiration the City
Fathers received from the co-operators who were struggling after a
more equitable system of trading than the profiteering of traders

allowed, and struggling after some economic sj'stem which would
ease the burden which the wars against Napoleon had imposed upon
the people. Some of the leaders in Scotland lived for the solution

of such problems; and while Alexander Campbell, of Glasgow, was
preaching in 1827 the gospel of " profits in proportion to purchases

"

(sixteen years before Charles Howarth propounded that scheme at

Rochdale), the Lennoxtown Society had been distributing part of

its profits in this fashion in 1826 (the year to which the society's oldest

minute book goes back). Productive societies were in existence before

the end of the eighteenth century. How these societies effected the

public may be seen from the records of the Magistrates and Council
of Glasgow. According to these records, these august personages
found, in 1801, that there were baking societies which sold bread
to none but their o%\ti members, giving no credit and receiving no
profit, and which uniformly sold their bread " one penny, twopence,
and sometimes threepence, or fourpence, on the quartern loaf, lower
than the bakers' prices." That was in 1801. So the co-operative

soil was rich in Scotland for the planting of a Co-operative Wholesale
Society when the j)resent federation began its beneficent operations

in 1868 after four ^^ears of spadework.
Into the details of the progress of the fifty j^ears that have passed

I am not expected to enter here; but that progress has -been

phenomenal—especially during the years of war. In distributive

trading the society recognises no commodity as outwith its scope
except alcoholic liquor; and there are few other commodities it does

not supply to its shareholding societies. It did not begin on so grand
a scale. It had been in existence for three months before it could

amass £1,795 of capital, and its total trade for those three months
was represented by sales amounting to £9,697. The war, and war
prices, have made comparisons a bit lop-sided; but the year before

the war began I pointed out in a handbook I wrote then that the

S.C.W.S. \^as doing three times as much trade in one day as it did

during the whole of these first three months. The published balance

sheets of the Society, Avhieh are sent broadcast through the Scottish

press to be criticised by the financial experts attached to the staffs

of the daily papers if they will, are a bewildering mass of figures;

but they show how rapidly the Society has advanced in the distributive

trade. Its position to-day may be gathered from the fact that it has

265 members (societies) whose total deposits of capital amount to

£5.620,480. The annual sales amount to £17,767,100, from which
the societies derive £633,100 of "profits"—as the surplus would
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be called in other trading concerns—allocated in proportion to

purchases. The stability of the Society has been secured by steady

allocations to a healthy reserve fund; and it has accumulated insurance

funds for various contingencies; so that, in reserves, the Society has

behind it accumulated funds of £1,023,695; and many large and
ambitious firms would be glad to have control of such a sum for their

total capital.

The Scottish Wholesale Society's position is further strengthened

by its long-established policy of regular and generous depreciation

of buildings, live stock, fixed stock, and machinery. The buildings

of the Society, for example, cost about £1,250,000 ; but on the Society's

books the value is set down as a little over £400,000. The magnificent

Central Premises in Morrison Street, Glasgow—one of the most
handsome buildings in Glasgow—cost £156,000; but among the

assets of the Society this building is sho\\Ti at a value of £26,414.

A glimpse at the picture of the building, which is printed, with this

article, will indicate whether that is an overstatement of its value.

Several valuable properties, at least one of which would sell at present

for £10,000, is written down as of no value.

It might be asked if there is any case on record of the utility of

such resources having been proved to the miner or the railway man
or mill-girl who is a member of a shareholding society; and many
instances might be given. The instance which seems most appropriate

is this. When the war broke out and the Moratorium was established,

credit and trade were to a considerable extent disorganised. Grain
sellers across the Atlantic were not anxious to sell their goods except

for cash down. Many buyers for the British milling trade were not
prepared for that contingency; but the S.C.W.S. buyers were able to

pay on the spot, and they were, in consequence, able to select their

grain, command the best cpiality, and as much as the}"" wanted at the

very best terms, while others had to go without or take very limited

supplies of doubtful quality at less favourable terms. The whole of

the consumers in Scotland—whether co -o])erators or not—derived the

advantage of that transaction, for the S.C.W.S. was engaging in that

business in order to supply people with flour and bread and not to

supply a few shareholders with profit.

All pver Scotland, societies determined to sell at noi^nal prices

so long as possible; competitors could not charge more tlitm the

stores; and so the great mass of the ])eoplo, owing to the strength of

the S.C.W.S., were saved, during a lonti: period, from an imiiosUion

they would have had to bear without any real reason save the natural

desire of the profiteers to make profit wiienever the slightest

opportunity came to them. Such a state of things could not last.

The Government became the sole importer of wheat. The S.C.W.S.
had a great network of organisations for the colU^cting of wheat all

over Canada; it had its grain elevators studded along the great railway
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artei'ies, and on the shores of the great lakes; and it had its own
depot at Winnipeg. The existence of this machinery for the supply
of Scottish consumers amazed the members of the Wheat Commission,
and. for a time, they were wise enough to agree that the service was so

splendid that they should not interfere with it taut leave the S.C.W.S.
to carry on its good work. Why they should change we can only

surmise ; but, eventually, the co-operators were forbidden the benefits

of their own foresight and thrift. They were, first of all, baulked by
shippers on the other side; and then, when they complained, the

Wheat Commission decided that the S.C.W^.S. wheat must be sold to

the Government agent in Canada. The wheat collected had therefore

to be sold. The agent obtained his commission on the transaction.

The Wholesale had to purchase its wheat from the Government's
agent on this side; he, too, had to receive his commission; and the

Wholesale, instead of obtaining always the first qualities ,of grain,

had to take what it could get.

So the people were denied the benefits of their great organisation,

either because the Wheat Commission believed it to be their duty
to preserve the business of the commission agents or because they
could not distinguish between people out to make money out of their

J^:"It

3.C.W.S. Prk-misks.
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neighbours and a big consumers' organisation, constructed, by con-

sumers and financed by consumers, whose only business was to feed

the people at the minimum cost compatible with fair wages and
good quality.

The abnormal height to which prices have soared during the

war gives a different colour to comparison that might be made
between the past four years and any preceding four vears. For
the year 1914, the Society's sales were £9,425,384; and for the last

complete year (till June, 1918), the sales were £17,767,100. That
is not accounted for by the increased prices altogether, for the

prices charged by the S.C.W.S. have not increased in the same ratio

as prices charged bj^ other wholesale firms, owing to repeated
instructions by the shareholders—which have been scrupulously

carried out except in respect of goods for which the Government
fixed prices—that goods must be sold at the lowest possible prices.

The increased total is very largely accounted for by the increase of

115,000 in membership which has come to the distributive societies

in Scotland during" the four years of war, an increase greater than
was effected in ten years before the war, although 'the field for

recruiting grew more restricted year by year.

The S.C.W.S. could never have achieved the success it has achieved,

and the consumers in Scotland Avould never have fared so well as they
have fared, had it not been for the remarkable extent to which the

federation has carried its productive efforts. Newton saw an. apple

fall ; wondered why it did not fall up instead of down ; and his

wondering resulted in the discovery of the law of gi'avitation. In

April of this jubilee year the directors and employes of the S.C.W.S.
honoured an old employe of the drapery department who had
celebrated his ninetieth birthday; he was the buyer in the " heavies

"

department. The society's accountant and chief clerk, and the

manager of the drapery department and its allied factories, in the

speeches on that occasion, brought out the interesting fact that in

1881 the society was humbugged by some people who used to uuxke

shirts to its orders. The veteran guest at that evening's gatheiing,

Mr. James Leggat, put it to the manager: " Could we not make the

shirts for ourselves ?
" The manager decided that the}' could, and

the first S.C.W.S. productive factory arose. That question should

five as long in the annals of the S.C.W.S. as Newton's " Why does il

not fall u}) ? " will live in the annals of science. The shirtmaking
was a success. It was i)rofitable even although the society handieapiwHl

itself in the race with competitors by giving a IS-houi- wwk and a

decent wage. It was not only profitable, it was an object-lesson in

the abolition of sweating; and. when the last Anti-sw(\iting lv\hit)ition

was held in Glasgow, the S.C.W.S. was invited to bring its shii-tin ikers

so that visitors might see their working conditions, question them
as they pleased about wages and i-onditions. anil U';)fn from thr
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practical demonstration that sweating could be dispensed with.
Factory followed factory—tailoring, boots, furniture, hosiery,
preserves, confectionery, tobacco, and so on almost ad infinitum.
The great Shieldhall centre—designed to be a model village, although
the housing scheme fell through—furnished an interesting object
lesson in co-operative productive enterprise. Foodstuffs were prepared

;

articles of household utility came into the manufactures of the S.C.W.S.
The coarser productions of the early days—shirts and boots for work
in the foundry and the mine—were supplemented by the production
of dress shirts and collars, and fine boots; the substantial articles

of furniture for the workman's dwelling were supplemented by the
]iroduction of finer articles to the dining-room suite and the
drawing-room cabinet
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:m.

R. Macintosh,
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for the villa ; the print-
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in Scotland, producing
bookbinding which
production offoodstuffs

same way, and the same
itself in all the pro-
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pressed for enterprise,

gave thelead , and some -

shareholders alike were
pressure of profiteers

A soap firm insisted

soap should be sold,

the account and erected
which now manu-
products to the value

a year. Similar dicta-

te alloM^ the manager of

the chemical and sundries department to push ahead, and the depart
ment now engages in a bewildering variety of occupations from the
distilling of perfume to the manufacture of boot polish, the prepara-
tion of flavouring essences to the concoction of medicines, and the
packing of cake flours to the production of disinfectants.

The society has its creameries and its milk collecting centres; its

pig-breeding establishments and its sausage factories; its palm-
growing land in West Africa and its soap and margarine factory;
its grain-growing land (in partnership with the C.W^.S.) and the largest

milling establishments in Scotland, the Chancelot Mill being the most
handsome flour mill in Britain, and the Regent Mill an historic relic of

the Stuart days. The society spins its wool and its jute in its own
mills, and weaves its own cloth. It startled the War Ofifice by
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accepting an order for thousands of uniforms, and undertaking to

spin the yarn, weave the cloth, and make the suits under its

own roofs. It made hundreds of thousands of uniforms for soldiers

of our own and the allied armies. It has its own tanner}', where it

makes at least part of the leather used in its own boot factories. It

owns (with the C.W.S.) substantial tea estates. It cures its own
fish, and hopes, before long perhaps, to owm its own fishing fleet.

It builds motor vehicles for its distributive trade, and the trade

of its shareholders. It has its o^vn boxmaking department, in

which it produces its packing-cases, and also manufactures cardboard

boxes, pajDer bags, and tinware goods; and its owii building

department erects its factories and its warehouses and its offices.

It OAvns land on which to produce some of its foods, but it has to own
more. It has to obtain tin-mines and iron-mines and coal-mines.

either alone or as a partner in the State. It has to breed its own
cattle, and derive its milk and butter and beef supph' from its own
farms—at least, to as large an extent that is possible. There are man}'

things it has to do; but, to be going on with, it has established

productive centres that are supplying goods to the value of six

millions annually. The de]iartments which go nearest to the source

of supply are those which have done best for the people during the

])ast crisis, and the lesson has not been lost either upon shareholders

or upon directors. It has found employment for 9,000 workers in its

forty factories and its warehoiises and offices; it has treated them
generously in the matter of wages, as is shown by the eagerness of

workers to enter its service; and the employes hold 25,000 shares

in the business, and exercise their votes in its assemblies.

During the fifty years of its existence the society has done business

which, n\) till the balancing jieriod before the jubilee, amounted to a

turnover of 216 J millions, which returned to the purchasers profits

to the extent of 7 J millions; and in all these years its total losses

from bad debts and investments have amounted to no more than
l^d. per £100 of sales. It does not do banking, as the C.W.S. does,

but it is a big financial concern which is not only at the service of

co-operative societies, but at the service of public bodies. In that

capacity it has stood between the public and the profiteer. When
the city of Glasgow wanted a l)ig sum of money on temporary loan,

and the banks, prepared in advan(;e as they often are. agreed to

demand 6 per cent interest, the City Treasurer asked the help of the

S.C.W.S., which, with the aid of other societies, furni.shed the money
at the normal rate, thus breaking the bankers' ring and saving the

ratepayers. The sense of public spirit and collective action for the

])uV)lic good keeps the Wholesale Society in the ])i'oper moral groove
in all its business transactions; the sense of intenlependencc keeps
the distt'ib\itive societies of Scotland bound to the S.C.W.S., and makes
it a tower of strength to the ci^isumc^rs who constitute these soeic^ties.
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SCOTTISH CO-OPERATIVE WHOLESALE
SOCIETY LIMITED.

Productive Works.
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S.G.W.S. WAR-TIME PURCHASES.

Groimd and buildings in Morrison Street, Dmidas Street, and Clarence
Street, extending to 3,879 square yards. Purchased for exteixsion to grocery
warehouse and storage.

Groimd and buildings in Morrison and Dundas Streets, extcTiding over 700
square yards. For extension to draperj' warehouse.

Additional ground (two plots) at Fullerton Street, Boruiyton Road, over
1 acre, 3 poles. For war'shouses. (Kilmarnock.)

Groimd and buildings at Buckie, extencUng over 36 poles, 7 yards. Pmehased
for retail branch.

Additional groimd at Galston, for extension to Blanket Mills, extendinc over
155.33 poles.

Additional ground at Links Placa, Leith, for warehouses, &c.. extending
over 6,532 square yards.

Additional ground at Potterhill, Paisley, for dress shirt factory and laundry.

Additional groimd at Shieldhall, for extensior to factories, extending over
3*355 acres.

Groimd and buildings at Great Wellington Street, Glasgow, extending over
7,3639 square yards. Purchased for exensions, but presently rented.

Ground and buildings, consisting of Taybank Jute Works, Dundee, extending
over 1 acre, 32 poles, 8f square yards.

Groimd and buildings, consisting of Crichie Mill (Oatmeal), Aberdeenshirj.

Propeity at Dunbar, for retail branch.

Springside Estate, West Kilbiide, compiising three farms extending over
about 406 acres.

Ground at Crookston Street, Glasgow, extending over 1,957| square yards.

Purchased for extensions to warehouses, &c.

Additional ground at Bladnoch, Wigtownshire, extending over 5\ acres.

For extension to creamery there.

Girtrig Oatmeal Mill, Drybridge, near Kilmarnock, extending over 2 roods,.

with buildings thereon.

Creameries purchased from W^igtownshire Creamery Co., at Stranraer,

Sandhead, and Drummore (Wigtownshire), and Ballymoney, Ireland.

Giound at Scotland Street, Glasgow, extending over 14,486f square yards.

Ground at Auchinleck, Ayrshire, for erection of shirt factory,

Cream3ry at Kirkmichael, Maybole.

Creewiiery at East Kilbride.
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THE CO-OPERATIVE CONGRESS, 1918.

THE fiftieth annual co-operative Congress was held in the Central

Hall, Liverpool, under the presidency of Mr. T. Killon, J.P.

(chairman of the C.W.S.). The proceedings occupied three days
(May 20th and 22nd), and the delegates numbered 1,368. France was
the only country to send representatives : M. Daude-Bancel appearing
on behalf of the French Co-operative Union, and M. Waseige on
behalf of the French Co-operative Wholesale, the kill-joy character

of the war period being evidenced both by the absence of other
continental representatives and by the preclusion of a befittincr jubilee

celebration.

The following passage constituted the core of the presidential

address :

—

There can be no form of reconstruction after the war that does not lead to

the collective possession and control of the necessaries of life It is

our co-operative object not to re -shuffle the existing state of society but to

replace it. To do this we must extend our ownership of industry, and whilst

supporting the increasing cry of "back to the land," we must do what we can to

get the land back to the people.

Co-operative grievances and matters pertaining to re-organisation

constituted the leading topics of debate. With regard to co-operative

grievances the Congress passed three distinct resolutions of protest.

The first dealt with the excess profits duty :

—

This Congress re -affirms its previous resolutions as to the injiLstice of the

excess profits duty to the ordinary operations of co-operative societies, expresses

its profound dissatisfaction with the present position of the question and the

attitude of the Government towards it, and strongly supports the Parliamentary
Committee in the continuance of its efforts to obtain relief for the movement
from the unfair burden of this duty.

The second dealt with the schemes of the Food Control :

—

This Congress strongly protests against the continuance of the " datvmi

period " in the schemes of control of foodstuffs adopted by the Ministry of

Food; it declares that such a basis of distribution in the present crisis is

contrary to the interests of consumers, and calls for its immediate abolition.

Further, it demands that the control or rationing of any article of food shall

be immediately followed by the registration of customers with retailers and the

registration of wholesalers in order that available supplies may be equitably

distributed.

In the third resolution the anti-co-operative policy of the Food
Ministry was condemned:

—

This Congress enters its emphatic protest against the ])ractice of the

Ministry of Food in scheduling certain channels of private trading enterprise

as the only means of supply to the exclusion of co-operative organisations, thus

compelling our societies to place their orders with private profiteers to the

financial detriment of their own federations, and in direct^conflict with their

established principles as organisations of consumers.
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Next with regard to schemes for the organisation of Parliamentary
representation. In this connection it may be stated that the Congress
directed the deletion of the section relating to sectional boards in the
Central Board's scheme, and also rejected the resolution for a separate
Scottish Parliamentarj^ Representation Committee. Meanwhile the
following resolution for the reconstitution of the Parliamentary
Committee was passed :

—

That the Parhamentary interests of the co-operative movement, as regards
administratian and legislation, should be delegated to a committee responsible
to the Co-operative Union, and that the two Wholesale Societies and any
other co-operative organisation, of which the Congress shall approve, and which
is concerned with the work of the Parliamentary Committee, shall appoint
special representatives on the Comnaittee, and that the Central Board prc-sent
a report within six months for circulation to the sections and district
organisations in sufficient time for consideration pre\'ious to next year's
Congress, as to the number and method of election of the Committee, and the
organisations which should be represented thereon.

The Congress also decided that the party jDrogramme should
embrace the promotion of a League of Nations and of the national care
of maternity. The congress likewise called on the Co-operative Union
to take prompt action to bring about the utiUsation of the present
machiner}^ for dealing with, the produce of agricultural co-operative
societies.

SUPER-TAX INCOMES.

A significant ilhistration of the golden harvest reaped by private* and
profiteering interests during war time Ls afforded by the report" i-;sucd by the
Inland Revenue Commi'ssionors, which shows how the volume of super-tax
incomr has increased, while the total recipients have dimuiishod in nxnnber.

19U-15.
I'ersons.

£3,000 to £5,000 15,024
£5,000 „ £10,000 9,404
£10,000 „ £15,000 2. .561

£15,000 „ £20,000 1.034

£20,000 „ £2.5,000 5.'?

7

£25.000 „ £35,000 495
£35.000 „ £45.000 229
£45,000 „ £.50,000 85
£50.000 „ £55,000 (11

£55.000 ,. £0.5,000 :.. 75
£65,000 .. £75.(10(1 47
£75,000 „ £100.000 09
£100,000 90

30,211
W'il li an aggregate income of

£244.169.134.

£3,000 to
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THE WOMEN'S GUILD CONGRESS, 1918.

THE Women's Guild Congress of 1918 was held in the Central
Hall, Bradford, on June 11th and 12th. The delegates mustered
800, and Mrs. Booth (the Women's Guild president) occupied the

chair. After calling for the establishment of direct business relations

between the British and Russian co-operative movements the Congress
then acclaimed the enfranchisement of women and expressed its

political faith in the foUowiiig terms :

—

That this (Congress hails the enfranchisement of women with enthusiasm
and calls on all co-operative women to join the Co-operative Political Party,
which stands for the control of indxistry by the people for the people, and for
the abolition of profit-maldng and profiteering. And in order to secure the
return at the next general election of a people's government, pledged to place
life before wealth and the common good before vested interests, thus urges
local co-operative societies to join hands with labom- forces and stand aside
from any party whose programme does not include th? replacement of capitalism
by the democratic control of industry, and which does not publicly state the
sources from which its funds are derived.

In the matter of financing the movement the Congress showed its

interest b}' urging Guild branches to formulate schemes for increasing
co-operative capital. As regards the question of the women's grant
the Congress expressed its imwavering attitude in the following

resolution:^

—

That this meeting urges the Co-operative Union to withdraw the conditions
as regards the grant to the Guild laid down in the Dublin resolution and the
Survej' Committee's report, with a view to the renewal of the £400 grant, and
desires that negotiations shoxild be opaned as regards the joint work that
might te done efEectively.

The Congress also declared for the principle of voluntary as opposed
to paid service in the ranks of the Guild :

—

This Congress considers that it is of the utmost importance to maintain
the voluiitary character of Guild work, and recommends that all honorariums
and fees for Guild services be abolished after a year, and that the central

funds set free be used for district work.

In addition to declaring in favour of a fiat rate allowance to mothers

of sons in the army or navy, and of a pension in case of their death, the

Congress called for the total prohibition of alcohol in order to conserve

the food resources of the country, and also showed its interest in

education by resolutions declaring for the civic as opposed to the

industrial aim of education, demanding equal pay for men and women
teachers, and protesting " against the attempts now being made to

introduce forms of military drill into the public elementary and
secondary schools of this country."

.The Congress also pronounced in favour of a League of Nations,

but by a small majority rejected a resolution calling for an international

conference of organised workers of all nations in order to obtain

immediately a people's peace by negotiation.
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GO-OPERATIVE DIARY, 1918.

JANUARY.
8. Deputation, represeatative of the

Co -operative Joint Parliamentary
Committee, intervriews the Chancellor
of the Exchequer on the questions
of income tax and excess prodts duty,
but receives no satisfaction.

S. Conference at the C.W.S. premises in
Leman Street, London, of represen-
tatives of the Labour Party Exeeu-
tive, the Trades Union Congress
Parliamentary Committee, and the
members of the Co-operative Parlia-
mentarj' Representation Committee.

12. Death of Mr. George Brill (manaj^er of
the Crumpsall Biscuit Manufactory).

19. Press announcement of the award of
the Committee on Production re
advance of wages to C.W.S. em-
ployees. Men concerned to receive
an advance of 5s. per week and
juniors 2s. 6d. The advance to date
from the first full pay in December,
1917.

19. The United Board allocates the annual
sum of £50 for two research scholar-
ships of equal value.

22. First co-operative Parliamentary can-
didature. i\Ir. H. J. May adopted
as co-operative candidate for the
Prestwioh division.

26. Gallant rescue by the captain and
crew of the C.W.S. s.s. New Piotieer
in connection with the sinking of
the DubUn Company's steamer Cork
by a German submarine, the captain,
mate, steward, passengers, and a
number of the crew of the sunken
vessel being saved.

31. Prestwich Parliamentary election.
The co-operative candidate (Mr.
H. J. May), fighting single-handed,
secures 2,832 votes against the
combined forces of Liberals and
Tories, who elect the Coalition
candidate (Lieut. Cawley) with 8,520
votes.

FEBRUARY.
28. Tlie United Board decides to hold the

Co -operative Congress at Liverpool
instead of Manchester) under the
auspices of tlie Liverpool Society.

28. Death of Mr. J. Gledhill (manager of
tlie C.W.S. Depot in New York,
U.S. .v., from its opening in 1870).

MARCH.
1. Death of Mr. Wm. Kav, chief of the

office stair of the C.W.S. Dep6t,
Northampton.

1. Two deputations from the Joint
Co-operative Parliamentary Com-
mittee interview tlie Ministry of
Food during tlie lirst week in .March.

7. Tlio C.W.S. gives a lillip to the
business men's week in Maiicliestcr
by luinding in at the Town Hall a
cheque for £250,000 in exchange for
War Bonds.

9-10. At the C.W.S- quarterly meetings

the serious character of the food
shortage receives due emphasis. The
motion of Warrington Society rela-
tive to election by districts and to
the matter of canvassing is negatived
by large majorities.

16. United Board Meeting. Matters in
connection with the Co-operative
Parliamentary Representation Com-
mittee occupy a conspicuous place.

18. Press announcement of the appoint-
ment of Mr. C. W. Dredge (of Belfast)
as manager of the C.W.S. Crumpsall
Biscuit Works in succession to the
late Mr. George Brill.

IS. The C.W.S. elections result in the
re-election of Mr. T. Killon and 3ilr.

T. E. Moorhouse (Manchester Dis-
trict), Mr. T. E. Shottou (Newcastle
District), Mr. H. J. A. Wilkins
(London District), and Mr. T. J.
Baylis as auditor.

APRIL.
1. Annual Meeting of tlie A.U.C.E. held

at Birmingham. Conference adopts
a resolution empowering the Execu-
tive Council to negotiate with kindred
organisations with the object of
forming one industrial organisation
for all pm-poses, or alternatively an
effective federation for trade and
political purposes.

13. The Board of Inland Revenue an-
nounces that it is prepared to defer
to the claims made on behalf of
co-operative societies, and that in
the appUcation of the subsections of
the Finance (No. 2) Act, 1915, 1'egard
should be paid to any dcfacto increase
or decrease of capital rather than to
an increase or decrease of capital per
raen.bcr.

13. Meeting of the Central Board of the
Co-operative Union. The meeting
discusses (inter alia) the Hours and
Wages Boards, the new Man-power
Bill, and the food shortage.

20. Meetuig of the United Board of the
(,;o-operative Union.

23. Death of Mr. C. .1. Beckett, one of
the auditors of the C.W.S.

27. Press aiinoiuicomeut of the purchase
of two more estates bv (he C.W.S.

—

the .Midland Hall estate of 3.424
acres in Northuniberhiiul, and an
estate of l.lOit acres at Down
Anipney in tlie counties of Wiltshire
and Cilouceslcr.

27. First of a series of joint conferences
between co-ojierators and trade
unionists, held in Manchester. Reso-
lutions approving of the formation
of looal advisory councils of repre-
sentatives of the two niovemeiits to
carry out the proposals of the
National .Vdvisory Councils, vS:o.

27. Ninetei'iitli Scotlisli Co-operative Con-
ference held in Glasgow, Mr. .lames
.\llen presiding. Strong i>rotests
maile against the calling up of branch
managers for military service.
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27. Annual Meeting of the C.W.S. Health
Insurance Section. Mr. Killon
re-elected as chairman and Mr.
Lander as vice-chairman.

MAY.
11. Scottish Women's Guild Conference

at Glasgow.
20-22. Fiftieth Co-operative Congress held

in the Central Hall, Liverpool, under
the chairmansliip of Mr. T. Killon,
the disc\issions and resolutions
dealing with co-operative grievances
and the food trouble, with the policy,
programme, aud problems of internal
organisation, together with the
support of the principle of a league
of nations constituting an unmistak-
able sign of the times.

JUNE.
8. Branch and Divisional Meetings of the

C.W.S. Complaints raised with
regard to food supplies, and
announcement of a Government
concession to allow co-operators who
have registered outside to re -register
at the stores. Grant to Women's
GuUd of £150 raised to £300; and
a compulsory retiring age fixed for
directors of the Wholesale, subject
to the necessary alteration of rules.
Re-elections as follows: Messrs. G.
Thorpe (Dewsburv), W. Lander
(Bolton), J. W. King (Newcastle),
T. G. Arnold (Woolwich), and B.
Tetlow (Newcastle) as auditor.

11-12. Co-operative Women's Guild Con-
gress held in Bradford, the women's
question being dealt w4th in resolu-
tions demanding a larger share in
co-operative administrative and
political work, adequate allowances
to the mothers of soldiers and sailors,
equal pay for women and men
teachers, the endowment of mother-
hood, and the repetition of the claim
for the £400 grant; the outlook of
the co-operative women's movement
being indicated by a further series
of resolutions.

15. First meeting of the United Board
for the new Congi'ess year.

JULY.
24. Strike of the A.U.C.E. section of

workers at the Longsight (Man-
chester) printing works of the
C.W.S., followed subsequently by
synipathetic strikes of the same
section of workers at Pelaw, War-
rington, and elsewhere.

AUGUST.
3. C.W.S. purchase of the Hebden Bridge

Fustian Co-operative Works and
estate for £42,000.

24. Announcement of the purchase, by the
C.W.S., of the Stoughton estate of
6,751 acres in Leicestershire.

SEPTEMBER.
5. C.W.S. strike proclaimed.

14. C.W.S. Divisional JNIeetings. Great
complaints re coal shortage. Amend-
ments of varioiLS C.W.S. rules
carried. C.W.S. election resrdts as
follows: C. Marshall (Yoi'k) and G.
Woodhouse (Derby) re-elected for
Manchester District, J. English
(Birtley) for Newcastle District, and
J. E. Jolms re-elected for London
District. J. Smith (Middlesbroiigh)
re-elected as auditor. Decision to
alter rules m accordance with the
compidsory retiring age of Directors
adopted at the previoxis quarterly
meetings.

21. Meeting of the United Board of the
Co-operative Union, i

25. Death of Dr. Henry Dyer, editor of
the Scottish Co-operator.

30. The Joint Wholesales take possession
of two London riverside wharves.

OCTOBER.
2. Announcement of arbitrator's verdict

re C.W.S. and A.U.C.E. dispute.
Verdict given for the C.W.S.

12. Joint Conference at Newcastle of
co-operative and trade xmion organ-
isations to promote closer union.

ALLOTMENTS.

According to tho particiilars col-

lected by the Food Production
Department thoro was on May 1st,

1918, an estimated total of about
1,400,000 allotments, of which 2(31,000,

or about, 18 per cent, w^re located in

county borough-!, and in^ these there

wa.s an average of one alletment to

every nine household.s. In BTirton-on-

Trent, which is at tho head of the list,

there was cne allotment to every two
households, and in Burnley and
Oldham, which were at the bottom

of the list, there was one allotment
to every 101 and 109 houssholds
respectively. As regards tho large.st

aggregate area Leicester is at tho top
of the list with 1..539 acres, Birmingham
coming n^xt with 1,479 and Shefifield

with 1,014. Bristol had 885 acres,

a-oydon 583, Hull 520, Middlesbrough
499, Leeds 492, Norwich 475, Liverpool

473, Southend-on-Sea 456, Walsall 428,

and Cardiff 412, while other towns had
loss than 400 acres.
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DEATH DUTIES.

THE Death Duties, or Inheritance
Duties, are now one of the
leading sources of our public

revenue, and yielded in the year ended
March, 1916, £31,035,000, and in 1917,

£31,232,000. The estimates for 1918
look for £31,500,000 from this source.

Officers and men killed in war.—
Their estates up to £5,000 are exempted
from all death duties, and if the estate

Rates of Estate Duty.

Death Occdkred.

Where Principal Value of Estatel

Exceeds

—

I

£100 but not
£500

Before
AprU 19,
1907.

£1,000
£5,000

£10,000
£20,000
£25,000
£40.000
£50,000
£60,000
£70,000
£75.000
£80,000

£100,000
£150.000
£200,000
£250,000
£300,000
£350,000
£400,000
£500,000
£600,000
£750,000
£800,000

£500.
£1,000.

£5,000.

£10,000.
£20,000.
£25,000.
£40.000.
£50,000.

£60,000.
£70.000.
£75,000.
£80,000.

£100,000.
£150,000.
£200,000.
£250,000.
£300,000.
£350,000.
£400,000.
£500,000.
£600,000.
£750,000.
£800,000.

£1,000,000.

Per cent.
1

2

3

3

4
4

4i
4*
5

5

5

H
6

H
H
7 .

7

7

7

n
n
n

£1,000,000 „ £1,500,000
£1,500,000 „ £2,000,000
£2,000,000 „ £2,500,000
£2.500,0(10 „ £3,000,000
£3.000.(11)0 and upwards
On Settled Property an Additional
Duty

Before
April 30,
1909.

Per cent.
1

2

3

3
4
4

5

5
5

6

7

7

9

9

10

10

Before
Aug. 16,
1914.

Per cent.
1

2

3

4
5

6

6
7

7

7

10

11

11

11

11

12

12

13
13

14

On One
Million
Pounds.

10
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exceeds £5,000, only on the excess,

payable according to the expectation
of Ufe.of the deceased on the value of

that excess at 3 per cent. Officers and
men of the merchant service and
fishing fleets share in this provision.

Gifts, so as to be exempt from death
duties, must be made a clear three
years before the death of the donor.
The death duties, as on previous

page, are now apphcable to the whole
of the United Kingdom; and corpora-
tion duty is still payable at .5 per cent
of the annual value of corporations,

and yielded £62,053 in 1915-16.
Statistics.—An exceedingly valu-

able series of statistics, bearing on the
distribution of wealth especially, is got
from the administration of the death
duties, but only a few figures indicating
that value can be given here. The
last year of good statistics available

is 1916-17. In that year £31,192,146
were taken in death duties, consisting

of £25,097,630 from estate, and
£6,074,147 frona legacy succession
and corporation duties. In that year
84,998 estates paid death duty, and
these estates ranged in value from
those less than £300 to three estates
exceeding £2,000,000 in value. But
the most interesting fact of the
analysis of the estates is that their
niimber seems to be in inverse
proportion, roughly, to their amount,
e.g.: 28-8 were up to £300; 14-6 to
£500; 7-7 to £500 net; 16-1 to £1,000;
and 2 18 per cent to £5,000; so that
89'0 per cent of the number were not
exceeding the £5,000 in value. Again,
judging by ths figures for 1914-15 (the

latest available), these estates up to

£5,000 did not aggregate to more than
21*6 per cent of the capital value
paying death duties. In other words,
the 11 per cent of estates above £5,000
outvalued the 89 per cent in capital
value nearly five times.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ART.

THE Board of Trado, in con-
junction with the Board of

Education, and with the advice
of representative members of the
Royal Society of Arts, the Arts and
Crafts Exhibition Society, the Art.

Workers' Guild, the Design and
Industries Association, and various
persons and organLsations connected
with manufacture and commerce,
have framed a scheme for the
establishment of a British Institute

of Industrial Art, with the object of

raising and maintaming the standard
of design and workmanship of works
of industrial art produced by British

designers, craftsm3n, and manu-
factxirers, and of stimulating the
demand for such works as reach a
high staadard of excollonce.

Organisation of the Institute.

The Institute will bo incorporated
under the joint auspices of tho Beard
of Trado, as the department dealing
with industry ; and the Board of

Education, as the authority controllmg
the Victoria and Albert Museum; and

the methods by which it is proposed
to achieve its obJ3Cts include :

—

(a) A permanent exhibition in

London of modeni British
works of high artistic crafts-

manship;
(6) A selling agency attached to

the exhibition

;

(c) A purchas3 fund for securing
to the State exhibited works
of outstanding merit

;

(d) Tho ostablLshment of macliinery
for bruigmg designei's and
art workei-s uito closer touch
with luanufacturors and dis-

tributoi-s ; and
(e) Tho organisation of provincial

and travelluig exhibitions of

a similar charactoi.

Tho ^.xhibition shoidd lx> per-

manently oponod to tho public soon
after tht> war. Tho Boanl of Trade
confidently hopt> that a guarant.io fuml
will Ix) forthcoming to ensure tlio

stability of tho scheme in its initial

stage. All commiuiications siiould Ih>

addmssed to the Socretary, Britisli

Institute of Industrial Art. R>ard of

Trade, 7, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I.
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THE

Motor Lorries
AND Vans

ARE USED BY
MOST
UP-TO-DATE
CO-OPERATIVE
SOCIETIES.

WE RECOMMEND YOU TO
REGISTER YOUR NAME
WITH US FOR PARTICU-
LARS OF OUR LATEST
MODELS, AND WE SHALL
SEND YOU THESE AS SOON
AS WE ARE IN A POSITION
TO DO SO.

HALLEY'S INDUSTRIAL MOTORS
HEAD OFFICE
AND WORKS

:

YOKER, Glasgow
TELEPHONE

:

296 and 297. Clydebank.
TELEGRAMS: I
" Horseless," Glasgow. H
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The English & Scottish

Co-operative Wholesale Societies

"•^•^GROWERS,
IMPORTERS,
BLENDERS,

andDISTRIBUTORSof

TEA TO ALL THE
CO-OPERATIVE
STORES
THROUGHOUT
THE COUNTRY.

C.W.S. TEA
SET THE STANDARD

OF WEIGHT
U6 OZ, TO THE POUND
WITHOUT the WRAPPER)

AND QUALITY

^i^ People prefer OW'S Tea
ASK FOR IT AT THE STORES.
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POPULATION STATISTICS.

WHILE the population of the United Kingdom has more than

doubled itself since 1821, the movement of the population

in the three constituent parts of the kingdom has been

characterised by strongly marked differences. In England and Wales

the population has trebled itself ; in Scotland it has more than doubled

;

whereas that of Ireland has sunk to nearly one-half of the figure

recorded in 1841. In 1841 Ireland had a population half as large as

that of England and Wales, and over three times that of Scotland.'

By 1911 Ireland had been so depleted by emigration that the popu-

lation came below that of Scotland, and amounted to no more than

an eighth and a fraction of the number of inhabitants possessed

by England and Wales.

The United Kingdom Census Statistics, 1821-1911.

The fibres for 1821 and 1831 arc exclusive of tbe numbers in the Army, Navy,
and Merchant Service.

Date of
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STATISTICS OF OCCUPATIONS.

ACCORDING to the census of 1911 over four-fifths of the males

of ten years and upwards are engaged in some avocation,

and close on one-third of the number of females of the

same ages.

Principal Industries.

Of the 18 principal industries or services enumerated females

preponderate in six, viz., domestic service, the cotton manufacture,

dressmaking, teaching, the wool and worsted manufacture, and

drapery, besides being equal to males in number in the tailoring

industry. Domestic service occupies in females alone practically as

many persons as the railway service, the engineering, machine-

making, ironfounding and boilermaking trades, and national govern-

ment all put together. Taking the principal industries together

the number of females constitutes sUghtly over a third of the total

of over nine million persons employed.

Summary of Principal Industries or Services in 1911.

Industries or Services.

Net Total in Industry or Service.

Persons. Males.
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The Industrialisation of Females.

The ever-increasing industrialisation of females is clearly revealed

in the follomng census figures, which (excluding domestic service)

showed in 1911 a preponderance of females in 15 out of 23 occupations,

as compared with a preponderance in seven in 1861 :

—

Occupations.

Proportion of Females per 1,000
Persons Occupied.

186L 1871. 1881. 1189L 1901. 1911

Agriculture 70

Schoolmasters, Teachers, Professors, Lec-
turers 725

Photographers 66

Laundry and Washing Service 990

Commercial or Business Clerks 5

Telegraph, Telephone—Service (including

Government ) 82

Earthenware, China, Porcelain—Manufac-
ture 311

India-rubber Workers, Waterproof Goods
Makers 206

Brush, Broom—Makers; Hair, Bristle

—

Workers 321

Paper Manufacture 417

Stationery, Paper Box, &c.—^Makers and
Dealers 345

Cotton Manufacture 567

Wool and Worsted Manufacture 461

Silk Manufacture 642

Hemp, Jute, Coco Fibre, Rope, Mat, Canvas,
Sailcloth, &c.—Manufacture 265

Hosiery Manufacture 468

Lace Manufacture ' 829

Carpet, Rug, Felt—Manufacture 183

Drapers, Linen Drapers, Mercers 208

Straw—Plait, Hat, Bonnet Manufacture ...| 921

Glove Makers 864

Boot, Shoo, Slipper, Patten, Clog—Makers
and Dealers 154

Tobacco Manufacturers : Tobacconists 221

59 47

741

147

987

16

200

727

197

981

33

346 382

395
;
444

304 374

468 633

826
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THE INDUSTRIAL LABOUR MOVEMENT.

THE fact that trade unionism, which before the outbreak of

war mustered, in round figures, four million workers, has more
than doubled its strength and made more recruits in 13 or 14

years than in the whole century preceding, speaks volumes as to the

accelerated progress achieved since the dawn of the century; while

the trend of consolidation, revealed by the reduction in the unions

from 1,310 in 1899 to 1,135 in 1913, is a fact of further significance;

a still further fact being the growth of the General Federation of

Trade Unions in the same period. Add to this. also, the factor of the

Labour movement as an independent force in the political arena, and
we have all the signs and tokens that industrial democracy has entered

on a new phase

On the other hand, what the labour movement has to contend

with on the industrial plane is indicated by the statistics of employers'

associations, which in October, 1914 comprised 496 in the building

trades, 40 in the mining and quarrying industries, 246 in the metal,

engineering, and shipbuilding trades, 100 in the textile trades, 118 in

the clothing trades, and 555 in the trades miscellaneous, all of which,

together with three Parliamentary associations, made up a total of

1,555 for the United Kingdom, with all the financial resources of

capitalism throughout the country at command, and with the House
of Commons and House of Lords as its political strongholds for the

time being.

Trade Unions.

Number and Membership.

[Compiled from Returns supplied by the Trade Unions to the Department of Labour
Statistics and to the Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies. ]

All Trade Unions,* 1899-1910.

Year.
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The Feminine Trade Union Movement.
In 1899 the female membership of trade um'ons in the textile

trades amounted to 111,870, and in the non-textile trades to 11,895

only ; the total female trade union membership thus figuring at 123,765.

The progress during the present century is made manifest by com-
paring the preceding figures with those for recent years.

Female Membership of Trade Unions
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THE COURSE OF WAGES.

THE figures given below from the Board of Trade are eniinently

illustrative of the vain struggle of the wage-earner to keep
pace with the increasing cost of living. The fact that the total

general increase shown in the table as the outcome of 13 years' effort

amounts to 11-2 per cent, or less than 1 per cent rise per annum,
needs no comment.

Changes in Rates of Wages.

Index Numbers Showing General Course of Wages in the
UNnTED Kingdom, 1880-1913.

Wages in 1900=100.
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Generally speaking, the war-time increases in the wages rates of cotton

operatives amounted to 35 per cent uy) to December 15th, 1917.

Increase of Wages in Twenty-two Years.

The years 1896-1900, 1906-7, and 1910-15 figured as periods of

rising wages, and the years 1901-5 and 1908—9 as those of the fall.

The total amount of increase or decrease in weekly rates recorded

during each of these periods and in 1916 and 1917 is sho^^Ti in the

following table:

—
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133 per cent, which means that it required £2. 6s. 8d. to purchase
the same amount of food that could have been bought for £1
immediately before the war.

Group of Trades

Xumber of workpeople
whose rates of wages were

reported as changed

1916

Biiildiug
Coal Mining
Iron and Other Mining.
Quarrj-ing
Pig Iron Manufacture .

Iron and Steel Manu-
facture

Engineering and Ship-'
building

Other Metals
TextUe
Clothing
Transport

j

Pi-intiug, Paper, &c. . .
j

Olass, Brick. Pottery,
Cliemical, &c. "

i

Other Trades
Local Authority Services

Total

222,000
865,000
22,000
15,000
25,000

1917.
1918,

Jan .-Oct

212,000
1,000,000

27,000
12,500
29,000

384,000
900,000
33,500
22,500
3i,500

106,000
I

106,000
I

98,500

580,000 1,230,000
135,000

I

210,500
857,000
120,000
180,000
90,000

104,000
142,000
130,000

844,000
242,000
190,000
88,000

1,312,000
393,000
774,000
311,000
199,000
94,000

174,000 255,000
215,000 ' 514,000
110,000 145,000

3,593.000 4.690,000 5,470,000

Net increase in the weekly
wages of those aifected, as

compared with the preceding
year.

1916.

£
36,400

227,000
8,000
2,600
•8,200

38,800 64,200

89,500
25,300
79,600
15,500
42,900
11,500

14,000
24,700
18,000

1917.

£
85,200

473,200
15,100
4,400

14,300

841,600
103,000
260,300
53,600
75,000
30,000

62,700
65,200
35,200

637,000 2,183,000 1,984,500

1918,
Jan.-Oct.

£
222,800
410,400
11,700
7,200

18,400

31,000

333,400
109,600
191,500
95,100

139,000
59,500

82,700
206,700
65,500

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS AND DISEASES

IX
war time as in peace the list of industrial casualties has been an

annual feature. For 1917 the Board of Trade figures recorded

3,357 workpeople as having been killed in the course of their

employment, and for the ten months ended October, 1918, 2,864 as

compared with 2,798 for the corresponding period in 1917; an
increase of 66.

Diseases of Occupations.

.\s regards the cases of poisoning and of anthrax reported to the

Home Office under the Factory and Workshops Acts, the figures are

as follows:—In 1916, 679 cases, including 94 deaths; in 1917, iS'A)

cases, including 82 deaths; in 1918 up to the end of October, 214

cases, including 22 deaths, as compared with 585 cases, including 76

deaths, during the corresponding period in 1917. To these figures

must be added the following cases of lead poisoning among house

painters and plumbers which came to the knowledge of the Home
Office, \az.: 1916, 72 cases (20 deaths); 1917, 57 cases (18 deaths);

and for the ten months ended October, 1918, 20 cases, including 18

deaths.

104
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UNEMPLOYMENT.

THE manner in which the workers' livehhood is made the sport

of the eternal fluctuations in trade (which are the inevitable

outcome of the anti-social organisation of industry) receives a

pointed demonstration in the trade union statistics of unemployed.

But during the war period the percentage of unemployment has been

reduced to a minimum: and if this can be done in war time it can

also bo done in peace time by proper organisation.

General Percentage of Unemployed for All Unions
Included in Offtcial Returns.

(1872 0-9 ! '1890 2-1 1913 2-1

"(1879 11-4
i

il893 7-5
j

1914 3-3

J1882 2-3
I

(1899 2-0
j

1915 M
|l886 10-2 (1904 6-0

]

191fJ 0-4

I

1908 7-8
I

1917 0-7

A still more striking object-lesson is furnished by the engineering,

shipbuilding, and metal group of trade unions, in which the excessive

proportion of unemployment in normal times is shown as follows:

—

Average Annual Percentage of Unemployment in the
Engineering, Shipbuilding, and Metal Unions.

(1872 0-9

11879 15-3

(1882 2-3

11886 13-5

(1890 2-2

(1893 11-4

I 1899 2-4

(1904 8-4

190G 4-1

1909 130
1913 2-2

Labour Exchanges.

Board of Trade Labour Exchanges were founded for the purpose of

finding employment for those out of work. The question is : How far

have they answered then- purpose ? The answer is furnished by the

labour statistics, which show that to two-thirds of the applicants the

Labour Exchanges have been of no use whatever.

Percentage of Individuals Registered for whom Work
was Found during 1911, 1912, and 1913.
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weeks ended October 11th, 1918, was 392,754 (men, 130,722; women,
197,629; boys, 33.543; girls, 30,860). These figures comprise workers
in professional, commercial, and clerical, as well as in industrial,

occu]:)ations, but exclude casual occupations.

The number of vacancies notified during the period was 201,331,
and the number of vacancies filled was 153,486.

LABOUR DISPUTES.

THE number of labour disputes causing a stoj)page of work
in 1917 was well below the average number for the nine
previous years, but it was considerably in excess of the number

m 1916. The total number of disputes recorded was 688, involving

820,727 workpeople, directly and indirectly, at the establishments
concerned. The aggregate duration of these disputes amounted to

5J million working days, or about one-half the average for the nine

preceding • years

.

The following table summarises by trades the figures* for 1916
and 1917 respectively:

—

Groups of
Trades.

Building
Coal Mijiins
Other Mining and

Qiiarryins
Engineering
."Shipbuilding
Other Metal
Textile
f 'lotliing
Tran.sport
Miscellaneous Trades and
Employees of Public
Authorities

Total

1916.

No.
of
Dis-
putes,

7G
67

7

59
28
26
75
44
60

139

581

Number
of

Work-
people

involved.

7,679
61,611

1,159
49,233
22,111
4,483
61,258
15,774
34,578

26,510

284.396

Aggregate
Duration
in Work-
ing Days
of all

Disputes
in

progress.

163,300
310,600

16,000
223,600
76,200
11,100

1,166,100
156,700
152,000

324,200

2.599.800

1917.

No.
of

Dis-
putes,

53
116

12
94
49
38
65
42
40

179

688

Number
of

Work-
people

involved.

6,897
267,045

7,100
316,499
40,091
30,109
62,887
13.042
26,740

50,317

820,727

Aggregate
Diu'ation
in Work-
ing Days

of all

Disputes
in

progress.

85,300
1,098,400

72,400
2,427,900
326,000
165,100
653,300
145,800
188,400

351,300

5,513,900

•As offlcially stated, the figures are subject to correction.

The industries most seriously affected by disputes were coal

'

raining and engineering. Considerable increases both in numbers
and in aggregate duration were also recorded in the shipbuilding

and other metal trades.
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POOREST PAY THE MOST.

In our volume for 1918 we had a valuable contribution clearly

showing how the percentage of taxation, under the Income Tax Act,

falls heaviest upon the low wage earners.

Below we give a striking instance of how the increased cost of

living has fallen with the greatest weight upon the lowest wage earners.

Last year we showed how the small wage earners have to pay a larger

percentage of taxation per £ than richer people have; this year we
show how they have to pay a bigger percentage out of the family
income for the increased cost of living.

To compile the undergoing table returns were obtained from G7

skilled workmen's families, 75 semi-skilled, and 81 unskilled families.

The unskilled have been hit the hardest. See the table:

—

Food
Sundries
Fuel and Light . . .

.

Rent
Fares
Insurance
Clothinu: ,

Total
Percentage Increase

Skilled.
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PAUPERISM

THE dimensions of the grand army of paupers in England and
Wales may be r-ealised from the follo^ving statistics, in which the
increase in numbers, and in proportion to the population, was

Avrit large till the establishment of old-age pensions in 1911 abolished
the pauper stigma in the case of a section of destitutes.

Number of Paupers—England and Wales.

Meax Number* of Paupers Relieved in England and Wales,
AND THE Rates per 1,000 of the Estimated Population.

if 'ompiled from the Annual Reports of the Local Government Board.]

Paupers of all Classes, exccfit Casual Paupers
and Lunatics in CViunty and Borough Asylums,
Registered Hospitals, aud Licensed Houses. Total Paupers of

all Cleisbes. 1

Years
ended
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Cost of Poor Relief—England and Wales.

Meanwliile. the increased cost of poor relief is indicated as follows

:

In England and Wales (including London) the average cost of the

individual pauper was in 1901 £27. 12s. lOd., and in 1913 £32. 12s. 10|d.;

for outdoor paupers the individual cost was in 1901 £6. 13s. Ofd., and
in 1913 £7. 10s. Ifd.

With regard to pauperism during the war period it is officially

stated that, as compared ^\dth December, 1915, the total number of

paupers (indoor and outdoor) relieved on one day in December, 1916,

in 35 selected urban areas in the United Kingdom showed a decrease

to the number of 25,997 (or 86 per cent); that fiigm-es in December,
1917, as compared with the corresponding month in the previous

year, showed a reduction to the number of 24,922 persons) or 90.
per cent), and that in October, 1918, there was a further decrease

of 20,739 (or 8-3 per cent) as compared with the same month in 1917.

OLD-AGE PENSIONS.

THE Old-Age Pensions Act was passed in 1908, and in the first

two years during which it was in force the total number of

pensions was between 600,000 and 700,000. In 1911 the

number was largely increased owing to the alteration effected b}- the

Act of 1911, by which poor-law relief is now, generallj' speaking, only

a disqualification during the period durmg which it is being received.

The figures for 1918 show a slight diminution in the total of pensioners

as compared with the pre-war year.

Number of Old-Age Pensioners.

United
Kingdom.

Of the 948,582 pensioners in 1918, 340,019 were men and 608,563

were women. Of the total. 888,628 were in receipt of the full 5s.;

19,515 were receiving 4s.; 22,342, 3s.; 11,460. 2s.; and 6,637 were

receiving Is. In addition, 938,123. out of the total of 94S.5S2. were

receiving the extra 2s. 6d. per week first granted in 1917 in view of

the increased cost of living. The inadequacy of the extra 2>. (id. is,

however, quite obvious.

ion
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LOCAL EXPENDITURE AND SOCIAL
BENEFITS.

THE increase of local taxation expenditure and the benefits

derived therefrom is shown by the following extract from the

latest report of the Medical Officer (Dr. Arthur Newsholme)

to the Local Government Board:—

•

" In the year 1871-2 the total local taxation expenditure in England

and Wales was olhciallj^ given as £31,185,471; in the year 1911-12

the total aggregate expenditure of all local authorities (other than

expenditure defrayed out of loans) was given as £134,073,327. In

1871 the outstanding loans of all local authorities amounted to

£69,461.087; in 1911-12 they were £556,571,139. Of the 134 millions

expenditure in 1911-12, roughly, 30 millions was for education;

15 millions for highways, bridges, &c.; 12 millions for poor-law

relief, including institutions; 8 millions for police and justice;

4 millions for aslyums; 2 milhons for isolation hospitals; 4| millions

for electric lighting; 7 J millions for gasworks; waterworks, nearly

6 millions; sewerage, nearly 5 millions; tramways, nearly 9 millions,

&c. Against many of these items receipts for services rendered need

to be balanced.
'' More than a quarter of a million fewer persons die annually than

would die if the experience of the decennium, 1871-80, continued.

This implies an enormous annual saving of sickness and disability,

of loss of wages, of the production of dependent widows and orphans,

&c. One of the chief causes of poverty is sickness. The greater

part of such poverty is outside the scope of the ]:)oor-law organisation

;

but within its range it is kno\Mi that about 30 per cent of paupers

are sick, and, according to the estimate of the Royal Commission

on Poor Laws, at least one-half of the total cost of pauperism is

swallowed up in direct dealings with sickness, to which, of course,

must be added the indirect expenditure on those impoverished by
the sickness of wage-earners or housewives."

NATIONAL FORESTS.

In view of the depletion of our Present, at the bottom of the Hst:—

forests during the last few years, the
t. . t .

Percentage

Govenunent Should promptly take ^°''^lL^"°''- ?Z%t^l
in hand the question of re-afforestation Russia 516,000,000 ... 61

—not in the interests of the private Germany 34,490,000 ... 33

landlords, but for the future genera- %^e^n :̂:::;;, \\\\; MiEeBoo .'.'. 84
tions of these islands. The following Bosnia an

d

statement of the areas of forest land Herzegovina
•j-I^^^J^"

•• 15

ui^der State control is suggestive- ^'^ania. ;..:::: I'Sfll W. 47
especially as our own country is, at Great Britain.. 3,030,000 ... 3

no
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THE WORLD'S COTTON MILLS
According to Latest Known Estimates.

Country. Year.

Great Britain 1918
U.S., North* 1917
U.S.. South 1918
Canada 1918
Germany 1914
Russia 1917
Poland 1914
Finland 1917
France 1914
Austria-Hvmgary ... 1914
Switzerland 1917
Italy 1917
Spain 1917
Portugal 1917
Belgium 1914
Holland i 1914
Sweden 1917
Norway 1917
Denmark 1917
Bulgaria 1914
Turkey 1914
Cyprus 1916
Greece 1914
Egypt

j

1914
Asia Minor 1914
India 1917
China

l

1917
Japan i 1918
Indo-China

|

1917
Philippines 191G
Brazil 1918
Argentina 1914
Uruguay 1911

Mills.

Chile
Peru
Colombia ..

Ecuador
Venezuela ,

Guatemala
Mexico

Total (estimatjed)

1916
1917
1914
1911
1915
1911
1913

1,951

729
786
44

372
97
38
6

430
160
64

400
263
35
53
65
49
12

5

5

9

1

• 19
1

7

263
35

201
5

2

240
6

3

3

7

9

4
4
1

139

Spindles.

6,523

57,685,841
20,107,535
14,111,621
1,367,941

10,162,872
7,992,503
1,322,257
262,192

7.400,000

4,941,320
1,454,494
4,600,000
2,250,000
428.000

1,775.000
606,646
573.018
79,652
88,700
19,539
70,000
1,574

73,898
20,000
41,000

6,738.697
1,126.568
3,075.435
700.000

7,440

1,512,628
9,000

5,000
67,900
20,000
5.000
19,000
8.000

762,149

Looms.

787,679
443,726
269,700
31,954

230,200
213.179
31.000
.5.607

108.000
170,000
22,586

140,000
55,000
12.000
24,000
39.800
12,442
2.786

4,350
350

1,160

525

114.621
5.853

33.040
500
352

51.234
1.200

300
400

2.293
941
200
500
250

27.019

Con-
sumption.

Bales.

3,121,964
3.323,200
4,323,826
258,887

1,850,000

325,000
39,163

1,120.000

110.000
1,000,000
455.000
80.000

250.000
105.000
120.000
12.130
27,500

800
23,250
7,000

47,400
2,198,164
525,000

1,810.431
27,000
1,560

336.139

15,000
3.520

6.216
2.000

160.000

151,492,420 2,844,747 21,685,190

Hands
Employed.

650,000
290,000
400,000
18,965

370,000
50,000
7,212

160,570

21.000
220.000
75.000
28,000
11,000
25.000
12.046

2,843
1,150

54
3,50a
550

3.030
276,771

123.150
3,000
300

106,200
1,600

454

2.591

1.800
550

34.500

2,900,839

• Includes Western States.

In tha tweuty-twc years 1895-1917 th(> woild figun^s show an incix>ivs<> to the
extent of 1,076 mills. 59,742.000 spindles, 963.023 looms, and of consumption
to the oxteni cf 8. 306,000 bales. For Gn>at Britain the increase dui-iiig the same
poiiod was 219 mills, 17.786,0u0 spindles, 200,958 looms.

Ill



DURING
THE WAR

TheC.W.S.
Drapery Department

Enabled Co-operative Stores to

supply household needs and t^

clothing requirements of the

People. ^ The Department is

supplied with productions from

the 17 Textile and Clothing t^

Works owned by the C.W.S.
and employing 5,880 workers.

The Peoples Drapery Stores
ARE CATERING
FOR THE NEW
DAYS OF PEACE
—THANKS to The
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THE STORY OF CO-OPERATION.

WITH Robert Owen the story of co-operation begins: with
Robert Owen pre-eminent as the capitalist who taught
working-men to abolish capitalism, as the captain of industry

who inaugurated the first national trades union, as the anti-politician

who inspired the great Chartist political movement with social ideals;

as the factory master who was the pioneer of factor}' legislation and
the eight-hours day; as the employer who first proclaimed the right

to work of the unemployed ; as the man who founded the first infant

school, and the first Labour Exchange, and who advocated Free Trade
and international peace in days when both were scouted as pestilent

heresies; as the man, in short, who was the universal provider of

social ideas for the hard-headed practical reformers m ho, after deriding
the master-pioneer as a Utopian and a visionary, proceeded to gain
name and fame by working out his ideas on homoeo})athic principles.

In the Days of Robert Owen.

But with Owen as the projector of a new social order our main
concern lies. In an age when the new factory system was crushing
out cottage industries and reducing the erstwhile free workers to a
condition of slavery he was the only one to realise the character of the
social problem, and to proclaim that as the industrial revolution was
the bane so the antidote was the social revolution. Hence OA^en's
plan to raise u]) an industrial democracy on the basis of organised
co-operation throughout the economic sphere, and the co-ordination
of all departments—production, distribution, and exchange.

And so began the great social experiment in which three jihases

are discernible. First, the phase of productive colonies, illustrated by
those at Orbiston, near Glasgow (1825-1827), Ralahinos in Ireland
(1830-33), Manea Fen, Cambridgeshire (1838), and Queenwood,
Kampshire (1839-44), all founded by his followers in succession to
that of New Harmony in the United States, established by Owen
himself in 1825: almost contemporaneously with which commenced
the phase of pojiular experiment in the establishment of co-operative
workshoi)s and stores—an experiment whose rapid extension may be
gauged by the fact that of 266 societies which had come into existence
by 1830, 53 of them were founded in the last three months of the year,
while in Manchester alone the years 1826-30 sa\\' the rise of no fewer
than 17, i.e., 16 distiibutive stores and one ])roductive workshop.
Furthermore, the nunil)('r of co-o])crative ])eriodi('als and the congresses
held in the thirties affoi-ded ])atent evidence of the tlowintr co-o])erative
tide.

Lastly came the national phase, siguilicd l)y the Grand National
Consolidated.Trade Union, initiated by Owen liimself in the year 1834

H 113
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with the dual object of raising the wages and shortening the hours of

labour, and of organising co-operative enterprise on a prodigious
scale. " Nothing in the annals of unionism in this country (says

Sidney Webb) at all approached the rapidity of the growth which
ensued. Within a few weeks the Union appears to have been joined
by at least half a million members, including tens of thousands of

farm labourers and women." And then came the thunderbolt in the

shape of an organised lockout, reinforced with the artillery of the law,

and the huge but fragile organisation was soon smashed to atoms.
Built on insecure foundations also down toppled the distributive

stores and co-operative workshops, one after another, till there were
but a few left. And the productive colonies likewise all perished.

The great architect had miscalculated the strength of materials, and
hence the ultimate tragedy.

The Pioneers and the New Movement.

So the movement expired. But after death came the reincarnation,

and co-operation, embodied in a more virile and puissant form, entered

on a new life and a more auspicious career, thanks to the practical

genius of the Rochdale Pioneers, which enabled them to surmount the

obstacles (legal) and difficulties (financial) to which their precursors

succumbed. The legal difficulties can best be recounted in Holyoake's

words: "Societies were prohibited holding more than one acre of

land, and that not as house or farm land, but only for transacting the

business of the societies upon Co-operative farming was
difficult. • No society could invest money except in savings bawks or

national funds. No rich society could help a poor society by a loan.

No member could save more than £100. The Act prohibited funds

being used for educational purposes, and every member was practically

responsible for all the debts of the society—enough to frighten any
prudent man away. Besides these impediments there was no
provision compelling any member to give up such property, books,

or records that might have been entrusted to him by the society, so

that any knave was endowed with the power and secured in the means
of breaking up the society Avhen a fit of larceny seized him."

But apart from all this, there were ample difficulties to begin with,

and the idea of 28 poor flannel weavers, who had nothing to bless them-
selves with, starting a store might well strike the Philistines as superbly

ridiculous. But daunted neither by ridicule nor poverty the weavers

showed their mettle. By a scanty fund raised in weekly twopences

they bought their first stock, and by leaving the dividend to

accumulate till it reached £5 per man they raised their first capital.

And so the pioneer ship was launched with a new plan of navigation,

enabling the vessel to bid defiance to tempests and perils, and
enabling co-operation at length to circumnavigate the globe. The
principles whose success initiated the co-operative . revival and
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inaugurated a world movement may be summed up as the negation
of loss and the automatic increase of trade—th'e first signifying the

banning of credit, coupled with sound management and a strict

attention to balance sheets; the second, the allotment of the surplus

in proportion to purchases, an arrangement implying a tolerable

insight into human nature. But in nothing did the founders show
greater prevision than in the apportionment of an educational fund
with the object of making members into genuine co-operators.

And here again the crass stupidities of law makers raised up another
obstacle. Up to 1846 apportionment for educational purposes was
barred by the law. Then came a spasm of permission lasting nine

years, and after that legislative bungling blocked the way for another
seven. And if the Pioneers, finding education made contraband,
contrived to smuggle the educational outlay into expenses of

management, they were in a position to declare that the establish-

ment of ignorance was a crime in which no one had a right to

compel them to participate.

Meanwhile this launching out from distribution to production
(clogging, shoemaking, and tailoring, and then to corn milling in 1850
and to cotton spinning four years after that) and from production to

wholesaling in 1855 suffices to indicate the attention paid to the

realisation of possibilities. True it is that in the case of the

wholesaling venture anticipations were not fulfilled, but as the Rochdale
Pioneers became promoters of the North of England Co-operative
Society, founded in 1863, and which developed into the C.W.S., it

will be seen that the pioneers fully justified their name.
As for the expansion of the movement the sum total of co-operative

trade amounting to close on £3,000,000 (or to be quitespecific £2,836,606)
in 1864, affords sufficing evidence of the twenty years' growth of

distributive co-operation—a growth all the more notable when
contrasted with the non-success of the productive workshop movement
inaugurated under Christian Socialist auspices. As events clearly

proved, the trouble with the self-governing workshops was the difficulty

of self-government—a difficulty which led in the course of time to a
reorganisation on a copartnership basis: a circumstance signifying

the promotion of success at the expense of self-government in

contradistinction to the Christian Socialist system in which self-

government was promoted at the expense of success.

For the rest, what helped the distributive movement was the
removal of the legal shackles which had heretofore fettered it. Thus,
by the Industrial and Provident Societies Act of 1852. co-operative
societies for the first time in their history obtained legal ]»rotection for

their funds and appurtenances, and secured legal validity for tlieir

regulations and rules. And ten years later the a])plieation of a litlle

more pressure brought about the passing of the Act of 1862, and a

further advance in co-operative freedom by members being enabled
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to invest £200 instead of £100, and by societies being accorded the
right to take up shares in others, as a result of which the movement
gained a double advantage, first by the gain to societies in financial

strength, and second, by the power to form co-operative combines for

wholesale operations or otherwise. All the same the Acts were merely
half measures : piecemeal methods of legislation being illustrated by
the fact that these acts had to be supplemented by others in subsequent
years—by the Act of 1871 before societies could hold and deal with
land freelj^ and by the Acts of 1876 and 1893 which were necessary

for the codification of co-operative law and for societies to start

banking operations on condition of giving to depositors the security

of transferable share capital.

The Era of Super-Organisation.

As the year 1844 saw the organisation of societies on the new
model commenced, so with the year 1864 the era of super-organisation

begins; the fact that in little more than half a dozen years the chief

institutions of the movement were founded speaking volumes as to

the constructive forces at work. Thus, in 1864, the English

Co-operative Wholesale commenced operations. In 1869 the

Scottish Wholesale started business, and in the same year the first

Congress of the new movement was held and the Co-operative Union
was established, and two years later the Go-operative Neivs saw the

light. Early in the following decade the Women's Guild was
instituted, and the Productive Federation came into existence as

well. And coincidently with the work of super-organisation, and
consequently also, the movement advanced at a tidal pace in comparison
with former times, as is shown by comparative figures :

—
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biscuit-making at Crumpsall, boot and shoemaking at Leicester and
Heckmondwike, soapmaking in Durham, coal production near
Hindle}', the commencement of banking, and the extension of

operations further afield, shown by half-a-dozen depots in Ireland,

and others in Rouen, Hamburg, Copenhagen, and New York. Add
thereto a fleet of four vessels, and the fact that in 1884 the funds

of the C.W.S. already totalled over three-quarters of a million sterling,

while its sales reached to £4,676,000, and it will be seen that the

Wholesale had a career before it as well as behind it.

As for the Scottish Wholesale, started in 1869, its progress during

the first decade of its existence is shown by the establishment of

depots at Leith, Kilmarnock, and Dundee, in addition to the Central

premises, by the foundation of two manufactories, and b}' the annual
sales amounting in 1884 to between one and two millions sterling

per annum.
Vital also was the organisation of the psychological forces of the

movement, i-epresented by the establishment of the Co-operative

Congress and of the Co-operative Union in the j^ear 1869. The
Congress, as everyone knows, possesses all the merits of a single

chamber legislature minus the power to enforce its decisions, and
therefore ranks as a deliberative assembly indispensable to the

movement, whose mind it mirrors, whose policy it ratifies, and whom
it guides through the medium of resolutions embodying a moral
appeal and a moral obligation. As for the Union, with its all-important

work of illumination and other manifold functions which have
increased with the concourse of j^ears, the movement has yet to

realise to the fullest extent the latent possibilities of its federal

institution.

The Development of Thirty Years.

The thirty years' period, 1884-1914, constitutes a notable epoch
in the history of co-operative democracy—an epoch characterised

not only by the striking expansion in the distributive and productive

spheres, but also by the internationalisation of co-operation by the

foundation of the International Co-operative Alliance in 1895, and
the promotion of co-operation in the field of agriculture, indicated

by the formation of the Irish Co-operative Agencv in 1893, the

establishment of the Irish Agricultural Wholesale in 1898, and the

institution of the Agricultural Association for England and Wales
in 1904.

As to the scale of operations one need only point to the figures

for 1914, showing a collective trade of £147.550,000, as compared
with the turnover of £30,424,000 in the year 1884; the sweep (^f the

Co-operative Union being proclaimed by its membershi]) of close

on 3,200,000, by the collective funds (shares, loan capital, and reserve

funds) of its aftiliated societies amounting to over £64,000.000, by
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the total annual sales amounting to £138,500,000 (in round figures)

and the net surplus to £15,200,000, and by the army of employes
mustering 148,000 and the collective wage bill to £9,200,000 for the
year.

With regard to Wholesale operations the figures of the C.W.S.,
showing in 1914 a total turnover of £35,000,000 (in round figures)

and net " profits " of £840,000, as compared with the sales of

£4,675,000 and £54,500 net " profits " in 1884, constitute a revelation

of progress both in trading and productive enterprise, and in the
extension of ramifications at home, and in the opening up of sources

of supply by the establishment of overseas depots in Denmark,
Sweden, Spain, Australia, Canada, the West Coast of Africa, and by
the purchase of tea plantations in Ce^ion and Southern India in

conjunction with the Scottish Wholesale. .In 1912 the C.W.S. absorbed
the Co-operative Insurance Societj', and in 1913 it signalised itself

by the expedition of shiploads of food to Dublin at a critical period

for the labouring masses of the Irish capital.

Furthermore, the institution of sick and burial and thrift funds
for employes may be noted, together with the extension of the

minimiim wage to all adult male employes in 1907, and the ado))tion

of the minimum wage scheme for girls and v/omen workers, in

accordance with the recommendation of Congress, later on.

As regards the Scottish Wholesale the extension of enterprise

during the period is denoted by the figures for 1914, showing net
sales to the amount of nearh^ £9,500,000 and a net surplus of £400,000
(in round figures).

As for the Women's Guild movement, dating from 1883, the

reinforcement in 1892 by the Scottish Guild and in 1907 by the Irish,

together with the numerical growth and its annual congresses, suffice

to show how the co-operative women's movement has come into

prominence with the efflux of time similarly to the women's movement
in the country at large.

The War Period.

And so we come down to the war period and to the new turning

point in co-operative history. Confronted with cataclysmic changes
the movement has been impelled to the solution of problems hitherto

held in suspense, has been forced to break with tradition and embark
on new policies. Thus, confronted with the labour question in its

most acute phase, the movement has established hours and wages
boards and conciliation boards, local and national, with the object

of settling disputes. Confronted with the evil of high ymces in the

most intense stage, the Central Board of the Union delivered an
allocution against the abuse of the " divi." system, signified by the

urgent recommendation not to increase dividends but to keep prices

down. Confronted with the looting of surplus by the application
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of the excess profits tax, the movement, in Congress assembled (at

Swansea in 1917), cast aside its neutrality as a broken reed, and
declared for co-operative politics and direct representation in

Parliament, the response to this pronunciamento being forthcoming

in the shape of a coalition of parties on the occasion of the Prestwich

election in 1917—a coalition whereby the first co-operative candidate

met with defeat, and whereby the enemies of co-operation revealed

themselves in unmistakable guise. To all these events must be added
the adumbration at the Swansea Congress, of a national co-operative

policy and a national programme (economic and educational both),

together with a propaganda and advertising scheme, all serving to

betoken the initiation of a policy of reconstruction which needs only

to be put into operation to pave the way to the all-embracing

measures which are necessary to enable the movement to cope with

its tasks.

With regard to tJie C.W.S. the launching forth into a record-

breaking policy of enterprise remains to be chronicled—enterprise

in which the land-purchasing scheme occupies the first place. Strictly

speaking, the land-purchasing policy antedated the war, as may be

seen by its record, but the response to war difficulties is revealed by
the amplification of resources both at home and abroad since war time

began—amplification denoted by the purchase (in conjunction with

the Scottish Wholesale) of 10,000 acres of wheat-growing land in

Saskatchewan (Canada) and the purchase of estate .after estate in

England, the aggregate area of land purchases up to date amounting
as it does to over 32,649 acres serving to open up a new vista of

co-operative agriculture and of direct sources of supply. And last,

but not least, copies the long list of manufacturing extensions, the

acquisition of numerous manufactories, and the purchase of a

Northumbrian coal-mine as the prelude to further developments.

With a brief reference to the amiable attentions of the profiteering

fraternity this article may fittingly conclude—attentions manifested

during. the course of the Wholesales career by such CAcnts as the

boycott engineered against the infant institution in 1807. the soap

trust conspiracy in 1906, and the tea market machinations of recent

date. In this connection one may venture to surmise that the fact

that the Wholesale fortifies its position by every attack constitutes

the culminating offence in the eyes of its adversaries.

AUSTRALIAN WOOL CLIP.

In June, 1918, it was announced that the Imperial Government
had })urchased the whole of Australia's wool clip for the ])eriod of the

war and for one year afterwards, the first two cli])s involving a sum of

£100,000,000. This is the largest wool transaction in the history of the

world.
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LABOUR'S HUNDRED YEARS STRUGGLE.

BETWEEN the era of Waterloo and the world war extends the

I

great industrial struggle of the ages—the hundred years struggle

between labour and capital, whereby the proletariat has become
the potential master of its own destiny. In the era of Waterloo the

sun looked down upon a pitiful helot—a Samson in bondage to the

Philistines—chained to the mill wheels of industry, and vainly crying

to heaven for redress. A hundred years pass, and Labour chieftains

are sitting (temporarily) in the seats of the mighty amidst the rulers

of the empire, and cheek by jowl with leaders of ancient parties and
members of the haute noblesse, whilst Labour, massed in its millions,

is being marshalled to secure the viltimate control of the State as a

permanent insurance against the struggle for existence, and to procure

for the worker an abiding place in the sun.

Such is the latest stage of the age-long struggle on behalf of the

standard of lining, in which the worker has had to fight for the right

of organisation, the right of collective bargaining, and for protective

legislation for man, woman, and child; a struggle in which he has

had to fight against the capitalist, the blackleg, the law and the

prophets, the economists, the press, public opinion, the law

administrators, and the law makers as well. All methods he has tried,

from the heroic to the luiheroic, from the belligerent to the j^eaceful,

from strikes to diplomacy and lobbying, and from voting for the

capitalist to voting for himself. And every form of organisation he

has experimented with in turn, from the ephemeral to the powerful,

from the fighting to the friendly, and from the craft union to the

industrial; separatism he has tried and renounced for consolidation,

whilst trade unionism he has developed into a political force in process

of permeation with social principles as opposed to the old-time gospel

of individualism, which happens to have been found out.

Beginning now with the industrial labour movement as it arose in

the days when combinations were banned by the law, let us trace its

development from the regime of terror down through the successive

periods, i.e., the era of industrial upheaval, the period of reorganisation,

and of the old unionism, and also that of the new.

The Regime of Terror.

The movement at the outset was propelled into existence by two

forces: first, by the combination laws of 1790-1800, and second, by

the factory system, the latter especially bringing together aggregations

of workers, whilst the former made it a penal offence to combine. In

the words of Lord Jeffrey: " A single master was at liberty at a«y'

time to turn off the whole of his workmen at once—100 or 1,000 in

nuntber—if they would not accept of the wages he chose to offer.
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But it was made an offence for the whole of the workmen to leave

that master at once if he refused to give the wages they chose to

require." And what deepened the irony of the situation was the fact

that while the law nominally applied to combinations of employers
and workmen, it was the workers Avho were punished, while the

employers were left completely scot free. '' During the whole epoch
of repression (says Sidney Webb), whilst thousands of journeymen
suffered for the crime of combination, there is absolutely no case on
record in which an employer was punished for the same offence. To
the ordinary politician a combination of employers and a combination
of workmen seemed in no way comparable. The former was, at most.
an industrial misdemeanovir ; the latter was in all cases a political

crime. Under the shadow of the French Revolution the English
governing classes regarded all associations of the common people with
the utmost alarm. In this general terror lest insubordination should
develop into rebellion were merged both the capitalist's objection to

high wages and the" politician's dislike to democratic institutions.

The combination laws, as Francis Place tells us, ' were considered as

absolutely necessary to prevent ruinous extortions of workmen, which,
if not thus restrained, would destroy the whole of the trade,

manufactures, commerce, and agriculture of the nation. . . . This
led to the conclusion that the workmen were the most unpi'incipled of

mankind. . . . Justice was entirely out of the question; they
could .seldom obtain a hearing from a magistrate, never without
impatience or insult; and never could they calculate on even an
approximation to a rational conclusion. . . . Could an accurate

account be given of proceedings, of hearings before magistrates, trials

at sessions and in the Court of King's Bench, the gross injustice, the
foul invective, and terrible punishments inflicted would not, after a
few years have passed away, be credited on any but the best evidence.'

'"

Such were the methods of barbarism employed for a quarter of a

century for the purpose of crushing the movement out of existence

—

methods which served to drive combination underground, to generate
a sense of solidarity, and to evoke a si)irit of resistance both active

and ])assive, which saved the movement from being blotted out, and
which served also to give an impetus to the agitation for legislative

reform, which was met by the culminating stroke of malignance in

the shape of the Six Acts of 1810, which proved sufficiently effective

to stamp out the spontaneous movement for the repeal of the
combination laws, whose abolition in 1825 must be accredited to the

strenuous efforts and political ingenuity of the Radical reformers,

Francis Place and Joseph Hmne, who likewise ])layed a consjiicuous

part in that tumidtuous agitation for a swee])ing ])olitical change,
which eventuated in the demi-somi-Reform Bill of 1832, ]n*evious to

the passing of which the industrial movement had already become
signalised by the efforts made to transform trade unionism into trades
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unionism whose culmination is seen in the huge agglomerations and
belligerent operations which characterised the era of the industrial

rebellion.

The Era of the Industrial Upheaval.

In the original enterprise of organising trade clubs into federations,

and next into giant national combinations of trades, Lancashire, in

1830, led the way, first by the establishment of a general union for all

the male spinners and piecers in the United Kingdom, and second, by
the foundation of a National Association for the Protection of Labour,
which, in a brief period, succeeded in mustering unions in great variety,

and with a collective membership, it is stated, of 100,000 at least. But
while the vanishing, ultimately, of both from the scene proclaimed the

ephemeral character of these organisations, built vip on microscopic

subscriptions and devoid of legal protection for funds—the militant

policy adopted both by the General Union and the contempoi*ary

General Trade Union of Builders bore witness both to the methods
and to the spirit of the age, which achieved its most striking

embodiment in the general union of all trades, or Grand National

Consolidated Trades Union, founded in 1833 by Robert Owen; the

enrolment of half a million members (including farm labourers and
women in tens of thousands), revealing a movement of abnormal
proportions established with the dual object of securing better

conditions of labour and of founding productive workshops for the

workers themselves.

Then the Government showed its might and the law its majesty
in the arrest and condemnation to seven years' transportation to

Botany Bay of a group of Dorsetshire labourers for the " crime " of

administering the oath of initiation to the union ; the ovitrageousness

of the act clearly indicating that the union might expect neither

justice nor mercy from either law or authority. The union abolished

the quasi-masonic ceremony of initiation for members, which was the

custom of the age. But if rid of one peril the vmion found itself

confronted with another, more formidable still, in the campaign of

smashing trade unionism, engineered by employers as a counter-

stroke to the strike campaign for shorter hours and better conditions,

which terminated in speedy disaster owing to shortage of funds ; the

employers following up this victory by presenting an ultimatum in

the shape of " the document," or pledge, to abandon their unions ; the

penalty for refusal to sign being the lockout. And with the submission

of the workpeople to this arbitrary decree the Grand Consolidated

Trade Union dwindled as rapidly as it had grown.
In justice, however, to the executive of the " Grand National " it

must be stated that the strike campaign which terminated so

ingloriously was discountenanced early on, and that the affiliated

unions were urged to turn their attention to co-operative production
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for the purpose of ridding themselves of the capitahst altogether ; but

as the record of co-operation shows, productive workshops, though
less ephemeral than the " Grand National," lacked the stamina to

survive the afflictions incident to the period of childhood, as was the

case with no small number of other organisations in those days.

Meanwhile, trade unionism, doomed to further disintegration by a

period of severe trade depression, sank from the high water-mark of

1833-4 to the low water-mark in 1839-42. Then came the failure of

Chartism extinguishing all hope of success by heroic measures
politically, just as the failure of the trade union upheaval had destroyed

all confidence in the efficacy of such measures in the industrial sphere,

and so, turning away from the exciting but fruitless task of building

castles in the air, the workers began to concentrate their efforts on
something a little more substantial, and so the trade union revival

began; and contemporaneously therewith begins the revival of

co-operation also. Henceforward, for nearly half a century the lot

of trade unionism is cast in the palmy days of the individualist era

—

that era in which free competition and free exploitation were regarded

as the immutable factors of social salvation, and in which to " buy
cheap and sell dear " was promulgated as the golden rule of political

economy, whose observance signified the attainment of terrestrial

happiness. In this era we see labourism beginning as the new
unionism and ending as the old, and we note its three separate stages

—

the stage of revival, the stage of fruition, and, lastly, the stereotyped

stage.

The Revival of Trade Unionism.

As significant of the new spirit at work one may note, to begin

with, the methods of the National Association of United Trades and
of the National United Trades Association for the Employment of

Labour founded in 1845, the former for the purpose of industrial

mediation and of lobbying in the House of Commons and the latter

with the object of finding work for the temporarily unemploj^ed.

While the association of collective aims with fragility of organisation

is suggestive of the period of upheaval the methods stand out in

distinct contrast. Passing from these one may note the I'cncwal of

activity in a growing number of unions (including that of the cotton

spinners) combined with the work of reorganisation, which constitutes

one of the outstanding features of the forties and fifties of last century.

Henceforth the first object with the leading spirits of trade unionism

is to build up strong and eudui-ing trade unions on solid foundations

—

unions with trained and salaried officials, unions endowed with

permanence of membership and strong in financial resources, unions,

in short, capable of facing the blast and weathering the storm like the

Amalgamated Society of Engineers, which for nearly forty years

ranked as the supreme model in the trade uuion world, but whose
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policy of exclusiveness, copied by other unions, proved a factor in the

formation of a type of trade union aristocrac}^, permeated with
individualistic principles, placing self-interest first and foremost, and
adopting the economic and political gospel of the profiteering class.

Meanwhile, the steady growth in numbers proved the prelude to

further developments, indicated by the formation of the Amalgamated
Association of Cotton Spinners in 1853, of the North-East Lancashire
Association of Weavers' Societies in 1858, and the revival of the Miners'

organisations in 1858-63.

The State of Fruition.

After this comes the greater development shown by the rise of

Trades Councils in the sixties, the institution of the Trade Unions
Congress in the early seventies, when the prodigious increase of

membership from 375,000 to 1,191,000 in the course of a couple of

years [i.e., 1872-1874) marked the high tide of trade union prosperity

again. Add to this the gain of household suffrage for towns in 1867*,

the legalisation of trade unions in 1871 and the legalisation of their

methods by the Employers and Workmen Act in 1875, and the

significance of this concatenation of events becomes patent. Labour,
after long struggle, has achieved its legal emancipation, and in part

measure its political enfranchisement also. The movement has
become a force, and its leaders—such as Allan and Applegarth of the

old group and Broadhurst and Burnett of the new—have become men
of mark in contrast with the leaders of former times who were all

marked men.
The change of status of trade unionism, in fact, amounted to a

revolution. " In 1867 the officials of the unions were regarded as

pot-house orators, 'unscrupulous men, leading a half-idle life, fattening

on the contributions of their dupes, and maintaining by violence and
murder a system of terrorism which was destructive not only of the

industry of the nation, but also of the prosperity and independence of

character of the unfortunate Avorkmen who were their victims. The
unionist workmen, tramping with his card in search of employment,
was regarded by the constable and the magistrate as something between
a criminal vagrant and a revolutionist. In 1875 the officials of the

great societies found themselves elected to the local School Boards
and even to the House of Commons, pressed by the Government to

accept seats on Royal Commissions and respectfully listened to in the

lobby. And these political results were but the signs of an
extraordinary expansion of the trade union movement itself."*

The Stereotyped Stage.

And thereafter the movement enters the next phase, which shows
trade unionism put to the proof. Following on the expansion in fair

* " History of Trade Unionism." By Sidney and Beatrice Webb.
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weather comes the contraction in foul; and the movement in the

second half of the seventies finds itself powerless to maintain the

standard of living attained in the first half, and after that it takes it

years to get on its feet again. And though having succeeded in

getting a small group of Trade Union representatives elected to

Parliament the one outstanding measure—the Employers' Liability

Act of 1880—serves but to emphasise the barren record of after jears.

Industrially and politically the movement has reached the stage of

sterility, while trade unionism, chiefly, has come to signify the self

interest of a labour aristocracy with whom labour is regarded as a

mere commodity to be sold for the best price obtainable.

The New Unionism.

Clearly all things proclaim the need of a change, and the change
begins in 1889 with the rise of the new unionism, heralded by the great

Dock strike whose success (proving the possibility of organising

unskilled labour) arouses a new spirit, under whose influence a

multiplicity of new unions spring up and a new labour democracy
comes into being, with leaders such as John Burns, Tom Mann, and
Ben Tillet. Further evidence of the resurgence being afforded by the

formation of the General Federation of Trade Unions in the same year

as the great Dock strike. With the dawn of the new century arise

new political developments which ultimately lead to the formation

of a Labour Party owing no allegiance but to the cause, and whose
influence is manifested in the social legislation which follows its

advent. And what developments the war time has brought about
we alread}' know.

As for the growth of trade unionism the figures of membership
represented at Congresses for a series of years speak plainly enough.

In 1896 the Trade Unions Congress represented a little over a million

members, in 1900 over a million and a quarter, in 1910 over 1,600,000,

in 1914 over 2,800,000, and in 1918 some 4| millions. At the same
time the pronouncements at the Congress of 1918, couj^led with

industrial unionist developments in the railwaymen's and miners'

organisations, betoken the trend towards consolidation, Avhile the shop
stewards' movement constitutes the latest phase in the organisation

of trade unionism on democratic lines.

To Guard Against Fatalities.

Both industrially and politically the trend of development bespeaks

[inter alia) the determination to safeguard the movement from that

fatality which has dogged its footstejis at every stage of its past

career. Thus no soouei- had the Combination Laws been repealed

when the worker had to endure four years of distress. When the

great u])heaval took place it was smaslied by " the document."
When the movement betook itself to the task of reorganisation on the
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basis of the new model then came the attempt to smash it by the

lockout. In the seventies, after a psean of jubilation, came the wail

of affliction due to lowering of wages and the smiting of unions in a

period of industrial disaster. Later on, when the movement had
recoveiled, it was to discover a continuous rise in the cost of living

and wages vainly chasing behind. Lastly comes the world war and
therewith the orgie of private profiteering whilst labour tumults by
the multitude reveal the difficulties encountered in maintaining the

standard of living at its common or garden level.

" Scraps of Paper."

Turning to the political side the whole record serves to show the

characteristics of a capitalist parliament and capitalist-made law.

The repeal of the combination laws was secured only by the political

ingenuity of labour sympathisers. Then, for thirty years, Parliament

kept the unions destitute of legal protection. In 1855 the unions, by
great effort, contrived to secure the insertion of a clause in the

Friendly Acts, giving them legal protection as regards the

embezzlement of funds, but twelve years later a jvidge's decision in

the law courts swept away this protection ; and it took another four

years of agitation to get Parliament to protect the unions again. But
whilst the Parliament of 1871 gave with one hand it took away with

the other; whilst guaranteeing them justice if defrauded it passed the

Criminal Law Amendment Act, making striking to all intents and
purposes a legal offence. Then the unions in their wrath went in for

politics, and by making the repeal a test question at the general

election of 1874, and running thirteen candidates and getting a coviple

returned, they succeeded in persuading the Government to do

something, and the Master and Servants Act was repealed the very

next year. For a quarter of a century the unions dwelt in fancied

security, then came the Tafi Vale verdict in 1901, whereby judge-made

law rendered them liable to be sued as corporate entities and placed

their funds in peril by sweeping away the immvmity from attack.

Then, when the Labour Party had been returned to Parliament, came
the Osborne case and more judge-made law, by which trade unions

were shorn of the right to use their own funds for political purposes.

What the law-makers are prevailed on to concede by lofig and arduous

struggle the law interpreters take away. All this shows to what extent

Acts of Parliament gained by long struggle have turned out to be

ultimately mere scraps of paper.
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A CENTURY OF FACTORY LEGISLATION.

THE fact that the centenary of the Factory Act, deriving from
Robert Owen, falls in 1919 makes it befitting to celebrate

the occasion with a review of that factory legislation which
has ever been the pride and boast of politicians, and wliich constitutes

a striking illustration of legislative methods.

The First Factory Act (for Pauper Factory Children).

The first Factory Act takes us back to the beginning of the last

century, and to the days when the factory pauper-apprentice sj^stem

offered a picture of organised slavery of a character unsurpassed in

the annals of negro bondage. The character of the crueltias inflicted

on the miserable victims by factory masters of the baser sort may
be gauged by the fact that they even turned the stomach of a

squirearchal government to the extent that in 1802 the Health
and Morals of Apprentices Act was passed to limit the working hours

of factory apprentices to twelve per day, to compel the institution of

separate sleeping apartments for the sexes, to prohibit the packing
together of more than two apprentices in a single bed, to cause them
to be sent to church at least once a month, and to have them
provided each with a fresh suit of clothing at least once a year. At
the same time the genius for statesmanship may be gauged by the

injunction to provide instruction in reading, wTiting, and arithmetic,

coupled with a complete absence of any provision of schoolmasters

and by the administration of the Act being left to the justices of

the peace, who as often as not were mill owners themselves.

Robert Owen and the First Factory Act for Free Children.

Absorbed in caring for the welfare of pauper apprentices, the

Government had forgotten to remember that even " free " factory

children were little better than slaves—a circumstance wliich brought

Robert Owen on the scene. Through his untiring efforts and
instrumentality, the first Factory Act for " free " children was
passed in 1819, but it was an Act which showed that the Government
had proceeded to improve upon Owen in the manner of Mr. Thomas
Bowdler improving on Shakespeare; for whereas Owen's Draft Bill

would have provided for fixing the minimum age at ten (a concession

of two years on his part), would have established a ten and a half

hours working day for all under eighteen, wouk\have embraced factories

of all descriptions containing twenty hands and upwards, and would
have ensured the effective carriv'ing out of the Act by the ai)pointnieut

of qualified and paid ins])cctors, the Government, on the contrarv%

fixed the mininuim age at nine, the working hours at twelve for all
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under sixteen, and embraced cotton and woollen mills only, while the
administration of the Act was entrusted to the magistrates to play
with.

And having improved on Owen, the Government next proceeded to

improve on itself by passing, the very next year (1820), an amending
Act granting the owners of "water" factories free scope to work
the children in excess of the stipulated twelve hours on various
pretexts (such as the making up for lost time through accidents, &c.);

factory masters, moreover, being endowed with full liberty to check
any tendency to gluttony on the part of the children by the
permission to fix the dinner hour at anj^ time between 11 in the
forenoon and 4 in the afternoon, instead of between 11 a.m. and
2 p.m., as had been previously ordained.

Giving and Taking.

Five years later (1825) the Government again revealed its prowess
b}' cutting do^^Ti the meal times by half an hour, and permitting

employers to fix the dinner hour any time between 11 a.m. and 3

p.m. instead of 4 p.m. ; and so that the children might have a good
holiday on Saturdays the hours on that day were limited to nine,

although they might be worked any time between 5 a.m. and 4-30

p.m. Six years later (1831) the scope of the twelve-hours working
day was extended to persons under eighteen (instead cf sixteen as

previously) ; night work was also prohibited, and registers were to be
kept; but this time the Government forgot to include woollen mills,

the cliildren and young persons in which were left entirely out in the

cold. Two years later, however (1833), the Government signalised

itself by an Act embracing cotton, woollen, worsted, hemp, flax,

tow, linen, and silk mills, but which expressly omitted lace factories.

No person under eighteen was to be employed for more than twelve

hours a day or sixty-nine per week; and no child under nine was to

be employed except in silk mills, while the working period for children

was to be nine hours per day, or forty-eight per week, for all under

eleven years of age in the first year, all under twelve in the second,

and all imder thirteen in the third year after the passing of the Act.

And in addition to tliis the administration of the Act was taken out

of the hands of justices and handed over to four Government
inspectors. If it be asked what momentous circumstances moved
the Government to a measure like this, the answer is the ten-hours

agitation, of which more anon. For the moment let us follow the

four inspectors, and note how the Government had imposed upon them
administrative tasks which, owing to legislative omissions, even

forty inspectors would have failed to accomplish. Thus, for instance,

as the mills were kept going from 5-30 a.m. to 8-30 p.m. for the

benefit of adults, while there was no legally fixed period in the day
for the working time of the youngsters, employers with a well-
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regulated conscience could shuffle the youngsters' working-time
about, while the hours during which meal hours could be taken offered

also a big margin for manoeuvres. Hence employers were enabled
to kill two birds with one stone—could work the younger hands over
time and evade detection as well.

More Thoughtfulness.

But that was not all. There was also the matter of education.

By the Act of 1833 legislators had thoughtfully authorised the new
inspectors to establish or provide for the establishment of schools

where necessary, and with equal thoughtfulness had left the means
and methods of starting the schools to Providence. As for the factory

schools in existence, they can be better described than imagined,
witness Mr. Baker: " Factory schools are of many kinds, from the
coalhole of the engine-house to the highest grade of infant education.

The engineman, the slubber, the burler, the book-keeper, the
overlooker, the wife of any of these, the small shopkeeper, or the
next-door neighbour, with seven small children on the floor and on
the lap, are by turns found teaching ' the 3^oung idea how to shoot

'

in and about their several places of occupation for the two hours
required by the law."

The Ten-Hours Movement.

After the exertion of turning four inspectors loose to achieve
the impossible, legislators naturallj^ considered that the factory
question might be allowed a well-earned repose; but, fortimately,

there were others of opposite opinion, and of influence commanding
enough to make the matter a public question. These were the leaders

of the ten-hours movement, started in 1830 by Richard Oastler, of

Fixby Hall, Yorkshire, a Tory in politics, but a humanitarian in

principle. On the local short-time committees extremes met,
Socialists and Chartists sitting cheek by jowl with ultra-Tories

—

men who in jxilitics were as far apart as the poles, but who were
firmly united on one solitary question. As for the Parliamentary
group, the fact that it comprised full-blooded aristocrats like Lord
John Manners and Lord Ashley (afterwards Lord Shaftesbury), the
titular chief of the movement, together with a Tory M.P. in the shape
of M. T. Sadler, Liberal M.P.'s such as Joseph Brotherton (member
for Salford) and Charles Hindley (member for Ashton), and la'^t,

but not least, John Fielden, whose transformation from a
Conservative into a Liberal qualified him to be the link between two
sides, served to crown the movement with the triple halo of affluence,

influence, and supreme respectability such as the short -time advocates
of an earli(n' date had to dispenst^ with.

The agitation, it is hardly necessary to say, was not ostensibly

conducted for the sake of male adults. Wise in their day and
generation, the agitators made it their object to secure a ten-liours
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day for young persons, and the inclusion of women along with them,
factors which would, nevertheless, have a limiting effect on the hours
of male factory operatives as well. Thus the agitators, in the long
run, gained a double advantage, besides capturing public opinion also.

How THE Ten-Hours Bill was Passed.

In the long run the Government rose to the occasion with the
usual alacrity. After the agitation had been carried on with vigour
for fourteen years, the Government in office (that of Sir Robert Peel)

brought in a Factory Bill bracketting women with young persons
and fixing the working time, as of old, at twelve hours per day, while
the majority in the House of Commons, not to be behindhand,
relieved its emotions by voting both ways with regard to Lord Ashley's
ten-hours day amendments, first of all carrying an amendment which
involved a ten-hours day and then rejecting the amendment which
expHcitly expressed it, And so to give the House another chance
to distinguish itself, the Government brought in another Bill

containing the twelve-hours clause again, and the House, good as

gold, passed it.

A further indication of the mentality of the House is afforded

by the other provisions of the Bill, which, whilst including women,
actualh^ reduced the work-starting age for cliildren from nine to

eight, and which, whilst declaring for a half-time system, omitted
to establish a normal half-time day.

All the same, the inclusion of women, the strengthening of

inspectors, and so forth, constituted sufficient encouragement for

the agitators to go on with. In 1846 the Ten-Hoiirs Bill was brought
forward again, and the House of Commons rejected it; and so having
signified its disapproval to the lattermost limit, next year (1847)
the House passed the Bill on the third reading by a majority of over
three score. Great was the jubilation of the operatives at the triumph
which had taken seventeen years of strenuous agitation to achieve,

but which in reality represented thirty years of hope and endeavour.
And the jubilation was by no means lessened when the Act came into

full operation in 1848, and brought the counter-agitation, started in

the interval by the chagrined die-hards, to an ignominious close.

The Normal Working Day.

On the other hand, the Government had taken care to leave the

ten-hours advocates with a giievance by omitting to make any
regulations for preventing the juggling with working hours and meal
times for the purpose of working the hands overtime and baffling

inspectors. Three years later, however, the factory reform advocates

had the satisfaction of seeing this infliction abolished by the Act of

1850, which established a definite normal working day, extending

from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. or 7 am to 7 p.m., with one and a half
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hours for meals on five days of the week; the closing hour on
Saturdays being fixed at 2 p.m. Yet, incredible as it may seem,

while women and young persons' were put in the Act, children

were entirely left out; and it took three more years to induce

Parliament to put them in and fix a normal working day of six and
a half hours on their behalf. But not content with satisfjdng the

factory reformers by abolishing the surreptitious cribbing of over-

time, Parliament, in its overflowing generosity, also gratified the

owners of water-mills by gi-anting them the privilege of emplojdng
the children an extra hour per day to make up for lost time.

Nullifying Exceptions.
' After a lapse of ten years, Parliament was again induced to put

its hand to the plough. This time bleach works and dye works were
brought under the Factory Acts, but, having laid dowTi a definite

rule, the legislators carefully appended the nullifying exception in

the shape of permission to work abnormal hours on one pretext or

another, while open-air bleaching was left entirely off the list. To
what extent Parliament had distinguished itself may be gauged by
Inspector Baker's report: ''That the Bleach and Dye Works Act
was most uncertain, and that the Print Works Act was a failure."

And so the process went on. When in 1864 home industries

(to the number of six) were brought within the scope of the Acts,

the penalty for breaking the law was fixed at the crushing figure

of twenty shillings; and when the Factory Acts Extension Bill,

in 1867, was passed to apply the law to furnaces and forges and metal

works and workshops of various kinds, the list of exceptions occupied
twice as much space as the sections themselves. When in 1870 the

Acts relating to print works and dye works were consolidated, young
persons were again consoled with the privilege of working be^'ond

normal hours.

After Fifty-five Years.

In 1874 the Conservative Home Secretary (jVIi'., after\Nards

Viscount, Cross), greatly daring, brought in a Bill giNing an extra

half hour for meals and enabling young children to start work at the

ripe age of nine years instead of eight, and at the still riper age of

ten instead of nine' in a year after the passing of the Bill. It had
taken two Houses of Parliament, comprising some 1,200 individuals,

including the leading statesmen of the age, no less than fifty-five years

to raise the age-limit of poor little factory cliildren by a single j'ear.

and to realise Robert Owen's proposal made in the year 1819.

How brilliant was the chaos produced by all tliis piece-nieal

legislation of practical politicians may be seen from the report of

the Commission of 1876. In textile factories and maiuifactories

there was a ten-hours working day and two hours for meals; in
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other factories the working day was ten and a half hours and the

meal hours one and a half. In workshops and non-textile factories

children might be employed at eight, while children in textile

factories went to work at ten years of age. In workshops also,

though children might not work more than six and a half hours,

those six and a half hours might be worked any time between 6 a.m.

and 8 p.m., whilst women and young persons could put in their

ten and a half hours any time between 5 in the morning and 9

o'clock at night—a circumstance signifying difficulties for the factory

inspector, who was likewise debarred from inspecting the sanitary

arrangements of such workshops by the fact of the matter being left

to the local authority to attend to if it so cared.

" Compassion " for Shop Assistants.

In the year 1886 we find Parliament in a burst of compassion
for young shop assistants, fixing their weekly limit of work at

seventy-four hours per week, adults being left to take care of

themselves, and no notice being taken of the glaring evidence as to

the serious derangement of women's health caused by standin_g

interminable hours at a time. Furthermore, the Act itself remained
to such an extent a dead letter that six years after its passing

Parliament handed over the administration of the Act to local

authorities, at the same time empowering Town and County Councils

to appoint inspectors. Five years later Parliament put in another

brief spell of work at mending and patching the factory laws. By
a characteristic oversight, however, the children's question would
have been left untouched but for a gentle reminder in the shape of

an amendment from the opposition ranks, as a result of which the

age-limit was raised to eleven years. A number of previous exceptions

applying to women workshops were also repealed ; but wliile this was
done the evils connected with domestic workshops were left to

remain. Besides this, it was ordained for the first time that the

occupiers of factories and workshops should not knowingly employ
a woman within four weeks after child-birth; but as women had
still to get a living, the dread of losing a place prompted them to

return prematurely to work, and so-—there being no fear of complaint

to the inspector—the Act was largely inoperative.

The Dignity of Labour.

Coming next to the Act of 1895 we find another exemplification

of the deep regard of politicians for the dignity of labour. * " In

the Standing Committee on Trade, Mr. Chamberlain and Mr. Balfour

voted for extending laundry women's hours to fourteen a day;

Lord Salisbury and Mr. Jesse Collings pleaded pathetically in

• "History of Factory Legislation," by B. L. Hutchins and A. Harrison.
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Parliament against the crushing out of the small laundry. The
result was the miserably inadequate protection afforded by clause 22
of the Act of 1895,. which fixed, the weekly limit of hours at thirty

for children, sixtj^ for young persons and women; but allowed

children to work ten hours a day, young persons twelve, and women
fourteen."

In 1901 the factory legislation of the present century was
inaugurated with an Act in which the minimum age of employment
for children was raised to twelve; but how far the Government was
prepared to go was shown by the fact that extension of the Saturday
half-holiday by one hour for textile workers was the outcome of an
amendment from, the opposition ranks, which the Government
opposed, and on which it was defeated; while as regards the
oppressively long hours in laundries nothing whatever was done to

mitigate the affliction. And all this despite a Government majority
overwhelming enough to carry any constructive measure it chose.

Between then and now Governments have remained as faithful

to the olden traditions as circumstances would allow. For a hundred
years Parliaments have been passing Factory Acts off and on, and
to what purpose ? The answer is supplied by the reference of the

Prime Minister at Manchester in September, 1918, to the revelations

made by the medical boards: "You have the three grades—3'our

Al, your B2, and your C3—and all I can tell you is this, that the
results of these examinatioas are sufficiently startling—I do not
mind using the word appalling. I hardly dare to tell you what it

is in some parts of Lancashire. . . . What does it mean ? When
you look at it it means tliis—that we have used our human material

in this countrj^ prodigally, foolishly, cruelly. I asked the Minister of

National Service how many more men we could have put into the
fighting ranks if the health of the country had been properly looked
after, and I was staggered at the replv. It was a considered reply.

He said at least a million. If we had only had that number tliis

war would have ended triumphantly for us. . . . And yet you
had a million men who, if the State had taken proper care of the
fitness of the people, would have been available for the war. And
the vigour and strength of the workers of this country have been
unsatisfactory even iri pursuits where all conditions arc favourable
to the develoyjment of a fine physique—agriculture. The results in

agriculture have been almost as disapp«>inting as in almost any other

industry—a thoroughly healthy occupation of that kind. Ever^^here
a virile race has been wasted by neglect and want of thought for it.

It is a danger to the State and the Empire."
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A CENTURY OF POLITICAL HISTORY.

THE fact that manhood suffrage has taken a full century to

attain points to the expediency of casting a glance at the

political history of the people, whereby we may note the

antagonists labour has had to contend with and mark the procession

of phases and the characteristics of each ; to wit:

—

The struggle of the earlj^ Radicals for franchise reform.

The struggle of the Chartists to obtain power for the people.

The period of torpor ending in semi -enfranchisement.

The rise of labour as a dependent entity in the House of Commons.
The rise and struggle of Labour as an independent force.

The Early Radical Struggle and How it Ended.

Entering the time machine, a flight through a hundred years takes

us back to the good old times when the merits of the British Constitution

had sufficed to separate the nation into two opposite camps, one

comprising the Crown, peerage and squirearchy, and the other every-

body else ; the former declaring that a constitution which made the

House of Lords all powerful, the House of Commons a dependency,

and the nation a cypher was the master-piece of creation ; that rotten

boroughs were an ornament of the realm, that pocket boroughs, selling

at the tariff price of £5,000 a piece, with a £1,000 a year as a " refresher"

gave distinction to politics, and that a House of Commons composed
of nominees of the Land Trust, to the extent of two-thirds, constituted

the consummation of collective wisdom.

Such was the system which the British junkerdom swore by and
the people swore at ; the fact of its evoking resentment in two opposite

quarters at once bearing witness to its surprising effects. For while it

galled the kibe of the nouveau r. riches (particularly in the new industrial

regions in the Midlands and North) by excluding them from political

power and trammelling trade as well, on the working-classes it weighed

like a nightmare of oppression and wrong. While the Corn Laws
robbed them of daily bread, the Combination Laws robbed them of

wages, the Paper Laws robbed them of knowledge, the Poor Law
robbed them of morale, and the Franchise Laws robbed them of the

right to political representation, and all this in a time when multitudes

seeking work and finding none, owing to the combined effects of trade

depression and new machinery, stood face to face with starvation and

misery.

And thus amidst travail and suffering the first democratic movement
of the century was born—born to survive Peterloo massacres, and

strangulation acts, and all the malignant measures by which Herod

the Oligarch sought to cut short its life. Local leaders might be
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clapped into gaol, agitators like Orator Hunt might be gagged by
imprisonment, but still the movement, gathering force with every
act of oppression, marched on, whilst Cobbett the leader, from the

columns of the Weekly Register, kept up a scorching fire of diatribes,

and the philosophical Radicals unmasked their batteries in the

Westminster Review, the oligarchy being thus raked fore and aft.

Then, in 1830, came the thunder-clap of the second French
Revolution pealing across the Channel, and the political atmosphere
became more electric than ever. In fact the country was worked up
to such a pitch that the Whigs who had been debarred from the sweets

of office for a whole generation saw the chance of a lifetime and took
it. Motions for reform were tabled, and despite the Duke of

Wellington's dictum that the British constitution couldn't be improved,
and shouldn't be altered so long as he could prevent it, the Duke
(defeated on a civil list question) found himself forced to go out to let

Earl Grey come in.

To make a long story short, the House of Landlords, led by the

Duke, fought for their privileges to the verj' last ditch, and to avert a

popular uprising, and to save the throne, the King at last empowered the

Whig premier to create sufficient new peerages to swamp the opposition,

whereon their lordships caved in. On the third reading in the House
of Lords in June, 1832, the Duke gave vent to his feelings in the

following Jeremiad :
" Reform, my Lords, has triumphed, the barriers

of the Constitution are broken down, the waters of destruction have
burst the gates of the temple, and the tempest begins to howl. Who
can say where its course should stop ? Who can stay its speed ?

"

And what was the Bill which evoked this terrifying prediction.

It was a bill which enfranchised the solid middle class, and shut out
the workers, and this by the simple device of a re- jerrymandering of

seats and a £10 rental (lualification for townsfolk (at a time Avhen the

overwhelming mass of working-class householders couldn't aii'ord to

l)ay a £10 rent), and in the rural districts a qualification so high that

none but the wealthier leaseholders and copj^holders got a vote.

The Tumultuous Era of Chaetism.

Thus the sole reward of the people for a decade and a half of

struggle in forcing the gates of the iiolitical Zion was to see them shiit,

bolted, and barred after the middle class had passed in. If the outcome
proved as sweet as victory to the latt(>r to the formei- it ])roved as

wormwood and gall; the irony of the ])osition being doiibled by the

fact of a coalesced oligarchy which, whilst treating the nuisscs as a
beast of burden to be bridled and bullied and packsaddled, overwoiked
and half starv(>d, was twice as powei-ful as the old, as the Chartists

discovered in the course of that memorable struggle for the political

independence of labour which was waged iov an (^ntiir decade, and
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which constituted the leading landmark in the pohtical history of the
people for the whole of the century.

The special significance of the struggle may be realised by two
circumstances. First, the combination of social with political aims,
and second, the union of forces arrayed against it. As regards the
former it must be pointed out that in the minds of the Chartist leaders

the ultimate remedy for social evils was the abolition of the private
monopoly of land, transport, and machinery; the preliminary means
thereto being the democratic control of the state to be secured by the
enfranchisement of the masses. Thus in the Chartist movement the
reader will discern the anticipation of the labour movement of our
own time, as well as the difference between Chartism and early

Radicalism, with its individualistic principles and its reformatory
aims—a difference due to the fact that Chartism owed its inception
and its leadership to men imbued with the Owenite ideal of a nobler
manhood and a higher life, but who in contradistinction to Robert
Owen looked to the transformation of the State into an organ of social

welfare when Owen's attempts to inagurate a transformation in the
economic sphere had been shorn of success.

The factthatit was asinglehandedfightagainst the combined powers
of landlordism and capitalism serves also to denote the abnormal
forces arra3'ed against Chartism as compared with those against early

Radicalism, in whose days both workers and middle class were arrayed
against the landed oligarchy, whereas now the twin oligarchy of

landlordism and capitalism were massed against the Chartist labour
movement whose constitutional appeals were treated with callous

contempt by the House of Commons, while the Government strove to

crush the agitation by brute force and terrorism. Consider, to begin

with, the treatment of the People's Charter with its well-known six

points: universal suffrage, abolition of property qualification for

members of Parliament, annual Parliaments, equal representation,

payment of members, and vote by ballot—^-all now recognised as

absolutely unexceptionable, save that of annual parliaments. In the

short space of twelve months the Charter had become the rallying cry

of a huge popular movement, including the elite of the working-class,

and a National Convention had drawn up a petition which had been
signed by one and a quarter million people. Presented to the House
of Commons^ the House, on July 12th, 1839, decisively refused to

consider the petition, whilst Lord John Russell had the nerve to deny
the need for an}^ extension of the franchise despite the fact that 86
male adults in every hundred were devoid of a vote ; and even went so

far as to deny the existence of much misery in the land, although
circumstances proclaimed a period of distress as great as had ever been

known. Furthermore, when in 1842 the House of Commons was
petitioned again, the House signified its implacable attitude by 287
votes to 49, Macaulay declaring universal suffrage to be " incompatible
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with property," and " consequently incompatible with civilisation."

If you grant universal suffrage," he said, " the country is lost." And
Macaulay was a House of Commons oracle.

Synchronously with the refusal to consider the first petition began
the steam-rollering process applied to the movement, showing the

attempts to flatten it out. If a Chartist speaker used impassioned

language, it was a case of ** off to gaol with him!" If a hunger-bitten

mob started a riot, or if the overbearing conduct of the police succeeded

in provoking one, then the fault was fastened on the Chartists. In

1839 Henry Vincent, the Chartist orator, was sent to gaol for sedition,

the sedition consisting in the utterance: "When the time for

resistance arrives, let your cry be, 'To your tents, Israel!' " while

William Lovett and John Collins received a similar sentence for the
" crime " of signing a protest against the brutal conduct of the police.

And all these were moral force Chartists. Needless to say, physical

force Chartists, like Bronterre O'Brien and George Julian Harney, got

no better treatment. It was a case of no quarter, as shown by the

example made of John Frost, the Chartist draper of Newport, who,
after being removed from the bench for his Chartist opinions, was
afterwards, along with two others, condemned to death for high

treason, and then sentenced to transportation for life, in connection

with the affray at Newport (in which 20 Chartists were killed by the

military and many others maimed and wounded), although one part

of the evidence was shown to be false and the other part inconclusive.

All this serves to explain how the movement was goaded into

what has been styled Physical -force Chartism, and how Fergus

O'Connor became the ultimate leader. How intolerable became
the state of affairs may be realised bj^ the starvation prevalent in
" the hungry forties," the desperate strikes of 1842 in tl^e Midlands
and North, the great coal strike of 1844 when 30,000 miners joined

the Chartists, the potato famine and railway bubble of 1847. Then,
in 1848, came the news of the revolutionary earthquake abroad,

toppling down thrones, and causing monarchs like Louis Philippe

and arch-reactionists like Metternich to scuttle off for their lives.

And then, by the irony of fate, what should have been the crowning
Chartism demonstration of all was turned into the crowning fiasco.

And the movement never looked up again.

Political Torpor and Semi-Enfranchisement.

To the thirty years period of tumult succeeded the era of political

torpor. As the collapse of the Chartist movement had the effect

of causing the people to turn from ]iolitical agitation and social

idealism to the task of building up trade unions and co-operative

societies, so the triumph of the Manchester School, with its gospel

of individualism and laissez-faire had the effect of permeating the

minds of the new generation with anti-social ideals and witli the
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political and economic creed of the dominant class; and, under
these circumstances, it began to dawn on the leaders of the political

parties that the question of utilising the worker as a pawn in the

opportunist game was entitled to consideration. And so began that

series of tentative proposals, first by one party and then by the other,

in the fifties and sixties which showed that the idea was at work, and
that the parties were feeling their way. Thus, there was Lord John
Russell's. Bill of 1854; Mr. Disraeli's Bill of 1859, intended to enfran-

chise about 200,000; Lord Palmerston's proposal in 1860 for the

enfranchisement of a similar number; Mr. Gladstone's Franchise

Bill of 1868 for a rental qualification, and Mr. Disraeli's Bill in 1867,

the only one of the lot that was passed. And how was it passed ?

The Conservatives had taken office with a Liberal majority in

opposition. The result was that the opposition, which, when in office,

had tried to pass a rental franchise bill without success, now retaliated

by urging household suffrage for towns on the Government, which
the Government at last accepted in defiance of its previous

declarations that it would have nothing to do with household suffrage

on any consideration. And that's how the townspeople came to be
enfranchised, the rural inhabitants being left to vegetate in the

wilderness till 1884, when, under Gladstonian auspices, their case was
attended to at long length.

Labour as a Dependent Entity.

The masses in the towns being enfranchised, preparations then
began for the representation of labour in Parliament, the formation

of the Labour Representation League in 1868 and the Laboiir Electoral

Association in 1886 denoting the era of labour vmion advocacy in the

House of Commons; but labour as a dependent entity was not a

particularly welcome one, as was shown by the manner in which
the " boys of the old brigade " had to fight their way into Parliament.

Thus, in 1870, the defeat of George Odger, the first labour candidate,

was secured by his being placed second on the poll as the result of

opposition in the shape of two orthodox party candidates. At the

election of 1874 thirteen Liberal-Labour candidates were put forward,

four of whom only were allowed a straight fight, and only two out

of the whole fourteen being returned: Thomas Burt (for Morpeth)
and Alexander Macdonald (for Stafford ), who, as miners'

representatives, became the first trade union advocates in Parliament.

At the 1880 election the two became three by the addition of Henry
Broadhiirst (elected for Stoke-on Trent) ; in 1885 eleven were returned

;

in 1886 thirteen candidates were run, and ten only got in; in 1892

sixteen put up, and fifteen were returned; in 1895 sixteen put up,

and twelve were returned; in 1900 sixteen put up, and eleven were
returned; but two of the eleven were elected under the auspices

of the newly-formed Labour Representation Committee, which
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signified a new orientation in labour politics, indicating the
dissatisfaction with the exiguous numbers of the old Parliamentary
brigade and its conspicuous absence of growth, and dissatisfaction

also with the Parliamentary record, which showed the achievement
of two comprehensive measures in the course of twenty years, i.e., the
Employers' Liability Act of 1880 and the Workmen's Compensation
Act of 1897, the latter (which had to be amended in 1890 and 1906)
being an amendment of the defects of the former. How far the old

labour group had become an appendage of a capitalist party, and had
adopted its political and economic creed, is indicated by Sidnev
Webb:—*

" To the front bench of 1875-85 democracy appeared in the guise of

the codification of the criminal law, the reform of the jury system,
the creation of a court of criminal appeal, and the regulation of the

summary jurisdiction of the magistry. . . . When the Congress
dealt with electoral reform it got no further than the assimilation of

the county and borough franchise, already a commonplace of

middle-class Liberalism . The student of Continental labour movements
will find it difficult to believe that, in the representative Congress of

the English artisans, amendments in favour of manhood suffrage

were, even as late as 1882 and 1883, rejected by large majorities.

Nor did the Parliamentary Committee put even the county franchise

into their own programme until it had become the battle-cry of the

Liberal Party at the General Election of 1880."

Add to this the advocacy of peasant proprietorship instead of

land nationalisation, and the fact that such demands as the payment
of Members of Parliament, payment of election expenses, and free

education were only added to the draft by the Congress of 1883-4,

after their omission by the Parliamentary Committee, and the wide
gulf separating the labour parliamentarians of the eighties, both
from the campaigners of the old times and the new, becomes clearly

outlined. What brought a new current into the labour ranks was,

as every well-informed person knows, the rise and growth of socialism

in the eighties and onward, and the consequent rise and growth of

new leaders, under whom the old ideal of political independence and
Parliamentary control, and of the State as an organ of public welfare,

became objects to be realised under new and superior conditions.

Labour as an Independent Force.

So arose the Labour Representation Committee, symbolising the
advent of a new movement, to which the Taff Vale decision of 1001

(which swept away the guarantees for immunity of trade union
funds) served to rally trade unionists with results which became
visible at the election of 1906; the perinanence of the Labour Party

" History of Trade UnioiiiHin," p. 352.
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being proclaimed by the elections of 1910; the figures of the three

elections being as follows:

—

1906.—Fifty-two labour candidates returned, thirty one belonging
to the Labour Party.

1910 (January).—Forty-six returned, forty belonging to the

Labour Party.

1910 (December).—Forty-eight returned, forty-two belonging to

the Labour Part3^

The redressing in 1906 of the injustice inflicted by the TafE Vale
verdict, and the subsequent measure for the payment of members in

compensation for the Osborne judgment, together with the impetus
to social legislation, signified by the granting of Old Age Pensions in

1908 and the institution of National Industrial Insurance in 1911,

suffice to indicate the turn of affairs due to the advent of the Labour
Party, whose transformation of status since then has been proclaimed

by the establishment of a Labour Ministry, the designation of a
Labour Minister of Pensions, of a Labour Minister to the War Cabinet,

of a Labour M.P. as Food Controller, together with minor appointments.
Most significant of all is the realisation of the historical aspiration for

manhood suffrage, which has been made to embrace womanhood
partially though not iinpartially—measures which point to the

considered verdict that civilisation may possibly survive in defiance

of the Jeremiads of the wiseacres of the early Victorian era. As to

the future of the Labour Party, the fact of its increase of membership
amongst the rank and file from 353,070 in 1900-1 to approximately

2.750.000 in 1918 is sufficient to dispel all doubts as to the flow of

the tide. Meanwhile, one may rest assured that the movement will

never be left in want of a stimulus so long as capitalism can contrive

to provide it, as the course of events down to the latest orgie of

profiteering clearly shows.

THE GENERAL ELECTION IN DENMARK.

In April, 1918, took place the first general elections for the Danish
' Folketing, or Lower House, since the passing (on June 5th, 1917)

of the electoral law extending the suffrage to women and servants;

there being 1,214,000 electors on the lists, and 140 members in the

new Folketing, as compared with 491,433 electors and 114 members
at the elections of 1913. The new Folketing comprises 71 ministerialists

(32 Radicals and 39 Socialists) and 68 opposition deputies (22

Conservatives, 45 members of the Left, and one of the Trade Union
Party). In the old Folketing the Radicals numbered 31, the Socialists

32, the Conservatives 8, and the party of the Left 43.
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THE STRUGGLE FOR WOMEN'S
ENFRANCHISEMENT.

AMONG the outstanding episodes of the war period is that political

L\ enfranchisement for which women have struggled for over half

a centxary and pleaded for over a hundred years. What led

to the sudden and unexampled conversion of anti-suffragist politicians

en bloc was, according to their own declarations, the rally of an army of

women to the national service in the hour of a national crisis
;
politicians

thus signifying by this that the preservation of the nation in war
time entitles women to a vote, but that the preservation of the nation

in peace time does not. And then, to show there was no nonsense about
it, Parliament went and fixed the minimum voting age of women
at thirty, and so the very women who have rallied to the national

service have, most of them, been debarred from the vote. Thus the

end is not yet, and votes for women is a watchword likely to be heard
of once more.

A glance at the history of the women's movement from first stage

to last reveals the advance from the pioneering stage to that of sweet

reasonableness or quiet endeavour, and from that to the stage of

militant agitation and demonstrations in force. The political franchise

movement of women may thus be contrasted wiih. the franchise

movement of men, which, after an era of turbulent tactics and semi-

revolutionary speeches, finally subsided into the temperate zone of

peaceful persuasion.

The Era of Divine Right.

Going back to the beginning of the pioneering stage we find

ourselves in the good old times when man was the monarch of all he
surveyed and woman his " man Friday." Those were the days when
George the Tliird was King, and ruled by the grace of God and by
divine right, and everybody Avho was anybody did just the same.

As the squirearchy rule by divine right in Parliament so the factory

masters and others of that ilk ruled over their workpeople. In the

domestic sphere it M'as even more so. There the man was not merely
lord and master but proprietor as well. The Avife's person, property,

and children all were his to command. Such was the law as he made
it, he and his ancestors. True it is that right-minded husbands would
not condescend to take advantage of the law. But the trouble was
that hiisbands of the right-minded type hardly sufficed to go round.

The}' seldom do.

The First " Unwomanly Woman."

There came at last a voice from the vasty deep proclaiming the

dawn of women's awakening—the voice of Mary Wollstonecraft

vindicating the rights of women as against the wrongs inflicted by men.
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It was the plaint of the first "unwomanly woman," of the primal
ancestress of the "shrieking sisterhood" of the Victorian age and of

the suffragettes of the twentieth century. True it is that she didn't

shriek any more than the patient dames of last century. She left that

to Horace Walpole, who vindicated the rights of men in robustious

style by calling her a " hyena in petticoats." On the other hand her

husband wTote of her as " a worshipper of domestic life." But then,

as her husband, he was only likely to know what he was talking about,

whereas Horace Walpole knew how to draw an inference and also the

long bow. Mary Wollstonecraft wTote in 1792, a circumstance showing
how far she was ahead of her time. Like all first pioneers she initiated

not a movement but an inspiration. Her voice was that of one crjdng

in the wilderness, but its echoes were heard by the women of a later

generation, while other women in various -walks of life were gaining

distinction and indirectly preparing the way: IVIrs. Elizabeth Fry, by
her work in the cause of prison reform; Mrs. Somerville and Miss
Caroline Herschell, in the paths of astronomy; Jane Austen, Charlotte

Bronte and her sisters, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and George
Eliot, in the sphere of literature, demonstrated, as other's did before and
since, that mental endowment is not altogether the monopoly of one
sex, while the enlistment of women as auxiliaries in the Anti-Corn Law
agitation, to say nothing of others, proved a stepping stone to higher

things. Meanwhile, the " new woman," who. was coming to the front,

saw quite clearly how entirely the zenana conception of women's
sphere failed to correspond with the facts of real life. Though no
inconsiderable number of women had to support themselves yet the
avenues to all the professions were iron-barred. Though Florence
Nightingale might save the Crimean army from a devastating peril,

yet a regiment of legislators could muddle away lives by the niulti-

tude. Then came the Divorce Act of 1857 proclaiming one law for

man and another for woman by granting dissolution of marriage to a
husband for a single act of infidelity on the wife's part, but keeping a
wife tied up to her husband howsoever unfaitMul he might be so

long as he abstained from going to the last extreme and adding
cruelty to \'ice.

The Movement Begins.

All these things added fuel to the flame of discontent w hich became
the motive force of organised action in the sixties of last century, when
a propitious fate furnished a fitting opportunity and provided a leader
as well—the opportunity being the project of the second Reform Bill,

and the leader John Stuart Mill. With the leading thinker of tne age
at their head the suffragists, with the leading women of the kingdom
amongst them (Mrs. Somerville, Frances Power CiJihe, Harriet

Martineau, Florence Nightingale, and Mrs. Josephine Butler), began
that siege of Parliament which lasted for the next fifty years. John
Stuart Mill's amendment to the Reform Bill of 1867 was, of coui-se,
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rejected. The women stood no earthly chance of enfranchisement
from a Mandarin government which also excluded agricultural labourers

from the vote, while enfranchising town's artisans. It was considered
that the political emancipation for the first time in history of a fraction

of the working-class was an evil quite sufficient for the day thereof.

To all the rest of the unenfranchised it was a case of " keep off the
grass."

With the passing of Mi'. Mill from the parliamentary scene in 1868.

owing to the vagaries of the Westminster electors, the budding
movement lost its first parliamentary advocate, whose mantle then
fell on Mr. Jacob Bright, who stood at the ai3irmative pole of women's
rights as his brother John did at the negative ; the divergence between
John Stuart Mill and his father affording a parallel case. The
appearance, in 1869, of Mill's Subjection of Women—the classic of the
women's rights movement—revealed the author as the literary

champion of the forlorn liope which he had first inspired by liis work on
Representative Government eight years before. IVlill it was who made
the women's question a matter of practical politics, in virtue of which
his name holds the most distinguished place in the annals of

women's suffrage.

The Forlorn Hope's Achievements.

Meanwhile, the forlorn hope was showing its mettle : The gain of

the Municiyjal franchi.-e for women in 1869, and the School Board and
Poor LaM- Guardian franchise in 1870, together with an Act passed in

the same j'ear giving married women a right to their earnings—all

distinctly coming as an early reward for the entrance of the feminine

pioneers into practical politics. But beyond granting the secondary

things the Government refused to budge an inch. When, in 1870, the

first Women's Suffrage Bill (introduced by Jacob Bright) succeeded in

passing the second reading by 124 votes to 91 the Government brought

up its horse, foot, and artillery, and pulverised the motion to go into

committee by 220 votes to 94, and left the suffragists, like Peris at the

gate of heaven, to stand disconsolate. All the same, the suffragists had
gained a footing in public affairs by the election of some of the leading

spirits at the first School Board contests—Miss Elizabeth Garrett,

M.D., and Miss Emily Davies in London, Miss Lj^dia Becker in

Manchester, and Miss Flora Stevenson in Edinburgh, while the election

of Avomen to other School Boards later on, and to Poor Law Boards
also, helped to familiarise the public with the fact that picked women
could be better administrators than unpicked men. Furthermore,

the foundation of societies in London, Manchester, Edinburgh,

Birmingham, and Bristol, combined with arrangements for organised

action, signified the inauguration of a movement whose task was the

preparation of an argument sufficient to convince the most hardened

legislators—that is the creation of a volume of public opinion which
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no government could withstand. It will be seen that the advance guard
had its work cut out to persuade the obtuse, to move the apathetic,

to confront the Philistine host and to bear the clownish jibes, which,

after the manner of comic valentine coruscations, once did duty for wit

.

Still the women managed to survive all this and very much more, and
eventually, when the movement had been caricatured in Pxinch and
gravely banned by The Times, the cause might fairly consider itself

decorated with the order of merit.

Meanwhile, the years and the women went on. During the seventies

the women's suffrage debate figured as one of the hardy annuals of

Parliament. In 1880 the women freeholders in the Isle of Man were
enfranchised (a measure preluding the enfranchisement of the women
householders of Manxland some years later). And when a new Reform
Bill loomed on the horizon and various associations had passed

exemplary resolutions, and 110 stalwart M.P.'s had informed Mr.
Gladstone, through the medium of a collective memorial, that nothing
lass than the inclusion of women in the new Reform Bill would content

them (the M.P.'s that is), the suffragists began to expect something
to happen. And something did. When the Reform Bill of 1884 was
brought in (to enfranchise the agricultural labourer) the women were
left out, and when the suffrage amendment came on the Government
brought vip its big battalions and annihilated the motion hy 271 votes

to 135, and more significant still, amongst the 271 massacrers of the

innocent were 104 of the Government's supporters who had previously

pledged themselves to vote for women's suffrage. In the innocence of

their hearts the women had supposed that politicians would vote as

they promised. It showed that the women had still something to'

learn, and after the Reform Bill further happenings served to broaden
their education.

As Political Satellites.

Thus the foundation of the Primrose League and the Women's
Liberal Federation showed both ])arties (after successivcl}^ rejecting

the women's claim to the vote) now with equal vehemence pressing

them into party service to replace the paid canvassers recently

abolished by law, and to do a share of the hack work necessary for the
election of M.P.'s. As much as to say: "We can't let you vote,

ladies, because that's most unfeminine; but you may canvass, wheedle
cajole, and talk politics by the yard on our behalf and thus demonstrate
your true womanhood." That this is no caricature is showii by the

dual attitude of Mr. Gladstone as noted by feminine historians. In

his Midlothian campaign in 1879 the Liberal chief appealed to tlu-

women of Dalkeith to bear their own part. " We are making," he
said, " no inappropriate demand, but are beseeching you to fulfil the
duties which belong to you, the accoini)lishinent of which would servi*

to gild your future years with sweet remembrances and to warrant you
in hoping that each in your own place and sphere has raised your voice
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for justice, and has striven to mitigate the sorrows and misfortunes
of mankind." The other attitude is illustrated by Mr. Gladstone's
letter to Mr. Samuel Smith, M.P., in 1892, when Sir Albert Rollit's

Women's Suffi-age Bill was before the House, in which letter Mr.
Gladstone expressed his fear that voting by women would " trespass
upon their delicacy, their purity, their refinement, the elevation of

their whole nature." The Government opposition resulted in the
defeat of the Bill by 23 votes, a small majority, but quite effectual.

Five years later came the test for a Conservative Government, when,
in 1897, the Women's Suffrage Bill, sponsored by Mr. Faithfull Begg,
passed the second reading by 228 votes to 157.

More Experience^

The fact that further progress was blocked served to show the hand
of the government. Ample experience thus effectually proved that

it was the deliberate intention of both parties to make use of women
as political instruments, but not to give them the vote. And so tilings

went on till 1905, when the annals of the House showed how fully the

matter had been discussed during 35 years, viz., in 1871, 1872, 1873,

1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1883, 1884, 1886, 1892, 1897, 1904, and
1905. Three times also Women's Suffrage Bills had passed the

second reading {i.e., 1870, 1886, and 1897), and then been blocked.

And most exasperating circumstances of all was the fact of a majority

pledged to support women's suffrage since the year 1897, but whose
promises were never redeemed and never seemed likely to be so long

as governments remained hostile, majorities shifty, and anti-suffrage

politicians, accomplished in all the arts and devices of bill-blocking,

Ijarred the way to the suffrage on the gi'ound that women had no right

to a vote because they couldn't fight, and this in face of the notorious

fact that the rank and file of the fighting forces of the realm were
themselves shut out from the franchise. Close on 40 years of quiet

endeavour on the suffragists' part demonstrated conclusively the deter-

mination of politicans to maintain the parliamentary polling booths as

a hoh^ of holies, not to be desecrated by feminine feet. Unquestionably
the suffragists had done their best in more ways than one. They had
secured the first Man'ied Women's Property Act as well as the Act for

the guardiansliip of children, they had been instrumental in enabling

women to obtain a university education, they had made an entrance

for women to the medical profession, and their efforts in the way of

establishing secondary schools for girls had been crowned with success.

But all this could not obscure the fact that, so far as the parliamentary

franchise was concerned, suffragist affairs had now reached an impasse.

The Militant Stage.

The position was galling, intolerable, and then came the

establishment of the Women's Social and Political Union, imder the
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auspices of Mrs. and Miss Pankhurst, whereon the era of quiet

endeavour passed away, and the era of militancy began. How the

campaign was fought all the world knows : all the episodes of the

period from 1906 down to the outbreak of war—the heckling of

ministers and the raids on Parliament ; the ejection from meetings

:

the imprisonments and hunger-strikes—are now ancient history as

well as the outcome—that is to say the making of " votes for women "'

the talk of the time, the galvanisation of the whole women's movement
into activity, and the holding of mass meetings on so imposing a scale

that the biggest football crowds the country could boast were completely
outclassed. Under the impetus given bj^ the W.S.P.U. the National

Union of Women's Suffrage Societies waxed larger than ever before,

and took to agitating on a scale it had never before dreamt of. And
whereas the suffrage debates in Parliament which had been an annual
feature in the seventies and had then dwindled down to three in the

eighties and to two in the nineties, now became a hardy annual again.

And whereas the suffragists had formerly been denied the vote when
they had agitated c^uietly, now they were told they weren't fit for the

vote because they agitated too hard. To cabinet ministers " votes

for women" became the bogey of their lives; a mischievous and
merciless bogey popping up at their meetings, sitting on their doorsteps,

haunting them here, there, and everywhere, peeping out of the letter

bag, peering from the newspaper, hing in wait as they stepped into the

taxi-cab, and button-holing them when they stepped out. And the

height of topsy-turvjTiess was reached when potent, gi-ave, and
reverend seigniors took to playing the role of injured innocents and
barricading themselves in the House of Commons. And all the while

the parliamentary juggling went on as shown by the suffrage bills

which passed their second reading in 1908, 1909, 1910, and 1911, but

which were never allowed to reach the third; though the Conciliation

Bill of 1910 (providing for the extension of the franchise to women
householders) passed its second reading by a majority of 1 10 (a majority
greater than the Government obtained for any measure of its own),
and the Conciliation Bill of 1911 passed the second reading by the still

greater majority of 167, the Government continued its policy of

passive resistance in defiance of representative principles, right (lo\ni

to the war period, when the leading ojipoiients of Avomen's suffrage

advanced to the penitent form and publicly proclaimed their convei'sion.

But while women's enfranchisement reveals the revolutionary change
effected in the parliamentary mind, the fixing of the minimum voting
age at 30 for women shows by the adherence to half measures how
difficult it is for the lion to change its skin or the leopard its spots.

The Movement Elsewhere.

Meanwhile, the women's suffrage movement has atlaiucd to world-

wide dimensions, the enfranchisement of women in various countries
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clearly indicating the spirit of the age. In New Zealand women
gained the vote in 1893, and in the Commonwealth of Australia women
have been voters since 1902, and in Tasmania since 1903. In Europe
three countries have given the lead to Great Britain : Finland* in 1907,

Norway in 1908, and in Denmark since then. In America also the
trend of state enfranchisement, inaugurated by Wyoming in 1869, is

showTi by the extension of votes to women in Colorado in 1893, in

Utah in 1895, in Idaho in 1896, in Washington in 1910, in California in

1911, in Arizona, Oregon, and Kansas in 1912, and in Nevada and
Montana in 1914. As to the work of America's women suffragists the

testimony of Mark Twain will suffice: " For forty years they have
swept an imposingly large number of unfair laws from the Statute

books of America. In this brief time these serfs have set themselves
free—essentially. Men could not have done as much for themselves

in that time -without bloodshed ; at least the}" never have, and that is

an argument they didn't know how." As to how women's suffrage

has worked at the Antipodes may be seen from the resolution

unanimously adopted by both Houses of the Australian Commonwealth
Parliament in 1910 :

',' That this House is of opinion that the extension

of the suffrage to the women of Australia for States and Commonwealth
Parliaments, on the same terms as men, has had the most beneficial

results. It has led to the more orderly conduct of elections, and at the

last Federal elections the women's vote in the majority of the States

showed a greater proportionate increase than that cast by men. It has

given a greater prominence to legislation affecting women and children,

although the women have not taken up such questions to the exclusion

of others of wider significance. In matters of defence and imperial

concern they have proved themselves as far-seeing and discriminating

as men. Because reform has brought nothing but good, though
disaster was freely prophesied, we respectfully urge that all nations

enjoying representative government would be well advised in granting

votes to women."

AMERICA'S WAR-TIME REVENUE.

In 1916-17 the revenue of the United States amounted to

£161,878,600; in 1917-18 to £800,000,000; and for 1918-19 the

object has been to raise it to £1,600,000,000. The greatest proportion

of the £800,000,000 raised in 1917-18 came from income and excess

profits tax, which brought in £567,816,600; while the intoxicating

liquor taxes brought in £88,600,000, and the smokers' taxes £31,237,600.

Increased railway charges brought in £12,600,000, while death duties

brought in £9,490.400, and a 10 per cent levy on places of amusement
£5,271.400.

* In Finland a band of women representatiTes has been a distinguishing feature of
tlic legislature.
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DIARY OF LABOUR EVENTS, 1917-18.

1917. DECEMBER.
31. Two thousand engineers strike work

at the Great Central Railway
Company's Gorton works on the
question of the payment to semi-
skilled and unskilled men of the I2i
per cent wages advance conceded by
tine Ministry of Munitions. The
trouble spreads to DTikinfield, where
another 2,000 railway engineers
aLso down tools.

1918. JANUARY.

IG.

IS.

19.

Steel trade of Sheffleld and District at
a standstill, and 10,000 men on
strike owing to the Government's
refusal to sanction the 12 i per cent
bonus on the lines recommended by
the Sheffield Employers' Association.

W^orkers in the iron and steel industries
conceded a 20s. advance on pre-war
rates, plus 12 i per cent for all time
workers, as the outcome of a con-
ference of delegates at the Ministry
of Munitions.

Miners' grievances with regard to the
drastic comb-out discussed at con-
ferences (at Manchester and Liver-
pool) between representatives of the
Lancashire Miners' Federation and
the military authorities, and an
assurance obtained that only men of
military ago who have gone into the
mines since the war will be taken to
whatever category they belong.

The War Cabinet liabour Committee
sanctions an advance of wages to all

female nnunition workers: 3s. 6d.
l)er week to women and Is. 9d. to
girls, the rise to be retrospective,
dating from the first pay after
December 15th.

liritish Labour message to the
Itussiau peoy)le (proclaiming the
principle of no annexations and the
self detcrmiuation of yieoples) sent
by the l'avliiua(;ntary Ck)mmittee of
tlio Trade llnions Congress and the
National Labour I'artv lOxecutive.

Mr. G. .\. Harucs. .M.r. (member of the
War ('al)inet). explains his Glasgow
reference animadverting on the 12 i

per cent bonus to time workers in
munition works and shipyards.

Slrik(^ of over 10,000 emi>loyees
(Migaged mainly in the aeroplane
industry in the Birmingham <listrict:

an alleged case of victimisation
having brought discontent to a head.

.\ppointment of the Committee on
[Production as a special arbitration
tribunal to deal with dilTercnces
arising out of the 12.V per cent
lx)nus.

Clyd(^ ironworkers, after a week's
strike (for an equivalent to the 12 i
I)or cent bonus granted to time
work(M>), begin to retau'n to work;
the i>jliey of peaceful negotiation
having been deterniinetl on in con-
ference.

23-'

20.

. Annual Labour Party Conference
at Nottingham refers the proposed
reconstitution scheme back for the
consideration of afHliated societies,
and in regard to peace appeals to
the working-class organisations of
Gerniany and Austria, and asks
the AlUed Governments to make a
joint statement of war.aims, and to
accord facilities for an international
conference when required. The
conference also denounces profiteer-
ing and calls for a proper regulation
of food distribution. Other resolu-
tions call for the release of con-
scientious objectors, an improved
education scheme, a levy on capital,
the extension of the franchLse to all

adult?, a six-hours working day,
higher old age pensions, the aboli-
tion of the House of Lords, Home
Rule for India, a soldier's charter,
and a Ministry of Health. The
continuance of Labour members in
the Government is likeuise discussed,
but a decision is avoided by the
conference.

An advisory comiaittee of iron and
steel and kindred trades employers
is appointed by the Ministry of
Laliour.

New arrangement for cardroom
apprentices adopted by the card and
blowing-room operatives.

The A.S.E. challenges Sir A. Geddcs's
statement that the Government had
entered into special agreement with
the Amalgamated Society of
Engineers.

Confereiiee of Sir .Vuckland Geddes
(Minister of National Service) with
the Clyde workers who, after hearing
his ease, pass a resolution idedging
themselves "to oppose to the very
uttermost the Government in its

call for more men."
The Chairman of the Pailiamentary
Labour Party (Mi'. .Xrihur Henderson
M.IM issues a dual appeal to the
Government to meet the delegates
of the A.S.K,. in ase|)arate conference,
and to the workers to realise the
gravity of threatening a strike to
enforce tlie demand for the Cu)vern-
ment to declare an armistice and
enter into negotiations with the
Central Powers.

FEBRUARY.
Government statenu-nt issued with
regard to the jiosit.ion between itself,

the A.S.K., and the other trade
imions in relation to the man-
jiower iiroposals. The Government
declares itself willing to meet the
.V.S.l-;. if the other unions will
consent.

A meeting of the Manehest^jr and
District Knginet>rs' Kederation
(representing between ;'>0,000 and
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00,000 workers) expresses by resolu-
tion its disapjiroval of the down-
tools policy with regard to the
Man-power Bill.

1 8. Sir Auckland Geddes holds conference
with 450 delegates of the trades
unions affected by the man-power
proposals under the new aiUitary
Service Act. The delegates pass
resolutions objecting to separate
meetings with any section, and
proposing that an informal confer-
ence should be held to which the
A.S.E. should be invited.

J 9. The A.S.E.'s ballot with regard to the
Oovernment's man-power proposals
declared: 121,017 votes being
recorded against acceptance, as
compared ^^•ith 27,470 favourable
votes, the majority being 93,547. A
conference of representatives of
other trades unions mth those of the
A.S.E. breaks up without coming to
any definite decision.

20-23. Inter-Allied Socialist and Lalx)ur
Conference iii London formulates
its peace aims and declares that an
international conference of Socialist
and Labour Parties of all belligerent
coxmtries should be held.

25. Labour Party conference deals with
the reconstitution and reorganisa-
tion of the party.

2-8. Textile workers "demand for an all-

round advance of wages announced.
28. Delegates of the A.S.E. and Prime

MinLster have a mutual interview and
expound their views to each other.

MARCH.
2. Threatened national strike of the

'bus and tramway workers if the
extension to them of the Askwith
award of £1 to commercial workers
Ls not conceded.

7. At a joint conference held at the ^Minis-
try of Ijalx)ur between employers
and emt>loyees in connection with the
threatened strike an agi'eement is

arrived at that the men's demand
shall be dealt with on a national
basis and referred to the Committee
of Production for decision.

9. Tramway workers awarded an advance
equivalent to £1 per week over pre-
war rates for the grades concerned.
Women excluded from this decision
to receive an advance of 4s. per week
subject to a maximum of 20s. over
pre-war rates. Girls, Iwys, and
youths also to receive advances.

11. The National Executive of the Labour
Party by I'esohition coiuiemuB the
)n(iis(»is toUiii for British soldiers in
France as " an absclute outrage."

19. Miners' Comb-()\it. The ballot results
on -the question of approval or dis-
aiif)roval of the comb-out show a
division of opinion. In Cumberland,
Northumberland, and Durham. Lan-
cashire and Cheshire, Wales (north
and south), and Leicestershire, the
collective votes amounting to
127,7 72 for the comb-out and 135,932
against; or majority against, 8,160.

20. In view of the miners' ballot having
failed to show a two-thirds majority,

a meeting of miners' federation
delegates recommends the conference
" to advise the men not to resist
taking 50,000 men from the mines
for the army."

21. Engineers' comb-out and threatened
strike. An " unofficial " conference
in Manchester of representatives
from all parts of the country decides
to give the Government notice of a
cessation of work on April 6th as a
protest against yomig engineers
being taken into the army " while
dilutes, &c., fit for military service
are retained in the workshops."

26. Shell makers' strike at Leeds (at
three shell factories) settled on the
understanding of an inquiry into
the original grievance.

28. Farm labouxers' strike in Mid-Cheshire
for a decrease of hours and an increase
of wages. "^

31-April 1. British Socialist Party Con-
ference at Leeds. The conference
declares its sympathy with the
Russian Bolsheviks, its advocacy of
industi-ial unionism as a class
conscious weapon, calls for the
co-operation of all active forces to
secure the restoratioii of civil
liberties, and refers the question of
severance of the B.S.P. from the
Ijabour Party to a referendum.

APRIL,

1-2. I.L.P. Easter Conference at
Leicester. The conference condemns
secret treaties and " declares for
lieace by negotiation," for the
restoration of civil liberties, and for
a soldier's charter.

3. Farm laboui'ers' strike in Mid-Cheshire
collapses.

10. Textile workers declare against the
abolition of the half-time system.
At a conference at Westminster,
convened by the Textile Factory
Workers' Association, to discuss the
various clauses of the new Education
Bill, the figures of the oin-ruliycs'
l)allot on the abolition of liall-tiiiie

under 14 are announced as follows:
81,449 against the abolition; 32,932
in favour; majority 48,517.

11. Tlie engineers accept comb-out. The
figures of the second ballot, 58,650
in favour of the Government
projjosals and 46,332 against, show
by the favom-able majority of 12,318
a reversal of the ballot results of the
preceding February.

11. By 28,204 votes to 5,812 the members
decide for re-afflUatiou to the Trades
Union Congress.

2]. Death of Charles Fenwick,
miners' Parliamentary representa-
tive (Liberal-Labour) for the Wans-
beck IMvision of Nortlumiberland
since 1885.

29. The Ameiican Labour delegates meet
in conference with the executive
of the Labour pai'ty and the I'arlia-

mentary Committee of the Trade
I'liions Congress.
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MAY.
6. The Prime Minister receives a deputa-

tion of Irish trade unionists.
20-21 . National Union of General Workers

Biennial Conference held at Black-
T>ool. 270 delegates yjresent, repre-
senting 330,000 members.

22. Wages settlement in the cotton
industry: an all-round advance
of 25 per cent on standard rates
being the comin-omise agreed on
between the representatives of em-
X)loyers and employees at a joint
conference. The original demand
was for a 30 per cent increase.

27. Increase of wages for woolcombers
and wool warehousemen: the award
of the Committee on Production
being an advance of 3s. per week
to those receiving 39s. 6d. or over,
and Is. 6d. per week increase to
those rated below the amount
stated.

28. Thirty thousand South Wales colliers
on strike as the outcome of a local
dispute affecting 20 men.

JUNE.
3. The comb-oiit of miners: announce-

ment of an agreement that miners
and coalowners' representatives in
the Lancashire and Cheshire area
should co-operate with the object
of restricting the comb-out to men
between the ages of 17 and 43.

12. Miners' Federation Executive inter-
views the C^al Controller (Sir Guy
CaltlirorO with regard to an advance
of wages.

23. Labour INIinister issues a manifesto
protesting against the " incessant
sniping on the part, of anti-national
factionists."

26-29. Labour Party Conference at West-
minster. A resolution declaring for
the ending of the party truce at
by-elections carried by 1,701,000
votes to 951,000; and the problem
of reconstruction dealt with in 27
resolutions embracing tlie \vliole
territory of social and industriaf
life. The dramatic introduction ol
(jospodin Kerensky, chief of the
late I'rovisional (lovernment of
llussia, was the gi'eat surjirise of
the opening day.

29. New Trade Union party (of dis-
scnticntt?) inaugurated at a special
conference at ^^'estminster, the
secretary for the brassworkers pre-
siding.

JULY.
4. The General Federation of Trade

Unions holds its conference at
Leicester.

4. General strike of workers in the Isle
of Afan in progress as a protest
against the withdrawal of the lloui-

subsidy and the increase in the
I)ric(^ of the loaf from 9d. to Is., as
tlie outcome of the .Manx legislature
and the Triuusury l)eiiig at logger-
heads. Steamship services sus-
lieiided.

5. Manx strike ends on the Governoi's
announcement of the re-establish-
ment of the ninepenny loaf.

9. Projected formation of an inter-
national trade imion bxireau in
England ; a private conference, repre-
senting the leading British Trade
Unions, being held in liOndon to pro-
mote the scheme.

9-12. Miners' Federation .\nnual Con-
ference held in Southport. Resolu-
tions passed demanding the national-
isation of the land, the nationalisa-
tion of the mines, " with joint
control and administration by the
workmen and the State, amend-
ments of the Coal Mines Regulation
Act, a six-hours working day. i)ro-
vision for the continuation of all

war advances in wages, a stipend of
6s. per day for soldiers and sailors,
extension of (wives) £25 income tax
rebate to mothers, increase of old
age pensions to los. per week, and
lowering of age limit to 60 years, and
smaller classes in elementary schools.
The question of a new minimum
wage was remitted to the Executive
Committee.

10. Settlement of air-craft workers dispute
in London. Air-craft establishment
taken over by Government.

12. Threatened deadlock and stoppage
over the demands of the National
Councils of ^Fineworkers. A deputa-
tion and Prime Minister confer.

16. J. R. Clynes, M.P., again re-elected
as the member for N.E. Manchester
after his appointment as Food Con-
troller.

22. Settlement announced of dispute
affecting 12,000 men in the building
trade in Merseyside.

23. Twelve thousand skilled workers
suspend work at Coventry.

24. Strike of Munition workers at Bu-
mingham.

29. Coventry and Bii'mingham strikes
end.

AUGUST.
1. .\nnoimcement of strike of 3,000

tailors in LoTulon.
9. Executive of Miners' FederaRtm issues

a manifesto appealing to miners
for an increase of output.

10. Rota system in cotton factories
abolished.

16. Settlement of Manchester Scavengers
strike.

19. Announcement of opertVtive spinners'
strike threat. lUiUot obtains the
neix'ssary !S0 per cent in favour of
a strike to enforce tlie cont inuanoe of
the rotary system of empU>.vment and
to secure payment from the Cotton
Control Board's Fund for the weekly
stoppages of 15 A hom's, and for all

stibseiiuent stoppages of this
character.

19. (Jver 1,000 workers engaged ii\ tlu>

luiildiug trade strike work in Dublin
for iin inerea^ie of 3-^d. jier hour.

19. Sti-ike of London Tram and 'r>ii>

Workers for the oxtensiim of t he
5s. increase to women conductors.
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19. Strike of railwaymen at Swansea.
Part through dissatisfaction with
wages award.

21. Strike in the Yorkshire Coalfield as
the outcome of a dispute \^ith regard
to the interpretation of a recent
award. Over 1 60,000 men out.

22. Miners' strike settled.'

22. Miners' Federation Conference at
Southport discusses grievances con-
stituting hindrances to output

—

grievances include malnxitrition
owing to food conditions, rmreason
able treatment by coUiery officials,

and the character of the effecting
compensation for colliery accidents.

22. London Tram and 'Bus workers decide
to return to work pending the con-
sideration of the wonien's claim by
the C-ommittee on Production.

23. .Strike of day school teachers for higher
pay at Accrington settled.

20. London " tube " strikers decide to
return to work on the promise of an
immediate consideration of claims.

28. Announcement of Monmouthshire
miners resolution to cease work
unless larger supplies of food are
available.

2S. American Labour Mission arrives in
England.

29. Strike of Dublin hotel and restaurant
staffs for higher wages.

29. London police strike. Nearly 12,000
men out.

.30-31. Biennial Conference of National
Federation of Women Workers held
in Manchester.

31. London police strike settled. The
Premier's award. The Metropolitan
Police Commissioner (Sir Kdward
Henry yresigns and is made a baronet.

SEPTEMBER.
2-S. Jubilee Trade L'nions Congi'ess at

Derby endorses action of C.W.S.

;

declares for industrial unions com-
prising separate crafts, for a 18-
hours week after the war, for national
kitchens and restaurants, for £1 a
week for old age pensioners at 60,
for Free Trade, Irish Home Rule, a
new educational i)rogramme and
complete adult suffrage ; protests
against the proposcrl increase in the
price of meat, and against the
suppression of freedom of speech;
and defines the Labour attitude in
relation to peace.

4-0. Strike of attendants, &e., at Prcst-
wich and Whittiiigham .\sylums for
better wages and condition.s.

10-14. Strike of 2,000 coalheavers in
Liverpool Port.

10-21. Lancashire operative spinners on
strike: about 40,000,000 spindles
stopi^icd. Strike pay embargoed by
Government. Premier promises
tribunal of inquiry.

17. Inter-Allied Labour Conference in
London.

18. Strike of Clyde shipwrights for a £5
minimuai wage.

18. Award of 258. per week war advance
to men in the carting industry.

18. Joint IndxLstrial Bakers' Council fixes
minimum at OOs. per week for
industrial districts, and at 55s. for
rural districts.

19. RaDwaymen's wages. Men's executive
accept Government's offer of '56.
advance for male and female over
18, and 2s. Od. for juniors with
arrangements to be made for auto-
matic increase. ,Terms accepted by
engineers and firemen tmder protest.

20. Committee of inqiiiry on the embargo
strike at Coventry recommends the
institution of a Joint Labour
Advisory Committee in connection
with the Admiralty and INIinistry
of Mmiitions, and also recommends
a greater degree of communicative-
ness in labour matters on the part
of the Government.

23-25. Railway strike in South Wales,
combined wth sympathetic strikes
of engine drivers and firemen in
numerous EngUsh to^^^ls.

23. Liverpool coalheavers strike again
owing to dissatisfaction with award.

28. Clyde strike proclaimed by Govern-
ment.

OCTOBER.
3. New Laboiir Advisory Committee set

up by Ministry of Munitions.
3. Miners' war wage settlement. War

wage to be paid to both piece and
day-wage men on all overtime
worked.

3-5. Postmen's Federation's Annual Con-
ference held at Derby.

9. Joint meeting of the Parliamentary
Committee of the Trade Unions
Congress and the National Exe-
putive Committee of the Labour
Party discuss the German peace
proposals and the reply issued to
President WUson.

15. Award of Committee on Production
re the demand for a minimum wage
of £5 per week for shipwrights in
the Clyde, Barrow, Aberdeen, Dun-
dee, and Leith districts; the claim
rejected.

18. Announcement of Committee on Pro-
duction's- awards of wages advances
in the woollen and worsted trades
(Bradford), textile flannel trade
(Rochdale), and in certain retail
co-operative societies in the West
Riding of Yorks.

25. The Sailors' and Firemen's Union
prevents Mr. Arthur Hender.son
from crossing the Channel.

25. Tribunal appointed to inquire into
the grievances of operative spinners
in connection with the operatives
strikes, gives its award. The tri-

bunal justifies the Cotton Control
Board in not continuing the rotation
systeiri of employment, and rejects
the claim of the spinners to payment
for the 15 i hours' compulsory un-
emi)lovmcnt.

25. The Northern Counties Textile Trades
Federation decides to ai)ply for
an advance of 50 per cent on current
wages.
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PROGRESS OF TRADES UNIONISM.
By Fred Bramley (Assistant Secretary, Parliamentary

Committee of the Trade Unions Congress).

IN
reviewing the progress of trade unionism under the disadvantages

of limited space, only the main outlines of development can be
taken into consideration. In Great Britain the growth of trade

union membership during the war has in many respects been
remarkable, as indicated by the following figures representing the
affiliated strength of the Trade Unions Congress.

Year.
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The International Position.

Regarding the international position of trade unionism, for obvious

reasons nothing Kke a complete statement can be produced. It can

safely be assumed, however, that the growth of trade union
membership in the countries engaged in the war has been, with the

exception of the United States of America, almost confined to Great

Britain. From information received the trade union movement in

Germany appears to have suffered a great reduction in membership.
Prior to the war the total number of trade unionists in the nineteen

countries represented at International Trade Unions Conferences and
affiliated to the International Federation of Trade Unions was
12,368,103, made up as follows:—

Great Britain 3,023,173

Germany 3,317,271
United States 2,496,000
France 1,064,413

Italy 860,502
Austria 534.811
Belgium 231,805
Holland 169,144
Denmark '. 139,012
Sweden

,
121,866

Hungary 111,966
Spain..." 100,000
Swit zeriand 86,313
Norway 60,975
Finland 23,839
Roumania 9,708

Croatia-Slavonia 6,783
Bosnia-Herzegovina ' 5,522

Servia... 5,000

Total 12,368,103

In view of the world war and the problems of economic

readjustment which the consequences of war will make necessary,

and the man}^ problems of an international character of vital interest

to the organised workers which will present themselves for solution

during the reconstruction period, the most important point to be

noted, as indicated by the foregoing figures, is the relative strength

of the trade unions in the Allied countries and the countries represented

by the Central Powers. Hungary, Germany, and Austria represented

3,964,048; Great Britain, France, Belgium, Italy, and the United

States of America represented 7,675,895.

It may safely be stated that the international trade union

movement was, before the war, almost entirely controlled by Germany.
Thirty-two international trade union sections were in existence in

1912. Out of this total twenty-seven of the secretariats were located

in Germany, thirteen of them in Berlin. This state of affairs was
entirely due to the fact that trade imion leaders in Germany were
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more alive to the necessity for international control than the leaders

in any other country.

When peace is declared the revival of the international trade
union movement (especially in view of the League of Nations idea
becoming a dominating factor in international politics) will be a
question of paramount importance to the trade union movement.
The difficulties of securing this revival from German}^ ayjpear at
present to be almost insurmountable. The Parliamentary Committee
of the Trade Unions Congress, now representing over four million

and a half British workers, realising the importance of the international

influence of organised workers, has already taken steps to establish

an international bureau. The principal unions and federations have
been called together, and the following British sections affiliated

to international organisations have approved the committee's scheme
for international activities:

—

Miners' Federation of Great Britain 650,000
National Union of Railwayman 402,000
Transport Workers' Federation 262,300
Metal Workers' Federation 400,000
Amalgamated Carpenters and Joiners fXi.OOO

Textile Factory Workers' Association 300.000
Boot and Shoe Operatives' Union 78,000
Amalgamated Musicians' Union 12,000
Shop Assistants' Union 21.000
National Union of Bookbinders 7,000
Fnrnishii|g Trades' Association 16,000
Lithographic Printers' Society 5.000
Joint Committee Post Office Employees 112,000
Printing and Paper Workers' Union 32.000
Amalgamated Tailors 21,000

Total 2.414,300

This agreement amongst British unions has been further

strengthened by the decisions of an Inter-allied Trade Unions
Conference, called for the purpose of explaining the polic}" of the

Parliamentary Committee, and to secure the sup])ort of trade union
leaders representing the allied countries. Delegates representing the

United States, France, Belgium, and other countries are- rejjorting

to their respective organisations, and in all larobability a strong

inter-allied trade union centre will be created as a result of

developments now taking i)lace.

Trade unionism, nationally and internationally, is and must be i\i\

important factor in moulding iiational and international relationsliip

so far as the workers arc concerned. The League of Nations may to

others mean nothing more than a League of Governments. To trade

imionists it must mean a League of Peoples. A world safe for

democracy can be secured, but only by the united determination

of democracy. Intci-nutional working-class soliilurily has not yet
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failed. All governments depend upon the working class for the men,
mimitions, and all the material resources of aggression or resistance.

By a more thorough and businesslike method of conducting their

national and international affairs the workers may become the power
to determine the issues of peace and war. When peace comes, the

problems of national and international reconstruction will be many
and varied; they A\ill affect the lives of millions of organised workers

in all parts of the world. Government of the people by super-men
drawii from the ranks of the propertied and exploiting classes has

proved a disastrous failure. The European war should represent

the final chapter of class rule and economic slavery.

INDUSTRIAL UNIONISM.
By C. T. Cramp.

INDUSTRIAL Unionism is a term which to-day is capable of more
than one interpretation, and in order to avoid confusion it may be

well to outline its positions (firstly) in the land of its origin—the

United States—(its position being much the same in Australia) and,

(secondly) in this coimtry, w^here it has developed upon somewhat
different lines. In the United States Industrial Unionism is

represented by an organisation known as the " Industrial Workers of

the World," which is definitely anti-political, revolutionary, and
Marxist. In the preamble to its constitution the I.W.W. declares

that "The working class and the capitalist class have nothing in

common," and that " between these two classes a struggle must go

on imtil all the toilers come together on the political as well as on the

industrial field, and take and hold that which they produce by their

labour through an economic organisation of the working class without

affiliation with any political party."

It might be thought that the latter clause commits the I.W.W. to

political action as we imderstand it in this country, but its advocates

are em])hatic in their assertion that, were a majority of its disciples

returned to Congress, their function would be immediately to adjourn,

sine die, and to leave it to the industrial organisation to " take and
hold" all the means of production; in other words, working-class

political action must be purely destructive.

The I.W.W. does not believe in merging the existing Craft Unions
or in any M^ay adopting their form of organisation. It declines to

provide any form of benefits other than those needed for fighting

purposes; its whole aim being the disposession of the capitalist class

by revolutionary means. To this end its apostles urge upon the

workers the great importance of a knowledge of the technique of the
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various industries and of the methods of running them. Strikes, as

generally understood, are not held to be of supreme imiJortance; the
tendency being to advocate " the lock-out of the capitalist class from
the means of production."' It is impossible to say wdtli any degree
of accuracy as to how many of the American or Australian workers
are represented by the I.W.W., but it is probable that it comprises a
fairly large number in the Western States, and also in Australia, and
in both countries it wages a relentless warfare against the older forms
of imionism.

In Great Britain (except in the case of a very tin\- movement)
Industrial Unionism has taken rather a diffei-ent form. In this

country, the workers have rather built up their industrial organisations

with a view to meeting economic developments and the changing
outlines of the various industries from time to time; and this, not bj'

creating entirely new organisations, but by merging existing unions
into larger units, by drafting constitutions for the new unions thus
created, and by endeavouring to inspire them with a more vigorous,

and indeed a revolutionary philosophy.

The theory of Industrial Unionism as expounded in America is

well understood by the men who have taken part in the building up
of the new movement here, and many of them accept it as the correct

one ; but trades unionism developed earlier here than elsewhere, and some
millions of unionists to-day have vested interests in the Craft Union
type of organisation which it would be difficult and undesirable to

disturb. The British Industrial Unionist therefore endeavours to

conserve those interests, and to incorporate them in the new form of

organisation, and in this he has up to now been cntirel}' successful.

The British Industrial Unionist also does not discard political action;

in fact those unions which are organised on industrial lines are. at

present the most active in promoting such, and owing to their size and
influence have in a number of cases been more successful than the
older unions in securing representation. In another and more
important matter Great Britain differs from America in the

constitution and methods of Industrial Unionism. In the latter

country, the vmderlying theory of its constitution is that all the

workers of the world shall be in one, all-embracing union, with

separate s(*ctions for the various industries, and with a General
Executive Council to administer for the whole. In this country,

however, the organisation takes the form of a separate imion,

self-contained and self-governed for each industry.

The main distinction between Craft and Industrial Unionism in

Great Britain is that the latter holds that the most effective form of

organisation, i.e., the form best qualified to assist the workers in their

battles against the employing class, is that which is based, not upon
the technical operation ])erformcd by the worker, which may be

repeated throughout many industries, but upon the various industries
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as industries; the definition of each industry being determined by
its product, and by the fact of the owners of the various undertakings
having a monopoly of the special product under consideration.

Perhaps it would be well to illustrate from example. The National
Union of Railwaymen is probably the best known of the Unions which
organise on industrial lines in this comitry. The railways have a
monopoly of rail-lwrne traffic, they are owned by about 50 companies,
all of whom exist to produce one class of commodity—transport.

Now the railway companies employ thousands of men (and at the
present time women) who are engaged in many diverse technical

operations. Many of them have no connection wdth the actual

manipulation of traffic at all. There are engineers and carpenters,

painters, masons, smiths, electricians, and many others who are

entire]}^ engaged upon similar operations as those performed by other
craftsmen in other industries throughout the country. But the

N.U.R. throws open its doors to all the foregoing, because that Union
claims that the product of the railway industry is transport, and that
therefore the labour of all the men and women engaged in these

operations of building or repair of the rolling stock or plant necessary
to a railway, are in effect ancillary to the main purpose of the

companies, which is of course the transportation of goods and
passengers, for the purpose of earning profit. Now if the companies
emploj^ed fitters, wagon-builders, and the like, for the purpose of

building engines, wagons, &c., for the purpose of sale, in order to

make a profit as constructors, the workpeople employed would not
be engaged in the railway industry, and would not therefore be
organised by the N.U.R. As a case in point, the women now working
in some railway shops upon the manufacture of munitions, are

refused membership in that union.

From this it will be seen that those industries most promising for

organisation on industrial lines appear to be those of a national

character. The Industrial Unionist will not admit that either

technique or employer should be the basis of organisation (save where
in the latter case the employer has a monopoly of the commodity
produced), and he claims that the evolution of industry with the

continuous elimination of special skill has rendered his form of

organisation necessary in all industries which are ripe for its application.

In this country the controversy between the Craft and Industrial

Unionists, though animated enough at times, does not exhibit the

bitterness displayed in the States and elsewhere.

The Trade Unions Congress now passes resolutions designed to

smooth the way for a gradual application of the principle of Industrial

Unionism of the British type on the lines I have here indicated

.
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I.—THE BUDGET FOR 1918-19.

THIS article may be regarded as only from August to March in 1914-15,
one of three dealing \^'ith the Ijut even then the growth of expendi-
Finance—the public finance

—

ture since is only too evident. Con-
of the United Kingdom for 1918-19; trast with that statement the foUo-ning
and, first of all, a general account of figures representing the revenue for
the Budget " is submitted. the same years—1913-14, £198-2

It will be instructive to note these million; 1914-15, £226-7 milhons;
comparative figures before iLsing those 1915-16, £336-7 millions; 1916-17,
for 1918-19. In the year 1913-1

1

£573-4 millions; and 1917-18. £707-2
(Ijefoie the war) the expenditure was millions. It is at once evident, there-
£197-5 millions; in 1914-15 (first year fore, that we have plunged into debt,
of war) it was £560-5 millions; in heavily—a subject dealt with more
1915-16 it was £1,559 millions; in largely elsewhere. But the following
1916-17, £2,198 millions ;_ and in statement shows that we continue to
1917-18, £2,696 inillions. Of course. plunge in that morass:

—

it nnist be recollected that war existed

Balance Sheet of the Budget for 1918-19.

ESTIMATED REVENUE, 1918-19.

£ £
Cwtoms , 71.650,000
Add—Proposed additional taxation 22,850,000

94,500,000

Excise 35,350,000
Add—Proposed additional taxation 17,850,000

53.200,000

147.700,000

Estate, &c., Duties 31,500.000
Stamps 8.500,000
Add—Proposed additional taxation 750,000

9.250.000
Land Tax 650.000
Hou-e Dutv 1.950.000
Income Tax (mcluding Suj^er-Tax) 267,500.000
Add—Proposed additional taxation 22,950,000

290.450,000
Exces.s Profits Duty, &c 300,000,000
Land Value Duties 700,000

634,500,000

Total Receipts from T.\xes £782.200,000

£ £
Postal Service 24,600,000
Add—Proposed increase in charges 3,400,000

28,000.000
Telegraph Service 3.500.000
Telephone Service (i. 500.000

38,000,000
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Balance Sheet or the Budget fok 1918-19

—

continued. £

Crown Lands 650,000
Receipts from Sundry Loans, &c 6,000,000
Miscellaneous 1 5,200,000

Total Receipts from Non-Tax Revenue £59,850,000

TOTAL REVENUE £842,050,000

DEFICIT £2,130,147,000

£2,972,197,000

Borrowings to meet Expenditure chargeable against Capital £710,000

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE, 1918-19.

Consolidated Fund Services.
National Debt Services : £

Inside the Fixed Debt Charge 19,150,000
Outside the Fixed Debt Charge 295,850,000

315,000,000
PajTnents to Local Taxation Accounts, &c 9,700,000
Other Consolidated Fimd Services 1,714,000

Total Consolidated Fund Services £326,414,000

Supply Services.
£

Army 15,000

Navy 17,000

Air Force 7,000

]MinLstrj' of Munitions (including Ordnance Factories ) 1 ,000

Civil Ser\'ice3 :

—

£
Old Age Pensions 12,085,000
Ministry of Labour, Insurance, &c 9,619,000

Other Civil Services (including Public Education)... 42,325,000
64,029,000

Cuitom^ and Excise, and Inland Revenue Departments 5,573,000

Post Office Services 26,141,000

Total Supply Services £95,783,000

Votes of Credit £2,550,000,000

TOTAL EXPENDITURE £2,972,197,000

Expenditure chargeable against Capital £710,000

That is a " prodigious " statement, to the larger features of that balance

to use the catchword of a light opera sheet.

in the light times several years Ijcforo First, among comparisons preceding

the war. In this place, leaxdng somo the balance sheet, a comparison of

details of taxation to the following revenue from taxation was omitted,

article, it wiU suffice to draw attention Here it is now, and it deserves close
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attention on account of the policy
which it involves. Taxes yielded

£163 millions in 1913-14, £189-3
millions in 1914-15, £290 millions in

1915-16, £514 millions in 1916-17,

£613 millions in 1917-18, and now, in

1918-19, we expect £782-2 millions

from the taxes, and will get that large

sum. To raise the amount drawn from
taxes within five years from £163 to

£782 millions is a bold measure; but
it should be remembered that in 1913-

14 there was a surplus of £750,000,
whereas in 1918-19 Mr. Bonar Law
anticipates a deficit of £2,130 millions,

not to speak of deficits already realised

meantime. The man who makes two
blades of grass grow where only one
used to be produced has iDeen cele-

brated often since Sidney Smith con-
ceived of him; but what shall we say
of him who raises £5 in taxation for

every £1 before the war !

Yet the knowing ones are dis-

cussing not the weight of taxation
during war, which is great, but whether
we are raising a satisfactory portion
of tha cost of the war. Everybody
should be able to see the special

danger of waging war—without any
increase of cost—instantly. It may be
concluded safely that a satisfactory

amount of the cost of war is being
raised, a larger amount might be felt

keenly, and interfere with the reso-

lution required to wage the war.
Revenue from non-taxes (Post Office,

Crown Lands, loans, and miscellaneous
departments) in 1913-14 was £35-2
millions, but in 1914-15, £37-3 millions;

in 1915-10, £46-7 millions; in 1916-17,
£59-3 milUons; in 1917-18, £94-195
millions ; and we see an estimate in

1918-19 for £59-8 millions. But, as
in the previovis year, the " miscel-

laneous " far exceeded expectation: so,

already in 1918-19, though this revenue
is put dowii at £15-2 millions for the
whole year, by August 18th (not five

months of that year) the receipts from
miscollanoous wore £24-7 millions. It

is ])robable, therefore, as is the case
at the moment, that the jdeld of this

source will be quite as great, or more,
than the ]jrevii>us year. Like much
else of the finaiu-ial kind during tlic

war, if we look at ap(K^araiices only
we might fancy ourselves getting

richer, whereas we' know that we are
"eating our heads off," though
revenue seems so elastic. On the other
hand, it is but right to record how
readily and coui-ageously the tax-
payers have paid up demands made
upon them by the war.
The real state of things is disclosed

by the other side of the balance sheet^

—

the expenditure. However great the
unexampled revenue, the expenditure
was, and is, still more unexampled.
I\Ir. Bonar Law, in his quiet jieroration

to his Budget speech on the 22nd April,

1918, was quite right when he said
that he felt sure the country would
bear that financial burden as it has
" submitted to sacrifices far more
heavy than anything measured by
mere money value." Still, the increase,
the constant increase of expenditure,
an increase from £197 millions before
the war to an estimated £2,972 millions

in 1918-19, is so serious, and especially
as no prudent person will pretend to
know when the war will end, that it

cannot help attracting, and it should
require, attention. After all, strong
finance supports the finest and most
heroic spirits in sacrifice. Though
the Debt will receive attention formally
in the third of these articles, the note
on the expenditure of this balance
sheet may well begin with the com-
parison and contrast between the cost

of the debt service, which was only
£24-5 millions in 1913-14, but the
estimate for 1918-19 is seen to be
£315 millions, and as we have seen,

and , shall see by March, 1919, the
service of the debt, interest and sink-
ing fund, will require a much larger
sum—£450 millions a year: a sum
nearly three times our whole revenue
in pro-war days. The sum shown as

paid to " Local Taxation Accounts "

is now a fixed sum, and is paid from
tho Treasury, out of the taxes, to the
various local authorities in the United
Kingdom, toward the reduction of

rates. The " Other Consolidated Fund
Services " of the next item include
chiefly the " Civil List " paid to tho
Sovereign, and the SiUaries and Pen-
sions of the Judges and othoi-s, vvhirli

smns are not voted aiui\uvll\ l>y

Parliament.

Special att<>ntioii should N^ paid
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to the items Army, Navy, Air Force,
and Ministry of Munitions, because
it is e\adent that the sums put against
them are only " token " votes, and
not the immense number of milhons
known to be spent now by these depart-
ments. Thereby hangs a tale, of

which Parliament, the ultimate source
of responsibihty, will not be proud,
and of which it is beginning to blush
alread}^ No one really knows what
our war expenditiire is. Connect these
small nominal sums put into the
balance sheet, as spent by the fighting
services, with the £2,550 millions lower
down as the anticipated expenditure
from " Votes of Credit." There are
various opinions respecting this method
of dealing with war expenditure, but
this writer ventures to say that
Parliament ought to have, and even
now might have, a better check on it

by means of a Finance Committee
working rapidly, and sanctioning every
estimate of expendittire. As things
are, parliamentary control is almost

wanting during war, all save the above
small sums are withdrawn from thj
direct and early cognisance of Parlia-
ment, everything required for war
purposes is paid for from the " Votes
of Credit," which ParUament grants
in huge sums, like £500 or £700
milhons, with the result that (as may
be seen from the reports of the Samuel
Committee on National Expentiture)
the waste and wickedness during war
has been much beyond what might
have been pardoned, and men without
conscience and honour have plundered
the public, both directly, and by
undue profiteering.
' No special note, probably, is required
on the proposed cost of the Civnl

Services for the year. Of the Budget
as a whole it may be said that it was
the heaviest and most serious ever
placed before Parliament, but the
" Man from Mars," were he to visit

us now, would not readily find evidence
of solicitude about our national finance.

II.- THE NEW TAXATION, 1918-19, AND
ITS EFFECT.

LOOKING to the revenue side of the
balance sheet on page Ifil, it will

be seen that it was proposed, and
since then has been enacted, that new
or additional taxation shall be imposed
under customs, excise, stamps, income
tax and super-tax, and by postal
charges. Let the reader consult the
following tables on this matter, but
remembering that all '^'proposed" changes
are now law, except that letters to the troops

abroad go at the old rates. The changes
shown are in much detail, which will be
reqtiired frequently by various classes

of people. The only details omitted
are those of the graduatioiLS of the
sugar duty, which will be found in the
third schedule to the Finance Act,
1918. The standard sugar duty—i.e.,

of sugar polarising over 98°, is seen to

be raised from 14s. to 25s. 8d. a cwt.
in customs duty, and from lis. 8d. to

23s. 4d. in excise duty. The graduations
of this standard are from 76° to 98°,

and range from 12s. 4d. and lis. 2d.

to £1. 3s. 7-3d. and £1. Is. 5-6d.

respectively for cust-oms and excise.

[We shall have to bear as best we can
this differentiation between the duty
on imported and that on home-
produced sugar, which difference was
brought in a few years ago.] Those
having to do with the import and
export of sugar and sugar goods will

also consult the Act for drawbacks, and
allowances, which for fnolasses are

4s. 9^d. and 5s. 8^d. per cwt., excise

and customs respectively, and the same
rates are allowed on molasses used for

ood for stock. Drawbacks on other

goods are allowed " according to the

amount of duty paid."

The Changes in Taxation and in Postal
Rates., &c., &c, 1918-19 (including those
on income tax and super tax, on the yield
expected, and on the yield expected from
increases of various articles on the customs
and excise Ust).
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Changes in Taxation and in Postage Rates.

A.^CUSTOMS AND EXCISE.

Spii'its

—

*Brandy, the proof gallon

*Rum ,, ,,

*Geneva ,, ,,

*Unenumerated, sweetened, &c., the proof gallon

,, not sweetened, „ ,,

*Liqueurs, Cordials, &c., not sweetened, if tested, the
proof gallon

Liqueurs, Cordials, &c., in bottle, not to be tested, the
liquid gallon

*Perfumed Spirits, the liquid gallon

*// imported in bottle, extra per gallon

Additional duties are cl^arged on immature spirits.

The duty on articles contaLimg or made with spirit

will be mcreased in proportion.
Beer—Mum, Spruce, or Black Beer

—

Of a specific gravity not exceeduig 1215°, for every 36
gallons

Of a specific gravity exceeding 1215°, for every 36 gallons
Other sorts at gravity of 1055°, for every 36 gallons

And so in proportion for any difference of gravity.
Tobacco, unmanufactured, if unstripped or unstemnwd

—

Containing lOlbs. or more of moisture in every
lOOlbs. weight there 3f the lb.

Containing less than lOlbs. of moistaire in every
lOOlbs. weight thereof ,,

Tobacco, unmanTifactured, if stripped or stemmed

—

Containing lOlbs. or more of moisture in every
lOOlbs. weight thereof ,,

Contain iiig less than lOlbs. of moisture in every
lOOlbs. weight thereof ,,

Tobacco, manufactured, viz.:

—

Cigars „
Cavendish or Negrohead „
CsWendish or Negrohoad, manufactured m. bond ,,

Other manufactured tobacco, viz.

—

Cigarettes ,,

Other sorts ,.

Snuff containing more than 131b.-;. of moisture m .

every lOOlbs. weight thereof
Snuff containing not more than 131bs. of moisture

in every lOOlbs. weight thereof
Sugar, exceeding 98 degrees of polarisation the cwt.

And at other degrees in proportion.
The duties on Glucose, Molasses. Saccharui, and other

articles contauiing sugar will bo increased pro-

lx>rtiionately.

Matches

—

On any number in a box not excooduig 80. por 10,000...

On any number in a box in excess of 80. por 10,000

Existing
Duties.
1917-18.

£ s.

15
15
15

15

15

d.

1

1

2

9^
2

Proposed
Duties.
1918-19.

£ s.

1 10

1 10

1 10

1 11

1 10

1 1

1 4
1

5 2

5 19
I 5

6

7

6

7

12

9
8

!)

8

5 2

1 2

!

9

14

3

I

5

3

d.

4
4
5

6^
5

15 2 1 10 5

1 11

8 4
1

10 2

6 111 16 8

6 ; 2 10 6

5 8 2

U 9 OA

5i 8 2^

2 9 1

15 7

11 lOi
10 4i

12 7

10 4.V

7 8i 9 9.V

4 , 11 lOi
115 8"
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Changes in Taxation and in Postage Rates—continued.

Excise—
Beer, the standard barrel

Spirits, British, thb proof gallon

(Additional duties are charged on immature spirits.)

Sugar (home-grovvn), at a polarisation exceeding 98
degrees, the cwt-

Other polarisations at proportionate rates.

The duties on Glucose, Molasses, and Saccharin will

be increased proportionately.
Tobacco (home-grown), unmanufactured

—

Contaming 10 per cent or more of moisture the lb.

Containing less than 10 per cent of moistm-e ,,

Tobacco, manufactured

—

Cavendish or Negix)head, ma,nufactured in bond ,.

Matches

—

On any number in a box not exceeding 80, per 10,000
On any number in a box in excess of 80, per 10,000

Luxtiries.—An excise duty of one-sixth part ad valorem.

Existing
Duties,
1917-18.

s. d.

5
14 9

Proposed
Duties,
1918-19.

11 8

£ s. d.

2 10

1 10

1 3 4
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Changes in Taxation and in Postage Rates—continued.

Details of the present and the proposed scales of charge are shown in the

following table :

—

Existing
Rates.
Incomes
Exceeding
£3,000

Cliargeable.
1917-18.

s. d.

Ton the first £2,000
On the first £3,000 of the income <^ on the next £500

[on the next £.500 10

„ fourth £1,000 (£3,000 to £4,000) 1 2

„ fifth £1,000 (£4,000 to £5,000) 1 6

„ sixth £1,000 (£5.000 to £6,000) 1 10

„ seventh £1,000 (£6,000 to £7,000) 2 2

„ eighth £1,000 (£7,000 to £8,000) 2 6

,. ninth £1,000 (£8,000 to £9,000) 2 10

„ tenth £1,000 (£9,000 to £10,000) 3 2

„ remainder (above £10,000) 3 6

Proposed
Rates.
Incomes
Exceeding
£2,500

Chargeable.
1918-19.

s. d.

1
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Changes in Taxation and in Postage Rates—continued.

(6) Collection by Instalments.

It is proposed to allow the duty payable on property chargeable under
Schedule A. to be paid in two equal iiistalments.

Stamp Duties.

It is proposed to raise to 2d. the duty on all bills of exchange (including
cheques) and promissory notes at present charged with the duty of Id.

Excess Profits Duty.

It is proposed to amend the law so as to ensure the due assessment of profits

derived from the sale in bulk of stock-in-trade on the occasion, for instance, of

a business changing hands or being wound up.

C—POSTAGE RATES.

Inland Letter Rate and Book Packets.

1. It is proposed to revise the existing scale as follows:

—
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Table showing the Estimated Yield of the Alterations in Taxation antd
Postage Rates.
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Table showing unuer the several Heabs of Duty the Estimated Revenue
FROM Customs and Excise in 1918-19 as compared with the Approxi-
mate Receipts in 1917-18.

Customs—
Spirits

Beer
Wine
Tea
Cocoa
Coffee and Chicorj'

Sugar, &c
Dried Fruits
Tobacco
Motor Spirit

Cinema Filnas

Clocks and Watches
Motor Cars and Cycle;s

Musical Instruments ..

Matches
Table Waters
Other Items

Total Customs

Excise—
Spirits

Beer
Sugar, &c
Tobacco
Motor Spirit

Entertainments
Matches
Table Waters
Liquor Licences
Monopoly Values ,

Motor Car and Carriage Licences ,

Motor Spirit Licences
Other Licences
Railway Passenger Duty
Medicinas, Playing Cards, Coffee Mixtures
Other items

Total Excise.

Total Customs and Excise

1917-18.
Receipts

(approximate).

£
3,485,000

781,000
12,518,000
1,922,000
1,037,000

15,070,000
235,000

33,285,000
1,647,000
146,000
452,000
120,000
56,000
24,000
9,000

*474,000

71,261,000

£
7,127,000

19,097,000
337,000
34,000
51,000

4,995,000
1.219,000

1,466,000
2,411,000

18,000
257,000
253.000
424,000

4,000
846.000

*233,000

1918-19.
Estimated
Receipts.

6.900.000

970,000
14,000,000
1,700,000
800,000

27,260,000
300,000

40,490,000
1,300,000
150,000
450,000
100,000
50,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

94,500,000

38,772,000

110,033,000

14,350,000
25,700,000

940,000
40,000
50,000

6,000,000
1,840,000
1,440,000
1,100,000

20,000
250,000
240.000
400,000

800,000
30,000

53,200,000

147,700,000

Including balance of duties under all heads collected in 1916-17, but not paid to
Exchequer tiU 1917-18.
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That formidable list, as has been
said, does not give all the additions to

taxes in detail, but it will be seen from
the table showing the yield expected
from the new taxation and postal rates

that for 1918-19 an additional £67-8
millions are looked for, and afterwards
as much as £114-5 millions a year. Of
this large increase £40-7 or £48-6
millions are expected from customs
and excise, and £23-7 or £61-8 million?

from direct taxes, as we regard first or
subsequent years, while £3,000,000 to

£4,000,000 more are anticipated as the
yield from the higher postal rates. [In

all these computations the " luxury
duty " is not included, for when Parlia-

ment adjourned in the autumn that
duty was still a mere proposal.] The
way in which this additional burden
is imposed will be seen from the fore-

going details and tables, but the chief

ways are the doubled spirit and beer
duties, the raised tobacco duties, the
doubled sugar duty, and the further
increase of the income and super-tax.
Below, an estimate of the policy shown
in these increases will be attempted.
It will be observed that an increase
was not made in the rate at which
excess profits duty is charged, but the
selling of a stock-in-trade is made
amenable to this duty, from which
£300,000,000 are expected in 1918-19.
There are indications already that this

very large yield will be exceeded. It

will be remembered that the rate of

charge for excess profits duty was
raised in 1917 from (iO to 80 per cent,

and some were of opinion that this rate

might have been raised higher still in

1918, justly, but it was not. On the
other hand, the other mainstay of war
revenue, the income and super-income
tax, was raised from 5s. to (is. in the
£ as a standard, and, as will l^e seen on
page 10(5, the graduations were made
more severe on all incomes above £500,
both earned and unearned. To find

the true effect of these changes the
facts on page 169 should ()e I'eail care-

fully. In the case of Scliechile 15 (the
" farmer's " schedule), the assessment
is raised to double the annual value,
but on land not used for husbandry
mainly the assessment maj'^ bo on the
(single) annual value as before. [Tlie

way in which this is put in the fore-

going official statement, page 167, is

misleading, and does not seem in accord
with clause 21 of the Finance Act.]
Farmers may still elect to be assessed
under the general schedule, D, if they
prefer, instead of under Schedule B.
Colonials and others liable to pay
income tax in Britain and in Colonies
will mark that their rate may be fixed
in Britain at not over 3s. 6d. in the £.

Then there are some special allowances,
chiefly on smaller incomes, desigiaed to
soften the rigour of a high tax, such as
raising the amount to (or at) which £25
is allowed on the assessment for each
child under Hi from £700 to £800,
making that allowance to apply also
to a wife or relative whom the taxpayer
maintains, and allowing payment of

the tax under Schedule A (property)
by two equal instalments.
The raising of the Id. stamp to 2d.

on bills, chec[ues, and promissory notes,

and the increase in the postal charge?
(see page 168) will be discussed, in effect,

later on, but it may be stated that
there was much opposition to them,
especially to the former, the extra Id.

on cheques, &c. The new postal
charges were imposed by an Act apart
from the Finance Act for the year.

What is meant here by the effect of

the new taxes is the effect on oiu"

system of taxation as a whole. The
more general effect of raising an
additional £67,000,000 or £114.000.000
by taxes, and es])e(ually during a war
involving very great l>urdeiis in mnny
other ways, is serious, and the effect

upon our fortiuies more remt)t(>ly must
not be forgotten ; l>ut here t lie question
is of the method adopted, aiid its

fairness and wisdom, to secure so much
add'tional revenue.

Let it be observed that, in effect, the
increase in postal rates, thougli t'hargiHl

on services renderinl, aiv, in effect, an
addition to indirect taxation. Th<Mi.

note that of tlie £()7-S millions more
expected in 1918-19 £40-7 millitins are

to come from customs and excise, and
£23-7 inillioi\s from (he direct inecuue

and excess profits t axes. Now. omit t ii\g

the increases on cheques and on postal

rates, if we c(un])aiv the receipts for

1917-18 with Ml.' Ii;::ures in (he balance
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sheet for 1918-19, we find that last

year, 1917-18, indirect taxes brought
£110,000,000, or nearly 18 per cent of

the £613,000,000 received from taxes
that year; whereas the balance sheet
of Mr. Bonar Law's budget for 1918-19
looks for £147,000,000 from the same
source out of a total of £782,000,000
from taxes, or a little above 16J per
cent. Still, that tendency to get war
expenses out of the consumption of the
people cannot be regarded as a step
forward (even though in this case much
of the new revenue is charged on strong
drink and tobacco).

The policy and the eSect thus shown
may be looked at from another point
of view, touching collection of taxes
and interference of taxes with business

generally. Let the reader turn to the
table on page 172, showing the revenue
expected from the articles subject to

taxation. Under customs and excise

25 heads or classes of imposts are

shown, from which £110,000,000
(approximat-ely) were got in 1917-18,
and from which £147-7 millions are

expected in 1918-19; but each year
five only of the 25 heads, \dz., spirits,

beer, tea, sugar, and tobacco, produced
£90-7 millions and £129-6 millions, or

^21 and 87f per cent respectively of

the total indirect revenue. Besides

these five articles or classes the others

are scarcely worth collecting, the only
class yielding a considerable revenue
being entertainments duties, a most
objectionable method of taxing. But

the general analysis of this customs
and excise revenue, showing a few
articles only producing the greater part
of it, by far, confirms experience and
points to the necessity of confining

indirect taxes, so long as they may be
imposed, to a few articles of genera]

consumption, and producing large sums
of revenue. All such taxation of

commodities disregards the taxpayer's
relative ability to pay; and so every
extension of taxation in that direction
adds to the injustice done, and done to
the poorer section of the commimity.
It has to be aclcnowledged that succes-
sive Chancellors of the Exchequer,
especially during the war, have added
to the proportion of the revenue raised
from direct sources, so that customs
and excise now, though raising a large

sum, contribute between 18 and 16 per
cent only of the total revenue from
taxes. Little or none of that progress
can be credited to Mr. Bonar Law,
especially when we remember the
cheque duty and the postal rates, the
raising of which was an indirect tax,

and then more especially when it is

recollected that he was looking to a
" luxury " duty (!), which will prove
no luxury to the taxpayer. The
struggling taxpayer should watch
tendencies to add to the revenue by
taxes on commodities, and work hard
against them. Wars have ever been
used as excuses for a resort to these
methods of taxation.

M.P.'s AS CO-OPERATORS

All the political parties are represented in the members of

co-operative societies who have found their way to the House
of Commons^—but represented, of course, in widely differing

proportions. Thus^ in a list of forty-three M.P.'s who are stores

members, we find twenty-three Labour M.P.'s, sixteen Liberal M.P.'s,

and four Conservative M.P.'s. Though the list is by no means
complete, it includes many who are active in co-operative welfare,

and are ever ready to support co-operative claims. The list manifestly

suggests the need of a co-ordinating force such as direct co-operative

representatives in the House of Commons would constitute.
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I^STICINf

It may not be generally known that quite

apart from modelling. Plasticine has a

hundred otheruses. It is good forsettmg

stones and gems in designing jewellery,

taking impressions of corns or medals,

making water tanks for magic-lantern

work, emergency corks for bottles, tem-

porary fixing of electric wires, to stop a

leak in gas or water pipes, to stop a

leak in a petrol tank, to prevent that

exasperating window rattling just when

you're going off to sleep. In many ways

also in photographic work—to support a

group of flowers, to level up a camera or to fix it on top

of a post or wall when you' vc left the tripod at home.

All these and many others are explained in our book-

let:
" 100 Uses for Plasticine." Send for it, and

if you enclose 3d. in stamps we will send samples and

copy of our little magazine :

'

' Modelling Monthly.

PLASTICINE IS ONE OF THE HANDIEST
THINGS IN THE HOUSE IMAGINABLE.

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE Ltd.

BATHAMPTON. BATH.

LONDON: 56. LUDGATE HILL. E.C.4.
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BERKEL'S SLICER
Stands for quicker service and
highest possible efficiency in

the Provision Department.

It promotes true economy in the
Store and in the Home.

Bacon and all sliced Meats are
distributed by its aid to the best
advantage and zoithout u^aste.

Used by all the

leading Co-operative

Societies in the

Kingdom.

IVn'te for

iHirticiihirs to—

BERKEL &
PARNALL'S
SLICING
MACHINE
MANUFAC^^
CO. LTD.,
Dept. C.S..

6, Bow Common Lane,

LONDON, E.3.
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III.—THE NATIONAL DEBT AND WAR
EXPENDITURE.

A QUESTION occupying much
attention now, which will occupy
more still in the near future, is

the growth of our National Debt, chiefly

in consequence of the War. The article

on "The Budget for 1918-19" (page
161) touches upon the subject in giving
the annual increase of expenditure
since 1913—14, and in showing the
se\oral increases "in the reven\ie for the
same series of years; but the National
Debt is of such importance that it

descr%'es separate and special treat-

ment, with a view to drawing attention
to iti. We begin by giving the amount
of tlie dead weight of the National
Debt since 1913—14, ending March, as

1913-14 was a financial year unaffected
by the war. By the " dead weight "

is meant much the same as net debt:
for there are other liabilities of the
Slate, some of the nature of contingent
l>urdens, and others a matter of

account. Unfortunately, the dead
weight figure cannot be given for

1917-18, and the current year 1918-19;
but some remarks indicating the
jirobable total will )je made below.

too favourable a view, and expenditure
tends to grow, while it is jDOSsible that
liabilities not accounted for will be
found also. Much more important is

it to observe that the figures of the
above table for 1917-18 and 1918-19
are not net figures. The Chancellor of

the Exchequer went on to give some
particulars of the sums owing to Great
Britain by her Allies, &c., which would,
he thought, reduce the debt in March.
1919, to £6.856,000,000 (from £7,980
millions). The amount owing by
Allies will be (at the end of thi<

fhiancial year) £1,632 naillioiLS. Think-
ing principally of Russia, of repajTneiit

by which ho does not despair, he took
£816 milhons only, the half of the total

owing from Allies, £244 millions owing
by oiu- Dominions, and £64 millioixs

owing by India, and arrived at the
above estimate of £6,856,000,000 of

dead weight of obligations in March.
1919. Meantime it is safe to say that
the gross liabilities are likely to be
a good deal over £8,200,000.000; and,
let it be repeated, accoimts are in-

complete.

THE NATIONAL DEBT FROM 1913-14 to 1918-19 (MARCH). £

Dead Weight. 1913-14 65 1 .270.091

„ 1914^15 1.108,817.076
, 1915-16 2.140.748.644
, 1916-17 4.011,445.908

,. ,, (by differenc3 between Revenue and
Expenditure, £1.988.986,000) 1917-18 6.000,431,908

(by Vote:i of Credit, £2,550,000,000
—estimated) 1918-19 (est.) 8.550,431,908

It should be observed carefully that
the totals given for the last two years
are only rouyh estimatos of the position,
in which nothing has lx>on allowed for

any debt paid off in that interval.
Foi' instance, Mr. Bonar Law, in his

Budget stat<iment, April 22nd, 1918,
thought tliat the National Debt on
March 31st, 1919. would bo ai)out

£7,980,000,000. That, probably, is

That colossal incroaso makes us to
think of what has been done to meet
the cos; of war by rovonue, and what
will bo required to ilofray the cost of

the debt in future.

For, of course, the addi ion to iho
debt is not equal to the cost of tho
war: a largo part of tho revenue has
to be tulded to that addition to »»s' inv»t.<^

tho cost of the war.
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ADDITIONS TO REVENUE SINCE 1913-14.
Added sincG

The Revenue in 1913-14 was £198,000,000 1913-U.

„ 1914-15 „ £226,000,000+ £28,000,000

„ 1915-16 „

„ 1916-17 „
„ 1917-18 „

£336,000,000+ £138,000,000

£573,000,000+ £375,000,000

£707,000,000+ £509,000,000

1918-19 (est.) £842,000,000+ £644,000,000

So that we have raised toward war
about £1,694,000,000 in revenue (by
March, 1919).

That, added to the difference be-

tween the total of the National Debt
in 1913-14 and that expected in

March, 1919, will show the cost of the
war to be quite £9,000,000,000. (That
is an estimate founded on the gross, not

the net or dead weight of the debt,

to which Mr. Bonar Law looked hope-
fully). The sum of £1,694,000,000
raised in revenue during the war,

above the level of revenue in 1913—14,

is a great stun, whatever some may
think about the necessity of pajdng
off a larger portion of the cost of the

war.
The expenditure beyond the revenue

has been met, parliamentarily, by
meana of " Votes of Credit " from time
to time, for large sums, which Votes
of Credit are in fact authority to spend
up to the amount specified. This is

not the place for a discussion of the

matter; but it is well known that

from the Credit thus set up, the whole
of the cost of war above revenue, both
direct and indirect (such as the pnc-

chase of sugar, the subsidy to the price

of bread, &c., &c., involving quasi-

commercial transactions), has been
defray^'d [and defrayed without much
by way of estimates for expenditure.

As complaints of waste, &c., grew
louder, the Committee known as the

Samuel Committee on National Ex-
penditure was appointed, and much
to justify complaint has been dis-

covered, and some steps taken to

tighten- control.] As specimens of

these Votes of Credit let us regard

the large amount £2,550,000,000,

which Mr. Bonar Law thought would
be required this current year (see

balance sheet, page 162); and wo find

that before Parliament adjourned in

August, 1918, three Votes of Credit

had been granted already for the
year, viz., £600,000,000* (March),
£500,000,000 (June), and £700,000,000
(July-August), which last vote may
suffice to November, 1918. The expen-
diture of Government at the latter

end of the war was at the rate of

£7,000,000 a day, and sometimes
liigher still. This huge expenditure,
above revenue, has been met
financially in various ways ; such as

War Loans at 3 J, 4 J, and 5 per cent;
Exchequer Boncls at 5 and 6 per cent,

both convertible into War Loan at

5 per cent; War Expenditure Cer-

tificates, &c., for small sums, and
latterlj^ by means of Treasury Bills,

A-ery largely, wliich are Government
paper of short currency (on August
24th, 1918, there were £1,057,000,000
of these last outstanding), and, last

of all, grants by the Government of

the United States. That was how the
" money " to meet the " Votes of

Credit" was raised; but "money"
in that connection only means an
acceptance of the Credit by other
people. The result is the vast National
Debt summarised above.

It is evident that the interest, sinking

fund, and management of that debt
is costing, and will cost in the future, a
vast annual sum. Here is the recent
history of that matter. In the year
1914 (ending March) the Aeht—
interest, sinking fimd, &c., took
£28-9 millions; in 1915, £27-1 millions

(the sinking fund has been suspended
in large part since); in 1916, £64-9
millions; in 1917, £132-2 millions;

in 1918, £189-8 millions; and in 1918-
19 it is estimated to require

£315,000,000 ! It will }^ observed
how each of the four war years shows
a largely increasing charge, and we
know already that 1919-20 will require

a still larger sum for the service of the
debt. Mr. Bonar Law, in his April
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Budget speech took, as we saw, the
prospective debt next March,
£6,856,000,000 (a net sum), and at

5^ per cent for interest and sinking
fund, reckoned that £380,000,000 a
year would be required for the debt
then. [That, added to £270,000,000
•which he took as the normal non-war
expenditure, would require a peace
budget of £650,000,000. He gave
that as the reason why he imposed now
and raised taxes which will by and by
yield £114,500,000 additional revenue].
But it Ls almost certain that is too
favourable an outlook. Mr. Bonar
Law deducted from the debt

£1,124,000,000 of the loans to AlUes
and Dominions, and some Allies will

not be in a position to pay interest
even at once, so that the interest
after next March is likely to be, not
£380,000,000, but tetween £400,000,000
and £450,000,000 (thus requiring a
Budget of quite £700,000,000 and more
for many years).

Thus, according to the customary
method of meeting war debts, it

appears as though we shall for years
go on paying a huge charge on our
vast debt for interest and a sinking
fund. The prospect is the reverse of
enlivening.

INDEPENDENCE OF ICELAND.
According to the Danish-Icelandic agreement (pubh.^hed at the

end of July, 1918, and coming into force on December 1st of the same
year), Denmark and Iceland are declared to be independent and
sovereign states bound by common ties of kinship and by the agree-
ment in question. By paragraph 19 Denmark is to inform foreign
Powers that she acknowledges Iceland as a sovereign state, and that
Iceland has declared herself neutral, and that she has no separate flag.

ESTABLISHED 1889.

Morris, Wilkinson & Co.
T. MORRIS.
V. FURMIDGE.
J. MORRIS.

Telesrams: "SIRROM," NOTTINGHAM.
Telephone : 3095 (Two Lines).

The Largest and Most Reliable Firm in the

Trade for all kinds of . .

BASFORD
.

NOTTINGHAM.

Wicker & Cane Furniture,

Basketware, Perambulators,
THE C.W.S. ARE AGENTS FOR THE CO-OPERATIVE

MOVEMENT.
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KING COAL'S WORKERS.
The Miner's Place in Peace and War.

By Veknon Hartshorn.

TO give a comprehensive statistical description of the mining
industry of Great Britain is not an easy matter. The science

of statistics, which has scarcely got beyond its infantile period
in any comitry, may be said to have hardly come into existence at all

in Great Britain, particularly as regards its application to the labour
movement by the trade unions themselves. The State has done
something in the direction of compiling statistics for the various
Government departments. Capitalists have used statistical science to
some extent for commercial purposes. But the trade unions have not
yet begun to make a systematic use of a science which ought to be

•-one of the most powerful weapons of attack upon the social and
economic injustices of the existing system. The statistical side of trade

union work is incomplete, crude, and amateurish. Perhaps some day
the trade unions avt.11 ewake to the importance of having departments
in which will be compiled all the statistics Avhich have wtxy bearing
whatsoever on the industry concerned.

The rapid industrial changes which the war has brought about, and
the immersion of ail the Government departments in war activities,

have for a time made the available statistics of industry even less

comprehensive and reliable than they were before the war broke out;

and the trade union system of compiling statistics has not been
anything like equal to making up the deficiency. It is particularly

regrettable that this should be so when an industry of the vital national

importance of the mining industrj^ is concerned, and at a time when
the industry may be on the threshold of fundamental changes in its

methods of management and the attitude of the organised State

towards it.

It does not need much imagination to comprehend what the

coal-mining industry means to the life of the community. It is not
too much to say that what food is to the human body coal is to the

industrial system upon which the whole of our modern social

organisation is based. Without food the human body could not
generate the energy with Avhich it does its work and maintains its own
vital functions. Without coal the industrial and social activities which
characterise a civilised community to-day would be yiaralysed. No
energy-creating substitute which can be applied to oiir industrial and
social system in the Avay in which coal is applied to-day has yet been
discovered in sufficient quantity. Coal maintains our factories, our
railways, our shipping, and the most essential comforts and conveniences

of our home life. It has-been the main pillar of our defence against
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the attacks which Prussian militarism has made upon the democratic

nations of the world. Without coal the Grand Fleet would have had
to remain helpless in harbour. Without coal we would have been
unable to withstand the giant offensive of the Germans in March last,

for we could not have manoeuvred our reserves to keep the line intact.

Without coal the Allied offensive under Marshal Foch, which has
brought this war to a triumphant close for democracy, would have
been a physical impossibility. Such a movement, involving the

transport of hundreds of thousands, even millions, of men from one
strategic position to another, could not be accomplished without a
network of railways, and without coal the steam locomotive is a

helpless mass of iron. In a modern civilised communitj^ coal is king.

In a war of this description coal is the victor. The stabilitj' of the social

system, the triumph of the Allies over the barbaric and feudal militarism

of Prussia, have depended upon continuity of employment in the

mining industry, particular!}- in the mining industrj- of Great Brit? in.

The magnitude of the coal-mining industry of the United Kingdom
may be seen from the following figures:

—

Number of mines being worked in the United Kingdom 2,814
persons employed (1917) 1,021,340

,, ,, ,, underground 811,510

„ ,, on the sm-face 209,830

No fewer than 29,782 of those employed on the surface are under
the age of sixteen. No fewer than 58,703 of those employed
underground are also imder the age of sixteen. While of those

employed on the surface 11,047 are females, and 1,378 of these are

under sixteen 3^ears of age. The niunber of females employed in the

coal-mining industry has thus nearly doubled since the outbreak of

the war, and in the work of reconstruction which peace will necessitate

the position of these women and girls and the question of their

indiistrial futiu-e will have to be considered by the Miners' Federation
of Great Britain, not only from the standpoint of the desirability or

otherwise of women being employed at the mines, but from that of

the industrial welfare of the women theniselves, and of their useful

employment in some direction in the future. Owing to the inllux of

women lal)our into the industries of the country since the outbreak of

the war, the great trade unions will have to broaden their interests arid

take an active part in the settlement of these women in the performance
of work of social im])ortance, in which this reservoir of new labour will

not be used by capitalists to beat doA\n the wage value of men. But
the policy of the unions in this grave matter must not be merely
negative; it must not be that of merely ])rotecting the male m(Mnl)ers

of the luiions against e()m]ietition by comi)aratively low-paiil teniale

labour. It must be that antl more. Tlu^ policy must be a constructive

policy, and must be directed towards the protectit)n of the industrial

futui'e of women as well as of men. A political coinraih^ship having
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been established between men and women, the trade unions must see
to it that the whole democratic position is rounded off by the
establishment of an industrial comradeship as well. It would be
disastrous if the industrial welfare of women and the industrial welfare
of men were allowed to proceed on separate lines, which might possibly
engender misunderstanding and antagonism and res^^lt in economic
competition between men and women in the industrial sphere. Such
an industrial cleavage would be as harmful as a sex cleavage in the
political struggle.

During the Avar we have heard a great deal about the output from
the coal mines. The oat])ut of coal from the mines of the United
Kjingdom in 1917 was 248,473,119 tons. A fact which, superficially

considered, seems very curious, is that though the number of persons

employed in 1917 was 23,277 abov^e the number employed in 1916, the
output in 1917 was nearly 8,000,000 tons less than in 1916. The
howling dervishes who have set up as critics of labour during this war
would attribute that decrease to unpatriotic slackmg on the part

of the workers and to industrial unrest and strikes. That is the

criticism of men of sound and fury, but of no knowledge or judgment
of that which thej^ criticnse. As a matter of fact, compared with the

years immediately preceding the war, the indiistrial workers of Great
Britain, including the miners, have worked with remarkable steadiness,

which was a measure of their love of country and of their determination'

to strike their blow against the militarism which was paralysing social

reform and democratic progress throughout Europe. One of the

astounding industrial and democratic phenomena of this war has been
the wonderful restraint exercised by the working classes, and the

self-sacrifice they have shoAATi in the avoidance of strikes which would
have interfered with, the successful prosecution of the campaign against

the Prussian glorifiers of physical force. The decrease in the output
was not attributable either to slackness or to industrial unrest on the

part of the miners. It was due almost entirely to lack of shipping,

consequent upon the German policy of indiscriminate sinkings by
submarines. This is proved by the fact that the reduction in output

was confined entirely to the coal-exporting districts, such as South
Wales, Scotland, Northumberland, and Durham. In all the other

coalfields, which have a home market—Yorkshire, Lancashire; and the

Midland coalfields—there was a substantial increase in the output as

compared with 1916. The output for 1913, the last full year before

the outbreak of war, Avas 287,411,869 tons. These figures show that

the output for 1917 was less by about 39,000.000 tons than for the

year before the war. The output from the United Kingdom is about

22 per cent of the total co;il production of the world. Before the war
we exported about 73,000,000 tons, but in 1916 we exjiorted only

38,000,000 tons—that is 35,000,000 tons less than the amount exported

before the war began.
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These figures might appear to justify the conclusion that although

we are producing 39,000,000 tons of coal less than we did before the

war, there ought to be very little shortage of coal in the home market,

because we have curtailed our exports to an almost equivalent amount.

The inference might seem to be that the home consumer ought not to be

short of coal. This, however, is a false conclusion. Our fleet and the

fleet of our Allies have consumed many million tons more coal than

they did in peace times. Factories producing munitions also needed a

vast quantity of coal, and this is an entirely new demand ; it did not

exist in times of peace. 80 in face of the diminished output the

essential needs of the munition factories and of the army and navy
could only be met by economies in our home consumption of

coal. The question may be asked : Why not have further reduced our

exports and kept the coal at home for domestic purposes? Well, in

reply .to that quite natural question it is desirable that I should

emphasise the fact that

our export of coal has

Distribution of Food in the United

Kingdom to 46.000,000 Persons,

Average
Persons. Supplied by f Persons

per Shop

12,000,000.. 5,000 Co-operative Shops.. .. 2,400

• 7,000,000 .. 10,000 Multiple Shops 700

5,000,000 .. 15,000 Ordinary Grocers .. .. 333

22,000,000 .. 70,000 Small General Shops .. 314

been reduced to its

lowest possible point

compatible with the

maintenance not only of

our naval and military

position but also of our

economic position as

well, which is of equal

importance. To keep

our Allies, France and
Italy, in the war, it was absolutely essential that A\e should supply

them with all the coal that we could. Both these countries had

ioi- some time been almost entirely dependent upon Great l^ritain

for the supplies of coal, without which they could not have maintained

their military operations.

Italy is not a great coal-prodticing country. France has rich and

])r<)ductive coalfields, but in the first advance of the Germans in 1914

some of the most valuable of these were brought under enemy
domination, and in the last German ofl'ensive of March tliis year mauy
more of these coalfields were lost to the Allies. 8inee March France

ha^ depended for her very life on the coal produced by British mineis

and conveyed to her mainly in iiritish shijjs. If France had collajised

for want of coal the whole of the Allied case would have gone down
in irretrievable ruin. Marshal Foch would never have been able to

carry out his victorious offensive.

But there is another, and vitally inijiortant, as])ect of our export

trade in coal. It affects the very basis of our ecoTiomic connection

with the rest of the world, and particularly with neutral natioits.

International economic connections are maintained fundamentally \\
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the exchange of material goods. The money system is subsidiary to

that. We must have something tangible, something of material

utihty, to exchange for what we want from other nations. The most
valuable commodity that Great Britain, with her rich coalfields, has

to offer to other nations is coal. We have more coal than most of

them have got, and they have to come to us for it, particularly in

war time. But they have also material things that we need, and the

best way to secure the use of these things is by offering coal. Spain

has iron-ore that we need. Holland and Denmark have dairy produce.

Norway and Sweden have pit wood. We can only secure those things

by exchanging coal for them. But these neutral nations also have
something else that we badly want. They have ships. Owing to the

tremendous strain on our merchant shipping through the war traffic

and through the depletion in the number of our shi]is by the action of

enemy submarines, we have been short of ships and had to have more
somehow to maintain not only our naval and military operations but

also the economic life of the nation, on which the maintenance of our

war organisation as well as the civilised life of the nation absolutely

depended. By offering coal we have secured the use of almost the whole

of the neutral shipping. This has not only enabled us to maintain our

OAATi food supplies, it has also enabled us to bring over the armies of

the great American Republic with a speed that would have been

otherwise impossible. These armies have perhaps saved us from
defeat. They have certainly enabled us to shorten the war.

Thus coal has not only enabled us to win; it has also saved the

lives of thousands, aye, hundreds of thousands of British fathers

and sons who would otherwise have perished if the war had had to be

prolonged for the want of that exported coal which has maintained

our fighting fronts and brought us in the shortest possible time the

help of our American kinsmen and friends. •

As to tlie money value of our coal output, it is very difficult now
to give any figures. Before the war much more elaborate statistics

than are now available were prepared as to the pit-head value of the

coal produced, but under the stress of the war it has been impossible

to compile these figures with the same accuracy and completeness.

The figures published before the war bear no relationship to present

coal values, and such figures as are available to-day are so partial and
abnormal as to be entirely worthless as a permanent record or for

the purpose of making useful deductions.

The dangers under which the coal-mining industry is conducted

are in a general way proverbial, but we can only arrive at anything

like a conception of what it means by an examination of the statistics

of fatal and non-fatal accidents; and even then bare lifeless figures

cannot sum up the pain and horror, the home suffering and heart-break

which lie beneath them. The number killed in the five years 1913

to 1917 Avas 6,952. This means that in every twenty-four hours
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throughout the whole of the five years, both Sundays and weekdays,

four British colliery workers lost their lives. As to non-fatal

accidents, one out of every seven persons employed on the surface and

underground is injured every year. In 1912 the total number was

150,652. In 1911 the number was 166,616. All these workers were,

in consequence of their injuries, rendered idle for more than seven days.

A large percentage were rendered idle for a much longer period. A
considerable number were totally disabled for the rest of their lives.

It will thus be seen that in their struggle with the forces of nature for

the winning of the coal which is essential to the community the colliery

workers of Great Britain, with the colliery workers of all other countries,

are fighting a battle for hum.anity in which, in the course of years

—

and they go on year after year, never ending—the casualties mount
up like the casualties of a battlefield. Men are blown to pieces. Men
.are buried alive. Men are crushed between trams. It is like a

continuous slow battle, with no hope of an armistice, nor even terms

of surrender. It naay be that a common experience of danger has

helped to make closer and more sympathetic the comradeship between

the miners and the soldiers and sailors who also face violent death and

terrible injury, and it is this comradeship, and not the inducement of

high wages, which has inspired the colliery workers of Great Britain

to slog on throughout the dreary years of the war, and to put aside

for a while many of their own grievances against the system under

which they work.

As regards the wages paid to colliery workers, it is quite impossible

for anyone to supply a full tabulated statement of the wages paid in

the different coalfields of Britain. Neither the workmen's organisation,

nor the owner's, nor even the Government have taken the trouble to

ascertain and tabidate these particulars. When the Minimum Wage
Act was passed in 1912 it was necessary for the purposes of that Act

to ascertain the average daily wage of men employed in the different

grades, as the chairman, in fixing the minimum wages, had to have

regard to the average wage of the men employed in the various

occupations engaged in the mining industry. At that time the South

Wales owners supplied particulars of the actual wage ]iaid to 6S.993

day-wage men over twenty-one years of age, 27,971 day-wage men
below twenty-one years of age, and 63,224 piece-workers. That makes

a total of 160,188 men. As the total nun^ber of men employed

underground in South Wales at that time was 191.581—"the Minimum
Wage Act does not apply to surface-men—the wagt^s of 160,000 of

them may be taken as fairly representing the ])osition in the South

Wales coalfield. Of course, the standard rat(\s of some of the uum
have been changed since 1912, and other i-hanges of wages have taken

place owing to percentage advances and to war wages. The
piece-workers are working on the san\e price lists as in 1912, exi;ept in

eo far as these have been modified by percentage advances ami war
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wages. I find that after making the necessary alterations to bring the

figures up to date, the day-wage men, whose wages came under review

in 1912, are to-day earning wages as follows:

—

s. d.

21,693 are receiving 10 9^ per day, which is the minimum.
25,955 are receiving an average of 12 per day.

18,020 „ „ „ 12 11

3,043 „ „ , ., 14 4
282 „ „ „, 15 10

If the piece-workers to-day are doing the same work as they did in

1912 their earnings are as folloAvs:

—

21,792 are receiving 13

13,528 ar3 receiving an average of 14

9,877 „ '„ „ 16

16.373 ., ., „ 19

1,504 „ „ „ 27

110 „ „ „ 38

40 „ „ „ 48

8^ per day, the minimum.
7 1 per day.

The lowest rates which can be legally paid to lads below twenty-one

years of age are as follows:

—

s. d.

14 years of age 5 per day.

15 „ „ 5 7

16 „ ., 7 8

17 „ „ 8 3

18 „ „ 8 10

19 „ ., 9 5
' 20 „ „ 10

All the above rates include percentage and war bonus. The lowest

i-ate which is payable to an adult on the surface is 10s. 9id. per day.

These tables which I have worked out are, I think, a fair and
reasonable estimate of the wages which are being paid in South Wales.

To what extent the calculations may represent the wages paid in

other coalfields I cannot say.

VOTES OF CREDIT, 1918.

The votes of credit for 1918 have
reached the sum total of £2,500,000,000.
The details arc as follows:

—

£
Original Votes—Majch... 600,000,000
Supplenjentary Votes-^-

Jime.; 500.000,000
August 700,000,000
November 700,000,000

THE REVENUE FOR 1917-18.

£2,500.000,000

A Treasury Return shows the

revenue of Great Britain to have
amounted to £582,898,000 for the year
1917-18, the principle items being as

follows :

—

£
Property and Income Tax 233,117,000

Excess Profits Duty 218,302,000
Customs 66,638,000

Excise 34,287,000

Rates, &c.. Duties 30,554,000

£582,898.000
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THE ENGINEERING OUTLOOK:
Its Probable Effect Upon Labour.

By Chas. W. Hunt, P.L.G.

{Member of the Manchester Association of Engineers).

THAT the war has made huge demands upon the engineering

and a.lUed industries, and has been a potent factor in its

success, whether on the part of the allied powers or on that

of our enemies, is patent to even the most casual observer. In fact,

it may be stated that no war under modern conditions can possibly

be carried on, even for a week, were it not for the engineer and those

engaged in the general mechanical trades. From this, too, it is clear

that no country, however just its cause, can hope to wage successfully

modern warfare unless it is abundantly supplied and well equipped

with those numberless mechanical contrivances technically known as

machinery and plant, which are part and parcel of engin(;ering trade

and craft. Nations only like our own, which have become industrially

great, possess such in abundance; whilst less-favoured nations,

depending mainly upon agricultural pursuits, possess relatively none,,

and are more at the mercy of an attacking foe.

To give a rough idea of the paramount importance of the

engineering industry to this country for war purposes, it is only

necessary to mention a few of the things it has produced, wholly or

in part. These include warships, submarines, guns, shells, rifles,

bayonets, cartridges, machine guns, aeroplanes, of which it may be

said, in passing, that much of these are of such minute exactness

that not even one-thousandth part of an inch inaccuracy is tolerated

;

indeed the same high accuracy is demanded in most engineering

products of every sort and kind.

In addition, there is that vast array of material coining unilcr the

head of " transport," consisting of railway's, Ioot)motives. rolling

stock, bridges, motor wagons, motor cars (armoured and otherwise),

wheeled vehicles, caterpillar tractors, tanks, and whippets, the two

latter having' proved one of the most marvellous inventions of the

war, saved thousands of lives, and been most formidable in attack.

To these must be added numberless electrical and mechanical

contrivances, such as generators and motors, telegraph and teleiihone

apparatus, electric lights, searchlights, cables, wire, and their various

instruments and appurtenances ; also sm-gical and o[)tical instruments,

and tools of endless variety for trenching and other iJUi-posc-^.

In producing these absolute (>ssentials tor the us(> of our anii\ and

navy—and in large measuic toi- fliose of our allies it may be justly
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allowed that the engineering industry has " done its bit." The
workers therein, male or female, will equally share, as part of the

great industrial army, the victory to come.
All that has been mentioned comes under the generic title of

" munitions." It was to ensure an abundant and regular supply of

them, by an industry established to manufacture articles of a very
different kind technically, that the Government Department, the

Ministry of Munitions, was created.

The result has been that the engineering industry, as known in

pre-war days, has almost lost its identity, having been entirely

submerged and completely reorganised to meet the altered condition

of things. Every shop has become in its way an ordnance factory,

or a miniature Woolwich, utilising all the machinery', as well as all

the available labour, in a determined effort to produce every kind
of munitions of war.

Now that hostilities are over, there will be a switching off from the

production of munitions to the manufacture of the requirements of

peace, much of which is of an electrical and mechanical nature.

Reorganisation will become general so as to reinstate the industry

into its pre-war state. At the same time, attempts will be made to

inaugurate new methods of quantity production, and attention

paid to larger output of specialised kinds.

This is sure to occup}^ man}- months, if not years, before it can
be entirely and completely established, and will affect not only internal

arrangements in workshop practices, &c., but will concern many
external and outside matters also. Its object, in the first place,

being to reabsorb the disbanded forces of the army and navy by
restoring men to their former avocation in the various trades; and
-secondly, to utilise the knowledge of higher productivity gained

during the war.

The main impetus for these changes will spring, first of all, from
the Government schemes of reconstruction; secondly, from the

rapid desire to make good the destruction and the ravages of war,

and the schemes included in the rebuilding of the devastated states;

and thirdly, the vast accumulation of orders for engineering material

held in abeyance since the early days of the war. The chief essential,

from the workers' standpoint, being no delay or waste of time in their

prompt and immediate prosecution, as soon as circumstances permit,

after the cessation of hostilities.

Economically, too, the gravity of the situation is self-evident if

employment be not rapidly found for every discharged soldier, sailor,

and members of the varioiis auxiliary forces when peace is signed

;

and it is now the inherent duty not only of statesmen but leaders of

industry—employers and employed alike—to be fully prepared with

schemes, so that at any moment these may be put into operation

\vithout delay.
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Any consideration of probable post-war conditions, and the
undoubted busy times ahead, must inchide as a factor of first

importance the grave extent of the national debt. It cannot be
discussed here, however, in full, but obvious results must be stated

and its influence noted. First, taxation will be much higher than
formerly. (Second, owing to exhausted credit, monej^ will be much
dearer, although the Government may come to the aid of industries

by means of loans, State banks, or otherwise. Third, the standard of

values having risen, including labour value, these will not readih-

come dowTi again, and, as a result, higher productivity will be needed
in order to pay taxation a.nd the high cost of co}nmodities if the

standard of living is to be maintained.
Of these premises it is the last which primarily and essentially

concerns labour as such.and its attitude

upon the matter will

fluence upon the
as most wealth is the

and it is precisely

restoration of wealth
a shattered world)

the most urgent ob-

ents as soon as peace
over, it will be
sure that the after-

one of shortage,
starvation, which,
has so generally fol-

There need be no
tude if the national

labour is of the right

be no misunder-

LOSS OF MERCHANT
SHIPPING.

Accordiiif; to the official

statement made in the
House of Commons on
November 6tli, u]) to Sep-
teml)er 30th last the ftross

tonnage of British mer-
chant steamships lost by
enemy action and marine
risk dnrinK the war
amounted to 8,946,000 gross
tons. This has Ijeen made
good by new consti-iietion.
tonnage i)urchased abroad,
and enemy tonnage cap-
tured and brought into
service, to the extent o£
T), 443, (XKJ gross tons, leaving
11 net deficit on September
3(nh last of 3,503,IHK) gross
tons.

have far-reaching in-

other two, inasmuch
creation of labour,

this (the creation or

bj^ the re -building of

which will become
ject of the belliger-

is concluded. More-
labour's duty to en-

math of war is not
want, misery, and
throughout history,

lowed in its wake,
fear of labour's atti-

attitudc towards
kind ; there should
standing aboiit this.

as the labour factor is the most valuable asset we possess, which, with
land and the instruments of production, forms our fundamental
source of wealth, and ought to be treated as such.

Taxation and thrift are said to go hand in hand. High taxation,

reduced national credit, and high productivity have been exj)cricnccd

before in this country; hence we have a ])recedence by which it

would seem as if the reaction of war ])roduced the spirit of work.
Following the great wars of 1775 to 1815, there was an enormous
increase in economic output, and inventions and adeptions followed

in quick succession. In forty years the British textile industry showed
marvellous development, and the increased i)roductivity of cotton
goods was thirteenfold ; of woollen goods tenfold; iron, sevenfold:
silk, sevenfold; and in 1845 Great Britain ])rodm'ed 04 per cent of

the world's tonnage of coal. High ])roductivity indeed, if we consider

the relatively poor instruments of production wliicli oui- forefathers
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possessed, compared to the high-speed, automatic labour-saving
machinery of to-day.

In America it would seem as if the matter of greater productivity

has been settled by the use of increased mechanical power. The
amount of mechanical power per worker is 56 per cent more than in

the United Kingdom, or, eliminating trades in which the use of power
is limited, the horse-power consumed is nearly double there to what
it is here, this being largely due to the fact that specialisation and
standardisation in manufacture have reached a far higher level.

As an example, it is claimed in the boot and shoe industry that a

single worker consumes three times the mechanical horse-power his

British comrade consumes, and the value of footwear produced
respectively per worker a year is £516 as against £171. Other
industries show similar results, whilst many are not so favourable;

in any case, a very much higher standard of wages was reached in

U.S.A. before the war.

It stands to sense that workers in the engineering industry, in

common with other workers, are desirous of perpetuating a high-wage
system. All desire the highest remuneration for service rendered,

in addition to more leisure for study and relaxation. If these

seemingly divergent results are to be attained, it must be through
some such organisation of intensified output during actual working
hours, now in vogue in America. Much as he is blamed, there is

nothing in the " make-up " of the British worker to prevent him
doing all, or more than any worker in other countries can do. There
is nothing intrinsically wrong mth him; he is a born worker, bred

and brought up in the atmosphere of work; often generation after

generation are found to have followed the same trade; usually the

British worker is keen, virile, strong, and adaptable—the saving and
the conquering characteristic of his race.

In addition, there is nothing incompatible wdth best trade union
ideals and traditions, notwithstanding charges to the contrarj', which
is opposed to high productivity or intensified output; as, after all,

this is a matter of speeding up machines rather than men, throwing
the wear upon the machines, not upon the operators. Combined
with up-to-date machinery, modern up-to-date works, and scientific

management, high productivity can be obtained; these it is the

employers' duty to provide or instal. Have they always done it ?

It is certain they have not ; and where they have it is equally certain

they have not alwaj's ensured high earning power, or even better

remuneration, to the employed, and the blame is therefore not alone

at the door of the worker, as is so commonly supposed and believed

in by the public generally, mislead by a venal press.

According to the report of the Departmental Committee on "The
Engineering Trades After the War," the manufacturers in the United

States and Germany work in as large units as possible, and
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standardisation is common. The number of patterns of machines,
or other mechanical products, is limited in each works, and the sale

of the articles manufactured is pushed within the same trades. One
manufacturer may specialise on a certain article forming a part only
of a completed product, and other manufacturei-s requiring that part

will prefer to buy it from him rather than make it themselves.

Perhaps the most striking instances of waste by lack of

standardisation is furnished by the locomotive trades of this country,

of which the large railway companies themselves are the greatest

l^roducers. The private concerns exist entirely upon foreign trade.

No two great railway shops produce the same locomotive. The
materials for locomotives, to some extent, have been standardised,

but the companies refuse to standardise the finished article. It is

quite feasible to reduce the locomotives used in this country to about
one dozen types, or, say, a type to each workshop; but, instead, a
dozen types are produced in the same workshop, entailing numbers
of distinct patterns and templates, working drawings, and plans. The
waste is considerable, the advantage obtained by the companies
problematical; and as private firms are very rarely brought in at

competitive prices, or tender for the various types, there is no check
upon their own costs of production. Probably, with the advent of

standardised ships, the locomotive trade will take the hint, and in that

respect soon put its house in order.

Of all the post-war problems Avhich confront us none will be so

pressing, and from the workers' outlook so important, as the
reorganisation of our industries generally, and of these engineering
will be first. In fact, a large amount of State control must be
continued until this is done, and the scope for this may be realised

by the fact that nearly 5,000 of our largest independent firms,

employing nearly three million workers, have been brought under
direct Government control during the war.

Strict conditions have been imposed, including rate of wages,
hours of labour, and holidays; whilst medical attention, welfare

work, canteen, and recreation have been provided. Sweating has,

of course, not been ])ermitted under any circumstances, and the result

has been an era of great industrial prosperity. There can be no
doubt that State control has proved enormously beneficial to the
nation, and has tended to increase efficiency and pi-oduction. How
to organise and maintain a system of individual eflieiency, combined
with State control, for producing and distributing the requirements
of life after the war, is a problem which ought to be faced imuuHliately.

The truth lias at last dawned upon us that the health, prosiierity,

and happiness of the vast inasses of our population is not only an
end worth pursuing in itself, but is an important factor in maintaining
the industrial prosperity of the nation.

In the future no industry must be tolerated in this country w Inch
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exists merely for profiteering purposes and the exploitation of cheap

labour. Those that exist now, whether of a manufacturing or

distributive kind, shovild quickly be closed down, as not only are such

a danger to the national physique and stamina, but they are a disease.,

and should be stamped out as such

.

GROWTH AND SCOPE OF INDUSTRIAL
BETTERMENT.

By Constance U. Kerr (L.L.A. Hons.),

Welfare Superintendent, Irlam Soap Works.

INDUSTRIAL betterment in fac-

toricG, or, as it is sometimes termed
in America, scientific management,

is no new thing in the workshop. True,

in pre-war days (at all events in this

country, though it had developed
widely in America), it had not attained

to anything like its present position

or popularity, being known only to

a few " pioneer " emploj-ers, and
regarded by the general public rather

in the light of a philanthropic fad.

From the beginning of the 19th

century, however, wo often have
definite, if somewhat isolated, attempts

to achieve more than the Ijare minimum
exacted by the factory acts, and before

1 9 14 a number of progre.ssive managers
had become so imbued with these

ideas as to have won renown by the

practice of welfare work within their

own factories. It is only since the

war, however, that the matter has

been officially taken up, and a Welfare

and Health Department established

to work in close co-oporation with the

Ministry of Munitions.
In the excitement of the first few

we<>kB after the call to arms, the

Factory Acts, which had hitherto

safeguarded the health and interests

of the workers, were practically swept
aside and pessimists predicted a

return to the shameful conditions to

which the factory children were sub-

jected at the period of the Indvistrial

Revolution. The thousands of women
workers who suddenly entered the

labour market were plunged into the

workshop, without experience, without

protection as regards length of hours

and good working conditions, and

without sufficient accommodation to

ensure either comfort or health. It

was quickly felt that such a position

was intolerable; and Mr. Lloyd
George, then Minister of Munitions,
tvuned to welfare work as one of tho
possible solvitions of the problem.
" The women workera of to-daj-,''

he said, " are the mothers of to-

morrow." It became immediately
necessary to conserve the energies of

the workei-s, and gradually those at tho
head of affairs emerged into the day-
light of human thought, and the ideas

and schemes which have been des-

cribed in the one word " weKare " took
their proper place in the scheme of

evolution when " men consider

machines mechanical and treat hiunan
beings for what they are."

There wae, natiu-ally, at the declara-

tion of this policy, a rather consider-

aV)le demand for trained workers to

undertake all the manifold duties

coming under the meaning of " wel-

fare," and one of the most valuable

tasks of the " Welfare and Health "

Department of tho Ministry has been,

and still is, the selection and training

of candidates for the work. A panel

of suitahlo people is constantly at

hand, who can, if necessary, undertake
the entire supervision of the personal

interests of the workers. These officers,

after engagement Vjy the management
of the factory, are responsible solely

to the firm employing them, and not to

the Ministry of Munitions. In factories

where T.N.T. (tri-nitro-toluene) is

handled, the presence of a lady welfare

superintendent hai5 now 1)een made
compulsory; in all national factories
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her presence is practically a sine qua
non ; and in controlled establishments,

where a certain number of females
are employed, the management is

advised and encouraged by the
Ministry to make such an appointment.

So far, welfare work has dealt mainly
with girls and women, but the move-
ment is rapidly spreading to include

boys, and also men, and even now the
male employees must necessarily share
in anj' improvements carried out in the
factory so far as the genei-al conditions,

canteen and other arrangements, are

concerned.
It is an encouraging sign, too, that

the welfare workers themselves have
already formed their own constitution,

and issued an authoritative definition

as to the functions of the profession.

They recognise themselves as the
delegates of the management for

everything connected with the well-

being of those engaged in the business.

They claim no right to interfere

between organised labour and the
employees, recognising trade unionism
as the chosen means of self-expression

of the workers. " The work of the
welfare workers is purely administra-
tive and advisory, not legislative."

Briefly, welfare work is an honest
endeavour to humanise industry—to

make the factory a fit and healthful

yjlace for every employee to work in.

it is felt by all right-minded employerc?
of labour that their responsibility does
not stop short even at good wages.
Good pay and wages are the basis

of successful welfare work, but they
are not all. Close in their wake we
require good ventilation, good canteens,
health safeguards, and so on ad in-

finitnm. \\'elfare work aims at

creature comfoi't, and, at any rate, the
alleviation of human discomfort, so
that the employees will unconsciously
learn to rise above conditions which
have hitherto kept them from making
the highest and best iwe of their

opportunities. It should, if rightly

carried out, help the worker to think
(if oth(M' things than the monotony of

liis daily routine, foster though',
initiative, sense of achie\einont, and
joy in work; enlarge and stimulate
the intellect; encourugi^ indivi(hiality

and inventi\'e genius; lessen the

danger of industrial accidents ; con-
serve the worker's health, and shorten
the working day whilst increasing its

productivity.

But—and this is a but of paramount
importance—the employer naturally
wants efficiency in return for the good
wages and conditions—the efficiency,

be it noted, of the man, and not of the
mere machine. Mr. Taylor, the great
American exponen* of scientific

management, was right when he set
up as a goal of achievement and
scientific management, " Higher wages
with lower labour cost." It is only
lower labour cost that makes higher
wages permanently possible; and, in
so far as scientific management makes
opportainity for lower costs and in-

creased production " without adding
to the burden of the workers in
exhausting effort, long hours, or
inferior working conditions it creates
the possibility of a very real and sub-
stantial Ijenefit to labour and to
society."

The co-operative societies have
hitherto managed without any definite

system of welfare as regards their
factories aiid larger places of business'
no doubt because of the close link
existing between employore and em-
ployed, and the unification of their
aims and mutual interests, thus render-
ing any special system of welfare im-
necessary. There have been enter-
prising managers like the late Mr.
Brill, of Crumpsail, uniting within
his person the offices of manajjer and
general welfare supervisor, and in

such cases, of course, the need for a
special welfare department has been
largely diminished. Nevertheless, even
in such exceptional cases, it Ls as well
that (at all events wh<>re wotnen and
girls are employed) there should l)e

in the factory a qualified woman who,
besides being able to attend to minor
accidents and ailment.s which aret

always occurring, should make it her
special work to further, in every pos-
sible direction, the interests, health,
and comfoi-t of the workei-s. Other
woi-ks aie Ix'ginTiing to look to tho
co-()])(^ra(i\-e nio\-enient for inspiration
and exan»])le, as it is generally felt

that they should l<>ad the way so
far as ideal working (•i>nditions aiv
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concerned. " Scientific management "

is a necessity and not a luxury, and
the personal well-loeing of the workers
caji be neglected by managers only
at the risk of being left behind m the
industrial market. Co-operators—no
less than private firnxs—need to insure

that the Uves of their employees are

spent under the best possible con-
ditions, so that, as already pointed out,

their energies are conserved rather
than dissipated—with marked results

both as regards economic gain and the
future expansion of the movement.
To turn now to the details and diities

of the welfai-e officer. Many firms who
have not p^e^^ously employed one
are not yet quite clear as to the exact
scope and nature of her position. It

must be borne in mind that she is,

or ought to be a specialist in her own
hne of work, jvist as is the works
engineer, electrician, or head chemist,
and that she should therefore be
assigned a definite place as part of the

management. She has be( n called in

to advise on all matters connected with
the general welfare and health of the
factory, and her schemes and sugges-

tions for securing the best possible

conditions should, therefore, as far as

is feasible, be carried into effect and
receive at least favourable considera-

tion on the part of the heads of the
firm. It is fiitile to appoint a welfare
worker without seeing that she is at

the same time empowered to go
forward with the support and en-

couragement of the management, and
although at first the outlay of a welfare

department may appear considerable,

it is, in the end, abundantly justified,

both as regards output ancl increased

efficiency.

To avoid overlapping and prevent
misunderstanding, the duties which
she is expected to undertake should be
made clear to the welfare worker from
the first day of her appointment.
For the guidance of those who are

still in i_gnorance of these, we enumerate
very briefly the chief matters with
which she is concerned.

1. She should be connected with
the emploj'ment department of the

factory, and if she does not actually

engage the women and girls, should at

least have a voice in the matter of
selecting suitable candidates.

2. She should advise on transfers
from one process to another in cases
where, owing to ill-health or bodily
infli"mity, a girl or woman would be
l^enefited by change of occupation.

3. General matters of conduct and
behaviour should he referred to her.

4. She should be consulted before
employees are dismissed.

5. She is ex^Dected to keep clear

records of time-keeping, broken time,
sickness, accident, &c., and is often
required to help in the insiirance

department.
6. All factory conditions, such as

cleanUness, ventilation, warmth, &c.,
come under her piu'view, and she
should report regularly to the heads
of the firm with relation to these
matters.

7. She should be free to make sug-
gestions as to canteen management and
see that facilities are afforded to all

to obtain regular and nourishing
meals. In smaller factories the welfare
supervisor may be called upon to

manage the canteen, but this is not
usual.

8. In the smaller factories she may
herself have to vmdertake the first-aid

and ambulance work, whilst, in the
case of the larger factories, she is

responsible for the work of the factory
doctor and nursing staff. Dental and
optical schemes, if in operation, also

come under the welfare department.
9. Cloak-rooms and svipervision of

cleaning staff, provision of overalls

and protective clothing, and seating
arrangements, are generally all duties

assigned to the welfare worker.
10. Home visiting of special cases

where there is sickness and distress is

occasionally necessary, and some fac-

tories appoint a special visitor attached
to the welfare department for this

pvirjjose.

1 1

.

Direction of library, social activi -

ties, games, and recreations, are

undertaken by the welfare department
in some of the smaller factories.

It will be realised that a list of

duties s\ich as those enimierated above
cannot lie undertaken efficiently by a
woman who has not gone through an
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adequate training, and this has been
so strongly felt by the Welfare Workers'
Association that they have announced
—whether supported in this action
or not^—to insist in the near future on
some certain standard of training and
experience being attained by candidates
for membership of the association, and
to endeavoiu" by every means in its

power to improve the general status
of the profession. By this means the
employer and the workers will be safe-

guarded from experiment, and from
amateurs whose well-meant but often
misguided efforts in the past have at

times thrown the whole movement
into discredit ; and none but those who
are well equipped for dealing with the
problems and difficulties of the indus-
trial world will be afforded an oppor-
tunity of dealing with that most
difficult and uncertain of all the
sciences—the science of sociology.

In conclusion, we would point out
that in the acceptance and fostering
of the true welfare ideal there can be
no question of capital currying favour
from labour, and no question of labour

being treated with autocratic benevo-
lence by capital. As it has been
ably stated by the editor of Great
Thoughts :

"' We are wrong to bring
capital and labour into the argument
at all. They are abstract things to be
utilised by hmnan beings for the general
community welfare, and, instead of
placing them in opposition one with
the other, we should look on them
rightly, and use them profitably."

So much bitter feeling has been
engendered by those who will for ever
rail about the hardships of labour and
the arrogance of capital, and much of

it might have been saved by a little

sane thought regarding the human
aspect—the aspect which people are
beginning to recognise by the name of
welfare. Employers are wanting to
keep their business prosperous and
consider the good of the people they
control at the same time, and employees
should help forward the desires of their
employers instead of suspecting motived
and providing objections which have
no substance.

Refrigeration and Ice Making
THE

LIGHTFOOT REFRIGERATION CO.P
TCI CGRAMS: "Separator, Telew-London." 3vS, QuCen VictOria St.,
I LLLpHONE: Bank, 5841 and 5842.

London, E.C.

Machines on the Carbonic Acid and on the Ammonia Systems
supplied to, and at work at, the principal Co-operative Societies in

Great Britain, including the following :
—

CO OPERATIVE WHOLESALE SOCIETY LTD.. Manchester and Londor.

SCOTTISH CO-OPERATIVE WHOLESALE SOCIETY LTD.. G'a.Sow and Ab.rd,.

SUNDERLAND
NEWCASTLE
PENDLETON
SOUTH SHIELDS

PAISLEY PROVIDENT
LANARK

CREWE
STRATEORD
ACCRINGTON AND CHURCH
MIDDLESBROUGH
GATESHEAD
HEBDEN BRIDGE

BARNSLEY BRITISH

ABBEYDORNEY
NEWMILNS
CROETHEAD
GLASGOW EASTERN
CITY OE PERTH

KINMNG PARK

TAMWORTH
LEIGH ERIENDLY

KNOCKNACASHEL
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RECONSTRUCTION AND THE BUILDING
TRADES.
By L.G.C.

IN
considering problems of reconstruction as applied to the building

trades—the third largest industry in the United Kingdom, and in

which, normall}^. close on a million people are engaged—attention

is usually focussed on the housing problem. This is natural^ since, for

some four or five years past, this question has loomed large in the

public eye.

The housing problem is undoubtedly a big problem for the country

;

but, so far as the building trade as a whole is concerned, it is not

the whole problem. There are other aspects of building trade

reconstruction, but these have been somewhat overshadowed by the

more insistent question of housing.

Speaking at Birmingham on Tuesday, October 8th, 1918, to an

assembly of Housing Committees of various local authorities in the

Midlands, Mr. Hayes Fisher (late President of the Local Government
Board) said, " the housing problem was almost at the bottom of

everything. We had toyed with the question too long, and it was
now necessary to leave talking and get to work." With those

sentiments the AATiter is in entire agreement. For long before the

war housing conditions in many parts of the country were a scandal

to a presumed civilised community. Over four years of almost

complete cessation of house building has only served to accentuate

the problem.

There is a very acute shortage of a certain commodity—dwelling

houses—and a huge demand for them; but it does not appear

to be worth anybody's while to meet this urgent demand. The
so-called immiitable law of supply and demand, so dear to the heart

of a certain school of political economists, seems to have the bottom
completely knocked out of it when applied to the house -building

industry at the present time. Otherwise, we ought to be witnessing a

scramble amongst builders eager to supply the required houses.

The housing problem is at one and the same time a social and an

economic one. At present the two factors in the problem are in

conflict, and for the time being the social solution of it is subordinated

to the economic—the £ s. d. It is with the latter I am chiefly

concerned in the present article.

The private builder—the man, be it remembered, who has supplied

at least 95 per cent of the houses in the past—cannot build at the

present high cost. To do so and get his usual return on outlay would

mean that a similar house to that now let at a weekly rental of 7s. 3d.,

for examy)le, would involve, according to one authority, the raising

of the rent to something like 17s. a week, that is, to let at what is termed

lOfi
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accommodation of the homes of the people. In round figures the
estimated pre-war cost of such a house is taken to be £200, The
statement was prepared with the object of showing the rent and
main expenses connected with such a house before the war,
immediately after the war, and also when a normal state of affairs

exists at the end of the transition period of high prices :

—

Normal
After-war Cost After-war Cost

Pre-war Cost, (immediate), (say, in five years),
£200. £400. £.300.

Interest on Capital

—

,
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Pre-war at 5 per cent 10 ... — ... —
After-war at 6 per cent — ... 24 ... 18

Repairs and Decorations 2 ... 4 ... 3

Management Expenses 1 ... 2 ... 110
Insurance on Property 3 ... 6 ... 4

Minimum Annual Rent to cover
above Charges 13 3

Rates and Water Taxes at

10s. in the £ 5 10

Annual Rent and Rates 18 13

Per week

—

Rent 5 1

Rates 2 2
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greater than in England, and the standard of housmg markedly lower.

This estimate of the Advisory Housing Panel is raanifesth- much too

low; and another Committee of Inquiry—Sir J. Tudor Walter's

Committee—estimated the existing house shortage at 500,000, with

an annual increase of 100,000 to keep pace -nath growing needs. And
both Mr. Hayes Fisher and Dr. Addison (Minister of Reconstruction)

are agreed that 500,000 new houses are immediately required. It is

unnecessary to labour this point further. No one now disputes the

gravity of the situation. Indeed, so grave is it that the application

of the remedy for this social sore should not be delayed until peace

is signed: but that a start should at once be made, and house building

immediately be proceeded with; the existing materials and labour

being utilised to the best advantage where the need is most pressing.

Let us now turn to the projiosals for dealing with the problem.

The ideal solution is, of course, the social one. That is, first

consideration should be given to the needs of the community, and the

necessary houses erected. Unfortunately, however, there is a danger

that even now financial considerations have first place, and tend to

postpone active operations. On March 18th, 1918, the late President of

the Local Government Board issued his now famous circular to local

authorities on the subject of State financial assistance for approved

Housing of the Working Classes, schemes which any local authorities

were prepared to carry into effect immediately peace is declared.

Briefly stated, the offer of State assistance is as follows:

—

The full cost of the sch<>rnp shoiilcl, in the first instance, be mat out of the

funds of the local authority by moans of a loan raised by them, and for a
period of years (seven sugg<"sted) the necessary State assistance should be

given in the form of a grant of a pc^rcentage of the loan charges sufficient to

relieve the local authoritj' of 75 per cent of the estimated annual delioit. . . .

At the end of the period (seven years) the projierty to be valued, and 75 per

cent of the excess (if any) of the amount of loan outstanding over the then
value of the propf»rty should be met by the State. Loans by the State for the

purpose of assisted schemes would bo made at the full markin rate of interest,

and not at preferential rates ordinarily allowed for housing schemes. In
certain cases, in which the remaining 25 p(M' cent of the deficit in resix'ct of

any schema would involve a local rate of more than a penny in the £, the

grant in aid may be increased by moi-ei than the 75 por cent, subject to the

condition that the amomit of the deficit to bo bornc^ In* th.^ local authority

shall not be reduced below the produce of a rate of a peimy in the £.

There are certain other conditions attached having reference to

the control by the Government of the class of hou.se to be built; the

number to the acre (not more than 12 suggested): sites for schemes;

and period within which the building shall be commenced and finished.

But the main idea is that the Government is preparcnl to pay 75 ]ier

cent of any loss incurred by mimieipal house building for at least

seven years after the war is ended.

Mr. Hayes Fisher laid it dowti as a detiiiitc iiroiiositiou that

the State cannot become its own house l)uil(lrr; that the ideal
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partnership for the business is that of the State and the municipahty,

workino- along the lines suggested in his circular. And he stated that

quite 80 per cent of the 1,800 local authorities in the coimtry have

schemes either in active preparation, or have expressed their willingness

to carry out such schemes as are desirable to meet the needs of their

locality. Recently, however, there has developed considerable

opposition to the proposals from certain municipal authorities,

particularly in populous areas, on the ground that the 75 per cent

grant in aid against the annual deficit is not sufficient; that the

burden to the municipality should not in any circumstances exceed

a penny on the rates; and several municipalities have adopted the

penny rate as the maximum they are prepared to incur. As showing

the attitude of representative local authorities on this point, it is

interesting to note that at a conference of municipal authorities of

Lancashire and Yorkshire, held in Manchester on May 28th, 1918,

at which the Local Government Board circular was fully discussed,

it was decided

That the terms offered by the L.G.B. were not sufficiently attractive to

induce local authorities to btnld houses in such numbers as were necessary to

meet the great shortage of housing accommodation; and that if no better

terms were offered the hou.sing needs of the couJ^t^y were not likely to be met.

This difierence of opinion between local authorities and the Local

Government Board should not be allowed to widen, and so retard

progress. Any refractory local authority must be compelled to move
in the matter. As things stand there is no time to be wasted in

quarrels between authorities. Mr. Hayes Fisher became alive to this,

and his last piece of work as President of the Local Government

Board was to introduce in Parliament on October 28th last a short

Housing Bill, the chief object of which is to confer powers on County

Councils to proceed with housing schemes where necessary, and where

the municipal authority which ought to have done the work has been

dilatory and negligent^^ or failed in their duty. The County Council

is empowered to proceed with building, charging the cost to the

negligent local a uthority concerned. In the writer's opinion the whole

of the cost of a comprehensive national housing scheme, urban and

rural, should, in the first instance, be borne by the State. Housing,

in the peculiarly abnormal conditions resulting from the war, cannot

wait tmtil a satisfactory economic settlement is arrived at. The class

of people for whom the houses are mainly required are unable to

pay the economic rent required to cover the extraordinary increased

cost of building.

As might be supposed, opposition to the Government proposals

for grants-in-aid to munici|)alities comes also from the private builder.

Much of it is unreal, however. Fortunately for the private builder,

if not for the country, the Government declines to become its own

builder; and the local authorities are not likely to set up })uilding
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departments as they ought to do. The private builder, therefore,

although he would prefer, of course, to go back to pre-war conditions

so far as house building is concerned is, nevertheless, accepting the

existing situation with an air of philosophy; of making the best of

things. He knows now that- houses will have to be pro\aded; and as

for the next few years, at all events, cost of building will be too high

for his own capital resources, he will, in spite of his denunciations

against municipal housing schemes, readily consent to become a

contractor under the municipality. It is along the lines of emploxdng
the private builder that the local authorities will attempt to solve

the housing problem. The State and local authoi-ity will do the

financing—out of public funds; the builder will do the work—at a

price. It is not the ideal way; but it is, I am afraid, how events are

trending.

The problem should not be looked at from a narrow view-point.

The welfare and the health of the community is vastly more
important than an immediate return in the shape of rents.

I believe the late President of the Local Government Board
(Mr. Hayes Fisher) during the past year or tw'o has developed
a real and earnest desire to see the housing problem grappled
with thoroughly and successfully. He had to handle the heritage

—an evil one—of 50 years' neglect. He found strong interests

against him. Amongst others, the Treasury Department, to

whom Mr. Fisher would have to go for the money if the State

carried a national housing scheme through, are only sympathetic
in a niggardly fashion: £7,000,000,000 for war purposes -without

a murmur; but not £20,000,000 for housing, except with reluctance.

Mr. Hayes Fisher has gone to immense pains. I believe, to find out
exactly what the position is with regard to the houses required,

cost of materials, and aA'ailability of labour. Several Committees of

Inquiry have been at work on his behalf. Unfoitunateh^, for some
cause or other, he has left the work he had commenced. The cause
of his resignation was probably differences of opinion with the Treasury
on this matter of money for housing. His successor, Sir Auckland
Geddes, however, knows now from the various reports subnlitted

fi'oin time to time exactly how mattei-s stand. It is for him to take
a bold course: To demand that the money shall be found; to indicate'

[\w sources from which it can be ])r()euie(l. There is. in sjiite of the

destruction created by war, and expenditure for destructive ])uriioses,

an enormous amount of wealth within the country, actual and
potential.

L'Ol
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THE WHITLEY COMMITTEE'S
RECOMMENDATIONS

.

THE Whitlpy Committee, other-
wise the Committee on Relations
between Employers and Em-

ployed, has issued five reports, all

of which have been published as

parliamentary papers. The first two
reports dealt with joint industrial

councils, the third with works com-
mittees, the fourth with conciliation

and arbitration, and in the fifth and
final report issued last September the
committee reaffirmed their conviction
that the establishment of machinery
on the lines previously sketched out
was a matter of urgency, but at the
same time abstained from any
recommendation with regard to
profit-sharing and copartnership.

Briefly stated the Whitley Com-
mittee's recommendations comprise
four leading suggestions: (1) Joint
Standing Industrial Councils. (2)

Trade Boards. (3) Works Committees.
(4) A Standing . Arbitration Council.
The explanation of the scope and aims
of those bodies is to the following
effect.

(1) Joint Standing Industrial
Councils—both national and district

—

are recommended for establishment in

industries in which organisation on
the part of employers and employed is

sufficiently developed to render their

respoclive associations representative
of the great majority of those engaged
in the industry.

The primary object of industrial

councils is to TOgulari.se the relations
between employers and employed.
But they will s<M"ve another urgent
need, and in so doing, will give to
workp<'ople a status in their
respective industries that they hav(>

not hatl hitherto. There is a large

body of problems which l)elong both
to industry and to politics. Such
problenis are the rogularisation of

employment, industrial training,

u ilisation of inventioiis, iiK hist rial

research, the improvement of design
and quality, legislation affecting
workshop conditions -ail of them
questions which ha\-e hitlierto lieen

left in the main to employers, but
which in reality constitute an
important common interest on the
basis of which all engaged in an
industry can meet. The termination
of the war will bring with it a mass
of new problems of this nature

;

for example, demobilisation, the
training of apprentices whose
apprenticeship was interrupted by
military service, the settlement in
industrj' of partially disabled men,
and, in general, the reconversion of

industry to the purposes of peace.
It is urgently necessan^ that the
Government should be able tooljtain
without delay the experience and
views of the people actually in

industry on all these questions.
It proposes, therefore, to treat

industrial councils as standing
consultative committees to the
Government and the normal channel
through which it will seek the
experience and advice of industries.

Further, many of these problems
can be handled bj'^ each industry
for itself, provided that it has an
organisation representative of all

sections and interests within it.

The establishment of industrial
councils will therefore make un-
necessary a largo amomit of
" Government interference " which
is at pro.sent unavoidable, and
substitute for it a real measure^ of
" self-government " in industry.

(2) Trade Boards. These are

recommended in the first place for

establishment in the unorganised areas
or branches of an organised industry;
they should be estaV>lished on the
application of the natioTial industrial

council and with the a]i])r()\-al of the

Ministry of Labtuir, and should ho
linked up with th«> industrial covmcil.
In the second {)lace. trade bt)arils

should b(^ <>stablishod or coutinuml in

industries devt)id of any adequate
organisation of employers and em-
])loyed. and it is recomniended that
t rad(> l>oards \inder such conditions
sliiHild, wiili the )i|i|in>\al of tho
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Ministry of Labour, be enabled to

formulate a scheme for an industrial

covmcil which might include in an
adNdsory capacity the appointed
members of the trade board.

(3) Works Committees. As national
and district councils constitute the

first and second links, so works
committees form the third link in the
proposed chain of organisation. While
questions of wages and hours of work
should te settled by the district or

national councils, the purpose of

works committees is that of con-
structive co-operation in the improve-
ment of the industries to which they
belong. Questions pertaining to the
success of the business, the efficiency

of the working of the individual
workshop or factory—these are the
specific matters with which works
committees should deal. At the sam?
time the Whitley Committee point out
a danger to te guarded against.

We think it important to state

that the success of works com-
mittees would be very serioiosly

interfered with if the idea existed
that they we re used, or wore likely to

be used, by employers in opposition
to trade unionism. It is strongly
felt that the setting up of works
committees without the co-operation
of the trade xmions and the
employers' associations in the trade
would stand in the way of the
improv(;d industrial relationships

which in these reports we are trying
to furth(^r.

(4) A Standing Ai'bitration Council.

The Whitley Committee recommend
that such a council should be estab-
lished on the lines of the present
t;emporary committee on production,
to which difTerencos of general
principles and differences affecting

whole industries, or large sections of

industries, may he referred in cases

whore the parties have failed to come
to an agreement and are desirous of

having matters settled by arbitration.
It should lie distinctly stated, however,
that the committee are opposed to any
system of compulsory arbitration or to
any conciliatory scheme compulsorily
preventing strikes or lock-outs pending
inquiry. What they suggest is that
the Ministry of Labour should be
empowered to hold a full inquiry when
desirable, and this without prejudice to

the right of the employees to strike, or
of the employers to declare a lock-out
either before the inquiry or diu-ing its

progress.

Meanwhile, the minority report,

appended to the fifth and final report
and signed by Mr. J. R. Clynes and
four others, is worth noting in view of

its frank intimation that the Whitley
scheme can furnish no fundamental
solution of the industrial problem
under the capitalist system. Thus the

minority declare

That while recognising that the

more amiable relations established

by industrial coiuicils or trade

boards between capital and labour
will afford an atmosphere generally

favourable to industrial peace and
progress, we desire to express our view
that a complete identity of interests

tetween capital and labour caimot
thus be effected, and that such
machinery cannot be expected to

furnish a settlement for the more
serious conflicts of interest involved
in the working of an economic
system primarily governed and
directed by motives of private

profit.

Up to October last sixteen joint

individual councils had been estab-

lished and progress had been made
towards the formation of similar

councils in a considerable number of

industries.
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THE PEOPLE'S BREAD.

Outlook Respecting Grain Supplies.

GREAT and constant efforts to maintain and increase cereal

production are now being made by our Government, by our
European Allies, the United States, Canada, Australia, and

India, also by Argentina and other neutral countries, and, speaking

generally, the efforts made have been crowned with success. Mr.
Hoover, the American Food Controller, and other prominent men
have repeatedly declared that all anxiety with regard to the supply of

cereals for the Allies has disappeared, with the reaping of this year's

abundant crops. The crops this year are not good ever}^vhere, and
probably such a phenomenon has never occurred in former years,

and will probably never happen in the years to come. Further, it

can be said that because a country has a good wheat crop it does not
follow that all its grain crops are good; for instance, although the

wheat crop of the United States this j^ear is very good, probably the

best ever reaped, yet maize has been damaged and will yield much less

than in 1917 ; we find, too, in France, that a good wheat crop has been
accompanied by an indifferent crop of oats and a very poor crop of

potatoes. Bvit when we have made all allowances, we can confidently

say that the allied countries, together with Argentina, have reaped
good crops in 1918, that actual and prospective food supplies are more
than sufficient for rec^uirements, and that the responsible officials

can now proceed to build up a substantial reserve as a safeguard
against possible short crops in the future. The splendid outturn of

the 1918 harvests will best be seen if the present crops, tho.se of last

year and the last pre-war crops, are put down in tabular form. Here
is the statement:

—

Wheat Crops of the 1918 Season with Comparisons,
1918. 1917. 1914.

Qrs. (4801bs.) Qrs. (4801l)s.) Qr>. (4801b8.)

U.S.A 112.000,000 81.000.000 111.000,000
Canada 20.000.000 30.000,000 20.000.000
France 28,000,000 18,000.000 36,000.000
Italy 20,.'")00.000 17.500.(tOO 21.000.000
United Kingdom 11,0(10,000 8,000,000 8.000,000
India 48.000.000 47.500.000 39.000.000
Argentina *25,000,00O 9,000,000 14,000,000
Awtralia *14,i5OO,00O 19,000,000 13,000,000

Total 8 Countliw 285,000,000 230,000.000 262,000,000

Harvested in December, 1917 ; ready for sliiiMueiit in 1 ill S.

The most striking feature of this statement is, undoubually. tlie

large increase shown by the 1918 total conii)ared with that of 1917,

and we must certainly not fail to note that tlnM-e is a stjbstantial

•Ju.->
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increase compared wdth 1914. The harv'^est of the latter year was
about fair on the whole—it was good in the United States and Australia,

rather poor in Canada, and short in India; but, taken as a whole,

it was a fair harvest, and this fact helps to bring out the excellence

of the results obtained this year; for if we class an outturn of

262,000,000 quarters as fair, we certainly shall not be wrong in

reckoning 285,000,000 quarters as good, or even very good.

Under existing conditions, it has been found that North America
is an almost ideal source of supply, if supplies from abroad have to be

obtained, and we are certainly not yet self-supporting in the matter
of cereal foods; the same is equally the case with France and Italy.

Allies Supplies.

Dealing with the requirements of the European Allies, it is to bo

noticed first of all that Mr. Hoover, the American Food Controller,

was reported to have said recently that America would be called upon
to send to the Allies this year 500,000,000 bvishels of grain for food,

but a subsequent statement attributed to Mr. Hoover and cabled

over, puts the matter rather differently and gives a smaller quantity.

This later statement says thft the American Food Controller calculates

that- in the twelvemonth from Julv 1st last, European requirements

will include 10,400,000 tons of breadstuffs, and 2,700,000 tons of food

grains, the latter quantity probably meaning feeding grain for cattle.

I am inclined myself to think that the last-mentioned statement

is more likely to be correct than the previous bigger figure, for it

indicates import requirements of some 50,000,000 quarters of bread-

grain, plus 12,500,000 quarters of grain for cattle food. The American
estimates in bushels and tons cannot be stated exactly in quarters

of 4801bs., because a certain proportion of the shipment will be in the

form of flour, and there will also be rye and maize, of which the bushel

weight is 561b., and a part will almost certainly consist of barley

weighing 481bs. per bushel. How much of the American shipment

of food-grains Avill consist of wheat, and how much of the coarser

cereals, it is impossible to say exactly, but we are informed that

12,500,000 to 20,000,000 quarters may consist of cereals other than

wheat. The United States is certainly' well able to ship the 50,000,000

quarters of bread-grain, and Mr. Hoover has promised that it shall be

done,- also all the feeding-grain ; and although Canada has not a big

crop this year, yet she has a surplus of some 12,000,000 quarters;

and there will be other shipments from Argentina, Australia, and
India, the size of which will only be limited by the number of steamers

that can be spared to carry the grain.

If North America is going to send this season 62,000,000 quarters

of bread-corn, it is fairly obvious there will be no shortage of bread

on this side, even if the contributions from other exporters are quite

moderate or small, whereas I expect they will be of fair size.
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We can calculate the requirements of the Allies in another way:
Our own pre-war consumption of wheat was 34,000,000 quarters per
annum, and we may suppose we shall consume as much this season,

if the quality of bread is improved. Of this requirement, our home
crops—wheat, barley, and rye—should furnish 12,000,000 to 14,000,000
quarters. I Avill take the smaller figure to be on the safe side, leaving

22,000,000 quarters to be imported. France's officially indicated bare
requirements is only about 5,000,000 quarters, but I will reckon
10,000,000 quarters for this importer, because there wall be a distinct

improvement in the war bread of our neighbour and Ally this season.
The Food Controller of Italy has stated that country will need
14,000,000 quarters of cereals. To the foregoing we must add:
Belgium, 5,000,000 quarters; Switzerland, 2,000,000 quarters;
Portugal and Greece, 1,000,000 quarters; and perhaps 2,000,000
quarters for Holland, where many of our soldiers are interned.

The foregoing items total as under, and I have given in parallel

column the actual imports of 1912-13:

—

Import Requirements.
(Quartei-.i 4801b.!.)

1918-19. 1912-13.
Estimated. Actual.

United Kingdom 22,000,000 29.700,000
France 10.000.000 5,600.000
Italy 14.000.000 9,100,000
Belgium .-).000,000 G.300,000
Portugal and Greece 1 ,000,000 1 .200,000
Switzerland 2.000,000 2,700,000
Holland 2,000,000 2,200,000

Total 7 Comitries 56,000,000 56.800,000
Other Countries ? 12,000,000

68,800,000

In view of the figures given in the tabular statement, showing
importers" needs of foreign bread-corn, Mr. Hoover's estimate of

requirements of 50,000,000 quarters appears to be rather on the
small side, but, on the other hand, the statement that he estimates
to ship 50,000,000 quarters from the United States, shows that he was
making a very liberal allowance for importers' wants, and, \\ith

Canada's help, ])lanning to furnish all from North America. The
most im]iortant ])oint for importing countries is tiie assurance that
there is an abundant su])ply of wheat and other cereals to be obtained
from North America, that is, from an e.\port(U- so ])laced geographieallv,

that the ocean voyage occupies a comparatively slioit time.

AM V. RICAN R l':S( ) U R(
' lOS

.

All wai- bread in Allied countries will noniinally contain 20 per
cent of diliitants or substitutes, and 1 fully ex])ect this regulation

will be maintained, although with moditications; the modifications
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however, will be directed to a reduction of the diiutent cereals, whilst

last season, especially in France and Italy, when changes had to be

made to meet local conditions, they mostly consisted of orders

increasing the dilutents up to 50 per cent, occasionally up to 80 per

cent, and when such big admixtures of maize were made, the war-

bread, as sold to the public, was most unpalatable and extremely

unsatisfactory. There need be no anxiety as to the ability of the

United States and Canada to ship coai'se cereals such as barley, maize,

and rye. The barley supply in the United States is so large, and the

consumption demand for milling" and brewing so restricted (all brewing

stops on December 1st) that the grain Avill never be consumed unless

it is used freely for animal food; the quality generally is good and
suitable for milling admixture. Canada, also, has a good barley crop,

and the United States rye crop is double what it was previous to 1914.

The substitute cereals are to be had, as and when Avanted, and it needs

but few words to show that all the wheat required will be readily

forthcoming. One of America's leading statisticians estimates the

United States can spare 250,000,000 bushels, or 31,000,000 quarters,

for export, and still leave a large quantity to form a safeguarding

reserve; the reasonableness of this statement can easily be

demonstrated. The following figures show the wheat supply of the

United States for the current season, the home requirements, and the

quantity available for export and forming reserves :

—

United States Supplies of Wheat.
Bushels.

Cropof J918 (official estimate) *899,000,000

Stocks on Jime 30th. 1918 18,000,000

917.000,000

Requirements

—

Bushels.

Wheat for seeding 70,000,000 acres at 1 1 biushels

per acre
'

105,000,000

Food for 105 million people at 4"3 bushels p<*r

person 451.000,000
• 556.000.000

Total quantity availablo for export and forming reserves -j-SGl,000,000

•Trade statisticians reckon the crop as much as 940,000,000 bushels.

t45. 000,000 quarters (480 lbs.).

So far I have dealt with the crops and supplies of those countries

which are either our Allies, or which ma}' be classed as friendly

neutrals, but there are other countries whose crops are worthy of

consideration, and the most notable of these are Russia, the Central

Powers, and Balkan countries. There is fairly good a.uthority for

saying that the yield per acre in Rtissia last season was relatively good,

but as only a part of the fields was cultivated, the general outturn

was so short, and the supply so badly distributed, that famine prevailed

in some of the large towns and certain country districts of the more
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northerly regions. The Germans tried to obtain grain from the

Ukraine, but even with respect to this fruitful part of Russia, the

harvest outturn has been so short that there was nothing to spare.

I am very much afraid that unless much better organisation

prevails during winter, Russia will suffer very severely from famine.

With regard to Roumania and Bulgaria, we have the authority of

the American Food Controller for saying that the outturn of this

year's harvest was poor owing to drought. Germany claims that her

grain crops were 15 per cent better than last year's, but admitted

that the potato crop was not good, and that there was no chance

of increasing the rations hitherto distributed. This Government
report may be true, but experience during the war has shown that

German official crop reports are generally misleading. Austria is

believed to have a short crop, but Hungaiy a fair crop. If the war
goes on, these European countries will have to carry on with such

supplies as they themselves have produced, but if the war should come to

an end*, there will probably be a big demand for foreign bread-grain

to be shipped to Germany and Austria-Hungary; it is quite possfble

that Russia also might be a buyer in America or Australia. It is

obvious that under actual conditions the Bulgarian peace could make
but little difference to the international grain supply, as an;yi:hing

that country might have had to spare could easily be absorbed for

feeding Serbia, or the fighting armies of the Allies.

* The war ended after the above article was written.

WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATES AND BONDS.

Up to September 28th. 1918,

241,277.379 fifteen-and-sixpeiiny War
Saving.s Certificates had been sold.

This total is sub-divided as follows:

—

Sold in England and Wales 2 1(),8 13.700
Sold in Scotland 21,733,309
Sold in Ireland 2,730,370

241.277,379

During the whole period of the issue

of tlu^s(! Ccrl ideates up to SeptenibiM-

28tli, 1918, Certificates to the value of

only £().979,554 have been caslied by
their owners. This represents oiUy
3 •77 per cent of the value of the total

amount of War Savings Certificates

issued.

It is estimated that there" ar(> well

ovei 1().(MMI,000 holders of War Savings
(Vrt iiicates.

Throughout the count i-y l.S()2 lo<'al

War Savings Committees o.xist. These

are organising bodies of vohmtaiy
workers, and their chief task is the
formation and supervision of War-
Savings Associations, which are really

savings clubs—clubs for the co-

operative purchasing of War Savmgs
Ceitificates. There aie 41.302 of

these War Savings Associations in

(>xistence.

Total Amount.

From October 1st, 1917 (the date
of issue) until Se])tend)ei 2Sfh. 1918.

tl. 120,342,424 worth of National War
Bonds had l)eon solil.

This figure is divided
Sales through Mauk of

Kngiand l.OSti.

Sales thi'ough Post
OfTice....: 38.

follows:

—

ows

389.184

£1.12.-
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EDUCATION AND THE WORKERS.
By a Labour Leader.

THE lessons taught by the great upheaval of war have filled the

entire community with a longing to put the whole " house in

order." As a result the air is full of proposals for betterment;

scheme follows scheme in such quick succession that the ordinary

citizen is becoming bewildered at the new worlds which are being

pictured before him—reconstruction, new methods, revised

international and domestic policies, co-operation between capital and
labour, industrial coimcils, all have their strenuous advocates, jostling

each other for public attention.

To some of us laymen, whose faith in revivals of this character is

becoming a little worn through repeated disappointments, more
concentration upon the practical needs of the moment as against

schemes of general betterment for the future, Avould tend to remove a

scepticism which holds a place in our minds.

It may be true that after the war capital and labour will co-operate

to obtain a maximum production with a minimum of effort and
friction, but at the moment there is a woeful absence of such

co-operation, and the thought thrusts itself forward that if co-operation

canhot be secured during the war when the need is so great, what
better prospect is there of securing it after the war when the need will

be comparatively so much less ?

To take one phase of this reforming zeal—education.

Educational reform is an old and familiar topic, but, notwith-

standing its repeated exploitation, we seem as far as ever from that

practical education which would fit the child and vouth for the actual

problems he or she will have to face in life.

For the great bulk of the people of this countr}^ that outstanding

problem can be stated simply; it is in fact the question of how to

make the most of a comparatively small weekly wage.

However we may juggle with Avords in picturing better times it

may be -accepted that for the great majority of coming citizens their

lot will be that of the weekly wage earner. The real problem facing

public education is, therefore, how to lighten and make attractive the

position of those millions of workers, and so lessen the discontent in

the workshop, factory, and mine.

Instead of dealing with this problem by concentrating upon efforts

to make the position of the manual worker tolerable, and such as

would lend to contentment, the educational machine has developed

into a huge system under which the child and youth are urged to secure

scholastic attainment with the object of escaping from manual labour.

The goal dangled before the young scholar is not distinction as a

craftsman or operative, but something that will enable him to get
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away from craftsmanship and machine tending. A more vicious and
harmful doctrine could scarcely be conceived. Not only is the youth
led to believe in this pernicious " wild goose chase " but he enters the

workshop full of the delusion that scholarship is of value to the

producing employer. Nothing of course is further from actuality;

such employers want hands not brains; they employ operatives not
thinkers; they want machine output not craftsmanship.

The youth serves five or seven years' apprenticeship in the fond
hope that he is acquiring skill, only to find that when the pinch comes,
as it has come recently, girls can in a few weeks do the work at which
he has served years of probation before he was allowed to qualify, and
that the girl or serai-skilled man can earn more money at repetition

work and by a disregard for trade union restrictions than he with all

his years of training ever hoped to earn.

The Disillusion.

The result of all this scholastic training is, of course, that the

youth leaving the school with an ai'mful of pi-izes enters the workshop
full of hope and ambition. He feels that his success at school has
equipped him with a knowledge which makes the real battle of life

which he is just entering, half won. The disillusion of actual workshop
life when he finds that what is wanted is a nimble hand and a quick
eye, rather than an active brain, and that his scholastic knowledge is

of little value, speedily turns his thoughts into more dangerous channels,

and that brain which he fondly ho{)ed would be utilised in aiding his

coimtry to conquer the forces of nature and turn raw material into

useful products is speedily diverted into plotting antagonisms against

the powers which have doomed him to be a hand or operative, and at

the same time led him to think that being a hand or o|)erative was
something to get away from, and that education would enable liim to

do this. Thus we have industrial revolt and general unrest.

In point of fact this sort of education does in a few cases enable

the operative to get out of the factory, the mine, or the mill, but in a

way scarcely contem])lated by our experts.

The youth, quickly disa])])()int(Kl in his hopes to rise in his trade

and (miulatc the great industrial pioneers whose success has so often

l)(K'n lu^ld up to him as a pattern, has still one chance open—^the

laboin- movement. He has long shrunk from this. A youth is

naturally an individualist; the buoyancy of his young life leads to

confidence in his own success even where others have failed, and it is

only with the bitterness of a last resource that he finds himself gradually

sym])athising with the labour agitations which constantly go on around
liini. He finds that those who voice the grievances he is just begiiuiing

reluctantly to admit, have the Ciar of their fellows; are chosen as

local leaders. H(> finds when, diffidently, he joins in the discussittns,

he also gains list(Miers. \\v discovers with deliglit that he can talk,
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and that the resultant applause is gratifying. The sequel all too

frequently is that trade loses a possible " captain of industry " ond
labour gains a " leader." How can it be otherwise I On the one
hand, he is discouraged, checked, and disappointed, doomed at best

to a long period of hard work during the day and harassing study at

night after his manual labour is over. Even then success is a long way
off and seems to dej^end less on individual ability than upon influence

and friends at " court." On the other hand, he sees prizes of the

highest open to him—leadership in the trade union, seats in Parliament,

even place in inner Cabinets: prizes to be won, not by securing the

goodwill and favour of an employer after years of endeavour, but by
his own unaided efforts in voicing grievances he now feels to be his own
and is burning to express. The path is easy and alluring, and so we
find the labour movement full of such ,young men.

A striking commentary upon this is a phase of " education "' which
would be humorous were it not so pitiful. Some seventeen years ago
an American, possessing the highly characteristic name of " Vrooman,"
expounded the idea of establishing a " college " for workmen at

Oxford; his desire apparently was to inculcate a knowledge of

industrial history and economics into certain picked young workers
by a 3^ear's study at this Oxford " college," so that, when the year

expired, these searchers after knowledge would return to the workshop,
the factory, or the mine, and disseminate amongst their less fortimate

shop mates the knowledge they had acquired, and generally mould
workshop:) thought and action.

The whole scheme has not, of course, been a success. The
founder, who, whatever his real object, certainly had a wholesome
contempt for " education " as understood by our scholastic pundits at

the Universities, has long ago forsaken the project and returned to

America, or Germany, or wherever he came from, and left Ruskin
College to look after itself. The surprising thing is, however, that by
a littk' judicious manipulation, the maintenance of the college was
easily quartered upon the trade unions ; the blessings of the University

authorities (in violation of the whole initial conception of the project)

were obtained, and latterly the distinguishing work of the college was
largely confined to the production of teachers with an eye on
Parliament or the Civil Service, and of aspiring students imbued
with a dc^sire to escape the workshop thi-ough the medium of trade

union officialism. I^nfortunately, many of them are carried away by
a little learning.

When it is remembered that the " college " which produced such

well-known workmen and leaders as Thos. Burt, Charles Fe-nwick,

Wm. Maxwell, E. O. Greening, G. J. Holyoake, John Burns, Henry
Broadhurst, and John Burnett, to say nothing of the host of able

jiresent-day co-operative and labour advocates, was the workshop,

the factory, and the mine, and that the power and strength of these
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fine men lies in their freedom from the Hfe-clogging influence of the

Universities and the pedantic narrow outlook of the schoolmaster, one

wonders what these leaders lacked that Ruskin college, or indeed any
college, can give ?

Ruskin " college " does one thing, and does that thoroughly'; it

succeeds in making its students have a wholehearted distaste for

manual labour.

Anyhow, that is my opinion, and I have given careful attention to

the matter.

An Encouraging Development.

An encouraging development is, fortunately, slowly beginning to

show itself. A few enlightened employers, and even one or two
public bodies, have begun to experiment in the part-time-study

apprenticeship system; the attempt is small and tentative, but its

advantages may be expected to be speedily recognised by parents who
are anxious to have their boys really

ledge of the tradetrained in a know-
chosen for them,

lies the solution of

ing outlook of the

accomplishment is

one siin])le operation

machmc. A frank

machine minder, as

I

)lacedthe craftsman

Sir L. G. Chiozza-IVIoney,
M.P., said in the House
of Commons on November
18th, 1918, that if he re-

turned to the House it would
only be as the representative
of a constituency which
believed, as he did, that our
end and aim should be the
establishment of a co-oper-
ative commonwealth.

In this endeavour
the narrow deaden-

"hand" whose only

ability to perform
on an automatic
acceptance of the

having largely dis-

and his training to a

lecognition that productivity is the kej'note of the new development,

is the essential work in front of those who are taking up this idea,

and not, as a few well-meaning people seem to think, a resurrecting

of the old time apprenticeship system. This recognition of the

necessity to increase oui' productions will certainly not be secured by
a supervision which simi)l\' means "'driving*' the operative, but rather

by a variation of his woik during his early labour years, and such a

ti'aining as will enal)le him to ap[)reciate his place in the scheme of

tilings, not only with respect to the works where he is employed, but

also nationally and internationally, so that his present feeling that he

is merely casually attached in a temporary way to some employer's

profit-making concern, may be displaced by a conviction that he is

a necessary and indeed valued ])art of the great army of producers

upon which the ])r()s])erity of the empire is based.

In this connection it is siwprisiiig that educ-ational authorities

have been so slow to link uj) the school with the factory' and woiksln)p.

Take as an example the pulilic bodies of London. The L.C.C'. gives

some thousands of scholarships every year. No douhl (lu>y do good,

but how much more good would \\\\\v ciisiicd fiom scholarships wiiich
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not only gave a certain monetary and educational advantage, but also

gave entry into one or other of the numerous business departments of

the Council ? The L.C.C. has its engineermg department, its electricity

department, its large administrative staff; what more desirable

than to arrange that the many prizes to be won at school include

entry and training in one or other of these departments. As industrial

and general service departments of the hundreds of public bodies

throughout the country have to secure their labour and administrative

staff from some source, what more natural than that this labour, and
this staff should be seci;red from the schools under the control of the

same or kindred authorities ? An example of this character would
speedily be followed bj^ the best of our private employers, and soon

the connection between the school and industry wovild be such that

the demand for an education best suited to fit the boys for their

respective careers would rapidly influence the school curriculum, and
let us hope eliminate the unwholesome idea that manual labour is

something to avoid.

Certainh^ let youth aspire. If not molly-coddled he will win
through, and we will have our poets like Burns, our wTiters like

Chambers, our travellers like Livingstone, and our politicians like

Lincoln and Burt, be they never within a hundred miles of a University.

Even let us have our colleges and universities. Freed from the priggish

superiorit}^ which seems to infest " culture " like a blight, their place

in the future will, let us hope, not be so much at the seats of learning

but at the " hives of industry," so that instead of being a class apart

and pursuing education as an abstract theory, their influence will so

permeate the lives and work of the people as to make the English

language, perfectly uttered and wTitten, as common in the mills and
mines of Lancashire and Yorkshire as in the halls of Oxford and
Cambridge. If the aim of the labour colleges had been to bring the

dons and felloAvs of the L^niversities into the workshops, so that they

might by actual experience know a little of what life really is, the

project might have been worth a trial. The only effect a year's

residence at Oxford can have upon a workman is to unsettle him.

The pressing need is that the educationalist should be made familiar

with labour, not that workmen should ape the educationalist.

If we must have labour and co-o|)erative halls and colleges let them
be where labour is, and for the production of students who will lift

their voices, or use their pens to lead workmen along the path of

enlightened labour progress in an endeavour to substitute a sane,

civilised, and really social trade imion policy for the narrow, sectional,

and unsocial method of trade union restrictions, which are not only

hampering the progress of the war, but are the real danger which will

face this country after the war, when the people of the central countries

of Europe are making frantic efforts to recapture their markets by
cheap production.
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What has " education " done to train our youth in this direction ?

And what does the present JMinister of Education intend doing ?

Conclusion.

Education has failed just as the Church has failed and for the

same reason. Both are divorced from the actualities of life. Both
would be of immense service to the world and to their own cause if

their devoted adherents allowed their love for learning or rehgion to

march along with the real business of life, which is not learning as

such but a united effort to win from nature the wherewithal to live.

Present-da}^ education, and particularly college education, including

the amateur attempts of the labour colleges, is largely confined to the

training of men and women to believe that their aim should be how
to escape manual labour.

A nation's education should not have that as its aim, but the

fostering of such a spirit as will result in aiding productivity while

inculcating habits and knowledge which will sweeten life. It is a

disturbing spectacle to find that the great labour movement, with its

world-renowned leaders, has as its aim not the making of ^\•ealth but

its distribution.

Education should begin with life, it should proceed side by side

and be the complement of business and trade which are the actuaUties

of life. Let the educationalist follow " the Humanities " if he wishes.

No doubt for people of leisure the time spent in these studies is well

repaid, but for men of affairs let us have an education adapted to our

needs, to serve as an aid to the everyday problems we are called upon
to face. For many millions, however much our educationalists dangle

hopes of escape before our youth, the problem to be faced will be,

how to make the most of comi>aratively small oii])ortunities. To
make the most of this position, the essential thing is not to drive the

multitude into the slippery paths of competitive education on purpose

that a few may reach the dignity of our colleges and universities, but

so to train all our young from their earliest being, that even with only

a workman's wage they will be able to make the most of their position.

By this means we may hope so to educate our people that at least

they will be able to win a decent livelihood, speak and write their own
languages correctly, acquire manners and address which will adtl to

tluMi- own happiness as well as to that of others. oiUivate a taste in

liomely and everyday things which will be worth more tliun all the
" culture " of Europe, and above all, worthily and ha])pily till their

place in our great producing empire.
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DOMESTIC LEGISLATION IN 1918.

IMPORTANT MEASURES OF REFORM.

IT
is quite in accord with the political genius of the Englisn people

that while the country was absorbed in the gigantic tasks of the

war its Parliament should have passed in the 1918 session, almost

without a trace of partisan controversy, two of the most important

and far-reaching measures recorded in the history of British legislation.

Strictly, the Franchise Act, or the Representation of the People

Act, to use the more expressive title, belongs to the session of 1917,

l)ut that session was carried forward into 1918, mainly in order that

the final stages of the great Reform Bill might be negotiated. A
difference arose between the two Houses on the question of proj)ortional

representation. The House of Lords desired to include in the measure

a provision that an experiment in P.R. should be made in certain

constituences. The House of Commons rejected the P.R. proposal,

and in turn the Lords rejected a clause providing for the alternative

vote in three-cornered contests. After a good deal of parleying the

Bill was passed on February 6th, with a provision that a commission

should be set iip to prepare a scheme for an experiment in P.R., a

condition being that before such scheme could become operative it

must be accepted by both Houses. When it was presented to the

House of Commons it was rejected. The old method of voting is

therefore continued, with tlie exception of University contests, where
two or more mem])ers have to be elected. The principle of P.R. is

specifically applied by the Act to these contests. This Act is in some
respects a more revolutionary measure than the famous Act of 1832.

It falls only just shcrt of realising the ideals of adult suffragists, and
the extension of the fianchise to some millions of women paved the way
for even more far-reaching developments in the British parliamentary

system. At the end of the session a sim])le ineasure making women
eligible for membership of the House of Commons was passed w ith very

little discussion, as a logical sequel to the enfranchisement of women.
The Education Act, Avhich was fully discussed ami passed in the

1918 Session proy)er, after lieing withdrawn and revised in the previous

year owing to powerful op})osition to certain administrative clauses

by local educational authoiities, is in its sphere an equally notable

legislative achievement. Sympathetically administered, it will make
possible a sweeinng advance in the education of the mass of 1 lu' jieople,

and socially as well as educationally, the iHi-asurr will ha\e

consequences of the first importance.
A])art from these Acts a number of otlier measuies, owing tlieir

origin either to war conditions or to the iuhhI for ])rei>aring the giound
for social and industiial rcconst met ion. were carried throui:li Itoth
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Houses between Februarj^ and August—altogether an extraordinary

record for a " tired and moribund " Parliament.

Two of the minor domestic measures are of some social importance.

The Maternity and Cliild Welfare Act was designed to extend and
amplify the various activities for the Avelfare of infants, and the Local

Government Board took prompt action to ensure that the provisions

of the measure were brought to the notice of local health authorities

throughout the kingdom. If the Act is well administered it should

result in a marked decline in the infantile death rate, and produce a

new generation Avith a far better bill of health than that revealed by
the recruiting statistics during the war.

The Trade Boards Act, which Avas passed with very little opposition,

follows naturally from the experiment which has benefited so

substantially the workers in the most notorious sweated trades. The
new measure gives power to the Minister of Labour to apply the

provisions of the original Act, and to establish a trade board to fix

minimum wages for any trade, without the necessity of obtaining the

consent of Parliament to each proposal—a procedure which had
liitherto been necessary, and which involved prolonged delays. It

is the intention of the Ministry to apply the Act to trades which are

not sufficiently organised to enable a Whitley Council to be established.

The assumption is that with improved conditions organisations will be

fostered, and that in due time these trades will develop to the stage at

wliich Whitley Councils can be constituted.

Following are summaries of the j^rincipal provisions of the Franchise

and Education Acts,:

—

THE FRANCHISE ACT.
The changes affected by the Act furnished rooms are not quaUfied.

profoundly modify the qualifications If a room is rented and furnished by
for a vote, the registration procedure, the lodger a vote may be claimed.

the method of conducting elections, tt -d ji ^u i-^:
J ,,, , , , , , ^.

f 4.. University.—Broadly tho qualifi-
and the electoral boimdanes of the ^. . j j.- mu i- -..

, . , cation IS graduation, ihe age limit
"^^ ° as between men and women is the

Oualifications. same as in the general franchise.

Men.—Entitled to the parliamentary Men in the Forces.—Naval "and
vote at the age of 21, conditional on military voters are registewnl for the

the qualification of six months' constituencies for which they would
residence in the constituency, or have been qualified except for their

occupation of business premises of the service. This provision ajsplies to

annual value of not less than £10 for merchant seamen, fishermen, pilots,

the same period. Red Cross workers, and others who are

Womkn.-A woman is entitled to ^';^"^'"'.' ^'-^ ^ave been engaged on work

the parliamentary vote if she has "f national importance m connection

attained the age of thirty, and is
with the war. The age quahficationfor

cither entitled to the local government '^ »*^^'^' ']' .

mdi^'ary male voter who

vote, or is the wife of a man who is
^as served in the war is mneteen.

registered for the local government Plural Voters.—Plural voting is

franchise. Women lodgers in restricted to one vote in respect of a
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residential qualification, and one in

respect of other qualifications.

Conscientious Objectors Dis-
qualified. —- Conscientious objectors
are disqualified for the period of the

war and for five years afterwards,
unless they can show that they have
engaged in work of national importance
or in work carrying with it the naval
or military vote qualification.

Other provisions which may be
noted are that only British subjects
are entitled to voto, and that the old
poor law disqualification is abolished.

Registration.

The register of voters will now be
prepared twice instead of once a year,
one qualifying period ending on
January 1 5th, and the other on Jvily

15th. The spring register will be in
force from April 15th to October 15th,

and the autumn register from October
15th to April 15th. The new regis-

tration area is the parliamentary
borough or the parliamentary county,
and the registration officers are the
town clerks or the clerks to the county
councils as the case may be. An appeal
against any decision of the registration
officer may l3<; taken to the county
court, provided that the objection has
been heard by the registration officer

first. On points of law an appeal may
be taken to the Court of Appeal. The
cost of registration is to be borne
equally by the State and the local

authorities.

Elections.

Voting.—At a general election all

the polls are now to bo held on one day,
and th«* nomination day is the same
for all constituencies. Provision is

made for the exercise of the franchise
l)y those on the a])sent voters' list.

Ballot papers will be sent to tliese

voters ill advanc*', and the papmx will

be returned togeth<u' with an
authenticated declaration of identity.

During the war, and for twelve
months afterwards, the counting may
be deferred by Order in Council for a
period not exceeding eight days after
the poll. It may also be directed by
Order in Council that naval and
military electors in distant areas of

service may vote by proxy.

Election Expenses.—The siun of
£150 must be deposited with the
returning officer on behalf of each
candidate in an election. This will be
returned after the election imless the
candidate fails to secure more than
one -eighth of the total number of
votes polled. In this event the deposit,

is forfeited to the Crown. The
maximum election expenses, other
than personal expenses and the election
agent's fee (not exceeding £75 in a
covxnty and £50 in a borough) are fixed
at a sum not exceeding sevenpence for
each elector on the register in a coimty
election, and fivepence in a borough.

Free Postal Distribution of
Literature.—A candidate has the
right to send to each registered elector
in the constituency, free of postal
charge, one postal communication
containing only matter relating to the
election, and not exceeding 2oz. in
weight.

Redistribution.

The redistribution of seats carried
out in connection with the Act has the
net effect of enlarging the membership
of the House of Commons to 707, or an
incmase of 37. This incnnise is

distributed as follows, the figui-cs in

parenthesis indicating the n(>w memb-r-
ship: Englaiid 31 (492). Wales 1 (30).
Scotland 2 (74), In^land 2 (105). The
London l)orough seats now ninulx*r 02,
an increase of 3, th(> romaining borough
memlx^rs number 258, an increas<^ of

33, the county members ha\e deciva.><ed

from 377 to 372, and tlu< University
iniMubtM-s have increased from to 15,

by the extension of n'pi-esontation to
till' new univorsitios.

THE EDUCATION ACT.
The age limit denoUnl by the word

" child " in the Act is 14, and " young
IKTson " moans one Ixitween 14 and

18. The object of the Act, as si't out
in the first clause, is to establisii '" a
national sx-stem of education a\'ailal>le
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for all persons capable of profiting

thereby." Local education authori-

ties are required to .submit schemes
to the Board of Education, to inchade

among other things, adequate pro-

vision of buildings, &c., c\.u"ricula

suited to the age, abilities, and require-

ments of the children, and provision

for advanced instruction for the older

or more intelligent children in ele-

mentary schools.

Provision is made for co-ojjeration

Ijetween neighbouring education
authorities in the preparation of

schemes, and also for the expression

of the views of parents or other

interested persons.

Groups of councils exercising powers
under the Act may form joint com-
mittees for the administration of the

Act, and may delegate to these joint

committees any of their powers and
duties other than the power to raise

rates and borrow money. Under
these schemes of federation teachers

and other persons of experience in

education, and representatives of

universities, may be co-opted. The
main features of the Act are :

—

School Attendance.—The half-

time system is abolished by the Act,

which provides in clause 8 that " no
exemption from attendance at school

shall be granted to any child between
the age of 5 and 14 years." Power is

given to any local eckication authority
which cares to exercise it to require

obligatory attendance at an elementary
school vuitil the age of 16. An
authority may also make a bye-law to

the effect that children shall not be
required to attend school Ix^fore the

age of 6. If this is done there must be
adequate provision of nur.sery schools.

Under certain conditions attendance
at elementaty schools until the age of

16 may be authorised.

Continuation Schools.—The Act
provides that attendance at continua-
tion schools for 320 hoxirs in a year
shall be obligatory up to the ago of 18,

but there is a proviso that for a period
of seven years from the time this

section of the Act comes into operation
attendance shall be compulsory only
up to the age of 1(5, and that during the

same period a local education authority
may fix the yearly hours of attendance
at 280 instead of 320 hours. The.se

concessions were made by Mr. Fisher,

the Eckication Minister, in response to

strong criticisms from Lancashire and
other industrial centres. Provision is

made for the exemption of yoving
persons from attendance at continua-
tion schools if they are receiving
efficient instruction in some other
manner.

A local education authority may
require such suspension of employment
on days of attendance at tho

continuation schools as will secure

iihat the student is in a fit mental and
bodily condition to receive full benefit

from the lessons. Continuation schools

may bo established in connection with
workshojjs, svibject to the inspection

of and approval by the Board of

Education.

Penalties.—For neglect to attend
a continuation school, except for a
reasonable or unavoidable cause, a
yoiuig person will be liable to a fiiie.

not exceeding 5s., or not exceeding £1
for a subsequent offence. If a parent
conduces to or connives at failure to

attend, he will be liable to a fine not
exceeding £2 for the first offence, and
£5 for a subsequent offence.

Employment of Children.—Im-
portant restrictions against the

employment of children are imposed
liy the Act. No child under the age
of 12 is to be employed at all. Children
ovoT 12 may not be employed on any
Sunday for more than two hours, or on
any school day before the close of

school hours, or on any other day
before 6 o'clock in the morning or

after 8 o'clock in the evening. An
exception is made in the case of children

over 12 employed by their parents.

This may be allowed on condition

that the employment ))efore 9 in the

morning is limited to one hour, and
tliat if the morning hour is worked
only one hour shall be allowed in the

afternoon. The Prevention of Cruelty
to Chihiron Act of 1904 is modified to

bring it into conformity with the new
Education Act in this respect.

Einjiloyment of iiny kind may he
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prohibited in respect of individual Provision is made for the extension
children if tho local education of medical treatment of common
authority is satisfied that the work is ailments among school children,

pi-pjudicial to health or physical The Act abolishes fees in public
development, or to school progress. elementary schools, and provides for

Social and Physical Training.—

-

compensation for a period of five

Education authorities may, with the years to managers of non-provided
approval of the Board of Education, schools which charged fees,

provide holiday or school camps, The financial clause provides that
centres and equipment for physical the total State grants to local education
training, playing fields, school authorities shall not \ye less than one
swimming baths, and other facilities half of the net authorised expenditm-e
for social and physical training during of the authorities,

the day or evening.

-^M

WAR AND PEACE AIMS
By W. Meakin.

Leading Speeches of the Year.

MANY speeches on war and peace aims were delivered by Allied

and enemy statesmen during 1918. Apart from minor
utterances which lacked supreme authority', the pronounce-

ments made in Allied countries reveal a steadiness and consistency,

irrespective of the military position, which are notably lacking in

the speeches made on behalf of enemy States. There is, indeed, an
almost startling contrast between the attitude of leading German
statesmen in the early part of the year, when they believed that

victory was in their grasp, and after the tide of the A\ar turned
definitely against the enemy in the late summer." A noteworthy
feature revealed by a survey of the speeches is the absence of any
expression of views by M. Clemenceau, the French Preuiier, com])arable

in interest and importances with the war aims statements of Mr. Lloyd
George and Pn^sident Wilson.

At the very beginning of the year the aims of Great Britain and
America were set forth in an impressive speech by the British Prime
Minister on January 5th, and by the American President in his

message to Congress three days later. The enunciation on this date
of th(s President's famous fourteen points, coiistitutc^s the great

landmark in the political history of the war.

Mr. Lloyd George spoke, after consultation with Mi-. Asiiuith.

Viscount Grey (tho ex-Foieign Minister), and representative Jjabcuu'

leadei's, at a confeiciice of trade union delegates in the Central Hall,

Westminster, and he accomplished his two-fold object of ])resenting

to the world an authoritative statement of British wai- aims, and-of
satisfying Labour, which was in a sus]neious mood at that time,

that the war was being ])rosecuted by the Allies in the int(M'ests of

dcinoei'acy and not of a mililarislic luipcrialisin. The spcfcli was
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heartily endorsed by Labovir organisations and by the leaders of all

political parties, this -reception justifying the Prime Minister's claim

to speak " on behalf of the whole nation and Empire."

After a declaration that '" we are not fighting a war of aggression

against the German people," Mr. Lloyd George stated the requirements

which the Allies considered essential to a lasting peace. These were,

briefly:

—

Plea for Separate JNationalities.

" The complete restoration, political,

territorial, and economic, of the

independence of Belgium."
" The restoration of Serbia, Mon-

tenegro, and the occupied parts of

France, Italy, and Rumania."
The Prime JVIinister added that

" the complete withdrawal of alien

armies, and the reparation for injustice

done is a fundamental condition of a
permanent peace." As to Alsace-

Lorraine, he said: " We mean to

stand by the French democracy to the

death in their demand for recon-

sideration of the great wrong of 1871."

He demanded an independent Poland,
and justice through luiion with those

of their own tongue and race for Italy

and Rvimania.
He did not challenge the continued

existence of a restricted Turkish State,

with Constantinople as its capital, but
he insisted upon the claim for the

intemationalisation of the Dardanelles
and Bosphorus, and the acceptance of

the right of Arabia, Armenia, SjTia,

Palestine, and Mesopotamia to the
" recognition of their separate national

conditions."

The Gk>rman Colonies were to be
" held at the disposal of a conference
whose decision must have primary
regard to the wishes and interests

of the nations."
Gtenerally, the Prime Minister held

by the principle of "equality of right

among nations gi-eat and small," and
stipulated for reparation of injuries

in violation of international law,
including reparation to our own
seamsn.
The economic sattlement, he said,

must be suited to the conditions pre-

vailing at the time of the negotiations,

Ijut he declared that the comitries

which controlled raw materials would
have a right to satisfy their own needs
first.

Finally he emphasised the necessity

for an international organisation to

settle disputes and limit armaments

—

a proposal which was expanded into

the full League of Peoples ideal by
President Wilson.
The German Press responded quickly

with an almost luiited declaration

that the proposals of the British Prime
Minister were unacceptable.

President Wilson's Fourteen Points.

Mr. Wilson, in his message to Congress, amplified Mr. Lloyd George's

statement that no aggressive intent against Germany was cherished.

America entertained no jealousy of German greatness, he declared,

and he added :
" VV^e do not wish to injure her, or to block in any way

her legitimate influence or ])ower. We do not a\ ish to fight her either

with arms or with hostile arrangements of trade if she is willing to

associate herself with us and all other peace-loving nations of the

world iia covenants of justice and law and fair dealing." His insistent

demand was "that the world be made fit and safe to live in."

A summary of the fourteen points, in which President Wilson

carefully expressed his peace conditions, is appended.
1. The abolition of secret diplomacy. Open covenants of piace oponly

arrived at.
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2. Freedom of navigation alike in peace and in war, except as the seas may
be closed in whole or in part by international action for the enforcement
of international covenants.

3. Economic barriers to be removed as far as possible, and equality of trade
conditions established among all nations consenting to the peace.

4. Reduction of armanients to the lowest point consistent with domestic
safety.

5. Absolutely impartial adjustment of all colonial claims based on the principle

that the interests of the populations concerned must have equal weight
with the claims of the Government whose title is to be determined.

6. Evacuation of all Riissian territory, and a settlement securing for that
country an luihampered and imembarrassed opportunity for the
independent determination of her own political development and
national policy.

7. Belgium to bo evacuated and restored, and assured of complete
independence.

8 French territory to be freed and i-estored, and the wrong done to France
by Prussia in the matter of Alsace-Lorraine in 1871 to be righted.

9. Readjustment of Italian frontiers along lines of nationality.

10. Opportiinity of autonomous development for the peoples of Austria-
Hui^gary.

11. Evacuation and restoration of Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro. Serbia
to be accorded free and seciu-e access to the sea, and the economic
independence and territorial integrity of the several Balkan States
to be guaranteed internationally.

12. The Turkish portions of the Ottoman Empire to te assm-ed a secure
sovereignty, but other nationalities mider Tiu-kish rule to have an
absolutely unmolested opportunity of autonomous development.
The Dardanelles to be permanently opened as a free passage for the
ships of commerce of all nations imdc^r international guarantees.

13. The (erection of an independent Polish State to include the territories

inhabited by indisputably Polish populations.
14. The formation cf a League of Nations.

Mr. Lloyd George in Agreement.

In a further speech to Labotir delegates on Januar\' iSth, Mr.
Lloyd George claimed that his own statement of terms accorded with
that of President Wilson's. He declared that its reception in Germany
proved that the military power was still dominant. " The answer
which is to be given to civilisation," he said, " is the answer which
will be given from the cannon's mouth."

German and Austrian Response.

Count Heitling (tlie German Chancellor), and Count Czernin (the

Austrian Foreign jMinistei-) replied on the same day, January 24th,

to the speeches of the AUit^d statesmen. Count Jiertling saw in Mr.
Lloyd George's speech ''no earnest desire for jieace." He added:
" He believes himself entitled to adjudge Germany guilty of all

possible crimes. We cannot imderstand such feehngs, nor can we
find in them any ))roof of a sincere will." Regarding Jielgium and
Northern France, he stated that no " forcible annexation was
iiilyuled. 'I'he question of Belgium must be settled at the Peace
Conference; the eonditioiis of exaeuiit ion of Xoitlicrn l"'ranci\ he
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claimed arrogantly, was a matter for Germany and France alone.

He said: '' We will never permit ourselves to be robbed of Alsace-
Lorraine." The future constitution of Poland was to be left to

German}^ Austria-Hungary, and Poland. To secure the freedom of

the seas Britain Avas to renounce Gibraltar, Malta, Aden, Hong Kong,
and the Falkland Islands.

The key to these demands was to be found in Count Hertling's

confident assertion that " Germany's military situation was never
so favourable."

Count Czernin claimed broadly that his own views were identical

with those of President Wilson. He agreed that the people of Poland
must freely settle their own destiny, and he accepted the formula of

a peace without annexations and indemnities for Russia. Regarding
Italy, Roumania, &c., he refused to make a '' one-sided concession."

He accepted the proposal of a League of Peoples, and vaguely offered

to the Allies an invitation to participate in peace conversations on
these lines.

The Pan-Germans were greatly
angered by this speech. In Britain
and America there was a curious
difference of opinion about it. To
President Wilson Count Czemin seemed
" to see the fundamental elements of

p«ace with clear eyes, and would
probably have gone further but for

dependence upon Germany." Mr.
Lloyd George, on the other hand,
wished he " could believe that there

was any difference in substance," and
Mr. Balfour endorsed this view. Lord
LansdowTie. on January .31st, in a
speech in favour of p^aco by negotia-

tion and the establishment of a League
of Nations, attach vi niore importance
to the views of the peoples behind
Counts Hertling and Czernin than to
the speeches of the Statesmen them-
selves.

Versailles Manifesto.
The formal replies of the Allies were

pointed and uncompromising. The
Supremo War Coimcil at Versailles

i.ssued a manifesto calling attention
to the contrast between the professed
idealistic aims of the Brest-Litovsk
negotiations, and announced the
following decision: "That the only
immediate task lx>foro them lay in the
prosecution, with the utmost vigour,

.... of the military effort of the

Allies until such time as the pressure
of that effort shall have britight abcut

in the enemy Governments and peoples
a change of temper which wovld
justify the hope of the conclusion of

a peace on terms which would not
involve the abandonment, in face of

an aggressive and xiniepentant mili-

tarism, of all the principles of freedom
and justice and respect for the law of

nations which the Allies are resolved
to vindicate."

On February 11th President Wilson
declared that " German militarists

are the only element preventing a
settlement." On the following day
Mr. Lloyd George gave his estimate
of Count Czernin's speech, and added
" There was not a single definite

question dealt with about which Count
Czernin did not present the most
resolute refiisal to cUscvlss any terms
which might be regarded as possible

terms of peace." On February 13th
Mr. Balfour supported the declaration
of ths Versailles Council. He saw no
sign that the end of German militarism
was near. In his view the peace
in the minds of German statesmen was
one? which would make every other
nation subservient to Germany.

Count Hertling's speech of January
24th remained the ofifieial expression
of Gk'rmany's mental attitude.

Mr. Lloyd George surveyed the

war situation on August 7th, iKi^Jore

the House of Commons adjourned for
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tlie summer recess. He then declared ference. On September 24th speeches

that it was impossible to negotiate were made to the main Committee

with Gormany vmtil a complete change of the Reichstag by Count Hertling

of heart and Government had taken and Admiral Von Hintzo (Foreign

place. Secretary). Count Hertling admitted

On August 8th, the night of the the failure of the GJerman offensive, and
adjournment, Mr. Balfour, replying described the situation as grave, but

to speeches by a small group of " paci- declared defiantly that " the western

fist" members, stated that the iron wall will not be broken," and that

destruction of German militarism the U Boat was fulfilling its task. He
must precede a lasting peace. pleaded for national vmity, and advo-

On this day (August Sth) the attack cated the establishment of a League

by Sir Douglas Haig opened the of Nations. Admiral Von Hintze

general offensive of the Allies. As advised that the Brest treaty should

success followed success a dramatic be adhered to as long as possible,

change in the political situation President Wilson pointedly declined

developed in Germany. 'WTien Kuhl- the invitation of Austria, but in a

mann, the Foreign Minister, declared powerfully impressive speech in New
that a victory by arms was impossible York on September 27th, ho summed
tha Pan-Germans were still powerful up the American Government's " inter-

enough to drive him from office. On pretation of its own duty wdth n:>gard

September 15th Austria invited the to peace."

Allies to a secret non-binding con-

Bulgaria surrendered on September 31st, and at the saxue time

Count Hertling resigned the German Chancellorship. Prince Max of

Baden took his place at the head of a reconstructed Coalition

Government which included Socialist representatives. On October

Sth Prince Max announced in the Reichstag that he had addressed

to President Wilson on the i)revious day a Note asking that peace

negotiations might be opened. Piincc Max claimed to speak on behalf

of the " overwhelming portion of the German peoples." He declared

the new Government's unconditional acceptance of the "' no

annexations or indemnities '" resolution of the Reichstag of July

10th, 1917 (the resolution which was flagrantly violated in the Russian

and Rumanian settlements); expressed willingness to join a League

of Nations on the basis of equal rights for all ; accepted the demand for
" complete rehabilitation of Germany " and favoured an effort to

reach an understanding in regard to an indemnity; and suggested

that the peace treaties hitherto concluded should not be a hindrance

to a g(»neral peace. He announced vaguely the imminent
establishment of a more democratic system of Government in Gernumy.

The Note, sent to President Wilson through the Swiss Government
on October 4th, stated that the German Government accepted the

])rogramme of President Wilson as laid down in his Congress message

of January Sth, and in his speech of September 27th as a basis for

peace n(<j,otiations. An immediate armistice was asked for.

Picsidcnt Wilson replied on October Sth. He recpiested a more
])recise statement. For instance, did the German Government mean
that its only object in enteiing into discussions A\-on]d be to agree upon
the practical details of the apiJJieations of President \N'ilson's terms ?
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He stated that no suggestion for an armistice could be entertained

so long as the armies of the Central Powers remained upon Allied soil.

Finally, he demanded to know if the Chancellor spoke merely for the

constituted authorities of the German Empire who had so far conducted
the war.

This reply was acclaimed in all Allied countries for its wisdom and
caution. It drew from the Germans a guarded acceptance of President

Wilson's terms, whereupon he informed the German Government on
October 23rd that the terms of an armistice must be siich as to make
it impossible for Germany to continue the war, that extraordinary

safeguards were essential in view of the fact that " the power of the

King of Prussia to control the policj^ of the Empire is unimpaired,"

and that the power of the " military masters " of Germany over the

people had not yet been broken. This masterly and historic document
quickly brought a political crisis in Germany, and wathin a few days

the mind of the world was overwhelmed by the collapse of militarism,

the revolution, the abdication of the Kaiser, the almost peaceful

transference of the Government of Germanj' to the Socialists, the

signing of the drastic armistice terms of the Allies at 5 o'clock on the

morning of November 11th, and the cessation of hostilities at 11 o'clock

on the morning of the same day.

SHIPPING OUTPUT.

Excess over World Losses.

The output of mercliant tonnage in

the United Kingdom and Allied and
neutral countries dvu'iiig the years

1915, 1916, 1917, alia the quarters

ended March 31st, June .30th, and
September 30th, 1918, is recorded as

follows :

—

United
Kingdom.

Gross
tons.

1915 650,919

1916 541,552

1917 1,163,474
1918—
1st q'rt'r 320,280

Sidq'rt'r 442,966
3rd q'lt'r 411,395
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PARLIAMENT AND THE WAR.

Discussions and Criticisms during 1918.

APART from the business dealt with in the article on Domestic Legislation,

Parliament was almost entirely concei-ned. during the 1918 session with
* questions arising out of th<3 war, and with discussions on policy and various

administrative matters. The House of Commons showed a growing disposition

to criticise freely the war administration of the Government, particularly in

regard to shipbuilding, finance, and man-power proposals which adversely

affected essential industries, particularly agriculture, shipbuilding, and
coalmining. ^

Shipbuilding Problems.

The shipbuilding question became acute early in the year, partly owing to

Labour troubles, and partly owing to the slowness with which skilled men, who
had been combed out in the previovis year, were returned to the shipyards. In the

debate on the Military Service Bill in January warnings of the consequences of

dc^pleting the shipyards of Labour were utten?d hy Mr. Asquith and others, and
Mr. Lloyd George, in reply, declared that the Government regarded new
construction on a large scale as " the primary necessity of the hour." On
February 27th Mr. Goorge Barnes, the Labout representative in the War Cabinet,

reported an alarming falling off in output during January, and appoaled urgently

to the workeis to reverse this state of affairs. On March 4th Sir Eric Groddes,

First Lord of the Admiralty, spoke encouragingly of the progress of the

anti-submarino measures, and stated that U-boats were being smik as fast as

they were built. But he had to announce a production of new ships in January
of only 58,000 tons against an average per month of 140,000 tons during the

preceding quarter. Mr. Asquith was again critical and demanded greater

candour from the Government. The reduced oiitput was attributed partly to

the effect of the Government's secrecy in regard to the tonnage sunk by
submarines.

Constant criticism had its effect on the Government, and on March 20th

Sir Eric Geddes informed the House of Commons that Lord Pirrie had accepted

the post of Controller General of Merchant Shipbuilding. In this speech the

First Lord stated that 8 per cent of the world's tonnage, or 2,500,000 out of a

total of 33,000,000 tons, had been lost during the war. The British figures

were more serious—20 per cent, or 3,500,000 out of 18,000,000 tons. These
figures represented "net" loss, after now construction had Ijeen taken into

account. At this time the Germans claimed to have sunk 9,500,000 tons. Sir

Eric stat9d that the actual tonnago was 6,000,000.

The National Shipyards.

Subsoqur3ntly several debates took place on the Govornnient policy in

developing national shipyards which had been started on the Wye. The first

intention of the Govorninont was to construct fabricated ships—that is, vessels

assembled at the yards from stool material put together in the great

bridg(i -building works of the countiy. It was thought that this coukl be done
mainly by the labour of soldiers and German prisoners, supplem-MUed by a

small number of skilled workers. PresoiUly dilTicult questions affecting tho

trade unions arose, and the use of military and prisoner labour was abandoned.
Lord Pirrio undertook tho reorganisation of the schem<\ but criticism still

persisted, chiefly on the ground that the cost per hovKh was far in excess of the

cost in private yards, and that if the private yards had been provided with the

labour and material used on the Wye a much quicker and greater output of

vessels would have been secured. The cost of tho enUirprise was about £4,000,000.

On July 30lh Sir Eric G<xides stated that in tho provioua quarter world
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construction of ships had exceeded sinkings hy 100,000 tons. This wae the
turning point in the U-boat warfare.

Financial Laxity.

The financial affairs of the great spending departments, particularly the
Ministry of Mmiitions, was the subject of searching criticism throughout the
year, and investigations carried cut by a committee, in whose work Mr. Herlaert

Samuel and Col. Godfrey Collins took a prominent part, resulted in drastic

reforms. The committee issued a series of reports, which showed that in several

departments there had been extraordinary laxity of control over expenditure.
These matters were \agoro\Jsly disciissed in the Commons. The Government
showed itself fully alive to the seriousness and weight of the criticism, and
gradually more effective naeasures of control were devised.

Military Conteol.

Matters connected with the eiolargemeiat of the functions of the Versailles

War Coimcil, the resignations of Sir William Robertson and Lord Jellicoe, and
the affair of the Maurice letter wore discus.sed in full-dress debates in the

Commons.
The Versailles Council was looked upon with doubt and suspicion at first,

and on the opening day of the session, February 12th, there was a remarkable
demonstration against the Prime Minister, following an interruption by him
while Mr. Asquith was speaking. Mr. Asquith pressed for certam information
respecting recent changes which had the effect of increasing the powers of the
Council. Mr. Lloyd George protested that it was not in the public interest to
give the information. He told the House that the enemy was pivparing a gigantic

blow in the West by transferring troops from the East, and that the changes
were rendered necessary by that fact. The speech produced a disagTeeable

effect on the House, but the Prime Minister re-established his personal influence

over members on February 20th when, in a second speech on the same subject,

he admitted that the Council had been endowed with executdvc fvmctions.

Mr. Lloyd George spoke with per.suasive candour on this occasif n, and challenged
the House to find a now Government if they were dissatisfied with his own.
There was a general feeling that if an opposing leader of influence and authority
had Ijeen prepared at this juncture to accept the challenge the Government
could have been overthrown; but no politician was eager to relieve Mr. Lloyd
George of his task, the challenge was not accepted, and during the rest of the

session the Prime Minister visibly strengthened his hold on Parliament and
the country.

Sir William Robertson, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, had resigned on
February 16th, owing to his opposition to the Government's arrangement
respecting the British representation on the Versailles Council. This event led

to .strong protests in the House against a persistent Prass campaign directed

at Sir William Robertson and other generals. Mixed up with it all wore
suggestions that the Prime Minister was associated -with the Press intrigues.

Mr. Austin Chamberlain suggested that the Press attacks lent colour to the

charge of intrigue, but Mr. Lloyd G«orgo vigorously resented the imputation.
The question of the dismissal of Lord Jellicoe was raised on March 5th, and Sir

Edward Carson declared that this dismissal was " a national calamity."
Follo'wing vipon the disaster to the Fifth Army in March, a letter was written

to the Press by Major-Gcneral Sir F. Maurice, Director-Gc'neral of Intelligence at

the War Office, who controverted statements by the Prime Minister n^specting

the numbers of troops on the various fronts. This lott<^r created much political

excitomont. The first step of the Government was to announce their intention

to sot up a Court of Honour, composed of four judges, to investigate the matter.

Mr. Asqtiith den\andf>d a Select Committee of the House, but his motion, on
May 7th, was defeated by 293 votes to 106, after a vigorous fighting speech by
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the Prime Minister, who scornfully denomiced General Maurice. A s\ibsequent
reply in a newspaper article by Gc^neral Maurice was censored, but the impression
remained that the whole story had not been told. Greneral Maurice was placed
on half pay by the Army Council, and sacrificed a great military career by
his action.

Helping Russia.

On March 12th Mr. Balfour stated that the Government was considering
the best means of helping Russia. " Our objects," he said, " are to see Russia
strong, intact, secure, and free." Foreshadowing the Allied intervention which
came later at Vladivostock and other places, the Foi'eign Minister declared that
any decisions of the Allies would be based on principles " neither ungenerous,
\uifair, nor hostile to Russia or the Russian revolution."

The Rvissian question was raised again in June by Mr. Asquith, who urged
that everything possible should be done to help that unhappy country, and to
retain the goodmll of the Russian people for the Allies. Mr. Lloyd Gteorge
replied on June 25th, and, while emphasising the difficulties in the way of
effective help, stated that the question of interventioii was engaging the attention
of the Allies. On another date Mr. Balfour declared that Germany was
ruthlessly imposing her domination on Petrograd, Moscow, and other Russian
centres.

Bkitish and Colonial Forces.

In a review of the situation on August 7th, the Prime Minister stated that
Great Britain, the Dominions, and India had raised 8,500,000 men for the forces.
Of these Great Britain had provided 6,250,000. The naval tonnage, which w<\s

2^ millions at the beginning of the war, had increased to eight millions. He
stated that at least 150 submarines had been destroyed, and told the House that
in March and April over 300,000 men were throwii across the Chamiel to meet
the German onslaught.

Enemy Aliens.

During the summer a violent agitation arose for the internment of all enemy
aliens. On July 12th Sir George Cave, who rebuked the extremists in the
agitation, announced that the Government was about to appoint a committee
{of which Mr. Justice Sankoy became chairman) to review all cases of exemption
from internment. The result of searching inquiries justified the previous attitude
of the Home Secretary in regard to this matter. Internment was ordered in

iiiiufy cases, but in several thousand other cases the committee was satisfied that
exemption gave no cause foi pertiu-bation. The report was so emphatic that
the agitation collapsed. A bill was introduced and passed providing for a review
of naturalisation certificates granted to enemy aliens dui-ing the war, and
<lrastically restri'.^ting the facilities of naturalistition after tlie war.

The life of I'arliamont was extended, for the fifth lime, until January 31st,

1919, by a bill introduced on July 8th, and passed l)y both Houses without
opposition. Later, political gossip was charged with rumours cpni^>rning a
General Election, which, it was said, the Prime Minister had fixed for the early
winter, but the German pnaco overttu^s at the l>eginning of October rendered
the political situation uncertain and unstable. On November 13th, a few days
after Germa/iy had accepted armistice terms, it was aiuiounced that a CJeneral
Election woiUd take pl!),ce on De<-einber 14th. Ai^ arrangement was arrived at
between Mr. Lloyd George and tiie Conservative loaders to continue the Coalition
iluring the Rectoustriiction period, but a Labom- conference decided by a majority
of a million votes to withdraw from the Coalition. W. M.
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THE MILITARY SERVICE ACTS, 1918.

DURING 1918 Parliament passed,
after some critical discussion,

two Military Service Acts,
which vastly extended the powers and
resources of the National Service
Department, to which all the duties
connected with recruiting were
transferred from the War Office.

The first measure, which was
introduced in the Commons by Sir

Auckland Geddes (Minister of National
Service) on January 14th, was designed
to secure an additional 420,000 men
for the army, and 439,000 for national
service. It was stated that 119,000
women were required. The Bill gave
power to the Minister of National
Service to cancel exemption certificates

granted on occupational grounds, and
the cancellation was applicable either
to groups of men or to indi\'iduals.

The two months' grace after with-
drawal of exemption, which had been
enjoyed by men in certified occupa-
tions, was abolished by this Bill.

The measure evoked much hostility

and criticism, directed especially
against tho passing of unfit men into
the army, and during the debates Sir

Donald Maclean, Chairman of the
House of Commons Appeal Tribunal,
described the methods of the War
Office as " colossal stupidity." The
second reading of tho Bill was taken
in secret session, and in view of the
information then given to the House
the measure became law without
niuch fvirther opposition.

The Age Limit Raiskd.

The Bill which was presented to the
House by the Prime Minister on April

9th, to meet tho situation caused by
the disaster to tho British fifth army
at tho opening of tho Grorman offensive,

was far more controversial, and only
the gravity of the military position
enabled the Government to press the
measure through. Even so, strong
protests against the conferment of

unlimited powers upon the Minister of

National Service were not without
avail, and substantial concessions

wore obtained from the Government,
The Prime Minister introduced the
Bill, which raised the ago limit to .50

(to 55 in special cases—doctors, for

instance, coming vmder this provision).
Ministers of religion were made liable

for combatant service, but this proposal
was suddenly dropped at a later
stage. Provision was made for the
application of conscription to Ireland
by Order in Council. This matter, in

its relation to Home Rule, is dealt
with in tho article on the Irish Question.
The Bill gave power to cancel
exemptions by proclamation, restricted

the right of appeal in these cases to
medical grounds only, and provided
for the reconstitution of the tribunals.

In his speech Mr. Lloyd George
spoke with great gTavity of the
military position. He announced that
an additional 50,000 men (making
100,000 in all) would bo taken from
the mines—a decision which resulted
in a serious coal crisis later in the year
—tha<" essential industries would be
strictly combed put, and that a " clean
cut " up to the age of 25 would be
made in the civil service. He estimated
that 7 per cent of the men of the now
military ages would bo taken for the
army by the end of the year. He also
announced in his speech that General
Foch iiad boon appointed to the
supreme direction of tho strategy of

the allied armies.

Vocal opposition was curtailed by
a " guillotine " programme. The
second reading was carried on April

10th by 323 votes to 110, aiid the

Irish conscription proposal, which
Aroused passionate resentment among
tho Irish members, and di-ew grave
warnings from Mr. Asquith as to its

futility and evil consequences, was
passed in Committee on April 12th by
281 to 116, after Mr. Bouar Law had
declared that the Government meant
to pass it or resign. In tho oommittee
stage concessions wore obtained
preserving tho right of apiToul on tho

groiuid of domestic or fiiianc^ial hard-
ship upon withdrawal of occupational
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exemption, and of the right of appeal Sir Donald Maclean, who gave some
from local to appeal tribunals. The remarkable instances of the placing of

Bill passed its third reading in the unfit men of the new ages in grade 1,

Commons on April 17th, was accepted resulted in a conference between Sir

by the Lords with little discussion, Auckland Geddjs and the chairmen of

and received the Royal Assent on tribunals who were members of

April 18th. Parliament. A new system, which
Subsequently there was criticism in gave a reasonable measure of protection

the Commons of a new system of to older men, was devised at this

grading, and a vigorous attack by conference and ptit into operation.

THE IRISH QUESTION.

FOR a brief period at the beginning of 1918 the prospect of a
settlement of the long and bitter Irish Home Rule controversy

was brighter than at any time since the beginning of the war.

It was known that notwithstanding the hostile attitude of the Ulster

delegates to the Convention which was sitting at Dublin, a number of

Southern Unionists were anxious to find a waj^ to agreement with the

Nationalists.

The Ulster delegates prevented unanimity, but the report which a
majority of the members of the Convention presented in March
expressed the compromise views of Nationalists, Southern Unionists,

mayors and chairmen of county councils, and representatives of the

churches. It was, indeed, so representative that it afforded a basis

on which the Government might have settled the vexed question

which has baffled one generation of statesmen after another.

Instead of that happy issue the conscription proposal in the

Military Service Act in April fell like a thunderbolt on English Homo
Rulers as well as on the Irish people. It dissolved all hopes of

settlement, flung Ireland back into a state of acute disaffection,

intensified the bitterness of the Irish people towards England,

strengthened the ranks of Sinn Fein at a time when the influence of

the revolutionary separatist organisation was visibly declining, and
struck a h(^avy blow at the authority and prestige which still remained

to the Nationalist, or Constitutional Homo Rule Party.

The Convention's Proposals.

The scheme suggested by the Convention majority was, briefly,

to establish an Irish Parliament competent to make laws for the

government of the country, but subject to certain exclusions and
reservations to assure the authority of the Crown and the control of

the Imperial Government over the army and navy, the issues of peace

and war, foreign relations, and other matters.

Two houses of pariiauu^nt were suggested—a senate, consisting ot

64 members, partly representative and pailly noniinateil ; and a
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House of Commons of 160 elected members. In order to guarantee
40 per cent of the membership to the Unionists, for a period not
exceeding 15 years, provision was made for the nomination of 20
members during that period by the Lord Lieutenant.

Representation of Ireland at Westminster was to continue, 42
members to be elected by the Irish House of Commons.

Full control over internal affairs was to be vested in the Irish

Parliament, but the control of customs and excise was postponed for

a period. The principle of an Imperial contribution was approved.
Both Nationalists and Southern Unionists stedfastly opposed any
scheme involving partition or local option of Ulster counties.

This report was not issued to members of Parliament until several

days after the Government demanded power to enforce conscription

in Ireland, with threats of instant resignation if their request was
refused. Consequently the document which had been awaited so

eagerly, both in Great Britain and Ireland, was robbed of its influence

and promise almost before it was published.

For some time previously persistent pressure had been applied

both to Mr. Asquith and Mr. Lloyd George to impose conscription on
Ireland, but their considered judgment was that the value of the

additional man power gained would be more than counterbalanced
by the political consequences and the turmoil which would be created

in Ireland.

The Commons and Conscription.

When Mr-. Lloyd George introduced the Military Service Act on
April 9th ho justified the change of policy on the ground that the

English people would never consent to the raising of the militar}^ age

limit in Great Britain while the young men of Ireland were allowed to

go free. He saw the difficulties arising from a refusal of self-

government to Ireland, and he announced that a Home Rule Bill

would be introduced and passed as quickly as possible.

Thfe Nationalist members protested furiousl}', and Mr. Asquith,

Mr. Arthur Henderson (secretary of the Labour Party), and others

warned the Government that only evil could result from the new
policy. The Prime Minister explicitly endorsed a statement by Mr.

George Barnes, the Labour representative in the War Cabinet, that

if Parliament did not pass the promised Home Rule Bill the

Government would resign. Many members voted for the conscription

proposal believing implicitly that a Home Rule measure would be

introduced and carried.

Opposition in Ireland.

When the Military Service Bill became law an extraordinary

storm of passionate feeling swept over Ireland. The Nationalist

members crossed to Dublin and entered into conference with the
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Sinn Fein leaders, in order, there is reason to believe, to try to check
violent tendencies. The whole of Nationalist Ireland, with the
blessing of the Catholic bishops, pledged itself to resist conscription

to the utmost, and a characteristic demonstration took the form of a
one-day national strike, which stopped the whole activities of the

comitry outside North-east Ulster. No trains ran. Even the
newspapers were not published, and hotel guests waited upon
themselves.

The effect on the Government was soon obvious. Li order to

prepare the way for the enforcement of conscription a complete change
had been made in the Irish government. Lord French, an avowed
conscriptionist, replaced Lord Wimborne as Lord Lieutenant, and it

was announced that he A\ould wield exceptional powers, more in

keeping with a dictatorship than with democratic government. Mr.
Duke, who seemed to have beea converted from a L'nionist into a
Home Ruler, resigned the Chief Secretaryship, and was succeeded by
Mr. Edward Shortt, a Liberal and a Home Rule advocate. Changes
were made in nearly all the minor offices, and Lord Wimborne declared

in the House of Lords that " all those who had been known for their

sympathies with the cause of Irish nationality, or who had professed

the Catholic faith," were removed.

Anti-Home Rule Activities.

Subsequently, efforts in Parliament to ascertain the Government's
intentions drew only vague replies. It was obvious that forces adverse

to Home Rule were actively at work, and as the months went by
expectations that a measure would be produced gradually disappeared.

JVIeanwhile events moved rapidly in Ireland. Strong military measures
to suppress disorder were announced. Proclamations against assembly
for political meetings and other purposes without permits were issued,

and ignored by the people—many arrests following. Certain areas,

notably County Clare (the centre of extreme Sinn Fein activity), were
placed under rigorous military control. Next the discovery of a
" plot " to secure help from Germany in a rising was annomiced,
together with the news that the whole of the prominent le^xders of

Sinn Fein, including its president, Mr. de Valera, had been arrested

and interned in England. Trial was refused, and the Government met
all demands for full evidence of the existence of the plot by the statement
that it was not in the public interest to give the information. No
statement made by or on behalf of the Government justilied any
charge of widespread disloyalty or treason in Iivlantl, and Lord
VV^imborne declared that he knew nothing of the Gorman i)l(>t.

Conscription Abandoned.

It soon became clear that the Government shrank from the attempt
to enforce conscription, and on June 'Svd Lord Fieuch made an
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appeal for 50;000 volunteers, and, as an inducement, a promise was
given that grants of land would be made after the war. This was
sharply criticised by Sir Edward Carson and others on the ground that

the Govermnent could not guarantee fulfilment of the promise.

On June 2 1st Lord Curzon announced in the House of Lords that
conscription had been abandoned for the present, and that in view of

the German plot it was impossible to carry out the pledge that a
Home Rule measure would be passed. The confusion in which the

Government found themselves was clearly shown by the fact that on
the previous day in the House of Commons, after Sir Edward Carson
had denounced any effort to placate Ireland during the war, ]\Ir. Lloyd
George declared that a settlement was imperatively necessary as a war
measure.

Failure of Voluntary Recruiting,

Li August, just before the House of Commons adjourned, Mr.
Shortt announced that during the recess another earnest effort would
be made to draft a Home Rule Bill, and he appealed for the help of the

Nationalist members. During the recess it was understood that Lord
French was pressing the Government to issue an Order in Council in

October, applying conscription, as it was already obvious that the

voluntary recruiting scheme was a complete failure. At the beginning
of October indeed, when the fixed time limit had expired, only about
9,000 recruits had been obtained.

At Manchester, at the end of September, Mr. Asquith emphasised
the need for a settlement, not only in the interests of Ireland, but to

prevent difficult}' in the relations of Great Britain with the Colonies

and America, and to avoid grave embarrassment during peace
conference discussions on the self-determination of peoples. When
the House of Commons reassembled in October the Government
resolutely denied any information respecting their intentions, either

in regard to Home Rule or conscription. On November Kith, however,
two days after the announcement of the General Election, Mr. Lloyd
George declared that he still suppoi'ted a piolicy of Home Rule, with
separate treatment and no coercion for North-east Ulster. He added
the important qualification that the grant of Home Rule must be
postponed while Ireland remained in its unsettled condition. In
consequence, it was generally expected that the Nationalist Party
would be completely defeated at the polls by Sinn Fein. W. M.

LIQUOR PROFITS.
An indication of tho abnornial Pr(»f(»renco, quot3d at 1-^, rote to 4^;

profits of the liquor trade is while the City of London from 25
afforded by the onormou.-^ rise in roso to 91, Moux from ^ to 4^, and
brewery .shares during 1917. Thus, Watney Comlw ivoiA 12 to 81^; tho
Alli-op Ordinary, which had stood ijicrea.sos in market value ranging up
at 2, rose to 18; Barclay Perkins to 900 per cent.
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CONCERNING IRELAND.

JANUARY.
21. Sir Edward Carson resigns from the

War Cabinet.

MARCH.
6. Death of Mr. John Redmond.

12. Mr. John Dillon elected leader of the
Irish Nationalist Party.

APRIL.

9. The Premier, in announcing the
Man-Power Bill, declares for the
extension of conscription to Ireland,
combined ynxM. a measure of self-
government. To the conscription
proposal the Irish party declares
unswerving opposition.

12. Irish Convention report issued, reveal-
ing a compromise . between the
Nationalists and Southern Unionists,
and also the revealing of the Ulster
Unionists as irreconcilable.

18. On the Man-Power Bill receiving the
Royal assent, the Roman CathoUc
hierarchy in Ireland throws its

weight in the scale and decides that
a pledge shall be taken in every
Irish parish to resist conscription
" by the most effectual means at
disposal."

19. The rfinu Fein candidate for North
Kins^'s County returned unopposed.

21. Throutjhout Ireland, Catholic con-
gref?ations take the anti-conscrip-
tionist pledge.

MAY.
6. Lord French annoimced as new Viceroy

for Ireland in succession to Lord
Wimborne, and Mr. E. Shartt, K.C.,
M.P., as the new Irish Secretary.

N.B.—Sinn Fciners and Nationalises
show a imited fi'ont against the
Government Irish conscription
policy, a sicniificant circumstance
being the Nationalists temporary
^vithd^awal from Parliament.

18. Wholesale arrests of .Sinn Feiners in
Ireland, including the leaders, 69
of them lioiug transported to Great
Britain ami there interned. In a
viceregal ]trocluniation, treasonable
comnnniicatioiis witli the enemy are
denouiicfKl, and an appeal for volun-
tary enlistment is made.

21. Permit regulations imT;osed on pas-
sengers between England and Ire-
land.

24. The Press Bureau issues the Govern-
ment's reasons for the • Sinn Fein
arrests.

30. The question of the Sinn Fein arrestf*
raised in the House of Commons.
The Irish Secretary states that a
solicitor had been refused access
to the prisoners, but that any
prisoner's application for pro-
fessional assistance would receive
consideration.

JUNE.
3. The Irish Viceroy's new voluntary

recruiting scheme to stave off con-
scription annoimced.

14. Four Irish coimties and two cities are
proclaimed muier the Criminal Law
and Procedm-e Act.

21. East Cavan Election won by the Sinn
Feiners with a majority of 1,214
over the Nationalists.

25. Parliamentary debate on Irish policy.
Conscription and Home Riile officially
declared in abeyance, but not
abandoned.

JULY.

3. Banning of Sinn Fein and kindred
organisations (including the Gaelic
League) by special proclamation.

4. Proclamation of prohibition of public
meetings and processions all over
Ireland, imless previously sanc-
tioned by the police authority.

12. Orange f6te day in Belfast: 20,000
people in procession, and shipyards
dosed in celebration of the 228th
anniversary of the Battle of the
Boyne.

23. Irish Xationalisi parliamentarians re-
turn to Westminster.

29. Irish Debate in 1 lie House of Commons.
Inter alia a protest is raised against
Irisli M.P.'s having to take out
permits when returning to Ireland,

AUGUST.
15. Irish National leader (Mr. J. Dillon)

prohibited fi'oin addressing a meet-
ing of his constituents in East Mayo
for lack of a permit.

OCTOBER.
9. New Order comes in force forbidding

private persons to have firearms.
29 Sinn Fein Convention in Dublin

demands the independence of Ire-
liuid in view of the pea(!e proposals
laid down by the President of the
I'tiited States.
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INDIAN SELF-GOVERNMENT.

THE A\orld-wide propaganda carried on during the war on behalf

of the rights of nationahties and in favour of the principle of

self-determination of peoples, has greatly stimulated the
Home Rule movement in India. Realising that the demand for an
evolutionary measure of self-government camiot be safely ignored, the
British Govermnent has, rather vaguely, committed itself to some
measure of refoi'm.

The Indian Home Rule movement has several features in common
\vith that of Ireland. There is a strong constitutional ptirty, and an
extreme section which seeks to secure complete independence at one
jump. Amongst its members are men who do not reject measures of

violence, and the Irish reljellion of 1916 had its counterpart in a
series of outbreaks of disorder and outrage in India, of which little

Avas knowai generally in England at the time, but which are discussed

frankly by the Secretarj^ of State for India, Mr. E. S. Montagu, in a
report to be refei-red to shortly. Exceptional powers were taken by
the Indian Government to suppress this trouble, but the discontent

which had inspired the open disaffection remained. The Viceroy
{Lord Chelmsford) became convinced that measures ought to be
devised to remove the causes of this political discontent, and he
invited the Secretary of State to visit the covuitry and make a personal

investigation. On August 20th, 1917, Mr. Montagu announced in the

House of Commons that " the policy of His Majesty's Government,
with which the Government of India are in complete accord, is that

of the increasing association of Indians in every branch of the

administration, and the gradual development of self-governing

institutions."'

He added that the Government had decided that the Viceroy's

invitation should bo accepted. Mr. Montagu went to India, and a

weighty and comprehensive report which was issued some time after

his return embodied the views of the Viceroy as well as his own. The
general policy advocated by them was heartily supported by the

Indian Government.

The British Government manifested reluctance to take up so

delicate and complicated a subject amid the preoccupations occasioned

by the unexpected course of the war during the spring and summer
of 19 IS, but just before the summer recess there Avas a full discussion

on the matter in the House of Commons, where universal approval

was bestowed on the main proposals in the report. In this debate

Mr. Montagu urged that it was essential that the suggestions broadlj'

ishould be carried out, and Mr, Austen Chamberlain, who preceded

Mr. Montagu as Secretary of State for India, declared that if the.
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growing aspirations of the Indian people were ignored bitterness and

discontent would be created.

A School of Eastern Democracy.

The scheme outlined in the report is based frankly on the assumption

that owing to racial difficulties and the illiteracy of the mass of the

Indian peoj)le it is necessary to have a transition period bet\\'een the

existing system of absolute government and full Home Rule. The
Morley-Minto reforms of 1909 merely admitted Indians to a greater

share in administration, and, although their successful application has

inspired confidence in the abilit}- of Indians to qualify for responsibility

and power, participation onh' in administrative work did not satisf}-

the aspirations of even the most moderate Home Rulers. The problem

noAV is to confer upon the representatives of the Indian people the

power of initiating and carrying through legislation, subject to

reservations designed to maintain the authority of the Government,

and to prevent the passage of ill-considered measures calculated to

bring about disorder or to upset the orderl}^ development of the

political institutions of the country. The proposal of Lord Chelmsford

and Mr. Montagu is, in effect, to set up a school of democracy for the

Indian j)eoi:)le, with an examination each ten or twelve years to test

whether their progress warrants admission to a higher standard.

The General Scheme.

Broadly the scheme provides for—Nationally: An Executive

Council, with the Viceroy as President (constituted as at present, but

with additional Indian repi-esentativcs) ; a Council of State, to act as

a Second Chamber; and a Legislative Assembly. In the Provinces:

Provincial governments, composed of Governors, Executive Coimcils,

and Legislative Councils, with the widest independence in legislation,

administration, and financial matters compatible with the maintenance

of the full responsibility of the Indian Government.

The Council of State.

The Council of State would replace the Legislative Council of

the Governor-General. This body at present has twenty-seven

representative members, elected by small class electorates. The
Council of State would have fifty memb<M's, twenty-one to be elected

and twenty-nine to be nominated by the Governor-General. Of these

four must be non-officials. Of the elected members fifteen would be

returned by the non-official members of the Provincial Legi.slative

Councils. The Council of State would be the sujireme authority on

all crucial questions, and the revising authority on all Indian

legislation. Its life would be live years.
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The Legislative Assembly.

The Legislative Assembly would consist of 100 members, two-thirds

to be elected and one-third nominated. It would be re-elected each
three years.

Government Control.

The unimpaired capacity of the Government to " obtain its will

in all essential matters " would be secured by provisions under which
the Governor-General would retain power to issue temporary
ordinances in circumstances of emergency, and the Council of State

w^ould have power to place on the Statute Book measures which the

Government regarded as essential, even if the Legislative Assembly
opposed the measures. In case of disagreement on ordinary

legislation the two bodies would sit in joint session.

The Provincial Governments.
The same principle of reservation is observed in the proposals

regarding the Provincial Governments, and the matters with which
they would be competent to deal, and those over which the Central

Government would retain full control, would be definitely prescribed.

The Legislative Councils would have a substantial elected majority,

elected on as broad a franchise as possible.

Other Proposals.

Among other proposals put forward m the report, it is suggested

that a Privj'' Council for India should be established, and that the

ruling princes should form a council for consultative j)urposes. In
regard to local government it is proposed that complete popular

control should be established as far as possible. The abolition of any
remaining racial bars to appointment to the public services is also

advocated.

Progressive Freedom.
In ord(!r that the limitations and reservations might gradually be

modified, it is proposed that within ten j'ears of the scheme coming
into operation its working should be reviewed by a Commission, which
Avould have power to recommend changes or developments, and that

-periodical reviews should take place thereafter at intervals of not

more than twelve years.

Up to the late autumn the Government had given no indication

of their intentions regarding the report

NORTH GERMAN LLOYD'S LOSSES.
According to the North Gk^rman freight room of over 100,000 tons

Lloyd's Year Booh for 1917-18 Altogether 115 German and Austrian
the company's ships seized in ships have; b(;on confiscated, aggre-

North and South American and gating 704,000 tons.

Chinese waters represent a loss of
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STATE CONTROL IN WAR TIME AND AFTER.

By W. Gallagher, Director of the S.C.W.S.

BEFORE the war, indivicluahsm

was rampant in this couiitry.

All the great essential industries

were privately controlled and carried

on, not so mvich in the interests of the

nation as for the personal gain of a
very few people. There was an
instinctive and unreasoning prejudice

in the public mind against State

control. Public ownership was
thought to be costly, inefficient, and
bureaucratic, and private connjetition

was held to be preferable to Govern-
ment monopoly. The war has changed
all this, and to-day, in the fifth year

of the world-conflict, all trade and
commerce, industry and agriculture

are more or less under State control

as a necessary condition to the success-

ful waging of the war.
The first fruits of private ownersliip

showed themselves in the early months
of the war. The Government had
to pay greatly increased prices for

guns, shells, and army equipment of

every kind. Shipping freights rose

to an alarming extent, and food prices

became scandalously high. Profiteer-

ing was practised openly and shame-
lessly. The public were to learn by
bitter experience that there are two
sides to competition—that in times of

scarcity sellers do not comi3ete to

sell, but buyers compete to buy. A
revulsion of feeling swept over the
country, and the indignation in the
pul)lic mind foiuid expression in an
imperative demand for the suppression
of profiteering by State control.

The Ministry of Munitions was
created, not merely to obtain cheaper
armaments, but to stimulate and
increase the production of army oqiiip-

ment, the supply of whicli was
dangerously' insufficient imder private
control. Shipjiing *Tid shipbuiitling

were placed under Govoninieut direc-

tion in order that these all-important
services should be used primarily foi

the purposes of the war instead of tlie

building up of private fortunes. The
railways and the mines were con-
trolled for the same reason. But the

most difficult task of all remained
untouched, and the Government were
reluctant to attempt it—the control
of production, distribution, and pricing
of essential foodstuffs which were
scarce and costly, due to om- depend-
ence on oversea supplies, the lack of

shipping, and the activity of the
German submarine.
The evidence of profiteering in the

food of the people was overwhelming.
The increase of prices over the pre-
war period ranged fiom 19 per cent
on January 1st, 1915, to 48 per cent
on January 1st, 1916, and to 91 per
cent on January 1st, 1917, the
sovereign being, at the latter date,
worth exactly 10s. 5d. as compared
with Ji-ily, 1914. Shippers, millers,

farmers, wholesale and retail dis-

tributors, were reaping a golden
harvest. Food was scarce as well as
dear. Huge crowds, mainly women
and children, stood in queues for

hours outside the doors of jirovision

shops, waiting in all kinds of weather
for their share of the meagre supply
of food. Protest meetings, strikes,

and tlireats of stfikes voiced the dis-

content in the public mind. The food
problem became an all-absorbing topic,

overshadowiiig in interest the progress
of the war. And ,then, in response
to the irresistible ]iressure of public
opinion, the Ministry of Food w^as

called into being.

The operations of the Ministry of

Food read like a fairy-tale. Its buyers
are to bo found in every allied and
every accessible neutral market in the
workl. It feeds the army and na\'y.

semis supplies to all our European
.Allies, jmd controls the importation
and distribution of all foodstuffs in

this country. It stimulates the pro-

duction of liome-grown food, and lias

registered for the equitable distribution
of all essential foodstuffs every man,
woman, and child in Great 13ritain.

]<]vory food tuulor. be he producer,
wholesaler, or retailer, is. by an elabor-

ate system of licensing ami rogistia-

tiou, fitted in to the general scheme of
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food-rationing. The financial trans-

actions of the Mmistry reach the
tremendous total of £900,000,000 per
annum. It possesses a staff of fully

6,000 employees, and imposes its will

upon the people through a perfect net-

work of Food Control Committees
which are to be found in every city,

to\\Ti, and village in the kingdom. It

is the most gigantic and successful

experiment in State Socialism that the

world has ever seen^ and its success is

due to the fact, as Mr. Cljiies admitted
in a speech at Glasgow, that the basic

principle of the huge fabric of food
control is '" co-operation."

Attached to the Ministry of Food
is the Consumers Comacil, a body of

men and women appointed to advise

the Ministry on all questions of food
control from the consiuners' point of

\-iew. The Council consists of nine-

teen members—six Laboui- repre-

sentatives, six Co-oporators, three

women from National Women's
Organisations, with an additional four

people to represent the iinorganised

Qonsimaers. Among these four are a
Lord and a Countess. The function

of the Council is to protect the con-

sumer's interests and voice his opinions

in all matters of food control. It

meets weekly in London and re\dews
the principal orders of the Ministry

before they are issued to the public.

'WTiile the Consumers Council is a
purely advisory body its opinions carry

great weight, and its influence, which
is considerable, is wholly on the side

of reduced prices. Tho Council is

represented on all the divisional

advisory committees which deal with
one or other of tho main articles of

food—tea, moat, cereals, butter, milk,

vegetables, &c., so that tho consumer's
interests are guarded and his point of

view advanced in the initial stages of

food control. The general policy of

tho Council has been, and is, to ration

all essential foodstuffs; to prevent
profiteering, and to eliminate tm-
necessary middlemen. The first point

has almost Ix-en attained, but pro-

fiteering still exists (milk !) and the

middleman seems more strongly on-

trenched than cvor.

Tho outstanding merit^of the Con-

sumers' Council is this—that it has
proved the advantage to a Govern-
ment department of keeping in touch
with public opinion. State control
becomes bm-oaucratic because heads
of departments and their staffs are

isolated and out of touch with public
thovight. Tho Consiunors Coimcil has
saved the Ministry of Food from this

defect. It brings the consumer's
opinion into all discussions on food
prices, and furnishes an effective

coimterpoise to the exaggerated de-
maiads of the producer and the dis-

tributor. Like the fabled hero of old
who drew fresh strength from his

contact wilh mother earth, so the
Ministry of Food gains greater weight
and influence frona its contact with
public opinion through the Consumers'
Council. Mr. Clynes, from whose
creative mind the Council sprang, has
built better than he knew. He has
given us a now idea, and has intro-

duced a fresh factor into Government
admiristration—a factor which may
yet find a permanent place in every
phase of State control.

^Vhy should not the great Depart-
ments of State, whoso activities affect

us all so closely—the Ministry of

Pensions, the Board of Trade, tho
Local Government Board, the Board
of Agriculture, and the Boai'd of

Education—have similar Councils, not
of experts, but drawn from the great

general public, to infuse them with
human sj^mpathy, keep them in touch
with the flux and flow of public
opinion, and save them from the rvit

of callous, mechanical buraaucracy?
^Vhat an asset to the Ministry of

Pensions to have the advice of a body
of jieople, closely in touch with working-
class life, as to the incidence of our
present pension schemes. How valu-

able to tho Board of Trade would bo

a coiincil drawn from the multifarious

industries which it controls to confer

with the Board from time to time as

to tho administration of present
regulations and thj need and nature
of new legislation. And how helpful

to tho Local Government Board to

havo the assistance of men and women
with a ripe experience of the work of

local authorities. It is safe to assume
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that much of the indiistrial trouble

that has distracted the nation since

the war began would not have arisen

had the Government sought the

sympathy and co-operation of the

workers through advisory councils

similar to the Consumers Coimcil

of the Ministry of Food.
The idea contains infinite possi-

bilities, and is capable of application

to almost every Government depart-

ment. It is a new and necessary

development of the democratic prin-

ciple. Your professional administra-

tor—the permanent Government offi-

cial—is usually a theorist, out of touch
with reality and the world of practical

men. State control requires, in order

to save it from becoming cold and
hard and inhuman, and that it may
be truly democratic, to bo in constant

contact with the gi-eat mind and heart

of the people. Legislation will then
l)o broad, just, and tolerant, and
administration be intelligent, humane,
and sympathetic. Without these

saving graces and qualities State con-

trol will become btireaucratic and
intolerable. If it would live and
develop it must be " broad-based upon
the people's will," and seek the

sympathy, goodwill, and assistance of

that mass of humanity wo call the

nation.
This principle of keeping in touch

with public opinion is the vitalising

and driving force of all democratic
movements. Co-operative committi?es

and Labour executives aro continually

in touch with their constituents,

reporting to them, conferring with

th^.m, and taking their advice and
instructions. And the successful de-

velopment and vigorous growth of our
great modern democratic organisations

is due to the inspiration andenthasiasm
infused into those who lead and those
who are led, through the constant
intercourse of the leaders with the
rank and file. It is high time that
we introduced this basic principle of

democracy into every department of

public life.

Those of us who have seen the evils

of individualism during the war will

not readily revert to the old bad order
of things. In the new world that is

to be after the war, let us build, not
on the old evil foundations of

capitalism, greed, monopoly, and com-
petition, but on the better and more
lasting foundations of justice, co-

operation, brotherhood, and public
ownership. Let ils have done with
war; not merely the carnage of the
battlefield, but the economic strife

between nations and classes, and
)>etwBen man and man. Let us give
our hands and our hearts to the
building-up of the co-operative com-
monwealth. And the immediate
political expression of that grand ideal

is Stat© control of all essential indus-
tries, government of tha people with
the consent and co-operation of the

p ople by a truly democratic state

that knows what the public thinks
and feels and desires—and rules with
intcdligent insight into, and sym-
pathetic understanding of, the prob-
lems of the times.

GERMAN SHIPPING LOSSES.

Deficiency over 2,000,000 Tons,

The anioiuit of merchant toiuiage at
the disposil of Germany, as compared
with her merchant tonnage in 1914,

is indicated in the following figures:

—

German tonnage on .Tan. 1st, Tons.
1914 5,459,290

Lost (hu'iiiR war (includiiiti:

vessels slicltoriiitr or interned
in neutral ports) 2, 9(10,000

Romainintir in Geiman ports ... l.S.'iO.'iiX)

In neutral ports, unintcnied... (574,000
Now constniction during war. .

.

950,000

Q 241

Maxinunn toniuiKo wiiicli may Tons.
1)0. available after war 3,18:{,629

Dt'flciency, Jis aprainst pro-war
tonnaKO 2,275.667

The Germans are kiio\m to be <'on-

centrating, in merchant construction,

on large (^arg() ships, but- tlie pro-

gramme of CJerinan constructioTi. how.
ever, is q\iite inadequate for (.Jormtui

lu'cds after tlie war, especiallj' in raw
iiiii.tei'ials.
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CAPITAL IN THE LAST WAR YEAR.

THE remimeration of capital invested in joint-stock concerns

continued to increase until the last gun had boomed on the

Western Front. Stock Exchange activity Avas the feature of

the Money Market during the summer of 1918; the new issues of

capital were well taken up, and company financiers were scouring the

coiuitry in search of likely undertakings for launching upon the public

at an opportune season. With the signing of the armistice prices

began to fall, and there was a fluctuatmg market with a downward
tendency for a month after. The course of financial events before and
after the conclusion of hostilities was an admirable illustration of the

nervousness of capita!—es])eciall3^ that speculative element which is

associated with joint-stockism.

Last year I reviewed the course of British ca]5ital in war time, and

the views expressed have found confirmation in the last year of the

war. Amalgamations of banks, insurance offices, engineering firms,

catering and food-supply houses, and similar concerns have been

notable; the trend of production is towards a few big businesses

rather than many small rivals. Dividends have, in the main, slightly

increased, and the allotment of new shares out of reserves and profits

to existing stockholders is a growing practice. It should be carefully

noted in view of the possible acquisition of certain important

undertakings by the Government ; the taxpayer may have to purchase

shares which really represent revenue that should have already been

handed to the State. Hence the need for those responsible for the

advocacy of financial reforms to keep abi-east of the doings of companies

that are so generous to their owners.

With regard to the future, there will probably be little appreciation

in the value of industrial shares, for the top prices of manufactures

have been reached, with the consequent diminution of profits now
that the margin between market quotations and the cost of production

may be restricted. Some indication of that is apparent in the values

of the shares of two companies which have been engaged on war

materials, and the prices of which fell between -luly and the Armistice

from 43s. 9d. to 40s. in the case of Armstrong, Whitworth, and Co.,

and from 40s. to 35s. in the case of Kynocks. Munitions of war have

brought profits which are not likely to be realised to the same degree

in peace time. Hence the way in which Stock Exchange quotations

for that class of share receded in the autumn. The market value of

eight typical concerns of this class fell 10 per cent between the middle

of September and the middle of October. The greatest increases were

observed in British and foreign railway stocks, breweries, gas
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companies, and electric lighting and power shares. The Bankers'

Magazine follows the market fliictuations of 387 representative

securities, the value of which was

—

£
On August 19th, 1918 2,712,736,000
On October 18th, 1918 2,794,542,000

Net increase 81,806,000
Net increase, May-October 222,930,000

Such inflation of value is suggestive of the way in which far-sighted

financiers are preparing for the possibility of the national acquisition

of some "' key " industries, or the other possibility of an experimental

levy on capital as a means of partial paj-ment of the War Debt.

Whenever there is any likelihood of the collective purchase of

individual interests prices advance in such a way that the gain to the

community is greatly minimised. Financial interests have done even

better, from a selfish point of view, during the last than in the first

years of the war. The remuneration of money was never on so high

a scale; its interests were never so well regarded by the Government.
Tendencies towards abnormal distributions, which began to appear on
the Stock Exchange in 1917, have characterised 1918, and investors

generally have added to their bank balances—undeterred by the

rising income tax, the heavy local rates, and the higher cost of living.

Unfortunately, this excessive prosperity of the owners of capital has

been gained at the expense of the consumer and the taxpayer.

It is usually assumed that the Excess Profits Tax falls wholly

on the capitalist, but, as a matter of fact, it falls upon the consumer.

The object of it was, no doubt, as far as it was concerned, to spread

war costs over the community. A remarkable feature of finance of

late has been that, despite the imposition of 80 per cent on excess

profits, profits available for distribi;tion have been greater in most
cases than they were prior to the war. Concerns have been permitted

to equalise the profits they made before the passing of the Finance
Act, in addition to other allowances, whilst they have been able to

claim 20 per cent of the excess. Thus, the more thej^ could swell

prices, the more valuable the 20 per cent would be to them.- For
instance, to take a simple case, an excess profit of £100 would leave

the profit-maker with £20 to add to his ]>re-war profits, but, if by
increasing }iriees he made the excess into £200. his share of it would
be £40. Hence, the policy has had a vicious olfect, which lias had
to be borne by the consumer.

It should be univei-sally understood that the consumer i)ays all the

time, and every time. Writers on financial alTaiisfrom the ordinary joint-

stock viewpoint so generally omit all reference to that fact that it is well

those who seek to make the intricate position clear to the average ]ierson

should be insistent in keeping the relation of the customer to the financial
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profits of the company perfectly plain. Increased profits visually

result from higher prices to the consumer or inadequate wages to the

producer; it is fair, therefore, to assume that the £600,000,000 which
has been paid to the State in excess profits has been extracted from
the consuming or the producing public. The work of the financiers is,

in the main, to manipulate the capital, trade, expenses, and other

factors in such a we^y that organising acumen secures a better

recompense than productive skill or consuming necessity.

Banking amalgamations continue to be a fea.ture of the financial

review; the notable fusions including the Capital and Counties Bank
with Lloyds Bank, and the acquisition by the latter institution of the

control of the National Bank of Scotland and the River Plate Bank;
the amalgamation of Barclay's Bank and the' London Provincial and
South-Western ; and the amalgamation of the London City and Midland
Bank with the London Joint Stock Bank. Not often is the public

let into the secrets of the banks, but the chairman of the London City

and Midland Bank in advocating the fusion policy to the shareholders

said that betAveen 20,000 and 25,000 customers were borrowing on an
average less than £50 each, and that 40,000 customers had secured

accommodation in amounts of £500 and under. Such figures are

indicative of the change that has come over the banking business since

the joint-stock principle was introduced into its operations. There
are thousands of working people who have banking accovuits and who
use the institutions in much the same way that co-operators put the

stores to their service—for the custody of small savings until wanted
to make special paj^ments. The discovery of the small investor has

been one of the revelations of the A\'ar period. When the great conflict

began there were in all only 345,100 holders of British Government
securities in the country. Now there are in round numbers well over

16,750,000 holders of various types of such securities. No less than

14,500,000 are holders of securities issued through the Post Office, and
it is fair to assume that the larger portion of this 14,500,000 holders

are those who may fairlj'^ be described as " small investors." When
we compare the number and the aggi*egate value of these investors it

is possible to gauge the possibilities that lie before the co-operative

movement. The war is over, and consumers are looking to the

co-operative movement to take its part in the work of reconstruction.

More capital will be required; there are about four million members,
so that there are at least ten million " small investors " yet to be

tapped—to say nothing of the trade unions and kindred bodies whose
funds should be diverted from joint-stock to the co-operative

—

i.e.,

the C.W.S. Bank.
Amalgamation has become the prevailing tendency in the insurance

world, and the fusion of forces during the war recalls the absorbing

mania of the years 1906-10, when eighty-seven insurance concerns were

swallowed by others; in the latter year of the quinquennial period
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twenty-five offices were absorbed by more vigorous rivals. Then came
a lull till the second year of the war, when the British Dominions
Company took over the Eagle. Apparently it has not yet satiated its

capacious ambition, for in 1917 it took over the Sceptre and the Star

Assurance, and during 1918 it pursued its amalgamating policy well

into the end of the year, first acquiring the British Crown Assurance
Corporation, and then, in October, it agreed to absorb the English and
Scottish Law Life Assvxrance Association. The assets wdll exceed

£16,000,000, and the premium income will total more than £3,665,000
per annum.

Government borrowing was largely responsible for the new capital

raised during 1918, British loans totalling in the first nine months of

the year £1,005,993,700 of the £1,025,396,000 actually raised. Rather
more than six millions were offered in the third quarter of the j^ear,

and half of these were kept to existing shareholders in the iron, coal,

steel, meat, oil and light, and power companies that advanced their

capital. In October twenty-five companies increased their capital by
£8,706,700; match, linoleum, cloth, brewing, and catering companies
being allowed to issue from the Treasury test. Despite the close

scrutiny with which the New Issues Committee of the Treasury
regarded the requests of existing companies for new capital, many
boards of directors found very ingenious ways of increasing their

capital, and some important developments with regard to bonus shares

were noted. The Birmingham Small Arms Company, by capitalising

a part of its reserve fund, was able to distribute a share-for-share

bonus. Bryant and May raised their capital by creating 600,000 new-

ordinary £1 shares and capitalising £160,000 of accumulated reserves

and undivided profits. These were distributed by way of bonus among
the holders of the existing 400,000 ordinary shares in the proportion
of two new for every five shares held. In addition the holders were
ofl"ered 240,000 new ordinary shares in the proportion of three to five

at 25s. per share. These proposals increased the cajiital to £1,480,000,

it being urged that the heavy excise duty on matches now payable
to the Government, and the need for ]iroviding cash to meet extensions

of the business, justified the proposal, and secured Treasury sanction

to the plan. Such examples have been fairly frequent of late; these

two will, however, suffice for the present pur])ose.

The textile comj^anies have, despite labour and raw material

shortages, done pretty well. Robinson and Cleaver Ltd., which had
not paid a dividend on ordinary shares for ten years, was able to

make a distribution of profit—a result partly due probably to the

high a])]ireciation of the heavy stock carried by the company. Charles

Baker and Co., Rylands and Sons, Harrod's Stores, J. Hc]iworth and
Son, are other well-known concerns whose financial results are

suggestive to the co-o])erator. So, too, was the balance sheet of the

English Sewing Cotton Company, which lias doTie ivmaiKably well
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during the years of war, as the folloAving summary for the four years

before and after 1914 shows:

—

Year ended March 31st. Net Profit.
Ordinary
Dividend.

Special
Allocations.

Carry
Forward.

£
346,400
238,500
211,400
293,200
310.500
195,300

1916
j

a423,200
1917 ' 0403.900
1918

i

a438.500

1910.
1911.

1912.

1913.

1914.
1915.

Per cent.

10
10
10

12i
13
13

18
20
20

£
160,000
80.000
55.000
125,000
125,000

140,000
150,000
175,000

£
92,000

100,500
106,900
100,100
105,600
120.900
174.000
178,000
191,400

a After allowing for excess profits duty.

From the comparison of the Stock Exchange vahies of some
representative companies that follow it will be seen that some of the

purveyors of food had good profits. Here are the results of Liebig's

Extract of Meat Companj' for the past financial year:

—

Year ended
March 31st.
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the better ideal of business, viz., that trade should be developed on

account of its utility, not merely as a means for profit.

Quotation,
July 27th,

1914.

Breweries— £

Allsopp's Ordinary (£100) 10

Wahiey Combe Deferred (£100) 31

Metals and Engineering—
Babcock and Wilcox
Bengal Iron

Brown (John) and Co
Canimell, Laird
Cargo Fleet
Dick, Kerr, and Co
Swan and Hiuiter
Thornycroft Ordinary

Shipping—
Cunard
Fumess Withy,
Houlder Line Preference (£5)..

P. and O. Deferred
Royal Mail Ordinary

Textiles and Stores—
Bleachers Oidinary
Bradford Dyers
Calico Printers
Courtaulds
English Sewing Cotton .3Gs. 9d
Fhie Spinners :^2s. 6d

Industrials—
I

Associated Cement (£10) ...

British and Argentine Meat
British Oil and Cake Mills .

Bryant and May
Dunlop Rubber
Eastman's
Li pton's 17s. (id.

Maypole Dairy Deferred (2«.) 19s. i»d.

Nelson Bros I8s. Od.

2f
n

25s. 6d.

4

7s. 6d.

10s.

19s. 6d.

10s.

29s. 6d.

26s. 6d.

n
290

18s.

22s. (id.

8s. 9d.

2^

H
7s. 6d.

14s. 3d.

'32

-T5
lis. 9d.

Quotation,
October 31st,

1918.

105

3i-3f
5|-6i

39s. 6d.

6i-7
27s.

31s. 6d.

2*
48s. 3d.

4

425
145

21s.

40s. (id.

Kis. 3d.^
H

40s. (>d.

25s. 3d.

35.S. 9d.

^^
1 5s. 3d.

27s. 3d.

19s. 9d.

27s. 6H.

Except whe^e otherwise stated the shares are of the nominal value of £1.

THE REPUBLIC OF ARARAT.

In 1918 took ])lace the proclamation of the Armenian Ro]niblic

of Ararat and its recognition by the 'J'lnks; but the re]niblic consisted

only of the districts of Erivan and Etchmiadzin, with about 12,000

square kilometres of territory and 400,000 inhabitants: that is to say,

the rci)ublic consisted of only two out of the seven districts of the

])rovinco of Erivan, the other Armenian ])rovinces of Uu.-^sia being

cntiieiy excluded, to say nothing of Tui'kish Armenia.
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CAPITALISM AND THE CONSUMER:
A Study of War-time Developments.

THE body of society may be said to go forward on two legs,

one of production, the other of consumption. And of these

two limbs, the right foot is the consumer's, which in society'^5

progress should come first.

. This is a dogmatic statement; but it does no more than assert a
commonplace of political economy. To quote an easily-accessible

popular authority—Chamber's Encyclopcedia—" Consumption is the

chief end of industry, for everything that is produced and exchanged
is intended in some way to be consumed." In other words, industry
is justified or condemned by its fruits. The true measure of wealth
or effort is its human serviceableness. We do not live by wages, but
by the social value of work done : without that value in the product
a flood of high wages merely adds water to the milk.

If these are truisms they are of the kind which may be tragically

forgotten. In our caj^italistic society the social claim on industry

is only too easih' obscured. A modern historic writer has said that

the aim of the nineteenth century was power. To act largely has been
the sole aim. Thus to-day it is said that the hundred-thousand-pound
business is too small. The battle goes to the combinations and
trusts, with their millions of capital, their world-wide operations.

and their continuity of existence.

Pursuing power, therefore, man has reached his present control

over material resources. But the human mind has not expanded in

equal measure. One aspect of this one-sided development has been
well described by Professor Macgregor, of Leeds, in his contribution

to the '' Home University Library " on The Evolution of Industry.

Speaking of the effect upon the worker, he says :

—

" When very great organisations are necessary, and every industry

gets specialised into parts, each part an industry in itself—then the

meaning of the whole process is not plain to the worker, for he is at

too many removes from either the beginning or the end of it. In

consequence of this, it is not the consumer's interest he feels; the

common bond is weakened on that side, and he feels the narrower

interest of the " producer ' which then emerges. He helps to make
goods,which make other goods, and their relation to a final consumer
is lost in the distant influences of trade; his trade organisation is a

special sphere, making things he may not use, but which are handed
one step on by his work. It is the producer's interest which then is

plainest to him ; and we find the system of industry becoming actually

divided into contests of producer and consumer, whose interests are
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regarded as opposed, though everyone is at some remove consumer
of everyone else's work."

So much might happen in any social state. The mind tires of the
general and the ultimate, and easily sli^^s into concentration upon the
immediate and particular. But in a real commonwealth the common
interest continually would present itself in bodily shape as a check
upon a too extreme private or class concern; while education and
industrial training continually would make it easier to keep in sight

the ultimate, vital use of things. It is different in the world of to-day.

Now we struggle against the domination of the capitalist idea
throughout the whole body of society. It is not only true that the
large sweep of indvistry has been too mvich for our natural weakness.
It is also and more emphatically the case that there is now a huge
vested interest in the maintenance of that weakness. If social service

is a term which has faded from the industrial vocabulary, it is also

true that capitalism means to keep it out, and to preserve the words
private profit, in its place.

Before the war all this was philosophy. Now it has become everyday
fact. Throughout the

tively feeble interest

all as consumers has
to tax everybody
and reduced values,

ted character of the

interest has allowed
very cheaply by
content labour, in

mere fraction of

British Fire Losses for

the first 10 months of

1918 were £4,281,000,
as compared with
£3,533,000 in the corre-

sponding period of 1917
—an increase of 21 per
cent.

war our compara-
in what concerns us

enabled capitalism

through high prices

while the more limi-

active producer's
the robber to escape

returning to mal-

increased wages, a
the booty. To take

the published facts, the Economist (January 12th. lOlS) itself showed
1,200 companies paying for 1917 an average dividend of over 10 per
cent each on their ordinary shares, and this sum representing

no more than one-half of their net profits.* The various methods
of conservative finance known to accountants make it difficult to

frame a dramatic indictment on published figures; but there is

no denying the 20 per cent—previously 40 per cent—allowed to
capital for collecting from the consuming public the hundreds of

millions of excess ]irofits figuring in the Government revenue. And
we have also a cumulative weight of other facts: the ship]iing freights

scandals; Mr. Bonar Law's Houses of Commons confession; tlu>

profitable insuiancos on ships sunk at sea; the examples of prodigal

munitions expenditure and of colossal profits disclosed by the Select

Committee on National Expenditure; the disclosure by the same
Cou\mittee last spring of large bakers pocketing surplus profits of

£10,000,000 a year out of the Government subsidy; the ' £14. lOs.

rreference shares vcccived 14 per cent of the net profits, and ovim- ;?8 per cent
was put to reserves.
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for 6d." scandal; the banking profits; the generous margins fixed

by the Government which have compelled the C.W.S. to show excessive

profits on margarine; the unnecessarily high price of tea maintained

by the Government through the influence of sellers—all these and other

facts possess irresistible weight. With an average of 10"4 per cent

over 1,200 companies, it is not surprising to meet continual examples
of 20, 30, and 40 per cent ; and one has also to remember the watering

of capital by '" bonus shares." These free shares to existing share-

holders do not actually increase the sum of capital, for if not

distributed their sum would still remain as reserves ; but they disguise

rates of profit, as well as fortify possession. Thus Messrs. Reckitt,

of Hull, distributed £2,178,000 in bonus shares in June last, and
' the proposal will mean a reduction in the dividend from 27|- to

11 per cent."'

Much has been written about profiteering in food. Before passing

from these illustrations of how capitalism intensifies the normal
evil of war by exploiting the consuming public, let us glance at an
industry ultimately as necessary as that of food production. In 1914

the cotton trade seemed likely to be a heavy loser by the war. But
as the bloodshed and destruction continued it began to revive. " The
war," said the Manchester Guardian (August 27th, 1918) " has set

up a new range of values." In plainer words, housewives were then

paying Is. 6d. for a 3d. calico. '' Southern planters " {Manchester

(ruardian, September 6th, 1918) " were making extravagant profits."

Spinners' margins were described b}^ an expert in the Guardian of

August 20th, 1918, as a '' menace." That is to say, they were a

menace to competition for foreign markets. With the bound and
helpless consumer at home the writer did not seem to be concerned.

In the Manchester (?iiardian of July 13th, 1918, Mr. F. W. Tattersall

was quoted as saying that more money had been made in the

Lancashire cotton-spinning trade that half year than in any similar

half year in the history of the industry. Sixteen large companies

revealed a return on share capital " of over 45 per cent per annum."
Meanwhile, the English Sewing Cotton Company was showing " a

new profit record "; and no branch of the trade was fairing badly;

except that the workers had only a 60 j^er cent advance in wages

to set against a 100 per cent all-round average advance in the cost of

food, clothing, and everything else. That war-time prosperity of the

working classes which we have all heard of has been earned in great

part, over the whole field of labour, by a greatly increased effort both

per head and per family. Taking the cotton trade as a unit, it is

probably true to say that this 1918 production, so highly profitable,

has given to the community about two-thirds of the normal output,

while the return, in charges levied upon the community, has increased

four or even ^xe times. We talk of the cost of living when, to a very

considerable degree, we should speak of the cost of capitalism.
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We must not, however, make the mistake of attacking capitaUsm

simply as the parent of profiteering. It holds two greater threats to

social progress. One is the power of the trust—profits or no profits.

We have no space here to illustrate how this power has grown during

the war. The " Final Report of the Committee on Commercial and
Industrial Policy After the War " (Col. 9035, 9d.) in its Chapter VII.

contains a long and illuminating record of what has been done and
what that Committee would do. Their recommendations would
indeed result in a servile state, gripped by a State capitalism. And it

is obvious that the different Boards set up during the war for the

control of industries and the pooling of raw materials constitute so

many half-way houses toward State-established and State-aided

trusts ; and this quite apart from the actual amalgamations which have
taken, place in finance, in munitions production, and in a dozen great

industries. Carry someway further this control of industry by the

interests specially involved in it, and it will not be fanciful to see

one-quarter of the world organised, controlled, and manipulated from
above, dependent upon an unseen mastery of the sources of supply,

paying appointed prices, receiving wages that may never gain upon
prices, living according to appointed standards, accepting dictated

opinions from a dependent press, and being at all points within the

power of the oligarchy of the rich.

The second threat implied in capitalism brings us back more
obviously to our starting point. Control of ^he consumer—of the

market-—is essential to such a capitalist development as has been

sketched. Capitalism has flourished daring the war as a direct result

of the especial weakness of the consumer. Our feebleness is their

strength. Now a helplessness of the consumer is directly injurious

to labour, because it means an oppression of the nation and of the

majority. On the most immediate grounds it is an injury because, as

Mr. Hartley Withers has pointed out, wage advances, in the most
favourable cases, follow prices and do not precede them. At the same
time, the more expensive it is to live the more dejiendent on work and
wages the worker becomes, and increasing dependence points the ^\ a>'

to diminished individuality and the servile state. Nationalise all

the industries, and dependence is modified, we grant, but whik^ living

remains dear, and dearly bought, dependence is not abolished.

But it is not a case of independence only. We are in trutii all

interdependent. The danger is also one of a society divided and toni

between special interests. We have to prevent something even worse

than a society in which the few grow rich at the ex])ensc of the many.
The final danger is that of classes and groups amongst the nuinv

contending practically against each other to escajH' a common burden
of })ov(nty which increases for all with every wasteful and anarchic

struggle of each. To this we must come if we put lirst and foremost that
" narrower interest of the ])i(t(lii('er

'" or of classes of producers.
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Progress is in placing the common interest first, and enlisting and
co-ordinating every effort for the common service. Service is indeed

the watchword. A private industry which only sought to be
serviceable to all—which vied with collective control in its service to

the consumer, with properly-paid labour—such an industry would not

be capitalism as we know it, but rather an honourable and fair rival

amidst social forms. But if capitalism—or what then remains of

it—can ever be so transformed it can only be by defeat in the field of

social service; or by a consumers' revolt and consumers' united action

if the grip of the trusts prevents a free application of the test of service.

Hence it must be our co-operative purpose to create a great new
consciousness of this importance of the consumer. It is far from
being simply a case of making things cheap, even though the cheapness

be like that of pure water in a well-managed city. It is a case of

translating wealth into life : of looking upon the use of wealth as being

the final crown and justification of its production. A hundred books

are written on " labour " for one on "the consumer; " and we have a

Ministry of Labour but no Minister of Uses. Yet there remains no
wealth but life; and only when we work to live, and concentrate our

best attentions upon making every fraction of effort of the utmost and
happiest human use to men, women, and children, so that all may
enjoy the fullest mental and physical health without waste, loss^ or

hurt to any—only then shall we move straight forwardly to a

soundly-ordered society.

LABOUR PARTY MEMBERSHIP.

The growth of the Labour Party since its formation is indicated

as follows:

—

Trades
Trade Unions. Councils and Socialist .Societies.

Year. •
^ Local Labour v ^-

, Total.
No. Membership. Parties. No. Membership.

1900-1 41 353,070 7 3 22,861 375,931
1904-5 158 855,270 73 2 14,730 900,000

1910 151 1,394,402 148 2 31,377 1,430,539

1912 • 130 1,858,178 146 2 31,237 1,895,498

1913 _ _ 158 2 33,304 —
1914 101 1,572,391 - 179 2 33,230 1,612,147

1915 Ill 2,053,735 177 2 32,838 2,093,365

1916 119 2,170,782 199 3 42,190 2,219.764

1917 123 2,415,383 239 3 47,140 2,465,131

In the last-named year the affiliated Trades Councils numbered
14G, and the affiliated Local Labour Parties 93.

The three affiliated Socialist Parties are the I.L.P., with 35,000

members; the British Socialist Party, with 10,000; and the Fabian

Society, with 2,140. The Women's Labour League and the Tunbridge

Wells Co-operative Society have also continued their membership.
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THE PAINT THAT LASTS

c.w.s
Taints
Colours
Varnishes
Enamels
Distempers
MANUFACTURED BY
THE C.W.S. AT

WEIR STREET

ROCHDALE
SOLD AND USED BY ALL
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES

The Finest Qualities at LoWest
Prices are the Paints of the
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On merit alone
TAURING the past i8 years Albions

have forged ahead on sheer merit

alone, and attained a world-wide reputa-

tion for Reliability, Long Life and Low
running costs.

Delivery dates can now be arranged for

the following models : 30 cwt., 50 cwt.,

60 cwt. and 80 cwt, load capacity.

Albions are built by the largest manu-
facturers of Motor Vans in the British

Empire.
Write us regarding your
transport problem NOW !

COMMERCIAL MOTORS.
ALBION MOTOR CAR CO.. Ltd..

ScoTSToiJN. GLASGOW.
London Office and Repair Depot : 21-22, Upper

Rathbone Place. Oxford Street, W. 1.
Also at .Manchestek and Sheiheld.

I IE TTV^yAC BSBI
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THE REFORM ACT OF 1918.

OF all the Acts passed in con-

nection with the franchise, none
have been of so far-reaching a

character as that designated " The
Representation of the People Act of

1918 " (8 George V., Chapter 64.)

This claims to be " An Act to amend
the law with respect to Parliamentary
and Local Government Franchises, and
the Registration of Parliamentary and
Local Government electors, and the

conduct of elections, and to provide
for the redistribution of seats at

Parliamentary elections, and for other

purposes connected therewith."
Under this Act 8,000,000 new voters

are added to the list—2,000,000 men
and 6,000,000 women. The Home
Secretary's estimate. May 22nd, 1917,

gave the following figures:— •

Men—
On existing

register 8,357,000
Added by

Reform Act 2,000,000
10,357,000

Women—
On Local Govt.

register 1,000,000 •

Obtaining votes
through New
Act 5,000,000

6,000,000

Total 16,357,000

The first Franchise Act was passed
489 years ago, in the reign of Henry VI.,

1429. This Act was passed to curtail,

and not exU^nd, the franchise, for it

limited the right to vote? to those who
owned land to the value of 40s. a year
(which then was equivalent to a very
high value). The Act stated :

" Wher(>as
tfio election of the Knights of the Shir(>

chosen to come to the Parliament of

our Lord the King in many counties of

thn Realm of England have now of late

lj(>en made by very great outrageous
and excessive numljer of p(H)ple dw(>ll-

ing within the same count i(^s, of the

which most part was by people of small

substance and no value, whereof every
one of them preitei\(l<Ml a voice

equivalent \\4th the most worthy
knights and esquires."

The Reform Act of 1832 extended
the franchise to copyholders, lease-

holders, and occupiers of lands or

tenements of £50 armual value in

counties, and in boroughs to £10
occupiers, and provided for the com-
pilation of a register. In 1867 a much
greater advance was made by the

inclusion in the county register of

occupiers of premises of £12 rateable

value, and leaseholders of £5 annual
vakio, where the original lease was
created for sixty years. The borough
franchise was extended to inhabitant
occupiers of dwelling-houses without
reference to value, provided the houses
were rated, and the rates paid, and to

lodgers occupying lodgings of the

annual value of £10.

Still greater advance was made in

1884, when the borough franchises were
extended to the covmties, while a new
class of persons were enfranchised in

both coimty and borough, viz. : the

man who, by reason of his service,

occupied a dwelling-house telonging
to his employer. ,

These three Reform Acts of 1832,

1867, and 1884. between them, enfran-

chised only 4,000,000 electors, of just

half the number given votes by the

present Act.

Male and Female Voters.

The present Bill is a great stride

towards advilt suffrage, for it gives the

vote to every male householder (21

years of age) after six months' resid-

ence, irrespective of the amount of

rent. Two registrations will lx> com-
piled each year in January and July,

published Fel)riuu-y and August, except
in Ireland, whtM't- one onlj' is taken in

July, pul)lished August.
The Act also extends the Parlia-

mentary franchise to women over 30
ytiars of age who an> houst>holtlers, or

lodgers in unfurnished rooms paying n
yearly rental of £5, or wives of ho\ise-

holdtMs when th(^ yearly ixMital is £10.

A woman householder qualifies for the

vote for Local Cio\'ernmt'nt elections
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at the age of 21 on a rental of £5, but
must be of full age (30) to qualify for

a vote as the wife of a hoiiseholder.

Apparently the reason for the age

limit of 30 for women for the Parlia-

mentary franchise is to prevent the

female vote from swamping the male
electorate, as in 1911 the adult men
numbered 12,482,199, and the ad^ilt

women 13,813,340. This difference

will be intensified owing to the war.

Hence, the widening of the franchise

to admit more men, along with the age

barrier for women, will enable the male
electorate to avert the possibiUty of

being outnumbered by the women
voters.

Seeing the present House of Com-
mions has accepted the principle of

women members of Parliament, it is

possible that at no very distant date

women and men together will occupy
the benches in the national assembly.
Whether the legislation will change

very much in character remains to be

seen. It may prove that interests or

class and not sex is the deciding factor

in law making.
The new Act has increased the

Parliamentary divisions of the King-

dom, and the figures below show the
change and increase in seats, also the
number of representatives in each
county of the United Kingdom.

Redistribution of Seats.
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The C.W.S. Ironworks
GOULBOURNE STREET

KEIGHLEY
MAKERS of all classes of Washing, Wringing, and

Mangling Machines. Also Bedsteads In Iron and

Brass, Wire Mattresses, and other household requisites.

The Patent Compact Table Wringer, here illustrated, is the best

on the market, and is in good demand.

MANUFACTURED SPECIALLY FOR CO OPERATORS WITH
THEIR OWN CAPITAL. AND IN PERFECT SYMPATHY WITH

THEIR AIMS AND DESIRES.
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TOWARDS RECONSTRUCTION.
Foreword.

TO the co-operative movement, as to the nation at large, the

war-time has brought the shock of awakening to the advent
of a changed world bristling with unforeseen perils—a world

resounding with the trumpet-call to buckle on its armour, to the end
that the land may be made a safe place for co-operative democracy.
Perceptible to all are the widening of vision and militant impulse

which come to movements, as to nations, inspired with the knowledge
that self-preservation and social preservation are one cause and the

same, and to whom the greater campaign signifies the advance
towards a more spacious horizon and a higher destiny.

And so to the movement, in its new orientation, " Forward "

is the signal, and " Reconstruction " the watchword. On all sides

we hear the call for the forging of new instruments, for ampler

equipment and the reorganisation of forces, for new forms of strategy

and a revision of, tactics, together with all the auxiliary apparatus

that science can furnish—demands pointing not only to the rust

on our shield, the blunted state of our weapons, and the joints in

our armour, but also to the inadequacy of arrangements for equipment

afresh; that is to saj^ a double handicap, betokening the necessity

of reconstruction on the widest scale, a necessity which can only

be realised by a review of the needs of the movement in the light

of co-operative projects and tasks, and of co-operative ideals and

aims. Viewed in this light, the policy of reconstruction is seen to

be applicable to the whole movement—applicable to societies in the

matter of organisation, management, and labour relations ; applicable

to the movement both as an economic force and a political entity;

and last, but not least, applicable to the movement both as an
educational and propagandist organisation. In this regard the

question of propaganda emerges as the root problem of all, for the

simple reason that the execution of programmes and the carrying out

of policies are dependent on the public spirit of the movement, and

on the force and range of the appeal thereto.

Thus, for an effective appeal to the co-operative conscience, as

well as for the development of co-operative consciousness, the

promotion of solidarity, the attainment of unity of purpose and

singleness of aim, the instrumentality of organs of advocacy and

agitation on a sufficing scale ranks as quite indispensable. Hence,

the question of propagandist organisation is seen to be the key

problem of reconstruction policy^of that policy to the promotion

of which the following pages are dedicated.
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THE SCIENCE OF ORGANISATION.

AT a time when private enterprise, gorged with the spoils of war
and reposing in tlie seats of the mighty, dreams of new worlds to

conquer, there comes to the co-operative movement the

imperative challenge to reorganise and super-organise, to the end that

it may prove itself as far above private enterprise in the matter of

economic prowess as it does in the sphere of social welfare and ideal aims.

In this regard the transformation achieved for the democratic cause

in the heroic period of English history may serve as a precedent

and a guide. That is the precedent established by Cromwell when
he superannuated the time-honoured, but lame legged and club-footed,

traditions which hampered advance, and installed in their stead the

New Model, through whose instrumentality the democratic force

attained to such potency that the renown of it rings through the

ages, and is likely to ring for all time. The possible retort that

Cromwell lived and died ages before co-operation ever was thought
of may be set aside as irrelevant. All experience bears witness to

the fact that, if you wish to obtain the best results, there is nothing
for it but to organise with the direct view to secure them. As applied

to a co-operative society this means that, if it is to work with maximum
force, it is essential to realise the maximum potentialities of the

members, the board, and the management. Add thereto the greatest

degree of development, and you have the aims and policy of a model
society in a nutshell.

A Contemporaneous " New Model."

And here, again, it is as well to show the working out of precept

in practice by pointing to accomplished facts, the facts in this particular

instance having been accomplished by the Hamburg Produktion
Society, whose methods and policy, even though German, are interest-

ing to note, and particularly in view of the fact that the society has

attained to a leading position in its o^\r\ movement, although its career

dates back practically no further than the dawn of the present centurj'

,

and notwithstanding the presence of an older local co-operative

society with an origin dating back to the fifties of the century preceding.

Take, to begin \\\i\\, the Produktion Society's organisation, whose
leading features are the constitution of the board of nu\nagement and
the organisation of members, plus the supervisory boarfl which comes
in between. The fact that the chief functionaries of the society, or

heads of the salaried statf (skilled experts, by the way), constitute the

managing board manifestly makes for the pooling of ideas, for

co-ordinated action and for responsibility, collective as well as

individual. On the other hand, the supervisory board, charged with
critical and controlling functions, is endowed with full control by the
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tact that in the joint sittings of the two boards the members of the

supervisory board outnumber those of the board of management
practically in the proportion of three to one. As for the general meet-
ing, inasmuch as its prerogatives include the ratification of appoint-

ments to the management board, the circumstance would appear to

suggest that appointments made in the full blaze of publicity lead to

specific advantages which every thoughtful person can particularise

for himself. The most striking feature, however, is the mobilisation

of members and their formation into a constituent part of the society's

working organisation, a feat which is performed through the election

of a committee of three by the members of each store, the totality of

threes forming the members' committee, and the selective process

findingits consummation in the appointment of ah executive committee
and chairman.

How the " New Model " Works Out.

Now what does this organisation of members signify ? It signifies

the extension of vision and supervision, and so fonns a great help

to the board of management. It signifies the organisation of opinion

and of the expression thereof, and so acts to the benefit of the

supervisory committee and to the satisfaction of members. It

signifies the organisation of a store of activity ready for the society's

service in any emergency and at a. moment's call, and to what effect

the house-to-house handbilling of Hamburg (with its million

inhabitants) in the course of a single evening will serve as an
illustration.

As for the society's policy (which is to secure the largest possible

membership by keeping dowTi " divi." to 5 per cent, and so keeping

down prices and meeting the private trader on his own ground),

the outcome of it may be seen from the latest report recording a

membership which, when figured out into families, indicates that

the Produktion Society caters practically for half-^a-million inhabitants,

or half the city's population. Add to this that the society musters

some 224 establishments, with a collective turnover equivalent to

£2,325,000, and the policy of utilising all available resources for

development purposes is seen to justify itself.

True it is that the Produktion Society was made in Germany;
but would it have been any the more effective had it been made in

the moon ? Whatever criticism may be brought forward of its

methods, one thing is certain: they do not preclude the attempt to

fabricate a superior model elsewhere. The ])rogress of European
ciriUsation has been due in no small measure to the interaction of

ideas of one kind and another. Take Shakespeare, for example,

whose plays constitute a lasting memorial to the author's success

in recasting the ideas drawn from sources both far and near. And
if Shakespeare did so, why should not we ?
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Let Your Light Shine Before Men.

Under the segis of Shakespeare one need have no hesitation in

referring to another feature, that of " Co-operation Day," an annual
celebration inaugurated in several Russian towns within recent
years with huge success, and conducted in a manner calculated to

capture public attention, and to make co-operation the predominant
local topic for a year and a day. All this shows the advantage of

letting your light shine before men—a habit all the more necessary
in a world where all the resources of civilisation are ransacked for
new devices to arrest the e^^e, and to divert public attention from
co-operative enterprise. Hence the need for societies to be ever on
the alert, with counter-measures calculated to make their mark.
The art of advertising should be made a co-operative speciality.

In this coimection one measure suggests itself as a trump card for
societies: that is, the periodical publication and billposting of

comparative figures illustrating in a list of commodities the harvest
of advantages reajied bj^ stores' members. Arrest every eye with a
proclamation of the actual and potential savings to be gained by
the working-class population, individually and collectively, by deaHng
with the stores, and there you score a strong point. And, here,

altruistic considerations suggest the advisability of affording to
others the pleasure of following up this train of thought.

Meantime, as the art of perfection takes aeons to master, it would
appear that there is always some scope for improvement even on
indigenous lines. For instance, if programmes or principles were to
be made universally the deteniiining issues Avhen elections of board
members take place, the change might have a rousing effect, and
the "Forward" policy could hardly fail to be the gainer thereb3\

THE DEMOBILISATION PROBLEM AS IT
CONCERNS WOMEN.

To what extent women are concerned in the demobilisation
problem may be realised from the following fact*;: Of the
4.r)(H),000 engaged in industry to-day nearly \\ millions are

doing mens work. Thus, a millioTi women have been engaged on
munitions; 316,(K)(> in food production, of whom 1(),00() are in th"
land army; 65,0(10 have been occuiiied in the railway service: 30,000
on 'buses and otlier vehicles; 72,000 in banking and finance: and
1,250,000 on Government Avork. If the majority of these women
desire to remain in industr}^ as is probable, the pro]3er thing will b(>

to find them alternative employment whenever they are compelled
to vacate their present ])ositions.
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THE ART OF MANAGEMENT.

THE art ot management consists in two things: first, in. securing

the largest possible membership and trade, and, second, in

keeping them. Next to this comes the art of storekeeping, the

art which consists in getting people into the store and then in getting

them out.

Thus in the art of management there is nothing occult. It is

simply summed-up in good managers—managers with a keen eye to

the extension of enterprise, the selection of men, and the organisation

of affairs from buying to selling and from shop arranging to service.

In short, the managerial post in a society with multiple stores is one
calling for capacities of no common order—capacities in which initiative

and directive ability take the leading place. As the initiator and
director of operations it is essential that the manager should have free

and full scope for the exercise of his talents and the discharge of his

functions. Hence the necessity of leaving detail work to others whose
competence forms the necessary guarantee that the work will be

efficiently done. Skilled assistants, in fact, are all essential to the

skilled manager, and his place is to get them, knowing as he does that

shop management is an art in itself and one wliich takes smart men
to perform with efficiency.

The Matter of Enterprise.

In the matter of enterprise certain specific things come into con-

sideration. To begin with, one may refer to the importance of an
amplitude of departments and stores for the maximum satisfaction of

wants. In this regard the plethora of private establishments, trading

in all sorts of commodities, within range of co-operative stores is

sufficient to indicate how m.uch headway co-operative societies still

have to make. If a man has a preference for " my lady Nicotine,"

why can't the stores install the lady in a shop of her own? And if a

woman can get her tea and her bacon at the stores, why should she

have to go elsewhere to procure a teapot, a kettle, and a fr3ang-pan?

True it is that in a large town, with a strong co-operative society,

people can fit themselves out to a considerable degree at the central

departments. But the multitude of people do not live in the centre

of the town, and so it comes about that intending purchasers march
off to the private shops in the immediate vicinity of their abodes, and.

so much trade is lost to the society. Multiply this ad libitum and it

becomfes obvious what co-operative societies could accomplish if they

set themselves res61utely to the task. Obstacles there are, of course,

but what is co-operation for if not to remove difficulties and to provide

every facility for people getting all that they want in a co-operative

way ?
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Members' Maximum Trade.

Another point worthy of serious attention is the leakage of custom
from stores as they stand, in regard to which the average purchases

per member afford a clear indication, the average denoting with steely

precision the tendency to revolve round a fixed point instead of

ascending to the maximum. And, as everyone of experience knows,
in a multitude of cases the leakage proceeds from no lack of loyalty

to the stores, but from remediable causes. Given the requisite con-

ditions, societies would have the pleasure of witnessing the ascending

trend of the average, and in this connection quick service arrangements

would go a long way.

Make Way for Ability.

And another point which challenges regard is the necessity of

utilising co-operative brains and ability, which are now apt to drift

elsewhere to the detriment of the movement, a circumstance capable

of an easy explanation. Capacity must needs seek scope for its

exercise; must needs look out for a sphere of activity in which it can

do itself justice, and, if possible, receive its due meed of reward.

Hence, when capacity finds itself in a cul-de-sac, or, as sometimes
occurs, is stopped on the threshold, there comes the impulse to turn

one's footsteps elsewhere. As for the remedy, that is as obvious as the

cause. Fling the doors wide open to ability and give it free scope.

Let it be known and recognised that co-operation stands for la carnere

ouverte aiix talents (career open to talent), and the movement will be
all the gainer thereby. Whatever the movement economises in it

cannot afford to economise in capacity, which always pays for itself

and repays any extra cost.

On all hands there is a national consensus that the war signifies a

break with the past and its rule-of-thumb methods, that science and
talent shall come into their own, and that the nation shall rise to

heights of efficiency never before dreamed of. In view of this trans-

formation of outlook the co-operative movement, which has already

felt the spirit of the new time, will be put on its mettle as never

before. For co-operation, as for the world, the new era bespeaks a

new standard of efficiency and a new career of enterprise, demanding
the best men and the best methods, and the former comes first—for,

given the one, the other shall likewise be given Tinto you. A fuller

comprehension of the Vjearing of these remarks will be gained by
recalling to mind the fact that the utilisation of ability is the master
secret of capitalist power. Let but the co-operative movement adopt

the same plan and the co-operative commonwealth will cease to remain
an ideal, but will in no remote time become a n^litv.
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THE LABOUR PROBLEM.

FROM matters of organisation and management we pass on to the

question of labour. And here, again, we have got to take stock

of first principles, which ma,y be formulated as follows :—
Under capitalism, labour is merely an instrument for the pro-

duction of profit. Under co-operation, labour is an instrument for

the abolition of profit, and for the extirpation of exploitation. The
co-operative worker, in a word, is a co-worker in the co-operative

cause, and his status is the hall-mark of the co-operative regime, whose
declared object is the equitable distribution of wealth and the trans-

formation of work into social service. Thus co-operation in principle

stands for the abolition of the labour problem from first stage to

last. Yet the labour problem is with us: the Hours and Wages
Boards on one hand, and the A.U.C.E. on the other, proclaiming a

divergence of forces which ought to be united on behalf of the common
cause. True it is that the machinery in the shape of Conciliation Boards
(sectional and national), recently established, has worked in the

direction of harmony: but, for all that, the labour problem confronts

us still.

A Judicial Solution.

Under the circumstances, suppose for once that we don the Avig

and gown of the Lord Chief Justice, and deliver judgment as he might
after listening with judicial gravity to learned counsel on both sides.

" After an impartial consideration of all the evidence it is clear to

me that the position is the normal one of employers and employed, •

in which trade union ofHcials act in the interests of their clients and
the boards of societies the same, although employers and employes
both belong to the working-class fraternity. The circumstance that

pacification machinery has been set up is all to the good , and it would
certainly have been no misfortune if the problem had been dealt with

earlier on. All the same, in view of the continuance of agitation, it

would appear that the solution of the problem remains as yet incom-

plete. I?lainh^ Avhat is wanted is a bold and flexible scheme of national

application, a scheme according with the economic position and social

principles of the movement, as well as with the aspirations of labour,

and one calculated to prove as satisfactory in practice as unimpeachable
in principle. Hence, on the one hand, it must be a joint scheme, and
on the other it must embody the principle of a model wage standard

definitely correlated with the cost of living and open to revision at

stated periods. A scheme worked out on this. basis by representatives

of both parties, aided by experts and ratified by Congress and the

employes' organisations, would be a boon to the movement, and would
give a lead to the country. Morally the movement would gain highly
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in prestige, and materially it would reap the advantage in more wa,\s

than one. A permanent .settlement on a satisfactory basis^—such is

the achievement which comes within the province of the movement,
and by which it may earn a distinguished name in the annals both of

co-operation and labour."'

The Labour Problem Abroad.

Not in England alone, but on the Continent also, the conditions

of the war-period have brought the co-operative-labour problem to

the front, and impelled continental movements one after the other

to attempt a solution. With the Russian movement the urge was
experienced even before the war broke out, with the result that Con-

gress ratified the principle of mutual agreements in regard to standard

rates and conditions, as well as giving a mandate for the settlement of

disputes by jointly-elected tribvmals, the plan embracing, in addition

a standard working day, arrangements for sick leave and subsistence

during periods of illness; for women, sick-leave and support for ten

weeks during the period of child-birth; medical attendance for

employes, and a pension scheme also. The unfortunate circumstance

is that the course of events has interrupted all projects.

Then there is the Norwegian movement, which, in 1916, set up a

joint committee for the purpose of mediation, with the regiilation that

the committee, -while taking into account the standard rates prevailing

outside, must regard these rates as the minimum.
Holland Avas the next to take up the question. In 1917 the Dutch

Co-operative Congress passed a resolution declaring for model regula-

tions and standard rates. And in 1918 Congress supplemented its

action by resolving on the establishment of a joint Co-operative and
Trade Union Board for the settlement of disputes.

In 1918, also, the Swiss Co-operative Congress, by a unanimous
vote, gave its sanction to the proposal for the entrance into a national

co-operative compact with the workers' trade unions, the agreement

to be made as soon as the necessary number of societies signified their

readiness to headquarters.

In Germany the labour problem was settled some years ago (for

normal times at least) by way of joint agreements for a term of years

and the setting up of the Tarifamt, or Joint Board ; similar measures

being adopted by the Co-operative Union in Austria at a later date.

The co-opoi'ati\e journal, Spoleni, published in Luhliii. jzives appallinp

statistics conceriiiiiji the depopulation of the kingdom of I'olanil during the

war. In July. !flI4, there was in the kiutidoin a total ]iopuIation of l.'?.V million

inhabitants, whereas in 1!>I() there were only 10 millions: i.e.. the population
had been dejileted l)y ."JJ millioi\s. Out of every 100 men 2(> have dis:i])peared,

and this l>rin>:s the total to one-fourth of the former male jiopulalion. In l!H4
Warsaw eompri.'^ed 884,544 inhabitants, whereas in 1018 the numl)or had been
reduced to (>(>(>. 847,
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CO-OPERATION AS AN ECONOMIC FORCE.

AS the ideal of the movement is the co-operatisation of trade and
industry, so the continuous gaining of ground is essential to the

^ attainment of this ultimate aim. If, however, private enterprise

should be speeding ahead at a faster rate than co-operation, the

necessity for a new standard of enterprise and for the requisite

concentration of strength become clearer than ever. In any case, the

time is ripe and over-ripe for consolidation measures, to the end that

the movement may go full steam ahead and strike the public

imagination by making everj^ store the landmark of the neighbourhood,

every society the talk of the town for dimension, extensions, and
enterprise, and the co-operative campaign in every sectional area the

predominant feature

.

The Task of Consolidation.

Yet how much remains to be done may be gauged by the aggregation

of societies on the minor scale in many localities, by the overlapping

of societies, both large and small, and by the unnecessary multiplicitj''

in every area—all expressive of a huge waste of resources and energy,

and proclaiming the need of a metamorphosis before societies in general

can rank as exemplars of a movement strong and might}^ enough to

wipe the floor with all adversaries. Hence the vital importance of a

fusion of forces by way of district amalgamations, a fusion signifying

the transformation of weakness into strength, and the making of

strength still more potent by the gain in economy, by the concentration

of financial resources, by the gain in directive ability and in uniform

action. When one conjures up the infinite possibilities of achievement

by way of territorial consolidation, the impulse to marvel at the

persistence of things requires an effort to resist. So patent are the

possibilities that whenever descanted on they seldom fail to command
a cheerful and smiling assent. But when the question comes to one

of consent—well, that is just where the troiible begins, a circumstance

clearly pointing to the need of preparatory measures.

The Need of Territorial Machinery.

The absence of territorial machinery for the promotion of teriitorial

economic programmes signifies a yawning gap requiring to be filled in

the interests of the larger co-operation. This absence is all the more
striking in view of the territorial arrangements for standardising

activity and for promoting programmes so far as the noa-commercial

side of co-operation is concerned. In the matter of economic policy,

generally speaking, each society steers its own course and determines

its own rate of speed—which is to say that in every section the

co-operative societies resemble, not an organised fleet, Imt a cloud of
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vessels, ranging.from Dreadnoughts to wooden three-deckers, and w ith

equipments ranging from 150-ton guns to '' long Toms," cutlasses, and
marline-spikes; some ships under steam., others under sail, and all

performing such evolutions as they list in the absence of any common
code of action, despite the fact of having a common foe to confront.

In this connection there seems a transparent necessity for scrap])ing

obsolete craft, and for the organisation of a navy capable of defeating

a greater armada than ever was scattered to the winds in the days

of Queen Bess.

The Urgency of Comprehensive Measures.

What is obviously required is a Co-operative Board of Admiralty

—

in other words, a National Co-operative Commercial Board, as the

directive organ of a national policy of commercial organisation and
super-organisation for the movement, with sectional and district boards

as the necessary complement ; and the specific task to make a detailed

survey of the co-operative position throughout the country, an estimate

of the scope for expansion, as well as of the requirements therefor ; and
last, but not least, the preparation of programmes necessary for united

action and for going ahead full steam.

Apart from all talk of ideals, the urgency of comprehensive measures

in the matter of the consolidation of co-operative strength is proclaimed

by the following figures. In 1914 the co-operative movement com-
manded £43,000,000 of share capital and £21,000,000 in loan capital

and reserves, or £64,000,000 in all. On the other hand, the number of

registered companies (railway companies excluded) increased between

1900 and 1914 from 29,730 to 64,692, whilst their total paid-up cai-ital,

amounting in 1900 to £1,622,641,000, had increased by 1914 to

£2,531,947,000. That is to say, during the first fourteen years of this

century the paid-up capital of registered companies in the United

Kingdom (railway companies not counted) increased hy an amount
equivalent to fourteen times that of the collective co-operative funds

in 1914, with the result that in the year mentioned the registered

companies commanded a paid-up capital 40 times' the amount of the

collective funds of the movement.

The Development of the C.W.S.

Meanwhile, the development of the C.W.S. , both as regards the

expansion of trade and the advance of production, is a national

co-operative matter, and one which in view of the "" Forward " policy

of the Wholesale calls for the sup]iort of the movement to the fullest

extent, inasmuch as the embarkation on a new era of enterprise will

call for still larger resources, procurable by ways and means which

come within the province of experts to determine. And in this

mobilisation of resources there is every reason why every section of

the working-class mov^ement should join.
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Alternative Methods of Advance.

The foiot that Wholesale developments in different countries are

indicative of alternative methods is interesting to note. Thus the

C.W.S. advances by the method of making every extension its own

—

lock, stock, and barrel; whilst in SAvitzerland the experiment has

been made, to a certain extent, of securing a controlling interest

in more than one private enterprise. Thus, by becoming the

preponderating shareholder in the larizest butcher's meat concern in

Switzerland, the S\viss Wholesale solved the problem of the meat supply
for co-operators at a minimum outlay. And although this is an out-

standing instance, other experiments might be cited as well. Needless

to say, in the choice of alternatives, resources, requirements, and
opportunities are factors which count.

CO-OPERATION AS A POLITICAL FORCE.

AMONGST the events of the period there have been few more
L^ dramatic than the political re-orientation proclaimed in 1917,

* when the Congress (at Swansea) cast aside its Cassandras and
shibboleths, and blazoned the decision of the movement to take the

field as a political force to make Britain a safe place for co-operation.

In a manner of speaking, what the submarine policy did for America,
the torpedo tactics of co-operation's adversaries did for the movement.
The unscrupulous policy of Junkerdom, both in Germany and
England, has had the effect of putting forces in motion it had not
the wit to foresee. Moreover, the menace of co-operative hostilities

proved the prologue to manoeuvres, only too reminiscent of the

Teutonic type: avowals of amiability, professions of friendliness

and peace palaver, but no hint of any intention to cease the

levying of tribute, or to withdraw from co-operative territory

except at the Government's convenience and at an indefinite date.

Furthermore, the carrying on of an underground intrigue shows
how far the parallel holds. In January, 1918, the exposure of

this intrigue in the co-operative press, by the publication of a copy
of a confidential circular issued from the headquarters of the Liberal

Whip, revealed the design to organise a co-operative legion for enemy
service, so to speak; the fact of a co-operative functionary's connection
with the scheme also showing complicity in the manoeuvre. Then, in

Februa,ry, came a further revelation of forces at work. At the Prest-

wich "by-election—the movement's first outpost engagement—the
co-operative candidate, fighting single-handed against the alliance of

the anti-co-operative parties, experienced a signal defeat, a circum-

stance not unremotely connected with active disloyalty in the division

to the co-operative cause.
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Such lessons point their own moral. They point to the need of

bringing home to every co-operator the issues at stake, to the end that
in ever}' election in which the movement takes part co-operators

shall march to the ballot box and cast their votes as one man. And
all this necessitates the establishment of adequate propagandist
machinery, as well as the adoption of vigorous measures with regard to

intrigues afoot; intrigues which, in view of conference resolutions,

constitute a deliberate betrayal of co-operative principles, a deliberate

defiance of the will of the movement, and a deliberate design to wreck
its policy.

Allies and the Why and the Wherefore.

Next to the evil of intriguers who would lead the movement astray
IS the mischief of councillors Avho would have the movement play a
lone hand, advice pretty much on a par with suggesting that America
should fight her OAvn battle and hold aloof from Great Britain, and so

court all conceivable difficulties and prolong the war to infinity.

Suffice it to say that the co-operative and labour movements are the
natural allies arrayed against the "central powers" of capitalism
and landlordism, whose dominance constitutes an eternal menace
both to industrial and political democracj', and whose aggressive
policy has forced the Uvo movements one after the other to enter the
political field against the common enemy. Their foe is the same, their

cause is the same, their aims are akin, and, literally speaking, their

fimdamental unity is proclaimed by their membership being also largely

composed of the same individuals; while the record of the Labour
Part}^ as the solitarv cham])ion of co-operative interests in the House
of Commons shows its clear differentiation from all others, and con-

stitutes a guarantee of fidelity which none can dispute. Hence the call

to common action is the call of the blood, the call of joint interests

and of a joint peril, and as such accords with the dictates of sanity,

sound instincts, and common sense.

Objections and Bogies.

As for the objection raised against the entrance of the movement
into politics, on the ground that the Labour Party can always be relied

upon to defend co-operative interests, it must be said that the facts

clearly show that defence is one thing, and advocacy another: and
that, in a legislature composed to the greatest extent of hostile interests,

the presence of direct representatives as guardians of c«,i-o]ierative

welfare, as authorities on co-operative affairs, and as acknowledged
spokesmen for the movement, is a necessity both absolute and funda-
mental.

Another objection which has been com|)elled to work overtime is

of more dubious origin. This is the objection that co-operative
politics signify splitting the movement (on the economic plane), and
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the fact that the same style of argument was once urged against the
entrance of labour into poHties has proved no deterrent to its being
furbished up again, despite the fact that trade unionism is now stronger
than before.

Political Aims.
As a matter of fact, the first principle of co-operative politics is

the national consolidation of the movement for the promotion of

co-operative objects and the attainment of co-operative aims, which
may be categorically stated as follows:

—

(1) The immediate aim : the direct defence of co-operative interests

before the Parliamentary tribunal.

(2) The intermediate aim: to make Britain a sate place for co-

operative democracy.

(3) The ultimate aim : to promote the realisation of the co-operative

commonwealth, the ideal Avith which the movement was
founded.

In other words, co-operative representation in Parliament is requisite

as a constructive force : requisite, that is to say, for the shaping of

legislation in accordance with co-operative principles and for the

moulding of the co-operative state.

The bearing of these remarks will be the more easily grasped by
recalling the prodigious extent to which the movement is debarred
from free development by the fact that it has to operate in an anti-

co-operative state—a state in which, normally speaking, the economic
and political machinery in the realm is utilised by the dominant
forces to maintain and promote the conditions favourable to the

growth and development of private interests and the extraction of

profit, conditions comprised in the private monopoly of land, of industry

and commerce, of financial resources, as well as the monopoly of

legislative power and the control of the State. Let the movement
turn where it will, it is compelled to pay tribute. Not a rood of ground
can it purchase, nor a ship, nor a cargo of grain, nor a wagon of coals,

without paying toll to private interests. And in the matter of trans-

port and everything else it is just the same. Not a stride can it take

in any direction without paying gate money. But nationalise the land,

mines, and railways, let the State and municipalities do their own
banking, let the State do for co-operation what co-operation cannot do
for itself, and the movement, freed from its shackles, will march on
with redoubled strides. .A.J1 this points to the lines of the political

programme, through the materialisation of which the movement may
hope to bring about a favourable change of environment.

The Movement and the State.

Time and development have, of course, brought about a re-casting

of thought in more ways than one. The conceptions of a self-sufficing
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and of an all -sufficing movement are now seen to be the ideas of a

bygone age. Self-sufficing the movement can never be, since its

welfare is bound up with social arrangements as a whole. Neither can

it be all-sufficing, for the reason that developments have shown that

the State and municipality have a legitimate field of activity commen-
surate with public needs as a whole. Mxmicipal and national libraries,

for example, stand outside the range of rivalry, and yet at the same time

enable co-operative libraries to specialise in co-operative literature

and works devoted to the specific needs of the movement. Public

education, whatever its defects, is an enterprise transcending the

capacity of voluntary organisations; whilst the fact that it forms the

indispensable groundwork of educational activities in the co-operative

as in every other sphere shows how voluntaryism benefits by corporate

action; and the fact that the advance of co-oiieration means the

betterment of citizens and the improvement of citizenship shows how
corporate action derives benefit from the voluntary organisation of

effort. Each is the complement of the other, and both are necessary

and essential to the social weal.

Political Co-operation Abroad.
As regards the development of political consciousness, continental

movements afford an example, just as the movement in Britain

furnishes an illustration of earlier development on the economi,p plane.

Thus in Sweden, Switzerland, Hungary, and Italy the movements have
their Parliamentary advocates . In Belgium the movement is nothing if

not politically conscious. In Finland leading co-operators have been

in the ranks of the Government; and in Russia, during the Kerenskv
regime, representative co-operators held important offices in the

State. In France the movement made itself felt at the last general

election by bringing its influence to bear on candidates for the advantage
of co-operation. In Germany and Austria political solidarity is as

noticeable in the co-operative ranks as it is in the trade imion move-
ment. In fact, the trend of movements to seek for political expression

(directly wherever possible, and indirectly through the Labour Parties,

where the law blocks the way to direct representation) is practically

universal abroad, and now that the movement at home has taken the

l)lunge the trend acquires still greater significance.

GERMAN FACTORIES IN 1918.
In the course of a letter to tho anial^amatod into 300. In the oil

Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, industry IS factories, working at high
writt<>u in March, 1918, a manu- pn"ssun>. have been formed cut of

facturer .stated:

—

7^0 works pmviously existing.' In the

Out of 1,700 spinning and weaving silk industry the number of spindles

mills only 70 are still running at high has Ix^en ivduced from 45,000 to

pressure, whilst in tho boot and shoo 2,500.

industry 1,400 factories have lieon
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THE BRITISH CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT.

TO those familiar with the ways of the Co-operative movement
the offer of an itinerary would be as fantastic as the carrying

of coals to Newcastle, or of antiquities to Stonehenge. But
to the uninitiated (otherwise the larger number), struggling with
perplexity in the midst of complexity, a few words of guidance will be
welcome as the flowers in Maj" , or as a pleasant change in the weather.

And the puzzle is easily accounted for, even though there be no
accounting for tastes. The fact is that the British co-operative move-
ment, like the British constitution, possesses all the characteristics

of a growth according to conditions and circumstances rather than of

a structure organised in accordance Avith a definite, complete, and
forethought-out scheme. Starting as the world's co-operative pioneer,

the movement had no models to go by, and had to supply its wants
as best it could. And so, in true British fashion, successive institutions

have been improvised to suit the occasion—and improvised independ-
ently, so to speak, and without any particular regard to theoretical

symmetry, or to the strict correlation of forces or the dovetailing of

parts. The result is, as the neophyte sees it, a vast irregular pile

of labyrinthine architecture, on the threshold of which the ncM -comer
halts in bewilderment and breathes a heart-felt prayer for a clue.

Hence the following exposition, which ma}^ be regarded as the answer
thereto.

The Go -operative Union.
Of the co-operative movement, with its imposing array of societies,

tlic Co-operative Union and the Co-operative Wholesales constitute

the two super-organisations, so to speak—organisations corresponding
respectively to the psychological and material aspects and activities

of the co-operative system. As the national organisation and psycho-
logical centre of unity, the Union embraces the retail societies (an

inconsiderable number excepted) and the Wholesales (English and
Scottish), and in addition thereto a number of other productive
societies or federations of various kinds, together with siuidrv oilier

societies of a miscellaneous character.

The Congress and the Executive.

As regards the direction of affaii's, the l^nion bears a distant

resemblance to the State: the Cabinet having its analogue or homo-
logue in the controlling executive ])residing over the ])ejinanent staff,

whilst Parliament may be said to be featured in the Amnial Congress
oi' co-operative legislature; but which, while endowed Avith the

advantages of a single chamber, can enact moi-al and model ordinances
mainly, and so differs from Parliament, whose acts become \i\\\—law
so stringent that a man disol)eys at his peril, and yet so aeeommodating
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as to permit the driving of a coach and four through. Meantime the
Union's controUing organ, composed of two boards—the United
Board and the Central Board—may be hkened to the Cabinet, plus a
supervisory Privj^ Council thrown in. The Central Board (or

Privy Council) is formed bj' the eight Sectional Boards assembling in

session—the session usually taking place twice in the year, i.e., once
before the meeting of Congress, and once after. In the interval, duties

are delegated to the United Board (composed of representatives of

the Sectional Boards), which thus constitutes the quasi-permanent
administrative organ, and meets several times a j^ear.

What the Union means to the movement is revealed by the functions

of the executive, which stands in the position of adviser to Congress
and of executor of its mandates. Within the scope of executive duties

come the survey of operations and the reporting of progress, the
consideration of problems and the drafting out of solutions, and the

preparation of projects and their advocac}' in the movement after

sanction by Congress. Within the movement the jjromotion of

illumination and solidarity is its special task, and outside the move-
ment its duty is to promote the spread of co-operative ideas, to look

out for friends, and to keep a vigilant eye on foes. In other words, it

exists to keep watch and ward, and to promote the interests and
welfare of the movement to the full extent of its power.

Illustrative of these duties are the departmental affairs administered

by the various committees of the United Board—that is to say, those

of Education, Publications, Joint Propaganda, the Joint Committee
of Trade Unionists and Co-oi)erators, and the Committee for Co-

operative Defence—in regard to whose composition a reference may
also be made. Thus the Central Education Committee embraces,

besides representatives of the United Board, representatives of

Associations of Educational Committees, together with one from the

Women's Guild and another from the Amalgamated Union of

Co-operative Employes. The Publications Committee comprises repre-

sentatives both of the United Board and the Central Education

Committee. On the Joint Propaganda Committee the Co-operative

Union and the Enghsh Co-operative Wholesale are both represented.

On the Joint Parliamentary Committee both the English and Scottish

Wholesales have representatives as well as the Union. On the

Committee of Trade Unionists and Co-operators representatives of

the Union sit together with those of the Trades Union Congress

Parliamentary Committee, whilst the Defence Committee embraces

representatives of the Union, the Co-operative Wholesale, and the

Productive Federation.

The leading functionary of the Union is the general secretary

or chief of the permanent staff, the assistant secretary ranking next

in the official hierarchy. Within the category of experts and specialists

come the adviser of studies and the labour adviser,
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The Co-operative Wholesales.

The Co-operative Wholesales next claim attention as the central
economic organs of the movement and universal providers for the
multiplicity of their affiliated societies. By reason of its towering
proportions the C.W.S. forms the most conspicuous landmark
amongst the world's wholesales—the Scottish Wholesale, though
of much smaller proportions, coming next thereto. With estates
and depots in three overseas continents, with a striking array
of warehouses and industrial establishments at home, and con-
ducting home and foreign commercial operations on a prodigious scale,

the C.W.S. in its ramifications, ranging from tea growing, corn milling,

and tobacco manufacturing to coal mining, banking, and in.surance,

stands forth as the collective enterprise of the movement, and as the
leading embodiment of the economic struggle for the democratisation
of commerce and industry, and for the emancipation of the public
from private and predator}^ interests. Joint action with the Scottish
Wholesale in various directions affords evidence of the wider
co-operation, whilst the lengthy array of estates and buildings purchased
during war-time (particulars of which are given on another page),
together with the inauguration of a Publicity Department, signalising

itself by new publications— all this is significant as to the forward
policy of the C.W.S., whose central offices in Balloon Street, Manchester,
with the board, chairman, and general secretar}- , constitute the head-
centre of English co-operative action in the mercantile and industrial
sphere.

Minor Organisations.

Minor organisations of special types may also be accorded a
reference. Of such are the societies comprised within the Co-operative
Productive Federation—societies of composite constitution, including
workers, private shareholders and consumers' societies in varying
degrees and engaged in undertakings of a diversified character; whilst
the Co-operative Ncws])aper Society, composed of a group of retail

societies as well as of ])roductives, may be said to revolve in an orbit
of its own.

Individual Organisations.

From the organisations of .societies we now turn to the organisations
of individuals for specific objects and ])uri)<).ses. In these we behold
another phase of the moveuient. These organisations may broadly
be classified as constituting two groups, viz., those coming under the
auspices of the Co-operative Union, and those which do not. To the
first-named group belong the National Co-operative Men's
Guild and the Co-operative Educational League, and also the
Students' Fellowship and the Co-operative College Circle, 'i'o tlic-
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second group belong the Women's Guilds and the Amalgamated Union
of Co-operative Emploj^es : the former being specially characterised

by their activities for the improvement of women's status inside and
outside the co-operative ranks, and their ardour in the cause of

social reform ; in addition to which the Guilds form a bond of social

union, and devote themselves to feminine co-operative culture, and
the advancement of the movement in general. As for the A.U.C.E.,

suffice it to say that by a variety of the boards of societies it is

regarded as the enfant terrible of co-operation, and by the rank and file

of employes as a sta>lwart pioneer of industrial unionism : that is to

say, industrial unionism in the British, in contradistinction to the

continental, sense of the term.

After the foregoing particulars the table annexed will enable the

reader to obtain a comprehensive view of the movement as a whole :

—

The Co-operative Union.

Affiliated Societies. Organs.

Retail

Societias. Co-operative
Wholesales.

Sections.

Affiliated

Societies.

Wholesale
Board, &c.

Executive
Organs.

Central Board.
United Board.

Committees.

Legislative

Organ.

Co-operative
Congress.

Auxiliary Organisations.

Productive
Federation.

.i

Distributive

Federation.

I .

Co-operative
Newspaper

Society.

Miscellaneous.

f Under Union Auspices

—

I

(1) National Co-operative Mens Guild.

I
(2) Co-operative Educational League,

. . .

<J
Students' Fellowship, and College Circle.

I

Independent

—

(1) The Women's Guilds.

I
(2) The Amalgamated Society of Co-

(^
operative Employes.

The subjoined details with regard to the issue of publications will

help to elucidate matters still further, and will serve to round off

this sketch:

—

The Co-operative Union issues:

The Congress Reports.

The Congress Handbooks.
The Co-operative Directory.

Propagandist and Educational Literature.

The Co-operative Union Quarterly Review (the official organ

of the Union).

The Co-ojjerative Educator.
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The Co-operative Wholesale issues

:

The Producer (the technical organ of the movement).
The Wheatsheaf (a national co-operative record).

The People's Year Book.

The Co-operative Newspaper Society issues

:

The Co-operative News.
The Millgate Monthly.

Our Circle.

FRANCE.

Establishment of a Council for Developing Co-operation.

FROM the following announcement made in the Labour Cazette

it will be seen that the French Government has set an
example :

—

A French decree, dated February 22nd, 1918, establishes a

permanent council, attached to the Ministry of Labour and Social

Thrift, whose functions shall be to stud}^ all questions relating to the

development of the co-operative movement. The Council is to consist

of forty-three members, as follows : Fifteen members selected from
the Legislature, Government Departments, the Bank of France, and.
the University Professors of Law ; twelve members elected by
co-operative distributive societies or federations thereof ; a

representative of groups of purchasers other than co-operative

distributive societies; a person chosen by the Minister from a list

put forward by distributive societies ; twelve members elected by
co-operative productive societies of working-men, a representative

selected by the Minister from names put forward by such productive

societies; and a representative, also selected by the Minister, from
a list supplied by co-operative banks of working-men. Each member
is elected for a period of three years. The Council is to be divided

into two • independent sections, one representing productive and the

other distributive co-operation. Each section is to meet sepai-ately

at least once in each year, or on dates fixed by the chairman, or on
demand of half the number of its members. The duty of the Council,

or of each section, is to examine questions which shall be submitted
to it by the Minister. The Council is to meet in full st^ssion on dates

to be fixed by ministerial decree. The subjects in res])ect of which
the Council will be asked to give its opinion comprise the following:

legislation or administrative regulations directly or indirectly atTecting

co-operation; the relations of co-operative societies for production
and distribution with public authorities general!}^ and with vocational

groups ; the relations of such societies with other forms of co-operation,

and with industry and commerce; ami the pasition of eo-operatioii

with respect to the defence of the interests of consumers and of

producers.
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CO-OPERATIVE ORGANISATION ABROAD.

AT a time when " reconstruction '' has become the watchword
/-\ of British co-operators a brief sketch of the divers tjrpes of

organisation embodying the constructive ideas of world-wide
co-opei'ation can hardly be deemed lacking in interest. So, in default

of a Royal Commission, let us, for the nonce, undertake an informal

investigation and see how they order matters abroad. Whether the
facts prove instructive or not they will be Avorth the trouble of collection

if they add to one's knowledge.
•

The Two Groups.

Continental movements, to begin with, may be divided into two
groups. In the first group come the movements in which psychological

and material activities are centralised in the Union which carries on
the Avork of propaganda and defence as well as wholesale trading

operations. The Unions of Russia, Switzerland, and Sweden fall in

this categorj^

In the second category come the movements in which the

Co-operative Wholesale forms a legally distinct entity from the Union
as is the case in France, Germany, Holland, and Italy.

A Centbalised Type.

As regards the centralised Unions it will suffice if we select the

Swiss Union for the purpose of studying the type. In the Union of

Swiss Consumers' Societies the three links in the chain of co-operative

government are the Administrative Committee or Executive, the

Supervisory Council or Board of Control, and the Congress or

legislative mandatory organ. As the congress elects the supervisory

council, so the supervisory council elects the administrative committee
or executive. The supervisory council is composed of 21 members,
Avho are elected for three j^ears at the rate of one-third of their number
each year. The council's powers include, beside the election of the

administrative board and the supervision and control thereof, the

appointment of committees and of the higher-salaried members of the

staff, the determination of the scale of salaries, the ratification of

labour contracts, the purchase of property, the determination of the

date and order of congresses, and so forth. The council also fixes its

own scale of indemnity, and holds its meetings quarterly, its functions

being delegated in the interim to a committee of five of its members
(resident in the Union headquarter's area). This committee of five,

termed the Bureau du Conseil, is the standing or acting committee of

control.

Subordinate to the committee of control is the administrative

committee or executive board, consisting of from three to five members,
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^\ ho, in the capacit}' of a board of directors, are collectively responsible

for the conducting of the operations of the Union and the carrying on
of affairs. The affairs of the Union are carried on in three departments,
each department having at its head one to three members of the
administrative committee. The first department is that of organisation

and accountancy, and comprises the sub-departments of banking,
accountancy, insurance, printing, construction, and agriculture. The
second department is that of the secretaryship and propaganda, and
includes the editorial departments of the various periodicals issued by
the Union. The third department is that of wholesale enterprise

(commercial and manj^ifacturing). From the following list the whole
hierarchy of functions and functionaries may be seen at a glance :

—

(1) The co-operative congress.

(2) The supervisory council ; the acting council.

(3) The administrative committee or executive.

(4) The three departments: each with members of the
administrative committee at its head, and each with its

chancellerie and chief; and the AMiolesale with two or three

chiefs in addition,

(o) Sub-departments and sub-chiefs.

From the above particulars it will be seen that the Swiss Union
presents itself as a type of organisation in which the feature of

co-ordination stands out in bold relief.

Org.4nisation in Germany.

Coming next to the movements in which the Wholesale Society
constitutes a special entity it will be as well to have a glance at the
organisation of the Central Union of German Distributive Co-operative
Societies in which the congress, the general council, the supervisory
committee, and the Vorstand or executive board constitute the main
links in the chain of authority.

The general council (which meets t\\ice a year, once in autumn or
in spring and once before the assembling of congress) consist.s of 120
l)ersons: the nine sectional federations and Co-operative Wholesale
being entitled to elect 12 representatives each to the generol council;

the representatives of the Wholesale being elected by the Wholesale's
supervisory committee, while the representatives of the Federations
must be members of their respective executive board's supervisory
councils.

The supervisory committee of the Central I'nion is eoini)os(Hl

of thirteen persons, i.e., nine representatives of the nini^ Sectional

Federations (i.e., one for each federation, the representative of each
federation being usually its chainnan or vice-chaiiinan), and ong
representative of the Wholesale, together with three re})resentatives

elected by Congress.
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The executive board (Vorstand) of the Union consists of seven

persons—four honorary members and three salaried officials. These

three ofhcials constitute the permanent or acting executive board.

The acting executive and the honorary executive meet together as a

full board some four times per annum, and the full executive board

and the supervisory board assemble together in conclave at similar

periods; while the full executive^ board, the supervisory council, and
the general council meet together twice in the year.

Thus the general council and the supervisory committee are pretty

much like the central board and the united board of the Co-operative

Union in England. It is the executive board which constitutes the

special feature of the German Union, constituting as it does a permanent
triumvirate, meeting daily for deliberation on current affairs and holding

special meetings as occasion requires. The same triumvirate also

conducts the affairs of the co-operative press which, though nominally

an institution legally distinct from the Union, is made an organic part

of the Union by the fact of both institutions having one and the same
directorate. As for the honorary members of the executive, who dwell

at a distance from the Union's headquarters and so only meet the

permanent officials four times a year, it works out that the tasks of the

full board are limited to reports with regard to the course of affairs, to

resolutions on questions of principle or of special importance and to

preparations for the joint sittmgs of the executive, the supervisor}'

committee, and the general council, as well as for Congress.

With regard to the regional federations it may be stated that the

plan of each organisation embraces a conference, a supervisory council,

and an executive board. The supervisory councils of the federations

are each composed of from live to seven members elected by the

districts, which are to a large extent identical with the districts of

wholesale purchasing federations.

The German Wholesale.

The Co-operative Wliolesale, which is conducted under the form of

a limited company affiliated to the Union, is organised after the

manner of the regional federations, i.e., with yearly meetings, and
with a supervisory council consisting of eighteen members, while the

executive board, like that of the Union, consists of a managing
triumvirate, in tKe shape of three directors, with collective control and
collective responsibility. /*

WAR DAMAGE IN BELGIUM.
The first inquiry made by the Central Industrial Committee of

Belgium estimates the value of damage caused by military operations

and the removal of important machinery and of raw material at

6,560 million francs (C262,400,000).
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THE CONTINENTAL CO-OPERATIVE PRESS.

IF
one were asked to name the most significant feature of the

continental co-operative movements of the present century, the

answer would be the advent and growth of the co-operative press.

Isolated periodicals there are of course, descending from an earlier

period, such as U Emancijiation de Nimes, "founded in 1886, and
Les Cooperateurs Beiges (if it has survived the effects of German
Kultur), founded in the same year. But periodicals like these cannot
be said to stand on the same level as the organ of a movement like

La Cooperazione Italiana (the official Italian organ), which ranks as

the Nestor of national organs of co-operative distributive movements
on the Continent, and whose characteristics to-day, after a career of

32 years, proclaim that age cannot wither nor custom stale its missionar}'

fervour nor its infinite capacity for propaganda and agitation.

How truly the official organs of distributive co-operative movements
abroad are the product of the century, and to what extent developments
have taken place, may be seen from a review of the 3^ears in which
national organs in various countries first saw the light: Switzerland

1901, Belgium 1902, Austria 1903, Russia 1903, Germany 1904,

Holland 1904 (reorganised 1913), Finland 1905, Norwav 1906,

Bohemia 1909, Sweden 1914.

In France the co-operative press was reorganised in 1912 on the

fusion of the neutral and socialist co-operative movements.
Needless to say the diversity of ' national conditions and

temperaments is reflected in the diverse characteristics of the

co-operative press just as the diversity of movements is reflected in

the number and circulation of jjeriodicals as well as their format
ranging from the shape of a magazine to newspaper size. Speaking
generally the leading organs show a marked absence of exclusiveness

in their attitude to kindred movements, whilst all of them (with

scarcely an exception) reveal by the constant record of events

pertaining to the movement in other countries, an absence of insularity

and a spirit of internationalism which is gratifying to see.

Differentiation and Specialisation.

From amongst the general characteristics the differentiation and
specialisation of organs may be singled out as worthy of inirticular

note—the s[)ccialisation taking the form of one jieriodical dealing

with topics and problems of s])ecial concern and ofanothcr ])e»iodical

of a popular character and with a propagandist circulation. For
examples of this specialisation one may refer to the jieriodicals of

various movements, giving at the same time the names in translated

form foi- convenience.
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For Special Jteading. For General Reading.
Russia The Union of Consumers Unification (for towns

co-operators).

The Common Cause (for

rural co-operators).

Germanj' The Co-operative Review The Co-operative People's
Journal.

Sweden The Co-operator The Consumer''s Journal.
Switzerland The Swiss Consumers' Society The Co-operative People's

Journal (for the co-

operators of German-
speaking Switzerland,
and two ot hoi's for the
co-operators of French-
speaking and Italian-

speaking Switzerland
respectively).

This differentiation offers a dual advantage. One periodical

specialises in the writings of experts and critics; in the other are the

matters of interest to the general co-operative reader. Each tj'pe of

journal is adapted to a different circle of readers, and each circle finds

what it wants without having thrust upon it matters outside the

range of its interests. This concentration on matters of interest is

also shoAvn conspicuously with regard to news. Here there is no
dead weight of items devoid of all interest except to an infinitesimal

group. What news there is is calculated to be of interest to the

movement at large, and items of purely local interest are rigidly

excluded, and the space devoted to information of sufficient importance.

Items such as reports of smoking concerts, local entertainments, and
minor meetings one ma}^ search for in vain. Their appearance in

journals catering for a whole movement would be regarded as purely

irrelevant. Local organs are regarded as the fit and proper things

for local items of news.

Organisation and Control.

On the Continent the issue of the official organs of the movements
is undertaken by the Unions themselves. How far this is the general

rule may be gauged by the fact that in Russia, Finland, Germany,
Austria, Belgium, Holland, Sweden, Norway, Fi-ance, and Italy the

organs of the movements are such in the literal sense of the term.

Such a thing as an independent official organ would be regarded as a
contradiction in terms. Even where (as in Germany) the official

organs are issued nominally through the medium of a special

organisation, this organisation is controlled by the Union by the fact

that the Board of the one is also the Board of the other, whilst the

extent to which the movement is directly interested in the publishing

concern is shown by the membershij), in(;luding the Co-operative

Wholesale, the sectional federations (through trustees), as well as a

host of societies. As was officially stated before the war, the publishing
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concern (Verlagsgessellschaft) occupies a special position with regard

to the Central Union of German Co-operative Societies. It is not a

member of the Central Union, but stands in personal^union therewith

inasmuch as the executive board (Vorstand) of the Central Union is

likewise the executive board of the Verlagsgessellschaft; the

supervisory committee of the Union also being the supervisory

committee of the Verlagsgessellschaft. All societies of the Central

Union are beholden to become members of the concern. The great

majority of the societies have already become members, or given in

their announcement to become such.

With regard to specific organs abroad it may also be stated that

their national status gains an added distinction by the character of the

personal control, in other words by the fact that the organs of the

movements are controlled by leading men, as in the case of tho.se in

France, Germany, Russia, and Denmark, with Daude-Bancel, Dr.

August Muller, V. N. Selheim, and Anders Nielsen respectivelv, as

editors, or as in Italy where Antonio Vergnanini is the director of the

organ of the Italian League of Co-operative Societies, or as in Holland,

where the chairman of the Union is the chairman of the newspaper
committee, or as in Switzerland, where the department of propaganda
has as its presiding chiefs B. Jaeggi and Dr. 0. Schar, who are likewise

the chairman and vice-chairman of the Executive Board of the Union,

to say nothing of the fact that the former was until recently a member
of the legislature, and that the latter is so at the present time. Hence
there is no challenging the fact that organs such as those referred to

constitute the authentic voice of respective movements, and carry a

special Aveight of authority.

The Co-operative Press in Russia.

A reference, in conclusion, may be made to the Russian co-ojierative

press, which, like the movement itself, has undergone a surprising

expansion of late years. As to the quality the following statement

may be allowed to speak for itself: " The general standard of our
co-operative literature is high, and its com^iarison with the co-o]>erative

literature of other countries it can sustain with honour to itself. It is

pcrmeat(Hl with idealistic tendencies, and imweariedly carries on its

onerous and im|)ortant work of ])r()moting the self-determinatit)n and
s])iritualisation of co-operation."

As Russia possesses in the ('o-operative Messenger (V\estiiik

Kooi)eratsii), the most intc^llectual co-operative periodical in the

world it will be seen that the preceding statement is by no means an
overstcitement. By the issue of Vlast Naroda (The Power of the

People), the Council of Co-operative Congresses signalised itself

after the Revolution by the establishment of the world's Hrst

co-operative daily pa))er.
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CO-OPERATIVE CONGRESSES ABROAD, 1918.

ARETROSPECTIVE glance at the

constructive tasks engaged in

by Continental Congresses dviring

the past year reveals the attention
paid to developments in organisation

and to the settlement of important
problems, which hasbeenadisting'iush-
ing feature of the year 1918, notwith-
standing the titanic conflict in Em*ope
and all the thunders and reverbera-

tions of war.

Holland.
The measiux3 by which the Dutch

Congress (held in Rotterdam on June
22nd last) mainly signalised itseK

was the resolution for the estab-

lishment of a joint Co-operative and
Trade Union Wages Board for the

settlement of disputes and the pro-

motion of a standard wage scale—

a

measure which may be regarded as

completing the work commenced last

year when the Congress emphatically
declared in favour of the observance of

standard wages and conditions through-
out the movement. As tho Wages
Board was established within a couple
of months of the decision of last year's

Congress it will he. seen that no time
was lost. Tho Congress of 1918 also

showed its approval of Women's Guilds

by passing (without discussion) a
motion urging their oxtejision.

Switzerland.
At the Congress of the Swiss Co-

operative Union (held in Grcneva from
June 21st to 23rd) a measui-e for the

settlement of the labour problem
formed one of tho two loading topics of

debate, as the outcome of which the Con-
gress unanimously declared in favour
of a national compact between tho two
movements of Co-operaticn and Trade
Unionism with regard to a standard
scale of wages (with local variations)

for- co-operative employees. The
second absorbing question was with
regard to tho collaboration of the

two movements in productive enter-

prise, in which regard the Congress,
by resolution, hold out tho prospect
of admitting the Trade Union move-

ment within the sphere of co-operative
activity, but at the same time declared
for co-operative liberty of action as

regards participation in private luider-

takings. Considering that the Umon
is the preponderating shareholder
in the largest slaughter-house firm in

Switzerland, it will bo seen that the
declaration of Congress was amply
jiistified.

Italy.
In Italy the co-ordination of the

two co-operative movements of dis-

tribution and labovu" was the question
which overshadowed all others at the
trio of Congresses held in Milan in

July last for the purpose of advancing
the collective welfare of the movement
as well as of the nations thereof; the
National Congress of Distributive
Societies bemg held on July 13th,

the National Congress of Societies of

Production and Labour on the 14th,

and the Greneral Congress of Italian

Co-operation on the 15th: and when
the programme adopted is carried into
effect the outcome will be a movement
reinforced in strength and advancing
at an accelerated pace. On the lines

marked out the unions will retain their

autonomy, but co-ordination will be
assured by means of a joint committee,
whilst the National League of Co-
operative Societies will continue as

before to act as the initiating and
guiding force in the sphere of politics,

education, and propaganda.

Sweden.
In Sweden the Congress which

assembled in Stockholm from June t,

26th to 27th concentrated its attention
on matters of reorganisation and on
the revision of statutes, but in view of

the fact that various points were held
over for discussion at district con-
ferences, the task of completing the

work will have to be undertaken by
tho Congress of 1919. In the matter of,

promoting the material and mental
development of tho movement the

Congress showed its wisdom by de-

clai'ing for the utilising of surplus

savings by societies for purposes of
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expansion and by recommending that
societies should allocate 5 kr. per 1,000

of their profits to a fund to be used
partly for educational purposes, and
to bo administrated by the Board of

the Union. Considering the impor-
tance of the agenda the proceedings
passed ofi with exemplary smoothness
and dispatch.

Russia.
In contrast with the Congress of

1917, which was held in the jubilant

days of the revolutionarj^ era, the

Congress of 1918, held in the days of

debacle, was mantled in glooni. Never-
theless, the Congress, realising the
needs of the time, bent its efforts to

the task of giving a lead to the naove-
ment and to the nation at large. To
co-operative organisations—the only
organisations which have survived
the universal crash—the Congre.^s

sounded a clarion call to apply all

th<'ir energies to the work of economic
and social reconstruction, and at the
same time traced out a comprehensive
scheme of operations for the utilisa-

tion and development of co-operative
powers and resources. The measures
suggested for the redemption of Russia
showc'd an equally comprehensive
grasp. With regard to the political

situation, the Congress expressed its

attitude in th<i following terms: " The

Congress calls for the immediate
stoppage of civil warfare, rejects a
separate peace, and calls for energetic
resistance to the enemy and fcr the
immediate restoration of the organs
of local government, and demands
that the Soviet of People's Comnus-
sari3s shall at once lay aside its

authority. The Congress considers
that the immediate renewal of the
work of the Constituent Assembly is

an obligation at a most harassing
period, and that the ralhang of all

forces for the salvation of the country
and of the conquests of the revolution,
is the first of its tasks. . . . The Con-
gress calls on members of co-operative
organisations to j^erform their civic

duty and to prevent the development
of anarchy and internal dissolution by
their active intervention in the life of

the mass.,"

France.
The French Co-operative Congress

(held in Paris in September) acclaimed
the prospect of government aid for the
co-operative movement in the great
work of economic reconstruction to be
imdertaken on the advent of peace.
The general assembly of the Wholesale
also prepared for contingencies by
giving the necessary sanction for au
increa.se of capital.

WAR-TIME COMMISSIONS AND
COMMITTEES.

Up to April, 1918. no fewer than
270 Commissions and Committees of

Inquiry with reference to various
matters arising from the war had been
appointed by the Government. Since
then others have been instituted by
various departments, including the
Ministry of Food. This hasappointed a

MILK WHOLESALK DISTRIBUTION SUB-
COMMITTEE,

to coasidei- steps for the control or
collection, utilisation, and distribution
of milk sold by wholesale, juul the need
for establishing new depots. Mr. W.
Buckley is the chairman, the membeis
including Mrs. Cotterell, of the Coii-

siuuers' C'oiuK-il. and Mi'. H. J. Yoxuigs,
of the C.W.S.
A Butter and Cheese Imports Com-

mittee has been appointed to deal with
the import of butter and cheese autl

their distribution to retailors. Mr.
A. W. Lobb, of the C.AV.8.. is a
member.
To the Committee on St<ite and

Mmiicipai Housing liank Facilities, set

up by the Local (lovernment Hoard.
I\Ir. Thomas (Joodwin. C.W.S. Bank,
has been Hi)pointed.
The Royal Conunission on Decimal

Coinage; one of tiie membei-s of which
is Mr. Ceorgo Havhurst. Director of

the C.W.S.
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INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY
OF CO-OPERATIVE ORGANISATIONS.

International Co-operative Alliance (established 1895): 4, Great Smith Street,

Westminster, London, S.W.I. Secretary: H. J. May.

UNITED KINGDOM.
For a cotnplete list of Co-operative bodies in the United Kingdom see

pages 321 to 324.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Zentralverband osterreichischer Konsumvereine : Kolingasse 19, Vieana,

(Central Union of Austrian Distributive Societies.) Established 1904.

Grosseinkatifsgesellschaft osterreichischer Konstunvereine: Kolingasse 19,

Vienna. (Austrian Co-operative Wholesale.) Established 1905.

Allgemeiner Verband der auf Selbsthilfe beruhenden Erwerbs- imd Wirt-

schaftsgenossenschaften : Lindengasse 5. Vienna. (The General Union is

a composite organisation).

Landes Kredit Verband, Ringplatz 10, Lemberg (Galicia). (National Credit

Union ).

Hangya a Magyar Gazdaszo vetseg Fogyyasztasi es Ertekesito Svovetkezete

:

Kozraktar-utcza 34, Budapest. (The Hangya Co-operative Wholesale.)

Established 1898.

Magyarorszagi szovetkezetek szovetsege (General Co-operative Union):

"Ulloi-iit 25, Budapest.

Landes Central Kreditgenossenschaft, Baross-utca 13-szam: Budapest.

(National Central Credit Society).

Ustredni svaz ceskoslovanskych druzstev v Praze (Central Association of Czech-

Slav Co-operative Societies, Prague). Established 1907.

Velkonakupni spolecnost koiisumnich druzstev v Praze (Co-operative Wholesale

Society, Prague). Established 1909.

BELGIUM,
Federation des Soci^tes cooperatives beljges: 48, rue du Rupel, Brussels

(established 1901). Secretary: Victor Serwy. Office cooperatif beige

Brussels.

DENMARK.
Fijellesforeningen for Danmarks Brugsforeninger : Copenhagen. (The Danish

Distributive Wholesale.) Estabhshed 1890.

Andelsudvalget : Christian sgade 24, Aarhus. (The All-Danish Central

Go-operative Board). ^

FINLAND.
Suomen Osuuskauppojcn Keskusosuuskunta r.l. (The Finnish Co-operative

Union and Wholesale Society): Helsingfors. Established 1904.

Pellervo Society: Helsingfors. Secretary: Onni Karhunen. (Society for the

Promotion and Propagation of Co-operation.) Estabhshed 1901.
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Kulutusosuuskimtien Keskusliitto: Djurgardsvagen 1, Helsingfors. Secretary

:

Waino Hiipli. (Central Union of Distiibutive Societies.) Established 1916.

Suomen Osiuistukkukauppa : Broholmsgatan 8, Helsingfors. (Co-operative
Wholesale.) Established 1917.

FRANCE.
Federation nationale des Cooperatives de Consommation : 13, Rue de I'Entrepot.

Paris. Chairman: Charles Gide. Secretaries: A. Daude-Bancel and
E. Poi.sson. (National Federation of Distributive Co-operative Societies.)

Estabhshed 1912.

Tasin de Gros des Cooperatives de Fiance: 13, Rue de I'Entiepot, Paris.

(The French Co-operative Wholesale.) Established 1913.

Chambre Consultative des Associations Ouvrieres de Production: 4-t, Rue du
Renard, Paris.

GERMANY.
Zentralverband deutscher Konsuinvereine : Beim Strohhause 38, Hamburg.

Secretary
:

' Heinrich Kaufmann. (Central Uiiion of German Distributive
Co-operative Societies.) Established 1903.

Grosseinkaufsgesellschaft deutscher Konsiunvereine: Beini Strohhause 38,
Hamburg. (The Wholesale of the Central Union.) Established 1892.

Allgemeiner Verband der auf Selbsthilfe beruhenden Erwerbs- imd A^'irt-

schaftsgenossenschaften: Berlinerstrasse 102. Clmrlottenburg, Berlin.

(The General or Composite Union, fomided in 1864 by Schulze-Delitzsch).

Reichsverband der deutschen landwirtschaftlichen Genossenschaften

:

Beni burgerstrasse 21, Berlin. (Imperial Union of Agricultural Co-operative
Societies.) Established 1883.

Generalverband landlicher Genossenschaften fiir Deutschland : Dorotheenstiasse
11, Berlin. (The Raiffeisen Organisation.) Established 1877.

Hauptverband deutscher gewerblichen Genossenschaften: Berlin. (Head Unioii
of German Operative Co-operative Societies.) Established 1901.

HOLLAND.
Nederlandsche Cooperatieve Bond : Jan van Nassaustraat 93, The HMgue.

Secretary: H. van der Mandei-e. (The Co-operative Union.) Establishetl

1889.

Cooperatieve Groothandelsvereeuigiiig ,,De Handelskamer "
: Ruigeplaatweg 29.

Rotterdam. President: J. Warmolts. (The Co-operative \\'holesiile.

)

Estal)lished 1890.

Nederlandsche Cooperatieve Vrouwenbond. Secretary: Mej. Marg. Meijbooiu.
Westerbro, Rijswijk (Z.H.). (Women's Co-operative Guild).

Bond van Noderlands(;hc .Vrbeiderscooperaties: Leidsc host rant 35, Amstenlam.
(Union of Workers' I'roductive Societies.) E.stablished 1907.

Bond van Cooperatieve Vereenigingen in Nedcilaud. Kertogenbosch. (R.C.
Co-operative Union.) Established 1902.

Allgemeene Nederlandsche Zuivelbond: Hugo de CJrootstraat 13. The Hague.
(Union of Dairy Societies.) Established 19(M).

Cooperatieve Centrale Boerealeenbank, EiudlioMMi. (Kiirmers' Co-oinMutive
Credit Bank).
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ITALY.

Lega Nazionale delle Cooperative: Via Pace. Milan. (National League of

Co-operative Societies.) Established 1886.

Consorzio Italiano delle Cooperative di Consume: Milan. (The Italian

Wholesale).

NORWAY.
Xorges Kooperative Landsforenuig : 4, Kirkegaden, Chi-istiaiiia. Chairman

:

O Dehli. (The Norwegian Co-operative Union and Wholesale.) Established

1906.

POLAND.
Zwiazek stowarzyszen spozywczvch: Warsaw. (Union of Consumers' Societies.)

Established "1911.

ROUMANIA.
Casa Centi-ale a Bancilor popnlare si cooperative lor Satesti: Bvicharest.

(Co-operative Credit Banking Central.) E.stablished 1903.

RUSSIA.

Vserossiisky Tsentralny Sojoiz Potrebitehiych Obshtshestv: Moscow. (AU-

Riissian Central Union of Consumers' Societies.) Established 1898.

Komitet o selskych ssudosberegatelnych i promyshlennych tovarishtshestvacli

:

Moscow. (Rural Savings and Industrial Associations Committee).

Soyuz Sibirskikh Maslodyelnykh Artelei: Kvirgan, Siberia. (L^nion of Siberian

Creamerv Associations.) Established 1908. London Offices: 14, Austin

Friars, E.C.

Central Association of Flax Growers, Moscow.

Council of the All-Russian Co-operative Congresses, Moscow.

Moscow Narodny Bank: Miasnitzkaia 15, Moscow. (People's Co-operative

Bank.) London Offices: 40, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

Union of Siberian Co-operative Unions, " Zakupsbyt," Novo-Nikolaovsk,
Siber'a.

SERBIA,
General Union of Serbian Agricultural Co-operative Societies: Belgrade.

Established 1895.

SPAIN.
Camara Regioiial des Sociedados Cooperativas de Catakiiia: Pasaje de San Jo.se,

Letra D. Barcelona. (Catalonian Wholesale.) Established 1900.

Federacion de las Cooper itivas Integrales y Populares: Madrid.

SWEDEN.
Kooperativa Forbundet i Sverge: Stadsgarden 12, Sto(;kholm. (Co-ope.ative

Union and Wholesale of Sweden.) Established 1899.

SWITZERLAND.
Verband schweizerischer Kons\imvereii)e: Thiersteineralle 14. Bale. (Union

and Wholesale of Swiss Distributive Co-operative Societies.) Established

1890.

Verband Ostschweizerischer landwirt.schaftlicher Genossenschaften : Winterthur.

(Union of East Swiss Agi'icultural Co-operative Societies.) Established 1886.
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JAPAN.
Central Union of Distributive and other Co-operative Societies: Tokio.

Established 1903.

INDIA.

Co-operative Union of India: Calcutta.

Dharona Samavaya Ltd. : Calcutta. (Co-operative Wholesale).

CANADA.
Canadian Co-operative Concern: Hamilton, Ontario.

Co-operative Union of Canada: 136, Rawdon Street, Brantford, Ontario.

UNITED STATES.
Co-operative League of America: 2, West 13th Street, New York.

Pacific Co-operative League, 236, Commercial Street, San Francisco.

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE PRESS
DIRECTORY.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Der Konsumverein: Vienna. Organ of the Central Union of Austrian

Co-opoi'ativo Sofieties. Fortnightly. Established 1903. Also Fiir Unsere
Hausmiitter. Issued as a household supplement to the Konsumverein,

Die Genossenschaft: Vienna. Official organ of the General Union or
Allgcuneine Verband. Established 1872.

Oesterreichische Landwirtscliaftliche Genossenschaftspresse: Vienna.
Organ of agricultural co-operation. Fortnightly. Established 1904.

Szovetkezes: Budapest. Issued by the "Hangya" Wholesale Society.
Bi-weekly.

Mezogazdak: Budapest. Organ of agricultural co-operation.

Odrodzenie (Regeneration): Plac Smolki 3, Lemburg. Galicia. Organ
of the (Gal ician- Polish) Union of Co-operative Credit and Productive
Societies. Fortnightly. Established 1874 imder the name of Zwiazek
(Union). Transformed 1909.

Zjednoczenie (Union): "Plac Smolki 3, Lemburg, Galicia. Organ of the
((talicijiti-Polish) Union of Distributive and Productive Societies. Monthly
Established 1914.

Druzstevnik (Co-operator): I'alackeho (ilJ, Prague, Boheniia. Organ of tho
Union of Czerh-Slavonic (^'o-operativo Societies. Monthly. Establislunl

1909. Monthly Supplement : Priikopnik.

BELGIUM.
La Cooperation. Organ of tho Belgian Federation of C'o-oporativo Societies.

Establishod 1902.
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DENMARK.
Andelsbladet (Co-operative Journal) : Christiansgade 24, Aarhus. The joint

and general organ of co-operation in Denmark. Issued by the .Joint

Co-operative Board. Weekly. Editor: Anders Nielsen.

FINLAND.

Yhteishyvii (The Common Weal): Helsiiagfors. Official organ of the Finnish
Co-operative Wholesale Society. Weekly. Established 1905.

Samarbete (Co-operation). Issued by the Finnish Wholesale for the benefit

of the Swedish-speaking members of the movement.

Kuluttajain Lehti (Consumers' Newspaper): Helsingfors. Organ of the
i^eeently-formed Central Union of Consumers' Societies.

Pellervo: Helsingfors. Propagandist organ issued by the Pellervo Society.

Established 1900. Editor: Dr. Hannes Gebhard.

FRANCE.

Action Cooperative: Paris. Organ of the National Federation of French
Co-operative Societies. Weekly. Established 1912. Editors: A. Daude-
Bancel and E. Poisson.

L'Emancipation: Nimes. Journal of Political and social economy. ^Monthly.

Established 1887.

Le ConsoiTimateur : Paris. Organ of the Consumers' League. ^Monthly.

Establishetl 1911.

Association Ouvriere: Paris. Official organ of productive co-opei-ation.

Issued three times per month. Established 1894.

GERMANY.
Konsumgenossenschaftliche Rundschau (Co-operative Review): Beim

Strohhause, Hanibiu-g. Official organ of the Central Union of German
Distributive Co-operative Societies. Weekly. Established 1904.

Konsumgenossenschaftliches Volksblatt (Co-operative People's Journal).
The household propagandist periodical of the Central Union. Established

1904.

Blatter fiir Genossenschaftswesen (Journal of Co-operation): Berlin.

Official organ of the Aligemeine Verband- -the composite vmion originally

instituted by Schulze-Delitzsch. Weekly. Established 1882. Editor: Dr.

Hans Criiger.

Landwirtschaftliches Genossenschaftsblatt (Agricultural Co-operative
Journal): Berlin. Official organ of the RailTeison Union of Agricultuial

Credit Societies. Fortnightly. EstablishtHl I SSS.

Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Genossenschaftspresse (German Agricul-

tural Co-operative Press): Berlin. Organ of the Reichsverband or

Imperial Union. Weekly. Established 1899.

Deutsches Genossenschaftsblatt: Berlin. Organ of the Hauptverband, or

H<?rtd Union of Operative Societies.
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HOLLAND.
De CoSperator: Jan van Xassaustraat 93, The Hague. Official organ of tlie

Co-operative Union of the Netherlands. Fortnightly. Established 1913.

A continuance of the Co-operative Monthly, established 1904. Editor:

H. Ch. G. J. van der Mandere.

De Cooperatiegids (Co-operative Guide): Tolstraat 61, Amsterdam. Organ
of the. I'nion of Workers Productive Co-operative Societies. Montlily.

Established 1911. Edited by the Board.

Kooperatief Volksblad (Co-operative People's Journal). Lssued by the

Union last named. Bi-monthly. Established 1916. Editor: K. de Boer.

Mededeelingen (Communications): Jansveld 25, Utrecht. Issued by the

R.C. Union of Co-operative Societies. Issued everj- two months.
Established 1916.

Official Organ of the General Dairy Union of the Netherlands: Hugo
de Grootstraat 13. The Hague. Weekly. Established 1906. Editor: The
Secretary of the Union.

ITALY.

La Cooperazione Italiana: Via Pace, Milan. Official organ of the National

League of Co-operative Societies. Weekly. Established 1886. Director:

Antonio Vergnanini.

NORWAY.
Kooperatoren: Kirkegaten 4, Christiana. Organ of the Norwegian Wholesale

Co-operative Society. Monthly. Estal)lished 1906.

RUSSIA.
Soyuz Potrebitelei (Union of Consumers): Moscow. Organ of the Central

Union of Co-operative Societies. Weekly. Established 1903.

Obedinenie (Unification) and Obshtshe Dyelo (The Common Cause).
Popular monthlies issued by the Central Union for the behoof of towni

co-operators and riu'al co-operators respectively.

Vyestnik Kooperatsii (Messenger of Co-operation): Petrograd. Issued

by the Petrograd Section of the Committee for Rural Loan-savings and
Industrial Associations. A monthly journal dealing with the theory and
practice of co-operation, both m Russia and elsewhere. Established 19119.

Narodnaya Gazeta (People's Paper): Kurgan, Western Siberia. Weekly
organ of the Siberian Cniou of Creanaery Associations. Established 1906.

Artelnoe Dyelo: Petrograd. Monthly organ of the Society for the Promotion
of Oporati\e .iVssociations. Established 1915.

Vyestnik Kustarnoy Promyshlennosti: IVtrograd. Official organ of the

Peasant Industries Organisation, ^lonthly. Established 1913.

N.B.—In addition to the above there are about a score of provincial co-operative
periodicals. A daily paper, entitled Vlast Naroda (the Power of the
People), was established under co-operative auspices in Moscow in 1917-

RUSSIAN POLAND.
Spolem: Warsaw. Organ of i'dli.sh Co-opcrul ion. \\«'cki\ .from .lul y. 1 9! S.
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SWEDEN.
Kooperatoren: Stadsgarclen 12, Stockholm So. Official organ of the

Co-operative Union. Monthly. Established 1914. Editor: Axel Gjores.

Konsumentbladet (Consumers' Journal). Weekly periodical of the
Co-operative Union. Established 1914. Editor: Axel Gjores.

SWITZERLAND.
Schweiz. Konsum-Verein: Thiersteinerallee 14, Bale. Official organ of the

Swiss Co-operative Union. Weekly. Established 1901. Editor: Dr. Henry
Faucherre.

Genossenschaftliches Volksblatt, La Cooperation, and La Cooperazione :

Popular fortnightly periodicals issued by the Co-operative Union for the
German-speaking, French-speaking, and Italian-speaking sections of the
movement respectively.

Samenkorner (Grains of Corn): Popular montlily, also issued by the Swiss
Co-operative Union.

Genossenschafter (Co-operator): Winterthur. The official organ of the
Union of Agricultural Co-operative Societies in East Switzerland.

THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
La Cooperacion Libre: Martin Garcia 465, Buenos AjTes. Monthly.

CANADA.
Canadian Co-operator: Brantford, Ontario. Issued luider the auspices of

the Co-operative Union of Canada. MontliJy.

U.S.A.

Co-operative Consumer: 2, West 1.3th Street, New York. Published by the
Co-operative League of America.

Pacific Co-operator: San Francisco, California. Monthly.

Colony Co-operator: Published by the Llano Co-operative Colony, Leesville,

Louisiana, U.S.A. Monthly.

National Equity News: Madison, Wisconsin.

INQUIRY INTO THE COST OF LIVING.

Mr. Bonar Law (Chancellor of the The Committee is constituted as

Exchequer) announaxl in the House of follows:

—

Commons on March 21st, 1918, that he Lord Sumner (chairman),

had appointed a Committee with the Professor Sir W. J. Ashley.
foUov^ng terms of refenmce :—To Professor A. L. Bowley.
inquire into and report upon (1) the

jyj^, -yy CQ„„an.
actual increase since Jime, 1914, in the „ '

t^\ „„i„„
cost of living to the working classes, and

ivr'^'^ t t lu n
(2) any counter-balancing factors (apart ^^r. J.J. Mallon.

from increases of wages) which may Mm. Pember Reeves,

hav'e arisen under war conditions. Mr. Newton E. Smith.
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GO-OPERATIVE PRESS DIRECTORY OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM.

Co-operative News: Long Miilgate, Manchester. News organ for the
British movement. Issued by the Co-operative Newspaper Societv
Limited. Weekly, Id. Estabhshed 1871. Editor: W. M. Bamford.'

Scottish Go-operator: 26.3, Wallace Street, Ivingston, Glasgow. Issued
by the S.C.W.S. Weekly, Id. Established 1900. Editor: Mr. W. Reid.

Irish Homestead: 34, Lower Abbey Street, Dublin. Official organ of the
Irish Agricultural Organisation Society. Weeklv, Id. Established
1895. Editor: G. W. Russell.

Producer: 1, Balloon Street, Manchester. Technical organ for the British

movement. Issued by the Co-operative Wholesale Society Limited.
Monthly, 2d. Established 1916. Editor: James Haslam.

Wheatsheaf : 1, Balloon Street, Manchester. Organ for household propa-
ganda. Issued by the Co-operative Wholesale Society Limited.
Monthly. Established 1897. Editor: Percy Redfern.

Miilgate Monthly: Long Miilgate, Manchester. A magazine of progress.

Illustrated. Monthly, 3d.

Our Circle: Long Miilgate, Manchester. A magazine for yoiuig people.

Monthly. Editor: Mrs. A. Bamford-Tomlinson.

Go-operative Educator: Holyoake Honse, Hanover Street, Manchester.
Educational organ of the Co-operative Union Limited. Established
December, 1910. Quarterly, 2d. Editor: F. Hall.

A.U.C.E. Journal: 22, Long Miilgate, Manchester. Official organ of the

Amalgamated Union of Co-operative and Commercial Employes and
Allied Workers. Monthly. Editor: A. Hewitt.

International Go-operative Bulletin: 4, Great Smith Street, West-
minster, London, S.W.I. Official organ of the Inti'niatioual Co-operative
Alliance. Monthly. Estahliyhcd 1908. Editor: H. J. May.

Russian Co-operator: Published monthly at 83, Finsburv Pavement,
London, E.C.4, in the interest of Russian co-ujieration. Established
December, 1917.

The People's Year Book: 1. Mallonu Stn-et, Mauchester. Published li\

the C.W.S. and lli(< S.C.W.S.

Copartnership: 0, liloomsbury Square, London, W.C. Monthly. Id.
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CO-OPERATORS
WHO HAVE NOT ALREADY
JOINED AN APPROVED
SOCIETY, OR WHO ARE
ABOUT TO REACH THE
AGE OF 16 YEARS, SHOULD
APPLY FOR MEMBERSHIP
IN THE CO-OPERATIVE
WHOLESALE SOCIETY'S

National • Health
Insurance Section
1 , Balloon Street : Manchester

YOU MAY OBTAIN APPLI-
CATION FORM AT THE
OFFICE OF THE NEAREST
CO-OPERATIVE STORE.
APPLY AT ONCE; DON'T
WAIT UNTIL YOU ARE 16

YEARS OF AGE.

Compensation secured for

Membership, 250,000. Members, £72,000.

Benefits Paid, £506,000. War Pensions granted to

Invested Funds, £500,000. Members, £70,000.
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Co-operative Movements Abroad.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
(1) AUSTRIA.

IX
Austria the growth of co-operation has been hindered by racial

distinctions, and owing to the same circumstance a homogeneous

movement has been rendered impossible. Hence the representative

Union—the Central Union of Austrian Distributive Societies, founded

in 1904—has never attained to the position of comprising the majority

of the whole number of consumers' societies in the country. The
following figures show that there has been a growth during the war-

period, even though the figures of turnover are in no small measure

due to soaring prices:

—

Total Turnover of Societies.

Year. Societies. Meiiihoi-sliiii. Kroner. ^

1913 463 ... 300,934 ... 97,753,641 ... 4,073,068

1914 508 ... 298,605 ... 94,750,000 ... 3,947,916

1915 476 ... 314.814 ... 101,826,000 ... 4,242,750

1916 — ... 337,003 ... 121,000,000 ... 5,458,333

1917 — ... 367,538 ... 158,000,0(10 ... 6,583.333

The Wholesale.

The Wholesale (established in 1905) has had an anxious time for

several years. The subjoined figiu-es indicate the upward trend

during the war period:

—

Total Turnover.

Year. Kroner. M.

1913 26,348,429 ... 1,097,851

1914 26,802,153 ... l,lUi,756

1915 28,928,296 ... 1,205,346

1916 50,092,772 ... 2,087,199

Otmkk Organisations.

In 1914. co-o])eratiou in Austria embraced 19,296 societies of all

kinds, of which 15,928 pertained to agriculture, whilst the total of

disti'ibutive societies was 1.433, or about Gi per cent of the wliole.

(2) HUNGARY.
Ill Kimgary, the outstanding distributive organisation is the

Hangya (Ant) Union of distributive and sales co-operative societies.

Though ['ouiided in 1S90. the Hangya rnion had to wait till the dawn
of the present ccntiiiv hctore it eiiliM'cd on that career of expansion
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which has been its characteristic down to the present time, as

portrayed m the following figures :

—

Total Turnover of Societies.

Year. Societies. Jlembersliip. Kroner. &
1900 122 ... 22,500 ... 28,000,000 ... 1,120,000
1912 1,195 ... 182,300 ... 53,400,000 ... 2,136,000
1915 1,307 ... 228,400 ... 77,069,000 ... 3,082,762
1916 1,386 ... 292,000 ... 107,278,800 ... 4,465,783

No fewer than 470 societies have been added betw^een 1914 and
1917.

The subjoined figvires show the advance of the Wholesale, an
advance unabated apart from a temporary check in the year 1914
when the war broke out:

—

Total Salei^ of the ^^^lolesale.
.

A

Year. ^ Kroner. £
1900 1,225,447 ... 51,060
1910 19,016,418 ... 792,350
1913 30,348,436 ... 1,264,185
1914 30,218,913 ... 1,259,121
1915 46,064,331 ... 1,919,347
1916 57,573,133 ... 2,398,880
1917 87,856,900 ... 3,660,704

Besides running various industrial undertakings (including a

corn mill and a soap works) through the medium of an auxiliary

company, the Hangya is a participator in the Hungarian Export Co.

Ltd., founded with a special view to developments after the

inauguration of peace.

During the war period, also, the Hangya has sho^vn its munificence

by the sums granted for the benefit of war victims, and its public

spirit by the contribution of a million kroner (over £41,000) towards

the establishment of a co-operative college in Budapest.

Other Organisations.

The fact that all the various Unions, distributive, credit, insurance,

Raiffeisen, agricultural, &c., are affiliated to the Hungarian Union
of Co-operative Societies, which altogether embraces 6,072 societies,

signifies a marked development of unification: another illustration

of solidarity being found in the fact that there are co-operative

rejiresentatives in both Houses of the legislature.

THE BALKAN STATES.
The relative position of Serbia, Roumania, and Bulgaria in the

matter of distributive co-operation is indicated by pre-war

figures—Serbia, with 200 consumers' societies, embracing nearly

10,000 members, and an annual turnover of about £00,000;
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Roumania, with 231 societies, comprising about 11,0(J0 members;

and Bulgaria, with some 76 societies all told.

On the other hand, agrarian co-operation (especially as regards

credit banks) had made notable strides. The probability is that in

the era of re-construction, all forms of co-operation in the Balkan

States will receive a great impetus.

BELGIUM.
At the time these lines are being written all the signs and tokens

proclaim thp speedy deliverance of Belgium from the German
nightmare, after which we shall learn of all the co-operative

movement has had to endure during the regime of kultur; and the

co-operative bill against Germany for pillalge and material damages
should prove an interesting item. As regards the crushing blow to

co-operative ti'ade, we have a lurid illustration in the reduction of the

turnover of the Co-operative Wholesale of the Belgian Union from

nearly half a million pounds in 1913 to £80,000 in 1915. Meanwhile,

there is evidence to show that the movement has gained in solidarity,

and with the advent of peace the 500 and odd distributive societies

in Belgium, and especially those of the Belgian Union (which comprise

about half the total) will undoubtedly prove a distinct factor in the

task of restoration.

DENMARK.
In Denmark, the Wholesale Society knovvTi as " Fsellesforeningen

for Danmarks Brugsforeninger " (Joint Society for Denmark's

Consumption Societies), which was established in 1890. occu]nes

the representative ]iosition in the distributive movement, and its

record for the century has been one of uninterrupted ])i()gress down to

last year, when the abnormal conditions of the pcM-iod l)iought about

a temporary set-back in the matter of sales, l)ut not of membership.

Total Sales of Wholesale.

Afflliated
'

>

Year. Societies. Meiulu'isliip. Kroner. t

1(K»2 791 ... 105.32(1 ... I().!)I5,092 ... 039.727

1910 1,259 ... I77.r)l9 ... 4().093,0r)8 ... 2.500.72")

1913 1,359 ... 194,337 ... til,999,490 ... 3.444.41(1

1914 1,407 ... 219,492 ... ()9.588,824 ... 3.8(i(1.04()

1915 1,488 ... ,232.128 ... 71.458.307 ... 3.9ti9.90(i

191f) 1,537 ... 239,772 ... 84,510,390 ... 4.(195.022

*1917 1.574 ... 245.544 ... 81.581,78(1 ... 4.532,321

*In view of (lie increase of soeietieVi >\.w\ tlieir menilii'i'ship since l!)ll. ui>-((»-ilate

flpTures of tlieir collective trade would lie of some interest, lint unfortunately lunie are
available.
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As regards production, the following figures reveal the continuously

enlarged scale of the Wholesale's operations down till last year:

—

Kroner. &
1902 1.274,789 ... 70,281
1913 10,049,689 ... 588,316
1916 17.668,395 ... 981.189
1917 16,377,979 ... 909,888

The productive establishments comprise a hosiery and a ready-

made clothing manufactory, and a cycle works in Copenhagen; a

coffee roastery, and a chocolate and a sweetmeat manufactury at

Kolding; a cigar and tobacco manufactory at Esbjerg; and a rope

Avalk, a soap works, and margaiine and mustard manufacturies at

Vib^^ The Wholesale has also a seed-testing and growing farm at

Lyngby, and another at Taastrup, held conjointly with 'the Farmers
Seed Supply Society.

Meantime, the further productive undertakings which the Wholesale
has had in view—such as a tamiery, a boot factory, and a grit mill,

as well as a coffee plantation overseas—have all had to be temporarily

postponed owing to the circumstances of the war period.

The Allied Co-operative Forces.

In Denmark, the co-operation of allied forces is exem])lified by the

Andelsudvalget, or National Co-operative Board, on which the dis-

tributive movement, the agricultural purchase societies, the

co-operative dairj' societies, the butter exporting societies, and the

slaughter-house societies are all represented. Herewith are the

collective trading figures of the allied forces for recent years :

—

Total Turnover

Year. Kroner. £
1913-14 745,500,000 ... 41,416,000
1914-15 868,600,000 ... 48,265,000
1915-16 1,082,700,000 ... 60,150,000
1916-17 1,157,200,000 ... 64,288,000

o««»

FINLAND.
The remarkable strides made by the Finnish distributive

movement during the present century is indicated by the increase

from seven societies, with a total membership of 1,000 and
collective sales of £12,000 in the year 1901, to 486 societies

with a total membership of 181,752 and a collective turnover of

£6,505,933 in 1916, in which year 88 per cent of the societies were
affiliated to the representative organisation, the Finnish Wholesale
Society (S.O.K.), which, in addition to trading and productive

operations, carries on the work of propaganda, and issues the official

organs as well.
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The Co-operative Wholesale.

Founded in 1904, the progress of the Fmnish Co-operative

Wholesale (Osuuskauppojen Keskusosuuskunta, or, tersely, S.O.K.)

has been as follows : WTiolesale Tmnovir.

Xmiiber of Finnish
Year. Societies. Marks. £
1905 27 ... 1,004,000 ... 40,100
1913 196 ... 22,968,000 ... 918,720
1914 244 ... 24,285,756 ... 971,440
1915 341 ... 35.098,521 ... 1,430,940

1916 432 ... 72,160,139 ... 2.886,406

1917 438 ... 91,121,357 ... 3,644,854

The collective trade of the 438 societies in 1917 amounted to

£8,720,000.

In 1916, owing to differences between the urban and rural sections,

there was a recession of urban societies and the formation of a separate

union (The Central Union of Consumers' Co-operative Societies)

which, in March, 1917, embraced 121 societies with a collective

membership of close on 90,000

—

i.e., one-fourth of the distributive

societies, with one-half the distributive membership in all Finland,

The establishment of an official organ, and subsequently the decision

at the end of 1917 to establish a separate wholesale, serve to show that

the breach is final. The latest figures, however, show that the old

Wholesale has recovered from the double blow of separation and civil

warfare. In August, 1918, its affiliated societies had increased to

4S1, and its turnover showed a 21 ])er cent increase over the same period

in 1917—and this despite a big falling off in the early months of 1918.

FRANCE.
Distributive Co-operation in France, owing to adverse

conditions (political and other), had little opportunity of making
its mark until the days of the Third Republic. Hence the modern
movement may be said to date back to the revival which
took place in the 'eighties of last century—a revival which, however,

miinifested itself in two movements instead of one, which worked
apart till the fusion in 191.'^ of the neutral and socialistic or^ranisations

in the National Federation of Co-operative Societies.

The growth of distributive co-oj)eration as a whole in tlu" pivsent

century is shown by the fact that the nmnber of societies nearly

doubled, and their turnover nearly quadrui)led in« the coiu'se of a

single decade:

—

iuimI NnniiuT T.tai
(r Disd'ilmlivf Turnover.

Year. Sociclifs. t

1903 l.S8(> ... 3,405.000

1914 (Jan. 1st) 3,156 ... 12,C.(tS,(lim
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Since the advent of war, the movement has signaUsed itself by the

institution of a considerable number of co-operative restaurants in

munition areas.

The French Wholesale.

The French Wholesale, or Magasin de Gros, founded in 1906, had
attained a turnover of £440,000 in 1913—the year of its absorption of

the Wholesale styled the Co-operative de Gros. On the occupation of

French territory by the German armies the Wholesale received a

severe blow both by the loss of trade and the loss of two warehouses.

The figures since then indicate a marvellous recuperation.

Turnover.

Year. Francs. &
1906-7 1,900.000
1910-11 10,500,000
1912-13 10,600,000
1913-14 13,700,000
1914-15 9,000,000
1915-16 12,000,000
1916-17 26,000,000
1917-18 42,000,000

76,000
420,000
424,000
548,000
360,000
480,000

1,040,000
1,680,000

Apart from the two depots at Chateau-Regnault (Ardennes), and
at Lens (Pas-de-Calais), which were lost till the latter end of 1918 by
reason of the German occupation, the Wholesale has depots at

Montceau-les-Mnes, Nantes, Bordeaux, and Lyons, besides boot
factories at Fougeres, Amiens, and Lillers—the transference of

businesses from the last-named places to Fougeres during war-time,

being a temporary measure. Since the outbreak of war the Wholesale
has signalised itself by the institution of co-operative canteens for

the army, as well as by the establishment of two frozen meat depots

in Paris—a circumstance which has been a boon to the population

in view of the high price of ordinary butcher's meat.

Other Forms or Co-operation.

The ])osition of co-operative craft societies

—

i.e., woi'kmen's

productive societies—is indicated by the figures for 1910, recording

about 500 societies with a total of membership 20,000, and a collective

turnover of £2,500,000.

As regards agrarian co-operation, the following figures indicate

the extent before the oiitbreak of war:

—

Cheesomaking Societies 1,200

Co-operativo Dairies 500
Agricultural Sales Societies 2,000
Agricultiu-al Purcha,se and Sales Societies 6,500

Co-operative Credit Societies 4,700

The purchase and sales societies had a membership of a million,

and the credit societies a membei-ship of 100,000.
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GERMANY.
The Central Union of German Distributive Co-operative Societies

(Zentralverband deutscher Konsumvereine), founded in 1903
by societies seceding from the General Union originated by
Schulze-Delitzsch, had attained to a membership of 2,052,139,

comprised in 1,077 societies, in the year 1913. Herewith is the

statistical record during the four years of war :

—

Number of Total Turnover of Societies.

Distributive Number Total >
* S

Year. Societies. Reporting. Membership. ^Marks. £
1914 ... 1,109 1,094 1,717,519 492,980,519 24,649,026
1915 ... 1,079 ],073 1,849,434 493,569,933 24,678,496
1916 ... 1,077 1,068 2,052,139 577,335,808 28,866,790
1917 ... 1,079 1,072 2,189,630 590,955,454 29,547,772

The societies other than distributive in 1917 numbered 30, with a

membership of 9,666, and a turnover of £627,508.

The productive turnover of distributive societies during the period

1914-17, is recorded as follows:

—

Marks. £
1914 106,389,789 ... 5,319,489

1915 120,070,000 ... 6,003,500

1916 139,752,231 ... 6,987,611

1917 143,599,492 ... 7,179,974

The Wholesale.

The sales figures of the Wholesale have shown a continuous decline

since 1914, whereas, despite two set-backs in the matter of production,

the productive figures are twice as large as those for the pre-war vear
1913:—

\\liolesale's Turnover. Wliolesale's Production.
/

^ \ f
*

; \

Year. Marks. £ .Alarks. £

1913 154,047,300 7,702,365 11,076,580 553,829
1914 157,524,040 7,876,202 10,475,273 52.3,763

1915 152,858,636 7,642,931 19,026,692 951,334
1916 133,896,014 6,694,800 28,312,907 1,415,645

1917 107,737,281 5,386,864 23,095,427 1,154,721

The productive establishments of the Wholesale include three

sugar manufactories, a tobacco manufactory, two nuxtch factories,

and two soap works.

In the banking department the deposits in 1917 aniountt'd to

71,725,623 marks (£3,586,281), as compared with 21.(>65.I7«t marks
(£1,083,258) in 1914.

Co-operation in Agriculture.

Accoi'ding to (he tigiircs given in tiie Vvav IJook ol tiic Inipnial

Union of German .\giiciilt iiral Co-opcrat ixc ScH'ietics, (he position ot
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the agricultural co-operative movement in the middle of 1917 was
as follows:

—

Central Societies 95
Savings and Loan Banks 12,912

Purchasing Societies 2,945
Co-operative Dairies 3,594
Miscellaneous Societies , 4,536

29,082

The total membership was estimated at 2,800,000, and 330 nev.'

societies were recorded for 1916-17 as compared with 197 for 1915-16.

HOLLAND.
Established in 1889, the Co-operative Union of the Netherlands

(Xederlandsche Cooperatieve Bond) comprised in 1899-1900 67

societies with 21,623 members, and in 1909-10 105 societies with a

membership of 56,060. During the war period its growth has been

as follows :

—

Total
1 Xiimber of Membership

Year. Societies. of Societies.

1914 162 ... 99,234
1915 151 ... 99,785
1916 161 ... 135.079
1917 160 ... over 150,000

At the present time the Union is directing its efforts to the establish-

ment of closer relations between the distributive and agricultural

productive movements.

The Co-operative Wholesale.

From 1890 down to 1914, that is for nearly a quarter of a century,

the I'nion embraced wholesale affairs in its sphere of activities;

but from 1914 the Co-operative Wholesale (Handelskamer) has been
conducted as a distinct entity. Herewith are the Wholesale statistics

:

Total Turnover.
Number of Total i

*
<

Year. Societies. Meinljership. Florins. &
1890-91 PB ... 7,110 ... 526,500 ... 42,120
1899-190(» ... 46 ... 16,831 ... 1,006,712 ... 80,537
1909-10 78 ... 48,981 ... 2,656,860 ... 212,549
1913-14 133 ... 90,189 ... 4,561,444 ... 364,915
1915 159 ... 111,214 ... 6,236,095 ... 498.888
1916 225 ... 143,127 ... 8,977,305 ... 718,184
1917 — ... — ... 10,000,298 ... 800,024

The productive establishments of the Handelskamer comprise
a soap manufactory near Moerdijk (first established at Rijswijk in

1900), the coffee roastery in Rotterdam (since 1911), and a butcher's

meat establishment since 1913.
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Other Organisations.

The following organisations afford a glimpse of the farther

ramifications of co-operation: The Union of Netherlandish Labour
Co-operative Societies, comprising 38 societies and a membership of

29,084 (1916); The Limburg Union of R.C. Co-op. Societies; The
General Dairy Union of the Netherlands, comprising 465 dairies (1914)

;

The Co-operative Central Raiffeisen Bank, embracing 560 banks and
46,000 members (1913); The Co-operative Central Farmers' Loan
Bank, comprising 378 banks with 37,663 members (1914); The
Co-operative Central and Horticultural Bank (Alkniaar), comprising
36 banks and 3,238 members (1915).

ITALY.
Since the co-operative revival in the 'eighties of last century,

the distributive movement in Italy has continued to gain
ground, and at a rate which, though comparatively slow, may
be regarded as sure, as indicated by the comparative figures for the

years preceding the advent of Italy into the circle of European
belligerents :— Total Tm-uover.

Total Total Total ,
'

^

Year. Sociotics. Reporting. Memlnnship. Lire. £
1910 1,764 1,623 346,474
1914 2,408 1,970 411,358 156,841,214 ... 6,273,648

Including non-reporting societies, the total turnover was estimated
at 180 million lire, or £7,200,000.

The position of the representative Union (the National League of

Co-operative Societies, founded in 1887) is indicaj:ed by the number of

its 2,182 affiliated societies as compaied with 1,933 in 1910.

An investigation made in 1918, under the auspices of the League, is

indicative of progress made during. the war period, inasmuch as the

data supplied pointed to a total distributive membership in Italy

ap])roximating, in round figures, to half a million. The total number
of persons supplied is, however, very much larger—the latest estimate

makes it at)out 4^ million.

The Co-operative Wholesale.

The trade of the Wholesale (Consorzio Italiano dellc Cooperati\e
<li Consume) though increasing, is far from commensurate with the

trade of the movement:— Wholesale Turnover.
Nun\l)er of <

*
\

Year. Societies. Lire. V.

1913 — ... 1.210,000 ... 48.400
1914 ... l.no.OdO ... r.ti.4t>it

1915 ..: 210 ... 2..^)(>2,I70 ... KiO.UST

1916 :n4 ... ."{.iMo.tioo ... iL'9.ii(Mi

'.SO'?,
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Other Organisations.

The following statistics afford a bird's-eye view of the co-operative

movements collectively in accordance with their position in 1914:

—

Total Total Total Turnover.
Number of Number Member-
Societies. Reporting. ship. Lire. £

Distribvitive Societies 2,408 1,970 411,358 156,841,214 6,273,648
Production & Labom- . 3,015 1,884 257,149 163,732,001 6,549,280
Building 751 471 91,812 116,160,073 4,646,403
Agricultural 1,143 711 195,766 211,246,782 8,460,591

7,317 5,036 956,085 648,248,070 25,929,922

The National Co-operative Credit Institute.—The number of

societies having relation direct, or indirect through their federations,

numbered 1,493 at the end of 1916.

NORWAY.
At the end of 1916 the niunber of distributive co-operative

societies in Norway amoimted to 598, of w^hich 521 (or about 87

per cent) have been established during the present century. Of
the total number of societies, about a third, with nearly half the

collective membership, are affiliated to the Norwegian Co-operative

Wholesale Society (Norges Kooperative Landsforening). The growth
of the affiliated societies during the war era is shown as follows :

—

Total Turnover of Societies.

Yeai'. Societies. Membership. Kroner. £

1913 136 ... 23,769 ... 9,379,200 ... 521,067
1917 237» ... 59,969 ... 39,866,000 ... 2,214,778

The Wholesale.

The figures of the Wholesale, which commenced operations in

1907, reveal unabated progress down to the present time:«

—

Turnover.

Year. Kroner. £

1908 615,017 ... 34,168
1910 643,631 ... 35.757
1913 2,437.100 ... 135,394
1914 3,097,017 ... 172,055
1915 4,457,900 ... 247,650
1916 6,021,100 ... 334,505
1917 8,332,311 ... 462,906

The productive operations comprise (in addition to coffee roasting)

the manufacture of margarine and of tobacco.

The banking department during 1917 witnessed an .increase of

deposits to the extent of 43 per cent.
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Other Organisations.

In 1913, agricultural co-operation in its entirety embraced 757

societies, of which 678 furnishing data had a collective turnover of

£2,435,000.

RUSSIA.
Characterised by an abnormal tardiness of growth up to the

upheaval of 1905, co-operation in Russia since that epoch-

making event has been distinguished by its abnormal rate of

advance—how abnormal, is shown by the increase of consumers'

societies (numbering 1,000 in 1905) to'l0,080 in 1914, and to 20,000

at the begmning of 1917, with an approximate collective membership
of 3,000,000. Notable also has been the growth of productive

undertakings as revealed by the investigation made by the Central

Union of Consumers' Societies in the latter half of 1917—the productive

undertakings by distributive organisations numbering 148 of all

kinds, and including 19 flour mills, 18 soap works, 15 confectionery

manufactories, 14 boot and shoe factories, 11 oil-pressing works,

9 clothing factories, 8 tanneries, 8 typographical prmting establish-

ments, 5 brickworks, 3 sawmills, 2 sugar refineries, &c., &c., while

the investigation as a whole revealed a total of 41G undertakings

belonging, in the overwhelming majority, to distributive and credit

organisations, and this exclusive of bread bakeries and dairies, &c.

The Central Union.

The supreme organisation of the distributive movement is the
All-Russian Central Union of Consumers' Societieij: the growth of the
Moscow Union having led to its reconstitution under the above title.

Founded in 1898, the Union, in 1910, comprised 393 societies, and in

1912, 77G. During the war period its advance has been striking:

—

Wholesale Turnover.
Number of <

*
^

Year. Societies. Roubles. £
1913 998 ... 7,98.'5,000 ... 840. 52(1

1914 1,200 ... 10,.34:{,<i()O ... 1,088,737
1915 1,737 ... 22,800,000 ... 2,400,00(1
1916 3,1()4 ... 85,000,000 ... 8,947,368

In the ten months Januarv to October 3lst, 1917, it>^ turnover
reached 132,378,433 roubles (£13,789,420) as compared with 51.321.512
roubles (£5,345,990) for the same ])eri()(l in the previous year.

For the whole year 1917 the Wholesale turnover has been estimated
at over 150 million roubles, or exceeding £15,625,000.

Besides possessing various ]iroductiv(^ ent<^rprises, tlu^ I'nion,

whose seat is in Moscow, has branches in the leading centres, and its

trading operations extend from Moscow to Astivvkhan and on to

Samarcand.
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The Moscow Naeodny Bank.

A special factor in the Russian co-operative movement is also the
Moscow Narodny Bank (established in 1912), whose enormous
expansion of business in recent years is shown by the following turnover

:

Year. Roubles. &
1915 243,234,650 ... 25,603,647
1916 1,118,463,936 ... 117,733,046
1917 over 3,000,000,000 over 312,500,000

Co-operation of all Forms.

The total membership of all co-operative organisations at the
beginning of 1917 was estimated at 13,000,000. The subjoined
table shows the growth of co-operation in its various branches :

—

Societies. 1905.
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over 40,000,000 roubles, or about £4,167,600. The Union has also

established agencies in London, Copenhagen, and New York.

SWEDEN.
Of the 633 co-operative distributive societies in Sweden in 1913,

the Co-operative Union (Kooperativa Forbundet), founded in

1899, embraced over four-fifths. From 1913 onward the Union's
progress is expressed as follows :— Turnover of Societies.

Number of Societies. * *
»

Year. Societies. Reporting. Membership. Kroner. £
1913 560 409 103,369 32,710,818 1,817,268
1914 583 537 111,293 39,466,473 2,192,582
1915 687 581 127,876 54,608,695 3,033,816
1916 785 737 169,063 81,661,807 4,536,767
1917 849 — 177,473 — —

The Union has also, through the medium of its affiliated Insurance
Societies, an insurance membership which amounted to 77,946 in 1916

—

an advance of over 18,000 during the course of the year.

The Union's Wholesale.

Commencing operations in 1903 the Wholesale, b}^ the end of

its first decade, showed a turnover of £423,406. In 1917 it experienced
the first set-back during the war period:

—

Tiu-nover.

Year. Kronor. £
1913 7,621,304 ... 423,406
1914 9,889,252 ... 549,403
1915 16,497,640 ... 916,536
1916 22,013,232 ... 1,222,957
1917 21,802,003 ... 1,211,256

For 1917 the savings bank recorded 16,849 depositors, and £291,469
in deposits, as compared with 9,772 depositors, and £100.940 in deposits

for 1913.

Other Organisations.

Outside the distributive sphere 4,000 societies of all kinds may be
given as a rough estimate in the absence of precise statistics.

SWITZERLAND
The Distributive Co-oi)erativo moNeiuent in Switzerland which

was the jiioneer of the Rochdale system on the Continent, is

rejjrcsented by the Union of Swiss Consumers Societies (Vcrband
Schweiz. Konsum-vereine, or V.S.K.). In 1890, the year of its establish-

ment, the Union had 43 societies, and its growth since then is indicated
by the following figures: In 1900, lU) societies; in 1910. 328; in
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1911, 350; in 1912. 369; in 1913, 387; in 1914, 396; in 1915, 407;

in 1916, 421 ; and in 1917, 434. Herewith are fuller figures for the

two latest years for which data are available :

—

Collective Turnover.

Total of Societies. Total i
*- —

1

Year. Societies. Reporting. Membership. Francs. £
1916 421 407 305,326 159,799,945 6,391,998
1917 434 422 324,948 197,435,555 7,897,422

The Wholesale.

The Union commenced Wholesale trading in 1893, and from that

year down to the present time larger figures of turnover have been

an annual event. The growth of the Wholesale trade is indicated

as follows :

—

Wholesale Trade.

Year. Francs. £
1893 386,524 ... 15,461

146,2951900 3,657,366
1910 27,765,801

1913 44,400,428

1914 45,717,076
1915 50,193,161

1916 74,658,943

1917 96,185,998

1,110,632
1,776,017
1,828,683
2,007,727
2,986,358
3,847,440

The productive enterprises of the Union comprise a boot and

shoe manufactory, a spice mill, a coffee roastery, and an establishment

for the manufacture of pickled cabbage. During the war period,

operations have been extended to the sphere of agriculture by the

acquirement of four estates (two in 1916, and two others in 1917),

the whole embracing 220 hectares, or about 550 acres.

The movement likcAose possesses two flour mills (run as separate

undertakings), one at Zurich, and the other near Lake Leman—the

latter being estabhshed in 1917. And besides being the chief share-

holder in the chief butcher's meat firm in Switzerland, is also a partner

in various other private enterprises.

Other Branches of Co-operation.

The general growth of co-operation in Switzerland is shown by
the total of societies of all kinds (including distributive) amounting

to 9,693 in 1916, as against 9,263 in 1915, and 6,841 in 1910. The
cheese and milk converting societies in 1916 were nearly 2,500.

Under the initiative of the Co-operative Union, a co-operative

mutual insurance society was founded in 1917.

SPAIN.
In Spain, the chief stronghold of distributive co-operation is

the industrial province of Catalonia, wherein the progress made
between 1906 and 1914 is betokened b}' the increase from 150
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societies with a total membership of 8,000 and a collective turnover

of £400,000, to 308 societies with a collective membership of 27,947

and a total turnover of nearly £600,000: whilst the re-institution of

the Co-operative Congress in 1913 and the opening of a new regional

wholesale in 1915 constitute further indications of the " forward

movement " in Catalonia. But taking Spain as a whole, the existence

of three separate co-operative movements—neutral, socialist, and
clericalist—bespeaks an absence of unity by no means conducive to

strength.
«»*^- —

AUSTRALIA.
In Australia, distributive co-operation is still in the sectional

stage—a circumstance not surprising considering the youth of

the movement and the vast extent of the territory. That
co-operation is moving, however, is shown by the foundation some
four years ago of a Wholesale at Newcastle for the societies in New
South Wales, and by the movement on foot for the establishment of

a Wholesale in Adelaide for the societies in South Australia.

Meanwhile, agrarian co-operation (the sales organisations of which

in Australia have now a collective turnover of £11,000,000 or

£12,000,000) has led the way in the matter of unification, as showTi by
the first inter-state conference of co-operative companies held at

Melbourne, May 14th to 16th, 1918, and opened by the Govemor-
fireneral, at which conference it was decided to establish a Federal

Wholesale Society under the title of " The Australian Producers

Wholesale Co-operative Federation. Ltd.," with a nominal capital

of £50,000 in 5,000 shares of £10 each.

CANADA.
During the present century- distributive co-operation has taken

root in Canada, and mainly in the province of Ontario, though

the fact that there are half-a-dozen stores in the mining district

of Nova Scotia and one even in Vancouver, shows that co-operation is

represented also as far as the extreme east and the extreme west.

For the last ten years there has been an organisation engaged in the

])r()inotion of unification, and the fact that this organisation now
embraces representative societies in nearly every province of the

Dominion, shows the jirogress being made.

AMERICA.
The advance of co-operation in the United States since the

dawn of the century is indicated by the advent of i)romotive
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agencies such as the Right Relationship League (1900), and
the National Co-operative League (1904), together with the increase

of distributive stores from 343 in 1905 to three times that number
or more at the present time. Meanwhile the aspirations towards
national unity have been revealed by the National Convention of

Co-operators held at St. Louis in 1904 (which eventuated in the
foundation of the National Co-operative League), and the National
Convention of American Consumers' Co-operative Societies, held
in Springfield, Illinois, in September, 1918. The latter Congress
would appear to foreshadow the realisation of the aspiration long
held, i.e., the formation of an Ainerican Co-operative Union embracing
all the distributive societies from the Atlantic seaboard to the Pacific

Coast, and bringing American co-operation within the circle of

organised world movements.

MEXICO.
Co-operation in Mexico is in its early infancy, a fact by no

means surprising considering the troubled history of the State.

That there is e^'idence of growth, however, is indicated by the
record of the leading society—the National Co-operative Society

—

founded in the city of Mexico in 1915 with a loan capital of 100,000
pesos (£10,000), and which nine months afterwards was in a position

to pa}^ back the capital lent by the government. According to recent

information the Society has 13 branches, a staff of 200 employees,

and a membership of 4,200. The running of co-operative candidates
for the Citv Council has also met with success.

THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Distributive Co-operation is represented in the Argentine as

yet by a few societies, chief among which is the society in

Buenos Ayres kno^Mi as The " Worker's Household " Credit,

Building and Distributive Co-operative Society (El Hogar obrero
Cooperativo de credito, edificacion y consumo), and which was founded
in 1905. In 1916 the Society possessed over 3,000 members, and in

1918 between 5,000 and 6,000. The Society commenced storekeeping
in 1911, and at the present time runs an up-to-date bakery, engages
in the work of co-operative insurance, and conducts a monthly
periodical as part of its multifarious operations.
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AN INTERNATIONAL WHOLESALE.

IN
the way of international development the most notable event of

the year 1918 has been the initiation of an international importing
Wholesale for the Wholesales of the four northern lands, Denmark,

Norway, Sweden, and Finland. The initiative was taken by the

Board of the Swedish Union, and the outcome of negotiations and of

the ratification of arrangements by the respective Co-operative

Congresses is the " Nordisk Andelsforbund," or Northern Co-operative

Union, which will conduct operations from Copenhagen, as the most
convenient centre for the benefit of the four northern Wholesales
whose collective trade is estimated at 165 million kr., or over £9,000,000,

and whose collective capital amounts to a sum nearly equivalent to

2\ million poimds.
The Northern Co-operative Union will commence in a modest way

with an initial capital of a million kr., i.e., something over £55,000, and
its operations, to begin with, will comprise the import of the most
necessary commodities, such as coffee, rice, fruits, groceries, &c.

—

commodities which in pre-war time were purchased by the Wholesales
individually through agents in London, Hamburg, and other places.

Should developments proceed according to anticipation the scope of

operations will be enlarged so as to embrace plantations, shipping,

manufactiu'e, and so forth. Meanwhile the Northern Union is to be
conducted on co-operative business principles. Each of the connected
Wholesales will be a shareholder proportionally to its trade, and after

the International W^holesale has commenced operations the

representation of the individual Wholesales will be based on their

purchases through the institution. Co-ojierators throughout the

world will watch the enterprise with keen interest and wish it every
success.

INQUIRY COMMITTEE ON WAGE AWARDS.

The appointment of sui inquiry Munitions of War Acts, of Oiders
committee (with Sir John Simon. K.C., extending such awards, and of Orders
M.P., as chairman), composed of rej,'ulatijig wages made inider these
representatives of employers and trade Acts, should be continued after the
unions, besides representatives of the

^^,j^,.

Government departments coucernetl,

for the purpose of throwing light on 2. Wliethor the jiower to make such
the q\iostion of wage awarus, points to awards or Orders should bo continued
the importance of this specific problem after the war.
in relation to the policy of recon-

struction. Tile committee will investi- ;{. Tho maimer in which awards and
gate the following specific points:— Orders, if made or continued, should

1. Whether the compulsory opera- be enforced after the war, and for what
tion of awards made uiuler the period.
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BRITISH AFFORESTATION.

Good Opportunity

WHAT an essential commodity
timber really is has been
amply demonstrated during

the war. Without it we could not
possibly have housed during the
period of training the millions of

men who have passed into our armies,
nor have had transported to them the
vast quantities of ammunition, food,
clothing, and other supplies required
on the various battle fronts. The
experience of the past four and a half

years has again directed attention to
the question of afforestation—a subject
that has been periodically " sat on "

by Commissions and Inquiry Com-
mittees for generations. In the past
these Commissions have duly issued
reports, making academical recom-
mendations, but, beyond that, next
to nothing of practical value has been
accomplished.
The latest inquiry—born of war

exporiencos—is that of the Forestry
Sub-committee of the Ministry of

Reconstruction, appointed in July,
1916. The committee was composed
of fourteen gentlemen, and its terms
of reference were "' to consider and
report upon the best means of

conserving and developing the wood-
land and forestry resources of the
United Kingdom, having regard to

*ho experience gained during the war."
The committee duly issued a report
in May, 1917, and a final report has
been published this year.

Before dealing with the report it

will bo an advantage to examine
briefly, and by means of statistical

illustration, the position of the timber
supplies of this country previous to

1914: importations, home production
comparison with other countries, &c.
Taking the last completed year

before the war, 1913, our timber
imports were, approximately, as

follows:^

—

Loads.
Sawn and Planed Timbers 6,636,137
Hewn and Pitprops 4,380,321
Staves, Mahogany, and
Hardwoods 573,353

Total 11,58J,'811

for State Enterprise.

For the year 1917 the imports
had fallen to:

—

Sawn and Planed Tim- Loads
bers 1,720. 9*^77

Hewn and Pitprops 1,049, 150
Staves, Mahogany, and
Hardwoods 105.0 1

6

Total 2,875,143

This big decline in the imports was
brought about as the result of the
appointment of a Timber Control
Department and an Advisory Com-
mittee, who prohibited all imports of

softwoods, except on a licence granted
by the Timber Controller. This was
considered essential in order to divert
tonnage to other pm-poses, timber
being bulky cargo compared with
some other commodities urgently
required for war purposes.

Importation of timber thus being
curtailed, it was necessary that our
own resources should be developed.
One class of timber in particular was
required, namely, pitwood. On a
plentiful supply of mining timber
depends ovu- coal output. , It is

estimated that in maintaining an
output of 250.000,000 tons of coal

about 3,500,000 tons of pitprops and
mining timber are consumed. Previous
to the war wo obtained the bulk of

our mining timber from North
European countries outside Great
Britain. Therefore, it became im-
perative, when timber imports were
so drastically restricted, that we
should attempt to tap home sources.

Operations weie accordingly com-
menced, and, taking again the two
years 1913 and 1917, wo find the home
productions of all classes of timber
was approximately:

—

1913 1,000,000 loads

1917 3,500,000 „

This was an increase of three and
a half times in 1917 over 1913, and it

is estimated, at the rate of foiling that

has taken place for the ton months,
January-October, the production of

native timbers for 1918 will be nearly
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6,000,000 loads, of which half will be
pitwood.

This achievement of production is

more remarkable really than the figures

indicate. It has been accomplished
in the face of extraordinary difficulties,

and in the main by men—and women

—

inexperienced in the handling of native

timbers, and with little or no knowledge
of forestry or woodcraft. And it is

only the beginning—if this country is

wise. Conservative estimates put the

present available quantity of home-
grown pitwood—-to name only one
class of timber—at moro than
18,000,000 loads, exclusive of young
plantations not yet of pitwood size.

This represents about six years'

supply, but practical foresters give a
much higher estimate, one authority
putting the available quantity as

high as twenty years' supply.
The anomalous part of the situation

is that we were, just previous to

August ,1914, paying about £40,000,000
a year for imported timbers, a big
proportion of which can be grown in

the United Kingdom. For our neglect
of forestry in the past we have been
compelled to pay something like

£50,000,000 more for timber imported
during the war for smaller quantities,

owing to high freights, adverse rato

of exchanges, and war risk insurances.
Great Britain, in this matter, has

lagged behind almost every other
country in the world, as will l)o seen
by the appended table of forest areas
in (1) timber-exporting countries and
{2) non-exporting countri(is, who,
while having to import a portion of

their timber requirements, yet have a
considerable home production. The
ar<3a figures are approximate only, but
the timber yield can bo taken as fairly

accurate according to the Government
returns of the countries concerned.

Timber Exporting Countries.
Timber

Forest Yield in
Area iu Stajidardti
Acres. of

1(55 eft.
Russia (Kuropean). 350,000,000 I , -,>,i nnn

(in Asia) . . .250,000,000) i.J'^^'."""

Sweden 50,000,000 1,000,000
Finland 52,000,000 r)50.000
Norway 20,000.000 350,000
Canada 500,000.000 2.500.000
United States 550,000.000 20.000.000

Of the non-exporting countries
France has about 20,750,000 acres of

forests, of which 1 1 per cent are State
forests and 23 pfjr cent communal,
the remainder being privately owned
but utilised for commercial purposes.
From her State and communal forests

of about 7,000,000 acres France draws
a net revenue of something like

£1,000,000 annually. Germany also

has vast forests. State owned, and the
spruce forests of Saxony are said to
be the most productive in Europe.
In 70 years the timber yield in

Germany and the Prussian States has
increased ninefold, and the money
yield tenfold. The five chief German
States have an annual net income from
their forests of £6,000,000. These
figures indicate that, properly de-
veloped, a policy of State (or State-

controlled) forestry can be made an
economically sound investment, whilst
a comprehensive scheme of afforesta-

tion is a measure of national safety.

Experts in both imported and
home-grown timbers are unanimous
that practically the whole of the
softwoods—and many hardwoods

—

commonly used can be grown within
the British Isles. It is stated that
three native hardwoods (oak, ash,

and elm) are of a quality unsurpassed
l)y any of thesis varieties imported
from abroad. Of the softwoods,
Scotch pinf^ and larch are quite equal
for most purposes to, and have now
been used instead of, On^gon pine,

Baltic redwood, or pitch pine; British

black spruce is «>qual to Canadian
St. John spruce. Silver fir is another
native wood growing to immmis" size.

It is a capital timtxT for constructional
purposes. One could go on and give a
whole range of honv -grown timbers
which arc at least equal in every
respect—quality, size, and uses—to

imported timbers.

The doubt arises in many minds,
however, as to whetlier thi>y can bo

produced here in sullicient quantities

to satisfy our neivls. IV'rhaps not
imintHliately. tln>ugh th«> production
during the war—pun<ly tis an emer-
gency measure, and witli all the
inexjKirience, lack of suitable labour,

and difliculties of transport—has btvn
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a revelation to those who in the past
have scoffed at the idea of Britain's

needs being supplied from British

forests. The total area of our
woodlands of all kinds at present is

estimated at a httle over 3,000,000
acres, but it is stated by reliable

authorities that there are at least

another 2,500,000 acres which could be
easily and almost immediately brought
under afforestation.

The report of the Forestry Sub-com-
mittee of the Ministry of Reconstruction
emphasises, it is encouraging to note,

that forestry demands long views.
It points out that' home production
of timber was less than 8 per cent of

the consumption. The area of land
capable of growing first-class coniferous
(softwood) timber of the same character
as that imported is not less than
3,000,000 acres, and probably more
than 5,000,000 acres; and 2,000,000
acres could be devoted to timber
production withovit decreasing the
home production of meat, and would
employ ten times more men on that
area. The Forestry Sub-committee
therefore recommends that in order
to render the United Kingdom
independent of imported woods for

an emergency period of three years
it is necessary, while making due
allowance for an improv(^d yield from
existing woods, that 1,770,000 acres
should be put under afforestation.

Taking eighty years as the average
rotation of growth it is proposed that
two-thirds of the whole should be
planted in the first forty years

—

planting 200,000 acres the first ten
years, 150,000 acres being planted by
the State, and 50,000 acres by public
bodi(>s and privates individuals assisted

by grants. The estimat<>d cost for the
first ton years is put at £3,425,000,
and the committee think it may be
necessary to invest £15,000,000
altogether in afforestation during the
first forty years, after which time the
scheme should bo self-supporting.

Such, in brief outline, are the chief

recommendations contained in this

report. They cannot be said to be
.very heroic, and tho total oxpondituro
over forty years is less than the cost
of two days of war.

There are three alternative schemes
of afforestation which have been
advocated from time to time by those
who have given any study to the
subject: 1st, entire State owned and
controlled; 2nd, leasing land, and
paying not only a rent to the land-
owner but also a bonus on profits
from the undertaking; 3rd, by loans
to landowners for planting purposes^
to be repaid, after a lapse of forty
years, in twenty annual instalments
calculated on compoiuid interest at

2h per 'Cent.

Of these three proposals the first

only is worth real consideration. Not
£15,000,000 but £50,000,000 should bo
invested in the enterprise. Forestry
is a real business. Timber is a
necessity, as the war has proved
conclusively. As stated, this country
has been mulcted to the tune of

£50,000,000 more for its timber to
provide for war purposes than if the
timber had been produced in this

country, and if foresight had been
exercised thirty or forty years ago,

or since the Select Committee of 1885
first reported on afforestation from a
national standpoint.

Tho only method, therefore, of

securing anything like a satisfactory

safeguard against an inadequate
supply of timber is a full scheme of

State ownership of forests, planted and
fostered by well-paid and experienced
foresters. To accomplish this a
Central State Forestry Department
should be set up, with a practical man
as head. This Central Board should
have ample powers to acqtiire,

compulsorily if need be, all the waste
lands suitable for afforestation, as

well as the existing woodlands, many
of which are being depleted and
need replanting. It should establish

fully-equipped schools of forestry,

demonstration forests for practical

training, and nurseries for the cultiva-

tion of young plants and seedlings.

Since 1885 there does appear to

have been afloat from time to time

a hazy idea that afforestation is a
desirable field for State enterprise.

Small woodlands have been acquired,

and forestry schools on a small scale

established. In 1899 the first
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academically-trained forest officer was
appointed to the Crown service, and the

Hafod Fawr Estate of 1,180 acres was
purchased for afforestation purposes.

The following year the Teyt«m Woods
(3,000 acres), and in 1907 the Inverlier

Estate in Argyll, comprising 12,600
acres, was acquired for the same
purpose. Schools for woodmen have
been established in the Forest of Dean
and in Ireland. Money has been voted
from time to time for afforestation

developments, but only in small
sums, and apparently chiefly regarded
as experimental.

There is ample evidence, however,
that from every point of view a
bold scheme of afforestation would
pay. The Liverpool Corporation,
in connection with its waterworks
undertakings, has planted something
like 3,600,000 trees on 1,383 acres of

land, and with good results. Even

with all the difficulties^'of^ haphazard
and hasty war emergency methods of

exploiting our home forests, we have
been successful in supplying an
appreciable part of the country's
needs.
But the scheme of afforestation

should be a national one, State owned
and controlled; such a scheme,
properly organised, would be of

incalculable Ijenefit. In any policy of

reconstruction, therefore, afforestation

should find a foremost place. Tho
advent of peace among the nations
is an opportune moment for the

launching of this enterprise. Amongst
other advantages it would provide
occupation for thousands of de-

mobilised men—and women—to whom
the thought of mill, mine, worlcshop,
or office is distasteful after the

strenuous, though health giving, open-
air life they have lived since 1914.

DEVELOPMENT GRANTS.

THE Development Commissioners are an advisory body whose
function is to recommend advances from the Development
Fund for the development of agriculture and rural industries,

forestiy, fisheries, construction and improvement of harbours and
inland navigation, and reclamation and drainage of land. During
the war advances have been mainly confined to those required for the

continuation of schemes which were already working in 1914.

Advances for new schemes have been generally limited to those

needed for the increase of food supply and natural products, or for

the preliminary outlay in the preparation of schemes to be ])ut in

operation after the war.

During the year ended March 31st, 1918, the Commissioners
recommended advances amounting in all to £191,797, of which
£158,790 was for agriculture and rural industries, and £21.()r)2 for

forestry. These advances included the following items of interest

to co-operators:

—

Grants in aid of the work of the Organisation of Agricult ural Co-oiwM-at ioii £
during the financial year 1917-18:

—

(1) Agricultural Organisation Society (England and Wal(>s) ir),350

(Scotland) 1.000

(In-land) 5.400
Grant iu aid of tlu^ work of the Fisherii^s Organisation Society during tlu>

year J918-l!> COO
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Mr. HENRY G. PINGSTONE.

WE record with deep regret the death of Mr. Henry Charles

Pingstone, a director of the Co-operative Wholesale Society

Limited, wliich occurred in his 79th year, on December
10th, at his residence, '" Yew Bank," Brook Road, Heaton Chapel,

Manchester. JVIr. Pingstone was first elected to the Board in March
of 1886, and retiring in Jnne, 1894, obtained re-election in December,

1895. Prior to his appointment
on the Board of Directors in 1886,

the deceased was a prominent
worker in connection with co-

operation in Manchester; he had
served on the Committee of

Management of the Manchester
and Salford Equitable Co-opera-

tive Society, and was President

at the time of his promotion to

the C.W.S. directorate.

]\Ir. Pingstone, whilst with the

C.W.S., devoted his time to the

Grocery Committee, except quite

recently when his services had
been rendered to the Drapery
Committee; his photograph has

been omitted from the Committee
at the front of this volume, as

his death took place before the

group was completed. During
the past generation he had been
a force in the movement as a

The l.^ti; Mr. h. c. Pingstone. speaker and often as a writer.

He had a facility of expression which few men possess, and his

eloquence and optimism formed a healthy stimulant towards the
progress of the movement.

Besides co-operative place and position, Mr. Pingstone had had, to

some extent, a useful pubhc career. He was at one time a member
of the Manchester City Council, and his commercial association with
the city was indicated by his membership of the Board of Directors
of the Manchester Ship Canal Company from 1895. In fact, he had
shown active interest in this important venture from the initial stages,

and he partly represented the co-operative financial support of the
enterprise.
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PIGEON
CORN

Now that the War is over, we will soon
be getting back to normal. The British

are a sport-loving people, and no sport

was more popular in pre-war times than
that connected with "racing" pigeons.

The staying properties of the bird largely

depend upon the class of corn upon
which it is fed. The C.W.S. has made
a speciality of Pigeon Corn, which is

cleaned, blended, and polished at the

Quayside Mill, Newcastle, all grain being

properly matured before mixing. When
this sport is again allowed we shall be

pleased to receive inquiries.

POULTRY
CORN

There is always someone at the top. If

you want to reach the top in Bgg Pro-

duction you should feed your fowls on
C.W.S. Standard Poultry Corn« Meal.

MANUFACTLIRKD AT TIIK

QUAYSIDE MILL
NEWCASTLE-on-TYNE
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c.w.s.

CABINET
UPHOLSTERY,
BEDDING
DEPARTMENTS

AND

PELAW

Our Productions

SECOND TO
NONE in Quality

TRADE UNION 1 TA * x
CONDITIONS and Design
MADE UNDER
TRADE UNION
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CO-OPERATIVE ORGANISATIONS.
(Rejerences to the character and work oj the (Jo-operative "Wholesale Society

Limited on pages 58. 65. 66, 67. and 70; Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Limited

on pages 75. 82. 83. and 84; to the Co-operative Union Limited on pages

63 and 273.)

THE GO-OPERATIVE UNION LIMITED.
HoLYOAKE House, Hanover Street, Manchester.

Secretary: A. Whitehead.

The Co-operative Union Limited (established 18G7) is a federation of

co-operative societies in the United Kingdom which coiiform to the provisions

of the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts. Its functions are propaganda,
legal assistance, co-operative education and defence. The annual Co-operative

Congress is held under its auspices. The membership in 1917, as given in the

statistical report, was as follows:

Distributive Societies

Distributive Federations

—

Productive Societies

Supply Associations
Special Societies

Wholesale Societies

WOMEN'S CO-OPERATIVE GUILD.
28, Church Row, Hampstead, N.W.3.

President: Mrs. E. Hood. Secretary: Miss M. Llewelyn Davies.

The Guild was established in 1883, and has the following objects: To
organise women, as co-operators, for the study and practise of (1)
co-operation and other methods of social reform; (2) improved conditions of

domestic life. In April, 1918, it had 666 branches, with a total membership
of 28,020. The subjects selected for discussion during the year 1918-19 include
the following: (a) " Women and Co-operative Political Action," (ft) " Co-operative
Democracy," (c) "Co-operative Capital: The Need for Its Increase," (d)

"Family Endowment," (p) "International Co-operation and the League of'

Nations," (/)
" National Care of Maternity," {g)

" Co-operative Women's Ideas
on Housing," {h) " Cash Trading."

Number of
Societies.
1.366
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CO-OPERATIVE PRODUCTIVE FEDERATION LIMITED.
Alliance Chambers, Horsefair Street, Leicester.

President: Councillor T. Adams. Secretary: R. Halstead.

The objects of the Federation are : To aid co-operative productive societies

by united action; to open up a market for the sale of their goods; and
to obtain capital for co-operative production. It has a membership of 48
societies, whose trade through the Federation for the year 1917 was £273,317.

NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION LTD.
President: Thos. Mo.Ghie (Burnbank, Scotland).

Treasiu'er: W. J. Cure (Rushdeu, Northants).

General Secretary: Wm. Bradshaw, J. P. (17, St. Peter's Hill, Grantham).

Magazine Editor: C. W. Swingler (Birmingham).

Executive Committee: Messrs. Dunsmore (East Scotland), Winterbottom
(North-Western Grocery Managers), Jackson (Bristol District Association),

Whitney (South Wales), Knot (Newcastle District Association), Newbold
(London District Association), Pearson (North-Western Drapers' Association).

Rathbone (North-Western Boot Association), Helliwell (North-Western
Tailors' Association), and Dawson (North-Western Furnishing Association).

The above Association has for its objects the improvement of the status
of Co-operative Managers, and the education of Managers and Buyers in techiaical

matters relating to the various businesses they have to control.

CO-OPERATIVE SECRETARIES' ASSOCIATION.
President: G. Briggs, J.P. (Leeds). Treasurer: W. Bentley (Bolton).

Secretary: J. Jarman, 19, Victoria Road, Stockton Heath, Warrington.

Council: W. R. Blair (Liverpool), E. Emery (RadcliiSe and Pilkington),

T. HoRROCKS (N.-W. Convalescent Homes), J. C. Kenworthy (Stocksbridge),

J. Magin (Ashington), A. Pickup (Birkenhead), J. P. Stopford (Blackpool),

P Wain (Now Mills), W. W. Whittle (Preston), W. A. Wilkinson (Brighton).

Membership 450, chiefly in England and Wales.

CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE SOCIETY LIMITED.
109, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Manager: J. Odgers. Secretary: T. Brodrick.

The C.I.S., founded 1867, is now the Joint Insurance Department of the

English and Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Societies. It undertakes all kinds

of insurance business, including life, fire, accident, l)urglary, fidelity, employers'

liability, &c., and has just acquired the Planet Friendly Assurance Collecting

Society. It has branches and agents throughout the United I^ingdom.

C.W.S. HEALTH INSURANCE SECTION.
1, Balloon Street, Manchester.

'. Manager: R. Smith, F.F.I. Secretary: T. Brodrick, J.P.

An Approved Society (No. 214) under the Health Insurance Acts, established

to administer for co-operators and others the benefits of the Acts. The present

membership is 250,000, and the benefits paid to date £506,000. The invested

funds are £500,000. Comp<msation to the amovmt of £72,000 has been secvired

for members, and war pensions granted to members have totalled £70,000.
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CO-OPERATIVE NEWSPAPER SOCIETY LIMITED.
22, LOXG MiLLGATE, MANCHESTER.

Chairman: G. Brownbill. Secretary: W. M. Bamford.

This society is a federation of distributive societies owning the C'o-operativt

News and other pubUcations devoted to the co-operative movement.

THE RUSSO-BRITISH GO-OPERATIVE INFORMATION BUREAU.
99, Leman Street, E.l.

Joint Secretaries: I. V. Bubnoff and Frederick Rockell.

The Bureau, which is a joint committee of the English, Scottish, and Irish

Wholesale Societies, together with Russian co-operative organisations having
establishments in London, was instituted to gather information of use to the

development of international co-operative trade ; and especially wath the object

of promoting the exchange of productions between the Co-operative Wholesale

Societies of the United Kingdom and the great co-operative producing and
trading organisations of Russia.

THE AMALGAMATED UNION OF CO-OPERATIVE AND
COMMERCIAL EMPLOYES AND ALLIED WORKERS,

22, Long Millgate, Manchester.

Secretary: J. Hallsworth.

Manager of Health Insurance Section: R. J. Davies.

Founded as the " Manchester and District Co-operative Eniployes'
Association" in 1891; liy amalgamation with other associations it became
national in scope, and in 1895 th(^ name was changed to the " Amalgamated
Union of Co-operative Employes," in which year it was registered as a trade

union. It adopted a militant attitude in 1911 by making provision for a strike

fund. Its membership is now open to other than co-operative employes. The
membership is 85,000.

The Union is also a Stat(^ Approved Society, with 33,500 insured members,
divided into 26,000 males and 7,500 females. Of the total membership of the

A,U.C.E. 22,000 have enlisted in H.M. forces.

THE NATIONAL UNION OF CO-OPERATIVE OFFICIALS.
18, Countess Lane, Hadcliffi';.

President: Wm. Bradshaw, J.V. (Grantham).

Vioe-Pi\isidcnts: Geo. Briggs, J. P. (Leeds) and Wm. Rathbonk (St. Helens).

Secretary: Edwin Emery.

Th(i Union is open to general managers, secretaries, managing seci-etaries,

heads of departments (who ai>e buyers), cashiers, or accountants of co-op<<rativo

societies.

Objects: (a) The obtaining of the recognition of sueli rates of wagi's and
conditions of einploymont as shall s<>em froni time to time ilesiralil«> : (b) the

provision of sick and unemployment benefits for its members; (<•) the provisioii

to its members of a sum of money against old age and iutirmity; (d) the

provision to its nicmbers of legal advice and assistance in ta\y time of neot>ssity,

so far as the law allows.

The present membership is 5 Hi.
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AGRICULTURAL GO-OPERATION.

AGRICULTURAL ORGANISATION SOCIETY LIMITED.
Queen Anne's Chambers, Tothill Street, Westminster, S.W. L

Secretary: F. S. Graff.

The Agricultui-al Organisation Society exists for the purpose of advocating
the principles of co-operation amongst agriculturists, and of giving advice
and assistance in the formation and organisation of properly registered

co-operative agricultural societies in suitable districts throughout England and
Wales. It does no trade and makes no profits. It is supported by voluntary
contributions, but in addition receives grants from the development fund in aid

of its work in the general development of agricultural co-operation, and from
the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries in aid of the promotion of co-operation
in connection with small holdings and allotments.

On December Slst, 1917, the number of societies in affiliation was 801,
representing a membership of 130,000.

IRISH AGRICULTURAL ORGANISATION SOCIETY LIMITED.
The Plunkett House, Dublin.

President: Sir Horace Plunkett, K.C.V.O. Secretary: R. A. Anderson.

Founded in 1894 for the organisation of co-operation among Irish farmers
and farm labourers. The nmnber of societies in affiliation at the end of 1916
was 958, with a membership of 107,000 farmers and a total turnover of more
than £6,000,000. Among these societies are 350 creameries, whose turnover
exceeds 4^ million pounds. The official organ is the Irish Homestead.

SCOTTISH AGRICULTURAL ORGANISATION SOCIETY LIMITED.
5, St. Andrew's Square, Edinburgh.

Hon. President: The Duke of Buccleuch, K.G., K.T.

Secretary: John Dbysdale.

There are in affiliation with the Scottish A.O.S. 161 agricultui-al co-operative

societies, viz. : 142 purchase, dairy, and poviltry societies ; 6 stock improvement
societies; 7 co-operative creameries, and 6 fruit societies. Their total

membership is 10,812, and the turnover in 1917 was £750,000.

WOMEN'S WORK ORGANISATIONS.
(References to the Wo7nen's Co-opprative Guilds will he Jound under

Co-operative Organisations.

}

Women's Suffrage Societies, National Union of, Evelyn House, 62,

Oxford Street, London, W.l.—President: Mrs. Henry Fawcett, LL.D. ; Hon.
Parliamentary Secretary : Mrs. Oliver Strachey; Hon. Secretary: Miss Margaret
Jones; Secretary Information Bureau: Mrs. Hubback; Groneral Secretary:

Miss Jean Agnew.
The objects of the N.U.W.S.S. are (1) To obtain the Parliamentary

Franchise for women on the same t<?rms a* it is or may be granted to men;
(2) to obtain all such other reforms—economic, logiglative, and social—as

are necesstu-y to secure a real equality of liberties, status, and opportunities

between men and women; (3) to assist women to realise their responsibilities

as voters.
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Women's Industrial Council, 6, York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C.2.—Hon.
President: H.E. the Countess of Aberdeen; President: Miss C. Black, Chairman
of Executive; Joint. Hon. Secretaries: Mrs. Walter J. Barton, Miss Jeannette
Franklin.

The Council is non-sectarian and independent of political parties. Its

objects are to organise and carry out systematic inquiry into the conditions
of employment of women in industry; to provide accurate information
concerning those conditions; and to take or promote such action resulting

from the svu-vey as may seem conducive to their improvement.

Women of Great Britain and Ireland, National Council of,

Parliament Mansions, Victoria Street, S.W.I.—President: Mrs. Ogilvie Gordon,
D.Sc, Ph.D., F.L.S. ; Hon. Treasvirer: Lady Cowan; Secretary: Miss Norah
E. Green.

The Union exists to promote co-operation among the various organisations
whose object is the welfare of the community; it focuses and redistributes

information, and works for tht removal of all disabilities of women.

Women's Institutes, National Federation of (England and Wales).
72, Victoria Street, London, W.C.—Chairman: The Lady Denman; Hon.
Secretary: Miss Alice Willianis.

Women's Institutes are societies of country women formed to bring
educational and social advantages to the villages ; to promote co-operative

enterprises, and to encourage village industries.

SOCIAL AND HUMANITARIAN SOCIETIES.

Anti-Sweating League, The National, 45, Mecklenbvirgh Square,

London, W.C.I.—Secretary: Mr. J. J. Malton.

Object: The securing of a minimum wage.

Anti-Vivisection Society, London and Provincial, 22a, Regent Street,

S.W.I.—President: The Earl of Tankerville ; Secretary: Charles W. Forward.

The object of the society is to secure the prohibition by law of the practice

commonly called \'ivisection, by which is understood cruelty perpetrated

upon living beings in the name of science.

Anti-Vivisection Society, National, 92, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

—

Director: Hon. Stephen Coleridge; Acting Secretary: R. S. Wood.

Object: To draw public attention to the iniquity of torturing animals

for any purpose, and to lead people to call upon Parliament totally to suppress

the practice of \Hivisection.

Cancer Research Fund, Imperial, 8-11, Queen Square, Bloomsbury,
London, W.C.I.—Director: Dr. J. A. Murray; Secretary: F. G. Hallett.

The scope of the work embraces systematic and detailed investigation of

cancer in every part of the Empire as it occm-s in the human race and in

every species of the vertebrate kingdom.

Children's Association, The State, 53, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

—

Chairman: The Earl of Lytton; Hon. Secretary: Mrs. S. A. Barnett, C.B.E.

;

Secretary: F. Penrose Philp.

The S.C.A. seeks to secure individual treatment ff)r all children who com?
imdor the cam of the State. Its main principle is that a home;, and not an
institution, is the right place in which to rear any normal child.
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Children's Country Holidays Fund, 18, Buckingham Street, Strand,

W.C.—President: The Earl of Athlone; Secretary: Geoffrey Marchand.

To provide a fortnight's country holiday during the summer school holiday

for children attending the elementary schools of London.

Coal Smoke Abatement Society, 25, Victoria Street, S.W.I.—President:

Sir WilHam Richmond, K.C.B., R.A.; Treasurer: Dr. H. A. Des Voeux;
Secretary: Lawrence W. Chubb.

This society exists to secure the observance of the existing law in regard

to smoke nuisances emanating from factories and industrial concerns; to

improve that law, and to promote and encourage all voluntary efforts to

abolish coal smoke from dwelling-houses.

Commons and Footpaths Preservation Society, 25, Victoria Street,

S.W.I.—President: Lord Evorsley; Treasurer: Sir John Brunner, Bart.;

Secretary: Lawrence W. Chubb.

The principal objects of the society are to secure and maintain the free

and uninterrupted tise of all public rights of way (by land and water) and to
preserve all commons, village greens, roadside wastes, and ferries. The
society acts as a free centre for advice for local authorities and private

individuals on all questions in connection with tho protection of public rights.

Cremation Society of England, 324, Regent Street, W. 1.—President:

Sir Charles Cameron, Bart.; Hon. Secretary: J. C. Swinburne-Hanham.

The society was founded in 1874 by the late Sir Henry Thompson, Bart.,

to promote cremation as a nKithod of disposing of the dead in a sanitary
rt^verent, and innocuoiis maimer without danger to the living.

Cruelty to Animals, Royal Society for the Prevention of, 105, Jormyn
Street, S.W.I.—Prosid<mt : Tho Most Hon. tho Marquess of Caml)ridg(\ G.C.B.,

G.C.V.O. ; Chairman of Council : Col. Sir E. W. D. Ward, Bart., K.C. B., K.C. V.O.,
J.P. ; Secretary: Captain E. G. Fairholme, O.B.E.

The R.S.P.C.A. has 939 Ijranchos and auxiliarie.? in England and Wales,
and 850 Bands of Mercy-—the latter being organisations instructing children

how to treat animals. Tho sociaty cautions and gives advice in 25.000 cases

annually, and obtains about 5,000 convictions every year. It was the pioneer
of humane slaughtering, and .'},000 of its special patent humane appliances
for the killing of cattle are in regular use all over the countrJ^

Cruelty to Children, National Society for the Prevention of, 40,
Leicester Sqiiam, W.C.2.— Chairman of Executive Committee: Right Hon. the
Earl of Pembroke ; Vice -Chairman: F. P. Whit bread; Deputy Vice-Chairman :

C. H. St. John Hornby, Esq.; Director: Robert J. Parr, O.B.E.

During 1917-18 tho society dealt with 38,422 ca.ses, involving 112,024
children. The cases of actiial cruelty and neglect were less than usual, but
thoso associated with moral wrongs increased.

Early Closing Association, 34-40, Ludgate Hill, London. E.C.4.

—

President: The Right Hon. Winston Churchill, M.P. ; Secretarv: Captain
Albert Larking, F.C.I. S.

Obj(^cts: Permanent compulsory closing of shops and aboliliuu of Sumlay
trading. Supported by voluntary contributions.

Food Rkform Association, National, Danes Inn House, 205, Strand,
^\^C.2.—Chairman: Major the Hon. Neville S. Lvtton; Hon. S<'enMarv:
Charles E. Hechl. M.A.,'M.C.A.

Founded in 1908 to advocate food, cookery, and health r.-fomi. It

conducts its campaigns by literature, practical diMuonst rat ions, and loclni>'s.
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Health Society. National, 53 Berners Street, W. 1.—Chairman of

Committee: Sir James Crichton Browne, M D. F.R.S. ; Socretary: Miss F.

Lankester.
For the training and education of women in the laws of health, &c

Health Maternity and Child Welfare, National League for. 4,

Tavistock Square, W.C.I.—Hon. Secretary: Dr. Eric Pritchard; Secretary:

Miss J. Halford.
This league includes the National Association for the Prevention of Infant

Mortality, the Association of Infant Welfare and Maternity Centres, the

National League for Physical Education and Improvement, the Mansion
Hou.se Coimcil on Health and Housing, the National Baby Week Council and
Children's Jewel Fund, the Women's Imperial Health Association, and the

National Society of Day Nurseries.

Holidays Association, Co-operative, 225, Brunswick Street, Manchester.—

•

President: Right Hon. Sir Wm. Mather, P.C. ; Secretary: H. P. Weston, M.A.
Exists to apply the principle of co-operation to holiday making, and to

promote rational enjoyment in a healthy atmosphere by means of holiday

guest houses, rambling clubs, &c.

HoLiD.AY Fellowship Ltd., The, " Brj-n Corach," Conway, North Wales.

—

President: Arnold S. Rowntroe, M. P. ; Secretary: T.A.Leonard.
Aims to organise holiday making, provide for the healthy enjoyment of

leisirre, encourage the love of the open air, and to promote social and inter-

national friendship.

Howard Association, The, 4.3, Devonshire Chambers, Bishopsgate, London,
E.C.2.—Chairman: Henry Gurney; Secretary: Cecil Lcoson.

Objects: To promote efficient methods for the prevention and treatment
of crime and juvenile delinquency by securing better application of the

Probation Act, establishment of certified schools for physically defective

offenders, more thorough classification of prisoners, medical—not penal

—

treatment for epileptic and mentally defective offenders, establishment of

police court clinics, adoption of the indeterminate sentence and the parole

system.

HuM-iNE Society, The Royal, 4, Trafalgar Square, London, W.C.2.

—

Chairman: Admiral Sir G. W. Morant, K.C.B. ; Secretary: Major F. A. C.

Claughton.
Rt^wards those who have bravely saved or attempted to save life from

drowning, or from asphyxia, in all British possessions. Encourages swimming
exercises at public schools and on training ships, and makes known the best

methods of restoring the apparently drowned.

Invalid Children's Aid Association, The, 69, Denison House, 296,

Vauxhall Bridge Road, Westminster, S.W.I.—President: The Marquis of

Aberdeen, G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O. ; Secretary: Mrs. Mimro.
To help, supervise, and, if possible, cure seriously invalided and crippled

children of the London poor; to give thtim personal service, convalescent

treatment, surgical instruments, and loan of special carriages.

Lifeboat Institution, Royal National, 22, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C.2.—Chairman: Right Hon. the Earl of Waldegravo, P.C, V.P. ; Secretary:

G. F. Shoe, M.A.

Mental After-Care Association, The, for poor persons convalescent or

recovered from institutions for the insane. Church House, Deans Yard,

Westminster, S.W.I.—President: The Earl of Mcath, K.P. ; Secretary: Miss

E. D. Vickers.

Objects: To facilitate the re -admission into social life of persons recovered

from mental illness and discharged from institutions for the insane, by finding

them employment, tools, clothing, and K^mporary maintenance or convalescence

(if required) until self-supporting.
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Prevention of Consumption and other forms of Tuberculosis, National
Association for the, 20, Hanover Squaro, W.l.— Patron: H.ll. the King;
Chairman of Council: Right Hon. the Lord Balfour of Burleigh, Kt., G.C.M.G.,
G.C.V.O. ; Treasurers: The Lord Glencoruier and J. Frtincis Mason, Esq., M.P.

;

Hon. Secretary: J. J. Perkins, Esq., M.B., F.R.C.P.

Object: The prevention of tuberculosis.

Public Morals, National Council of, for Great and Greater Britain,
20, Bedford Square, W.C.I.—President: The Lord Bishop of Birmingham;
Chairman: Rev. Principal A. E. Garvie, M.A., D.D. ; Director and Secretary:
Rev. James Marchant.

Object: The promotion of race regeneration—physical, moral, spiritual.

Rural Organisation Council, 25, Victoria Street, S.W.L—Chairman:
Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Hills, M.P.; Treasurer: Sir Owen Philips, K.C.M.G.,
M.P.; Hon. Secretaries: L. W. Chubb, H. R. Aldridge, Ewart G. Culpin.

This covincil is composed of delegates appointed by numerous organisations
interested in various rural problems, and its , object is to improve the
conditions of rural life and to promote agricutural prosperity. It holds
conferences and arranges deputations in furtherance of its objects.

Vegetarian Society (National), The, 257, Deansgate, Manchester.

—

President: Ernest Bell, M.A. ; Secretary: James Hough.

The Vegetarian Society was founded in 1847 It aims to induce habits
of abstinence from fish, flesh, and fowl as food.

Vivisection, British Union for Abolition of, 32, Charing Cross, S.W.I.

—

President and Hon. Secretary: Walter R. Hadwen, M.D., J.P. ; Treasurer:
Viscount Harborton; Secretary: Miss B. E. Kidd.

The Union, being uiider medical guidance, deals with the anti-vivisection

standpoint from the scientific as well as the humanitarian aspect, and gives
information on all controversial points. It has over 70 branches, and almost
5,000 members. Monthly periodical. The Abolitionist, 2d.

INDUSTRIAL AND POLITICAL BODIES.

Labour Party, The, 33, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.—Secretary:
Right Hon. Arthur Henderson, M.P.

The objects of the Labour Party are : To organise and niaintain a political

Labour Party and to co-operate with the Trade Union Congress and kindr->d
organisations in joint political or other action; to secure for th(f producers,
by hand or by brain, the full fruits of th'->ir industry, and the most equitable
distribution thereof that may bo passible, upon tho bf\sis of the common
ownership of tho means of production and the best obtainable systom of
popular administration anil control of each industry and .si^rvice, and generally
to promote the political, social, and economic emancipation of tho poopK)

;

to take common action with the Labour organisations in thi< British Doniinii>i\3

and Dependencies, and with the Lal)Our organisations in other countries;
and to assist ia orgiuiising a Federation of Nations for the maintonanoe of

froedom and peace.
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Trade Union Congress Parliamentary Committee, 32, Eccloston Square,
London, S.W.I.—Chairman: G. H. Stuart-Bunning, J. P.; Vice-Chairnaan

:

John Hill, J.P. ; Secretary: Right Hon. C. W. Bowerman, M.P.

The object of the Congress and Parliamentary Committee is to watch all

legislation affecting labour, and initiate such legislation as Congress directs.

At the Jubilee Congress held at Derby in September, 1918, there were
S81 delegates, representing 4,532,085 mernbers.

Fabian Society. 25, Tothill Street, Westminster, S.W.I.—Hon. Secretary.
Edward R. Pease; Secretary: W. S. Sanders.

The object of the society is the advocacy of the principles of socialism,,

largely by educational methods. It publishes its own works, chiefly in a
series of Fabian tracts, and it nl&o provides boxes of books on political and
social subjects from any standpoint for any organisation, such as a co-ojDerative

society or trade union Ijranch. It siipplies lecturers, though this side of its

work is largely dormant diu'ing the war.

War Emergency: Workers' National Committee, 33, Eccleston Square,.
London, S.W.I.—Chairman: R. Smillie; Secretary: J. S. Middleton.

This committee has been in existence since the beginning of the war,
watching working-class interests. It has done \iseful work in connection with
thf^ allowances to soldiers' wives and dependents, the fixing of house rents,

and maintaining public action.

Independent Labour Party, 8-9, Johnson's Court, Fleet Street, London,
E.C.4.—Chairman: Philip Snowden, M.P. ; Secretary: Francis Johnson.

The I.L.P. is a political organisation, whose object is the establishment
of the Socialist Commonwealth. Towards this end it seeks to spread a
knowledge of Socialist principles, and to educate the people in the duties
and responsibilities of self-government. In particular it works for the unity
of the organised workers, together with men and women of all classes who
telieve in Socialism, in an independent political party.

British Socialist Party, 21a, Maiden Lane, Strand, London, W.C.2.

—

General Secretary: Albert Inkpin.

The object of the Party is the socialisation of the means of production
and distribution, and the education of the people in the principles of Socialism.

Trade Untons, General Federation of, Hamilton House, Bidborough
Street, London, W.C.I.—Chairman; J. Cross, J. P.; Secretary: W. A. Appleton.

Objects: To uphold the right of combination; to promote just and
equitable settlement of industrial disputes; to establish central financial

reserves for mutual support.

Labour Copartnership Association, 6, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C.I.—Hon. Sec: Aneurin WilHams, M.P. ; Sec.: Ernest W. Mundy, B.A.

The object of the Association is to bring about an organisation of industry
based on the principle of labour copartnership— that is to say, a system in

which all those engaged shall share in the profit, capital, control, and
responsibility. With this view it seeks (1) in the co-op«^^rative movement to
aid by its propaganda and advice all forms of production based on the above
principle; (2) in other businesses to induce employers and employed to adopt
schemes of profit sharing and investment tending in the same direction.

For work in connection with the Copartnership Productive Societies, the

Association works with tho Co-operative Productive Federation (q.v. ), and
a joint committee called the Co-operative Copartnership Propaganda
Committee has teen established to foster all forms of educational work within
the movement. The chairman of this is Mr. H. Daniels, Messrs. R. Halstead
and E. W. Mundy being the secretaries.
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Co-operative Wholesale Society Limited

Bookselling Department
West Blandford Street :: Newcastle-on-Tyne

^jjji ijiiii

To be well read you must know what to read
and what not to read.

What you oug,ht to read we can supply.

Whatever class of literature you are interested

in we can be of service to you.

We can meet your requirements for your own
personal reading

We can meet the requirements of your Store
Library.

We can meet the requirements of your Institute

Library.

We have ready access to all publishers in every
branch of the Bookselling Trade.

The fact is, we are the wholesale Supply
source for the Co-operative movement, and
have already justified ourselves in meeting the

demands many Societies have made upon us

during the past year.

If you are interested in Books send us your
inquiries, or call and see our fine display.
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Industrial Reconstruction Council, The. Offices: 2 and 4, Tudor
Streot, London, E.C.4.—President: Sir Wilfrid Stokes, K.B.E.; Chairman;
Ernest J. P. Bt^nn; Hon. Secretary: F. H. Elliott; Secretary: Miss F. Robinson.

This council is a propagandist body for the awakening of national interest

to the need for a system of industrial self-government along the lines of the
Whitley Report. The goal is nothing less than the complete organisation
of every trade—every man in his union, every employer in his association

—

and from the two an elected trade parliament in each industry, with proper
official status and endowed with a full measui-o of responsibility for the
promotion of its common interest.

Reconstruction Society, The, 58 and 60, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.—

•

Chairman: Colonel W. W. Ashley, M.P. ; Secretary: C. H. Dant.
A propagandist society, until recently known as the Anti-Socialist Union.

Speakers and literature expose the fallacies of Socialism. Reconstruction of

the State and the encouragement of harmonious relations between employers
and employed are prime objects.

National Guilds League, The, 17, Acacia Road, St. John's Wood, London,
N.W.8.—Secretary: W. Mellor.

Objects: The abolition of the wage system, and the establishmt^nt by the
workers of self-government in industry through a democratic system of

National Guilds working in conjunction with a democratic State.

Industrial League, The, 56, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.I.

—

Secretary: J. Ames.
The aim of the Industrial League is to bring the employer and employed

together in an atmosphere conducive to a calm and fruitful discussion of

industrial problems in which they are mutually interested.

Labour Legislation, International Association for (British Section),
45, Mecklenburgh Square, W.C.I.—President: Sir Thomas Oliver, M.D.,
F.R.C.P. ; Hon. Treasurer: The Right Hon. Arthur Henderson, M.P ; Secretary:
Miss S. Sanger.

-^^

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

Astronomical Association, British, 136, Rodenhurst Road. Clapham Park,
London, S.W.4.—President : Sir Frank W. Dyson, M.A., LL.D.. F.R.S., F.R.A.S.
Astronomer Royal; Secretaries: Walter Heath, M.A.. F.R.A.S.; Stanlev
Maxwell, M.A., LL.B., F.R.A.S.

Objects: The association of observers, ospeciallj' the possessors of small
telescopes, for mutual help, and their organisation in the work of astronomical
observation. The circulation of current astronomical iufurmalion. The
encouragement of a popular interest in astronomy.

Astronomical Society, Royal, Burlington House, W. 1.—President: Major
P. A. MacMahon, D.Sc, Sc.D., LL.D., F.R.S. ; Secr<>tarios: A. C. D. Crommelin,
B.A., D.Sc, and Alfred Fowlor, F.R.S. ; Foreign Secretary: Arthiu- Schuster,
Sc.D., Ph.D., Sec. R.S.

The society was instituted for the encouragement tuul promotion of

astronomy.

Places of Historic Interest or Natural- Beauty, The N.\tional Trust
for, 25, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.L—President: H.R.H. Princess
Louise, Duchess of Argyll; Chairman: The Right Hon. the Eail of Plymouth;
Secretary: S. H. Hamer.

The Trust endeavours to pronaote th<* preservation of. and partioulai'ly
to acquire, by gift or purchase, placi's of historic int<<rest or natural Ix^auty,
and to hold them in trust for the nation.
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Meteorological Society, Royal, 70, Victoria Street, London, S.W. 1.

—

Pi-csident: Sir Napier Shaw, F.R.S. ; Secretaries: W. W. Bryant, B.A. ; W.
Vaux Craham, MJnst. C.E. ; Foix3ign Secretary: R. G. K. Lempfert, M.A.,
C.B.E. ; Assistant Secretary: Lieutenant A. Hampton Brown, R.N.V.R.

Exists for the promotion of the science of meteorology in all its branches.

Fire Prevention Committee, The British, 8, Waterloo Place, S.W.L

—

Chairman: Edwin O. Sachs, F.R.S. Ed.; Hon. General Secretary: Ellis

Marsland.

Objects: The protection of life and property frona fire by the adoption of

preventive measures; the investigation of materials, systems of construction
and appliances, with the aid of which the annual fire loss can be reduced;
the condvict of an inquiry office that provides gratuitous technical information
regarding fire safeguards; the establishment of a service of " warnings " for

the adoption of simple precautionary measures against fire by the public.

Advancement of Science, British Association for the, Burlington House,
London, W.I.—President : Sir Arthur Evans, D.Litt., LL.D., Pres.S.A., F.R.S.;
President Elect: Hon. Sir Charles A. Parsons, K.C.B., Sc.D., F.R.S.; General
Secretaries: Professor W. A. Herdman, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., and Professor
H. H. Turner, D.Sc, D.C.L., F.R.S.

The association was fotinded in 1831 to give a stronger impulse and a more
systematic dii-ection to scientific inquiry; to promote the intercourse of

those who cultivate science in different parts of the British Empire with oiio

another and with foreign philosophers; to obtain more general attention

for the objects of science and the removal of any disadvantages of a public
kind which impede its progress. It has since then held successive annual
meetings in great provincial centres in the United Kingdom, or in overseas
dominions of the Empire. In 1919 it will meet at Bournemouth.

Agricultural Society of England, Royal, 16, Bedford Square, London,
W.C.I.—President (1918): The Hon. G^cil T. Parker; Secretary: Thos.
Mc.Row.

The society was founded in 1838, and incorporated by Royal Charter
in 1840. It was formed for the general advancement of English agriculture,

and has two sides to its work—the practical and the scientific. The chief

featiire of the former is the annual show of pedigree livestock and agricultural

implements, &c. On the scientific side the services of chemical, botanical,

zoological, and veterinary experts are retained for providing the best
scientific advice to its members. There is also an experimental farm and pot
culture station at Woburn, where investigations to crops, soils, feeding stufis,

and various other matters connected with agriculture are carried on.

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

Hodgson Pratt Memorial, 60, KnatchbuU Road, Camborwell, S.E.5.

—

President: Sir Henry J. Vansittart Noale, K.C.B. ; Hon. Sec. : J.J.Dent.
The Memorial is a society registered to administer the fund raised by

co-oporative and peace societies, workmen's clubs, and personal friends, with
the object of keeping alive the memory of the late Mr. Hodgson Pratt.

Club and Institute Union, Working Men's, Club Union Buildings,

Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 1.—President: J.J.Dent; Secretary: B.T.Hall.

A federation of 1,638 working men's clubs and institutes, with 619,000
members, throughout the cotmtry.
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Economics and Political Science, The London School of (University
OF London), Clare Market, Kingsway, W.C.2.—Chairman of Governors: Sir

Arthur Steol-Maitlaud, Bart., M.P. ; Director: The Hon. W. P. Reeves, Ph.D.;
Secretary: Miss C. S. Mactaggart.

Offers full curricula for the degrees of B.Sc, M.Sc, and D.Sc. in Economics,
and for the Academic Diplomas in Geography and in Sociology and Social
Administration. It also provides scientific training for those engaged in

(1) different branches of public administration, central and local; (2) trade
and commerce; (3) railways; (4) accounting; (5) library administration.

The Ratan Tata Department of Social Science and Administration of the
University of London is one of the departments of th^ London School of
Economics and Political Science. It gives a sound training in all forms of

social work. Head of the Department: Professor E. J. Urwick, M.A.
The BritLsh Library of Political Science attached to the" school is open,

under certain conditions, free to the public.

Educational Association, National, Caxton House, Westminster, London,
S.W. L—President: Right Hon. Lord Sheffield; Secretary: A. J. Mundella.

To promote and advance the principles of national education, which shall
be efficient, progressive, unsectarian, and under popular control.

Arts, Royal Society of, John Street, Adelphi, Louden, W.C.2.

—

President: H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught and Strathearn, K.G. ; Chairman
of Council: Alan A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.S. ; Secretary: G. K. Menzies,
M.A. ; Seci-otary of Indian and Colonial Sections : S. Digby, CLE.

The society was founded in 1754, and incorporated by Royal Charter in

1847, for the encouragement of arts, manufactures, and commerce. The
Fellows now number about 3,000.

Statistical Society, Royal, 9, Adelphi Ton ace, Strand, London, W.C.2.

—

President: The Right Hon. Herbert L. Samuel, M.P. ; Assistant Secretary
C. M. Kohan, B.A.

The objects of this society, which was founded 1834, an? the collection,
arrangement, discussion, and iDublicalion of facts bearing on the complex
relations of modern society in its social, economic, and political aspects,
especially facts which can bo stated numerically and arranged in tables.

RusKiN College, Oxford.—Chairman of the Governing Council: Right
Hon. C. W. Boworman, M.P. ; Principal: H. Sanderson Furniss, M.A.

;

Secretary: Sam Smith.

Stands for aducaticn in the broadest sense of the word, and for the Labour
movement, and provides courses of study for residential working-class
students, as well as tuition by correspondence.

Social and Political Education League, 23, Old Square, Lincoln's Inn,
London, W.C.—Presidsnt: Right Hon. Augustine Bn-rell, P.C, M.P. ; Hon.
Secretary: J. F. Gre3n, 45, Outer Temple, Strand, London, W.C; Organising
Secretary: A. H. Roed, 23, Old Square, Lincoln's Inn, London, W.C.

Founded 40 years ago by the late Sir J. R. Soeley for providing non-
partisan lectures and addresses on social, economic, political, and historical
subjects.

Home-Reading Union. National, 12, York Buildings, Adelphi, London,
W.C.2.—President; H.R.H. Princess Louise, Duchess of Argylo ; Chairman of
Coimcil: Right Rev. J. Percival, D.D. ; Chairman of E.vocutive Cominittoo

:

J. W. Mackail, M.A., LL.D. ; Secretary: Miss Swanson.
Formed to guide r<>aders in the use of books; to diii'ct self-oilueation,

and to unite readers in circles for mutual stimulus and help.
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Victoria League. The, King's Court, 48, The Broadway, Westminster,
S.W.I.—President: The Dowager Countess of Jersey; Deputy- President

:

Sir Edward Cook, K.B.E.; Secretary: Miss Drayton, O.B.E.

A non-party Association of British men and women, founded in 1901

in memory of Hor Majesty the late Queen Victoria, for the purpose of

promoting closer union between British subjects living in different parts of

the world.

Workers' Educational Association, 16, Harpur Street, Holborn, London,
W.C.l.—President: Rev. William Temple, M.A. ; Secretary: J. M. Mactavish.

A federation of 2,709 working-class, educational, and other organisations.

It is unsectarian. non-political, and democratic. Its aim is to stimulate and
satisfy the demand for higher education among working people, and to

promote the improvement of the educational system from the nursery schoo
to the Universitj'.

Parents' National Educational Union, 26, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

—

Presidents: The Marquess and Marchioness of Aberdeen and Temair; Chairman
The Right Rev. Bishop Boyd-Carpcnter, K.C.V.O.; Secretary: Miss E. A,

Parish.

The Parents' National Educational Union was founded in 1887. It aims

at giving opportunity for study of educational problems, and offers a xinique

theory and practice of education, which have proved very successful in

families and schools of all kinds. The House of Education, Ambleside, trains

ladies in the art of teaching in P.N.E.U. methods and principles. The Parents'

Review is the monthly organ of the Union.

Working Men's College, Crowndale Road, London, N.W. 1.—Principal:

Sir Charles Lucas, B.A., K.C.B. ; Superintendent and Secretary: E. C. Duchesne.

The stiidents are for the most part working men, and the teachers are,

in general, members of the Universities and of the different professions,

or those who have themselves been students in the College. Its purpose is

to unite these classes together by associating them in the common work of

teaching and learning. It provides instruction at the smallest possible cost

(the teaching being for the most part unpaid) in the subjects with which it

most concf^ms English citizens to be acquainted, and thus tries to place a

liberal education w^thin the reach of working men.

Science Guild, British, 199, Piccadilly, W.I.—President: The Right Hon.

Lord Sydenham, G.C.S.I., &c. ; Hon. Secretary: Lieut. -Colonel W. A. J. O'Meara,.

C.M.G., R.E. ; Secretary: Miss A. D. L. Lacey.

Exists for fiu'thering the application of science in national affairs generally,

but especially in industry and education.

Eugenics Education Society, 11, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.2.

—

President: Major Leonard Darwin; Secretary: Mrs. Gotte.

Deals with problems of racial betterment, racial deterioration, heredity,

marriage of the unfit, infant mortality, &c.

FoLK-LoRE Society, The, U, Old Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.2.—President:

A. C. Haddon, D.Sc, F.R.S. ; Secretary: F. A. Milne, M.A.

For the study of folk-lore.

BotXnic Society of Loni on. Royal, Inner Circle, Regent's Park, London,

N.W.L—President: The Marquess of Cambridge; Secretary: Henry W.
Woodford.

Incorporated by Royal Charter in 1839, for the promotion of Botany in

all its branches, and its application to Medicine, Arts, and Manufactures; also-

for the formation of Botanical and Ornamental Gardens in the Metropolis.
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CONSTITUTIONAL REFORMS.

Arbitration League, International, 39, Victoria Street, London, S.W.L

—

President: Right Hon. Thomas Burt, M.P. ; Chairman: John Morgan;
Secretary: F. Maddison.

For nearly half a century the League has Ijeen at work organising meetings,

distributing leaflets and pamphlets, publishing its monthly organ. The
Arbitrator, and playing a leading part in the long battle against those forces

of militarism which, by preserving the institution of war and armaments,
demoralise the peoples and at the same time waste their very means of

subsistence.

British Constitution Association, The, 11, Tothill Street, London, S.W.I
—President: Lord Parmoor, K.V.C.O. ; Hon. Secretary: W. V. Cooper.

Objects: To resist Socialism; to uphold the fimdamental principles of

the British Constitution—personal liberty and personal responsibility; and
to limit the functions of governing bodies accordingly.

CoBDEN Club, Broadway Court, Broadway, Westminster, S.W 1.

—

Chairman of Committee: Right Hon. Sir Francis Mowatt, G.C.B. ; Hon.
Secretary: Right Hon. J. A. Murray Macdonald, M.P. ; Secretary: F. J. Shaw.

This club exists for the defence of those principles of Free Trade as a
means for promoting international peac« and goodwill, of which Cobden was
the greatest exponent.

Divorce Law Reform Union, The, 9, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.—

•

President: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; Organising Secretary: Mrs. M. L,

Seaton-Tiedeman.
Object: To promote the reform and amendment of the laws relating to

marriage, divorce, and separation.

Land Law Reform Association, 8, Buckingham Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.—President: J. Martin White, J.P. ; Hon. Secretary: James Rowlands,
M.P.

The object of the society is to promote measures for the reform of the
land laws by, inter alia, securing to tenants in town and coimtry compensation
for unexhavisted improvements, and generally protecting the just rights and
interests of leaseholders; by making adequate provisions for small holdings;

by abolishing antiquated and cumbersome legislation; by facilitating the
transfer of land by means of a simpl*^ and economical system of registration;

by dealing with the housing c(uestion; and by a readjustment of the rating

and taxation of land.

Liberation of Religion from State Patronage and Control, Society
FOR, 30 and 31, Caxton House, Westminster, S.W.I.—President: John Massie,

Esq., M.A. ; Chairman of Executive: David Caird, Esq.; Secretary: Alfred
Howe, Esq.

London Reform Union, Trafalgar Buildings, Charing Cross, W.C.2.

—

Chairmaia: Rev. Dr. J. Scott Lidgett, L.C.C. ; Hon. Secretary: G. M. Gillett,

J. P., L.C.C.
Established in 1892 to promote tht> reform of London government. It

has issued many publications on municipal questions.

National Peace Council, Avenue Chanibei-s, Vernon Place, Southampton
Row, W.C.I.—Chairman: Charles P. Tnnelyan, M.P. ; General Secretary:
C. R. Heath.

Founded in 1904. The Council is a joint committee of pacifist associations
and of organisations of various kinds in sympathy witli the international
pt>aco movement. It n\iiiibers altout 70 (lel<"gHt(> members, and for purposes
of joint exii^culive actic>n maintains an ollii^c and seen-tariat.
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Peace Society, 47, New Broad Street, London, E.C.2.—Secretary: Rev.
Herbert Dunnico.

This society was foiinded in 1816 " to diffuse information tending to show
that war is inconsistent with the spirit of Christianity and the true interests
of mankind." It has agencies and branches in Franco, Alsace-Lorraine,
Belgium, Switzerland, India, China, Canada, Australia, South and West Africa.

Proportionax Representation Societv, 82, Victoria Street, London,
S.W.I.—President: Earl Grey; Secretary: John H. Humphreys.

Aims: To secure an electoral system which will reproduce the opinions
of the electors in Parliament and other public bodies in their true proportions.
To secure that the majority of electors shall rule, and all considerable
minorities shall be heaiA^.

Railway Nationalisation Society, Trafalgar Buildings, Charing Cross,
London, W.C.2.—Chairman: Emil Davies; Secretary: F. W. Galton.

Established January, 1912, to advocate and promote the nationalisation
of the railways of the United Kingdom. Is supported by over 700 trade
unions, co-operative societies, &c., as well as by individual members.

Taxation of Land Values, English League for the, 376 and 377, Strand,
London, W.C.2.—President: Alderman P. Wilson Raffan, M.P., C.C. ; Secretary:
Frederick Verinder.

The objects are indicated in the title of the League, the official organ of

which is Land Values. Lectures, books, pamplilets, and leaflets on land question
supplied. Monthly papar. Land Values, 2d. (amiual subscription, 3s.).

Taxation of Land Values, United Committee for the, 11, Tothill Street,

London, S.W.I.—Treasurer: W. R. Lester, M.A. ; Secretary: Jolin Paul.

Object: To overthrow land monopoly and secure the people's rights to
the land by means of the taxation of land values and the untaxing of industry.

Monthly journal. Land Values.

Waterways Association, The, 37, Newhall Street, Birmingham.

—

Chairman: Neville Chamberlain; Secretary: Frank Impey.
The objects of this association are to generally promote the development

of Inland Water Transport, and particulai'ly to induce the Government to

. give eSecc to the report of the Royal Commission on canals, which advocated
nationalisation and development by the State, leaving the provision of boats
and the business of conveyance to private enterprise, as in France and
Belgium.

COMMERCIAL.

Bribery and Slicret Commissions Prevention League, 9, Queen Street,

Place, E.G. 4.—President: Right Hon. Sir Edward Fry, G.C.B. ; Chairman:
Stanley Machin; Secretary: R. M. Leonard.

The objects of the Leagae are to secure the observance of the Prevention
of Corruption Act; to educate public opinion on the subject; to warn, and,

when nece.ssary, prosecute offenders; and to advise members. The latter

number upwards of 600,
*

Commerce, Association of Chambers of, of the United Kingdom,
Parliament Mansions, Victoria Street, S.W.I.—President: E. Manville;

Secretary: R. B. Dunwoody, A.M.I.C.E., F.R.G.S.

The central organisation of the Chambers of Commerce in the United

ICingdom and of British Chambers of Commerce abroad. The channel by
which the interests of trade and commerce are made known to the Government.
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Cotton Growing Association, British, 16, Cross Street, Manchester.

—

President: The Right Hon. the Earl of Derby, K.G.; Secretary: E. H. Oldfield,

F.C.I.S.

Formed with the object of promoting the development of cotton
cultivation within the British Empire; granted Royal Charter August, 1904.

Capital, £500,000.

• Decimal Association, The.—President : The Right Hon. the Lord Belhaven
and Stenton; Hon. Secretary: G. B. M. Johnson; Acting Secretary: E. Merry.

The Decimal Association was formed to advocate that the coinage should
be decimalised, and the Metric System should be substituted for the Imperial
Weights and Measures throughout the British Empire.

TEMPERANCE.

British Women's Temperance Association (Incorporated), National,
47, Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W.I.—Piesident: Rosalind,
Coimtess of Carlisle; Office Secretary: Miss G. Hunt.

An organisation of women's temperance societies formed to promote
personal total abstinence and the control and ultimate suppression of the
liquor traffic. The official organ is the White Ribbon.

Church of England Temperance Society (Incorporated), 50, Marsham
Street, Westminster, S.W.I.—Presidents: The Archbishops of Canterbury and
York; Acting Secretary: Frank R. Weaver.

The objects of the Society are

—

^(1) The promotion of habits of temperance;
(2) the reformation of the intemperate; (3) the removal of the causes which
lead to intemperance; (4) the provision of counter-attractions to the public-
house.

Scottish Temperance League, 108, Hope Street, Glasgow.—President:
Sir Joseph P. Maciay, Bart.; Chairman of Directors: Adam K. Rodger, J.P.

;

Secretary: James Gillies.

The object of the League is the entire abolition of the drink system. By
means of pulpit, platform, and press, it seeks to educate the people regarding
the natuH) of alcoholic liquors and urges them to abstain therefrom. The
League also seeks the entire legislative prohibition of the traffic, and favours
every restriction of the same whather secured through means of licensing

courts or legislature.

Study of Inebriety, Society for the, 139, Harloy Street, London, W.l.

—

President: Sir William J. Collins, K.C.V.O., M.P., D.L., M.D., B.Sc; Hon.
Secretary: T. N. Kolynack, M.D., M.H.C.P.

This society is a scientific body having for its objects the systematic study
of inebriety and the investigation of all form of alcoholism. The society does
not seek to exercise any control over the opinions or practice of its members
and associates in regard to the u.so of alcoholic preparations or intoxicating
drinks. Qualified medical practitioners are admitttid to the society as members,
and other men and women interested hi the scientific work of the society
are eligible for election as associates.

Temperance Council, National United, 27, Memorial Hall, Farringdon
Street, E.C. 4.— President: The Rev. J. Tolofroe Parr; Snorotary: C. Pinhorn.

This council labours to secuw the full administration of the Lici-nsing
Aots, giving legal aid and free legal advice. It also seeks to obtain drastic
amendments of the licensing laws.
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Temperance League. The National, Paternoster House, London, E.G. 4.

—

President: The Dean of Hereford; S'jcretary: John Turner Ra<j. Official

Magazine : The National Temperance Quarterly, Is.

The League was established in 1856, aiad the chief feature of its specialised

operations has been to arrest thought in the learned professions and among
leaders in religious and social movements, as well as to impress upon all

classes of the community the importance of tha temperance enterprise and of

the study of the alcohol problem.

Temperance Legislation League, The, Parliament Mansions, Victoria
Street, S.W.I.—Chairman: Joseph Rowntree; Hon. Secretary: Arthur
Sherwell, M.P. ; Secretary: A. F. Harvey.

Object: To promote temperance reform by legislation and the effective

administration of the licensing laws. Policy: State purchase of the liquor
trade with local option.

United Kingdom Band of Hope Union, 59 and 60, Old Bailey, London,
E.G. 4.—President: The Hon. Mrs. Eliot Yorke; Secretary: G-. Avery Roff, L.G.P.

A union of juvenile temperance societies to further the welfare of the
child-life of the nation by many varied activities based upon the principle

of total abstinence. There are 419 unions and 30,691 societies, with 3,068,384
members affiliated with the union

MISCELLANEOUS

Allotment Holders, National Union of, 22, Buckingham Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.—Secretary: D. Chater.

A federation of allotment societies having, approximately, 100,000 members.

Bee-Keepers' Association, British, 23, Bedford Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2 —Secretary: W. Herrod-Hempsall.

To advocate the humane and intelligent treatment of the bee, and to
better the condition of the cottagers of the United Kingdom by the
encouragement, improvement, and advancement of bee culture.

Discharged and Demobilised Sailors and Soldiers, National Federa-
tioi{ of, 2, Westminster Palace Gardens, Artillery Row, Victoria Street, London,
SW.l.—Hon. President: J. M. Hogge, M.P.; Ghairman: T. F Lister; General
Secretary: F. W. Jackson.

This is a federation formed to watch over and promote the interests of

discharged sailors and soldiers. It is controlled solely by discharged men
for discharged men; its chief object is justice, not charity.

Young Men's Christian Association, Tottenham Court Koad, London,
W. 1.—^President: Lord Kinnaird; Hon. Secretary: Major Frank Young, R.A,
(on Active Service); Grcneral Secretary: Sir Arthur K. Yapp, K.B.E.

The Association provides a full programme to meet the needs of men,
for body, mind, and spirit.
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TheC.W.S.
StationeryDepartment

BALLOON ST. :; MANCHESTER

Is prepared to advise and carry out Schemes
of Office Equipment, Adding Machines, Type-
writers, DupHcators, Stationery, ®c., ®c.

OFFICE
Equipment
IS AS IMPORTANT
AS SHOP FITTINGS

OR WORKS PLANT

SOCIETIES STARTING

BOOK COUNTERS
Will find a large stock of USEFUL BOOKS
and POPULAR NOVELS in the Department
which is ALWAYS AT THE SERVICE
OF THE MOVEMENT
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PRODUCTION.

THE following Government figures show the quantities and
values of coal and pig iron produced in the United Kingdom
from 1910:—

Quantities Produced.
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Shipbuilding—Merchant Service.*

Tonnage Launched in each District.

[Compiled from the Annual Statements of the Navigation and Shipping of the

United Kitigdo7n issued by the Board of Trade.]

• Including Mercantile and War Vessels built for foreigners, but exclusive of War
Vessels built for His Majesty's Government.

In 1914 the net tonnage was less than 1,100,000, and in 1915

and 1916 it sank to a little over 400,000 tons.

INFANT MORTALITY.

THE decline in the raie of infant mortality during the present

century may be contrasted -with the state of affairs in the

period preceding; and what that was may be realised from

the fact that in the quinquennium 1896--1900 the figure was as high

as that for 1851-5, and that in the years 1895 and 1899 the rate

actually reached 161 and 163 per 1,000 births, or the highest figures

during the whole half-century. Then, in the first quinquennium of

the present century, came a subsidence which brought the infant

death-rate to about the same level as that in 1881-5, and the two

succeeding quinquennia have shown a further decline. The pith of

the matter is contained in the following figures:

—

Deaths of Infants under One Year per 1,000 Births

IN England and Wales.

1896-1900.
156

1901-05.
138

1906-10.
117

1911-15.
110

As to the causes of this reduction the decline of the birth-rate,

with concomitant greater child-care, has been, undoubtedly, one

factor among others. Another factor now in operation is the
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Notification of Births Act, Avhich was passed in 1907 and made
compulsory for all parts of England and Wales in 1915.

DURING WAR TIME.
Contemporaneously with the abnormally low birth-rate during

the war period there has been an abnormally low infantile death-

rate, as shown by the following figures for the pre-war year and
thereafter :

—

Year.
Deaths of
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unfortiuiate, as many local authorities have held back from important
work, the legal power to execute which was dubious. In some areas

the giving of 50 per cent grants has not sufficed to overcome the inertia

of local authorities in the absence of an obligatory duty."

In the light of these facts what are we to think of the Parliament
which, in passing the Maternity and Child-Welfare Bill in 1918 and in

giving further powers to municipal boroughs to establish child-welfare

centres and day nurseries, made the exercise of these powers optional

by omitting the word " shall "? When Parhament can so connive at

the criminal negligence of local authorities with regard to the most
vital of duties, the circumstance suggests that a good deal of the talk

about national reconstruction is more or less piffle.

Lancashire's Black Record.

How urgent is the health question, and how gross and criminal is

the disregard shown thereto, is revealed by the Parliamentary return

issued in August, 1918, in which is recorded the official figures of

infantile mortality in the Lancashire County Boroughs during the five

years 1913 to 1917 inclusive:

—

Total infant
deaths,

1913 to 1917
(five years).

Average rate
of infantile

mortality per
per 1,000 birthe

(five years).

Barrow
Blackburn.

.

Blackpool ,

Bolton
Bootle
Burnley
Bury
Liverpool .

Manchester
Oldhani ....

Preston
Rochdale .

St. Helens .

Salford

Southport .

Warrington
Wigan

1,060

1,546
506

2,119
1,308
1,671
652

13,635
10,154
1,905

1,762
941

1,907
3,542
443

1,057

1,713

45.901

105
128
107
119
124
158
122
128
121
128
138
113
131
127
89
108
143

But even these figures, significant as they are, are surpassed by
the black record of Lancashire industrial towns in normal times. What
is absolutely necessary is that the care for child life should become the

first duty of the municipality and the State ; and, needless to say, the

care for child life involves the care for the health of mothers and
fathers as well.
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THE (COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD.

Countries. Population. Sg. Miles. Capitals.

China
British Empire
Russian Empire
United States

United States and Islands .

Philippines
Porto Rico
Hawaii
Tutuila, Samoa
Guam

France and Colonies
France
Colonies
Algeria
Senegal, &c
Tunis
Cayenne
Cambodia
Cochin-China
Tonquin
New Caledonia
Tahiti, &c
Sahara
Madagascar

German Empire (in Europe) .

Prussia
Bavaria
Saxony
Wiirtemberg
Baden
Alsace-Lorraine
H esse

Mecklenburg-Schwerin
Hamburg
Brtmswick
Oldenburg
Saxe-Woimar
Anhalt
Saxe-Meiningen
Saxe-Coburg Gotha
Bremen
Saxe-Altenburg
Lippo
Reuss (younger line)

Mocklenburg-Strelil z

Schwarzburg-Rudolstudt .. .

.

Schwarzburg-Sondor.shaiison
Lii beck
Waldeck
Reuss (elder line)

German Africa

400,000,000
435,000,000
166,250,000
97,337,000
109,357,490

8,460,052
1,151,579
200,065

7,251

12,517
93,850,000
39,601,509
54,240,700
5,000,000
8,850,000
1,900,000

32,908
1,500,000
3,000,000
6,000,000

56,000
31,000

500,000
2,505,000

64,925,993
40,165,219
6,887,291
4,806,661
2,437,574
2,148,833
1,874,014

1,282,051
639,958

1,014,664
694.339
483,042
417,149
331,128
278,762
257,177
299,526
216,128
150,937
162,752
106,442
100,702
S9.'.H7

11(),599

61.707

72,769
14,120,000

4,277,170
13,123,712
8,647,657
3,616,484
3,743,344
115,026

3,606
6,449

55
210

4,372,000
207,054

4,165,815
194,950

1,600,000
51,000
30,500
67,723
22,000
46,224
7,200
1,173

925,000
227,000
208,780
134,616
29,292
5,789
7,534
5,823
5,604
2,996
5,068
160

1,418
2,482
1,397
888
953
764
99

511
469
319

1,131

363
333
115
433
122

1,035,086

Peking.
London.
Petrograd.
Washington.
Washington.
Manila.
San Juan.
Honolulu.

Agana.
Paris.

Paris.

Algiers.

St. Louis.
Tunis.
Cayenne.
Saigon.

Hanoi.
Noumea.

Antananarivo.
Berlin.

Berlin.

Munich.
Dresden.
Stuttgart.

Karlsruhe.
Strasburg.
Darmstadt.
Schwerin.

Brunswick.
Oldenburg.
Weimar.
Dessau.
Meiningen.
Gotha.

Altenburg.
Detmold
Gcra.
Neu Strolitz.

Rudolstadt.
Sonilcrsliausen.

Arolsen.

Greiz.
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The Countries of the World—continued.

Countries.

Austro-Hungarian Empire .

Japan (with Formosa)
Netherlands

Netherlands and Colonies

AmbojTia
Borneo
Celebes
Java and Madura
Sumatra
Surinam
Ternate

Turkish Empire
European Turkey
Asiatic Turkey
Egypt

Italy
Italy and Colonies

Eritrea
Somali Coast
Tripoli

Spain
Spanish Afric^a

Brazil

Mexico
•Congo State
Persia
Portugal

Portugal and Colonies ...

Portuguese Africa
Portuguese Asia

Sweden
Norway
Morocco
Belgium
Abyssinia
Albania
Siam
Argentina
Roumania
Colombia
Bulgaria
Afghanistan
€hile
Peru
Switzerland .*

Bolivia-

Oreece. .'

Denmark
Denmark and Colonies....

Iceland
Greenland
West Indies

Venezuela

Population.

51,340,378
67,142,798
5,898,175

43,759,688
299,491

1,250,000
2,000,000

30,098,008
4,029,505

92,736
108,415

31,000,000
2,000,000
17,683,500
9,821,100

34,700,000
36.467,000

450,000
130,000

1,000,000
19,588,688

276,000
21,600,000
15,000,000
20,000,000
10,000,000
5,423,132
16,000,000
8,248,527
910,425

5,476,441
2,302,698
6,500,000
7,432,784
7,500,000
2,000,000
6,000,000
7.500,000
7,600,000
4,500,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
4,249,279
4,500,000
3,741,971
2.267,935
4,500,000
2,585,660
3,000,000

78,470
11,893
30,527

2,591,000

Sq. Miles.

261,029
235,886
12,648

845,121
19,861

213,000
77,855
50,970
178,338
49,845

202,040

11,100
682,960
400,000
110,623
711,643
60,000

300,000
410,000
194,700
82,400

3,298,870
768,883
900,000
628,000
35,490

871,854
830,000

7,600
172,876
124,129
314,000
11,373

400,000
21,870

1,135,840
52,760

438,436
42,602

215.400
291,544
697,640
15,976

709,000
46,522
15,388

106,170
39,756
46,740

138
363,730

Capitals.

Vienna.
Tokio.
Amsterdam.
Amsterdam.
Amboyna.

Menado.
Batavia.
Padang.
Paramaribo.
Ternate.
Constantin ople.

Cairo.

Rome
Rome.

Tripoli.

Madrid.

Rio de Janeiro
City of Mexico.
Boma.
Teheran.
Lisbon.
Lisbon.

Stockholm.
Christiania.

Fez.

Brussels.

Ad is Ababa.

Bangkok.
Buenos Ayres.
Bucharest.
Bogota.
Sofia.

Cahul.
Santiago.

Lima.
Berne.
La Paz.
Athens.
Copenhagen.
Copenhagen.
Rejkjavik.
Godthaab.

Caracas.
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The Countries of the Worlc—continued.

Countries. Population. Sq. Miles. Capital"-

Serbia 4,000,000 23,661 Belgrade.
Liberia .' 2,000,000 41,000 Monrovia.
Nepaul 4,000.000 ! 54,000 KhatmancUi.
Cuba 2,048,980

| 44,164 Havana.
Oman 1,500,000 82,000 Muscat.
Guatemala 1,804.000 48,290 New Guatemala.
Ecuador 1,500,000 120,000 Quito.
Haiti 1,400,000 10,204 Port au Prince.
Salvador 1,707,000 7,225 San Salvador.
Uruguay 1,111,758

I 72,210 Montevideo.
Khiva 800,000 22,320 Khiva.
Paraguay , 800,000 97,700 Asuncion.
Honduras 553,446 46,250 Tegucigalpa.
Nicaragua 600,000 49,200 Managua.
Dominican Republic 610,000 18,045 San Domingo.
Costa Rica 399,400 18.400 San Jose.

Panama 360,542 32,380 Panama.
Montenegro .^00.000 4,500 Cettinje.

INFIRMITIES.

IN
the number totally devoid of Ireland.

sight, hearing, speech, and reason. Blind 973 991
collectively amounting to 270,000 Deaf and Dumb!"!" 1,024 !!! 803

in round figures at the last census, the Mentally Deranged . 6,808 ... 6,148
United Kingdom contains a legion Moreover, apart from the deaf and
of witnesses to the detects of modern ^^^j^ .^ England and Wales, in every
civilisation. And the worst of it is ^.^^.^^ ^^^J^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ complete
that the inadequate provision tor the j^,f , , i n- r i

,, . , . , ,,^ ^. X- -1 X ueainess, and m every million temales
alleviation of these afflictions is almost

g^.^ experience the same aOliction:
as conspicuous as the conditions.

26,648 being the collective number
which generate them.

j^,. ^^^j^^ ^^^ females.
As regards the sexes, England and

Wales has a preponderate proportion of Lun.\cy in the War Period.
females amongst the mentally deranged, Kqi- the last four vears the numbers
and Ireland has a preponderate pro- of notifi«>d insane persons imder care
portion of females amongst the blind; in England and Walt^s havo been as
whereas in Scotland the males pre- follows:— 1!» 15 (Januarv l.st). 140,466;
dominate throughout. Here are the ijik; (Januarv 1st), 'l37.18S; 1917
proportions per million for the three (Jrtinuirv Lst),"l 34,029; 191^ (.l.uuiary
parts of the United Kingdom :— i^t)^ 125,841. The total decrease thus

amoiuits to 14.t)25 for throe \t'ars, a
Enoland and Walks. ^g^^.^ gtanduig hi contrast with the

Males. Females. average annual increase for the ten
Blind 760 ... 702 years ending December 31.st. 1914,
Deaf and Dumb 468 ... 373 aiuounting to 2,251. The fact that
Mentally Deranged . 4,370 ... 4,604 the year 1915 was the first year to show

~
^

a decrease since reliable statistics have
^' ' been available points to the fact that

Blind 709 ... 685 the decrease is due to the exceptional
Deaf and Dumb 611 ... 512 (^ircuinstaiiccs of the iieriotl. and is

Mentally Deranged . 5,062 ... 4,870 therefore but temporary.
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THE HOUSING QUESTION.
THE housing standard of the mass

of the people may be taken as an
unerring token of the standard

of civilisation. How it fares with the
masses in England and Wales is pretty
clearly indicated in the tables annexed,
the figures of which disclose the fact

that 2,580,000 and odd people live in

tenements of less than three rooms ; that
seven millions and odd are housed in

tenements of less than four rooms, and
that altogether over 15J millions of the
population live in tenements com-
prising fewer than five rooms ; that is,

43 per cent of the total, as compared
with 40 per cent at the previoiis census.

While the numbers living in one-roomed
and two-roomed tenements have been
very slightly reduced, the numbers
occupying three-roomed and four-

roomed tenements show a considerable
increase in the course of ten years;
the net result being that the proportion
housed below the standard of spacial

comfort and convenience is actually
larger than at the census of 1901.

Tenements in England and
Wales.
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in Blackburn 61-2 per cent, in Bury
59-2, in Bolton 53-8, and in Stoke-on-

Trent 53-6. In towns where five-

roomed tenements are regarded as a
feature, these tenements are in the

minority, as in Ednionton 47- 1 per cent,

Barrow-in-Furness 39- 8, Reading 39- 0,

Nottingham 38-7, Lincohi 38-6, Enfield

36-8, and Ilford 35-9. The towns
figuring with an abnormal proportion
of six-roomed tenements, such as

Northampton 51-7, Leicester 51-2,

Ipswich 46-8, Norwich 41-1, and
Handsworth 40-0, are the exception to

the rule.

The Gkeat Cities.

As for the state of affairs in the great

cities that is clearly recorded in the
official statement that the highest

percentages of one-roomed tenements
are in Dublin (33-9), Glasgow (200),
and London (13-4); of two-roomed in

Glasgow (46-2), Edinburgh (31-6), and
Dublin (210); and of three-roomed in

Birmingham (30-5), Edinburgh (21-9),

and London (21-3). Tenements of

from one to three rooms number over
half of the total tenements in Glasgow,
where they reach 8o' 1 per cent, in

Dublin (65-4), Edinbiirgh (62-9), and
London (53'7), whereas in Belfast they
form only 9' 7 per cent, and in

Manchester 15' per cent. In Man-
chester 40 "6 per cent of the tenements
are of four rooms, and in Belfast the
proportion is 23 '9 per cent. Of
tenements of over six rooms Liverpool
has the highest proportion (14' 1),

followed by London (13"3), and
Edinburgh (11"8), while Glasgow has
the lowest (3-6).

The proportion of the towns
population living more than two in a
room was 53 '6 in Glasgow, 37*9 in

Dublin, 311 in Edinburgh, 16-8 in

London, 9'8 in Birmingham, 9"5 in

Liverpool, 7-0 in Manchester, and 5-5

in Belfast.

ILLEGITIMACY.

SINCE the middle of last centuiy the illegitimacy figures show
a striking reduction, 43 illegitimates per 1,000 births in England

and Wales being the record for the period 1911-15, as compared

with 67 per 1,000 in the years 1846-50.

In 1915 the illegitimate births in England and Wales numbered

36,245, as compared with 37,329 in 1914, or 1,084 fewer than the year

in which the war began. In 1916 the illegitimate births numbered

37,689, an increase over the previous year of 1,444, notwithstanding

the decline of 29,094 in total births.

Infant Mortality amongst Illegitimates. _

The death-rate of illegitimate infants is double that of legitimate.

In 1906-10 the death-rate among legitimates averaged 112-4 per 1,000

births, but with illegitimates the proportion was 224 per 1,000. In

1911-15 the average death-rate of legitimate infants was 105 ])er 1 ,000

births; amongst illegitimate infants the death-rate figured at 210.

In 1916 the illegitimate death-rate was 183 per 1,000 births, as

Com{)ared with a rate of 87 per 1,000 for legit imato infants.
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FOOD QUEUES IN METROPOLITAN POLICE
DISTRICT.

Jan. ?8. Feb. 4. Feb. 11. Feb. IS. Feb. 35. Mar. 4.

r^^^ ^^.^1^- T W T. F S\'^ T W T F S M T WT F s\m T W T F sVf T W T F s\m T WT F S
800,000

, 800,000

700,000

(500,000
r

500,000

400,000

The chart shows the estimated total number of persons attending

food queues in the Metropolitan Police District on each day from
January 28th to March 9th; that is to saj', for four weeks before

and two weeks after the introduction of the London and Home
Counties rationing scheme on Monda}-, February 25th. The estimate

is based on returns made by the police as to actual queues (omitting

as a general rule queues of less than 100 persons).

The total includes queues for foods other than meat, butter, and
margarine, e.<j., cheese.

MARRIAGES.

H EREWITH are the figures denoting the number of marriages

each year, along with the rate per 1,000 of the population,

during the period 1911-16:

—

Year.
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The Cocoa
with a Charm

Is prepared at the English

® Scottish C.W.S. Works
at Luton, and sold at 6,000

Co-operative Stores in the

United Kingdom.

Ask at the
Co=operatiVe Stores

for

CW S COCOA
. "CO-SO"
"BROMA"ou
SOLUBLE"

All these are Strengthening
Sustaining and

Satisfactory
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BIRTHS AND BIRTH-RATES.

THE following is the official record of births for the period

1911-16:—

Year.
England

and Wales. Scotland. Ireland.
United

Kingdom.

1911.

1912.

1913.

1914.

1915.

1916.

881,138
872,737
881,890
879,096
814,014
785.520

121,850
122,790
120,516
123,934
114,181
109,935

101,758
101,035
100,094
98,806
95,583
91,437

1,104,746

1,096,562
1,102,500
1,101.836

1,024,378
986,892

The great reduction of births since 1913 points to the effects

of the war on the natality of the United Kingdom. But, apart from

the war, the gradual reduction in the number of births is indicated

by statistics. Thus the period 1906-10 shows 104,665 fewer births

in the United Kingdom than the period 1901-5, and the 1911-15

period 331,892 fewer than in the preceding quinquennium

—

altogether a diminution to the number of 436,557 births in the course

of ten years. Needless to say, there is a lessening number of deaths

to be placed in the scale, but a lessening to a smaller extent than the

births, the outcome being that the total excess births in the period

1911-15 numbered 2,092,122 (or an annual average excess of 418,422),

as compared with a total excess of 2,419,709 (or an annual average

excess of 483,942) in the period 1901-5. All this shows how necessary

it is that the nation should take effectual steps to prevent the terrible

waste of child life indicated by the statistics of infantile mortality.

Meantime, the birth-rates per 1,000 of the population during the period

1911-16 provide a comparison between the different parts of the

kingdom as well as w-ith a former period (1901-5), when the birth-rate

in England and Wales averaged 28-1, in Scotland 292, in Ireland 23-2.

and in the United Kingdom as a whole 27-8.

Birth-bates per 1,000 of the Population.

Year.
England

and Wales. Scotland. Ireland.
United

Kingdom.

1911.

1912.

1913.

1914.

1915.

1916.

24-3
23-9
24-1

23-8
21 -i)"

20-9*

25-6
25-9
25-5

261
23-9
22-8

23-2

230
22-8
22-6

220
211

24-4

241
241
23-9
22- 1*

211*

Based upon total populations specially estimated for the purpose.

Meanwliile, it may be noted that the decline of the hirlli rate,

normally speaking, is an i'lternational iVatui(\ and tliat lli'' I'asttiu
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countries of Europe still in the agricultural stage are characterised

bv the highest birth-rate; that the Central Empires come next, the

southern countries (Italy and Spain) follow after, then come the

northern countries, while the north-western countries figure with the

lowest birth-rates in Europe. Switzerland and Sweden are two

exceptions, inasmuch as their birth-rates approximate to those of

the north-west of Europe, and not to those of their respective

geographical spheres.

DEATHS AND DEATH-RATES.

T what extent the death-rate of England and Wales has

declined since the middle of last century the subjoined figures

denote :

—
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INSOLVENCY.

IN
the period of 15 years between 1900 and 1914 the bankruptcies

in England and Wales totalled up to 60,799, and the number of

administration orders made by County Courts to 83,384. In
the same period the total liabilities in bankruptcy cases amounted
to £88,901,998, and the assets to £35,599,243, signifying a
total deficiency of £53,302,755. As will be seen from the following
figures, the proportion of assets to liabilities shows a marked tendency
to decrease.

Average Annual
Liabilities in

Bankruptcy Cases.

Average Annual
Assets.

Assets in
Proportion to
Liabilities.

1900-4 5,825,221

1905-9 5,772,956

1910-14 6,222,202

2,781,118

2,241,022

2,147,608

47-7 per cent.

38-8 per cent.

34-5 per cent.

During the war period there has been a diminution of insolvency
cases, the number of bankruptcy cases for 1914, 1915, and 191(5 being
2,867, 2,379, and 1,557 respectively, as compared with 3,358 cases in

1913; whilst the number of County Court administrations for 1915 and
1916 amounted to 4,038 and 1,705 respectively, as compared Avith 5.426
for the year 1913. Despite the reduced number of bankruptcies in

1914 the total liabilities of £6,052,648 exceeded those of 1913 by
over a million pounds sterling; while the total assets of £2.073.031
for 1914 amounted to only 30 per cent in relation to the liabilities,

or 4| per cent less than the average percentage for the quinquennium
1910-14. The figures of assets and liabilities since 1914 are not yet
available.

The World versus Germany.—Germany imited practiculiy the wliolo
world iij^tiinst iier. In l']iu-o])e, CJroat Britain and lior overseas dominions. France.
Rus.sia. ISelgium, Italy, .Serbia, Koinnania, Montenegro, Greece, jind Portugal.
In the Ea.st, China dc tared war, and Japan lias as.sisted the Allies, In the New
World the attitude was as follows: 1917—April tith, the United States declared
war; April 7th, Cuba declared war; April lOth, Panama declared war; A))ril

10th, Brazil broke off relations; April 14th, Bolivia broke off relations; Ai>!il

27th, Guatemala broke off relations; May 17th, Homluras broke off relation.s:

May [9th, Nicaragua bi'oke off relations; June 12th. San Domingo l>roke off

relations; Juno 20th, Haiti broke off relations; October (ith, Peru l>roke off

relations; October (ith, Uiuguay biok(? off relations; Oi'tober (itli. San Sah ador
declared her solidarity with the United States; October 2tUh. Brazil declared
war. In May, 1918, the republic of Costa Rica declared war. and in .Inly

Honduras did the same.
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Occupational Distribution of the Population of 10 years
of Age and Upwards in England and Wales.

1911. 1901. 1891. 1881.

Domestic Offices or Services

(excluding outdoor)
Metals, Machines, Implements,
and Conveyances

Conveyance of Men, Goods, and
Messages

Food, Tobacco, Drink, and
Lodging

Textile Fabrics
Agriculture
Workers and Dealers in Dress

(including Machinists, Machine!
Workers undefined) for Females
only

In and About and Working and
Dealing in the Products of

Mines and Quarries
Building and Works of Construc-

tion

Commercial Occupations
Professional Occupations and

their Subordinate Services

Paper, Prints, Books, and
Stationery

General or Local Government of

the Country
Wood, Furniture, Fittings, and

Decorations
Precious Metals, Jewels, Watches,

Instruments, and Games (in-

cluding Electrical Apparatus
and Electricity Supply)

Defence of the Count ry
Chemicals, Oil, Grease, Soap,

Resin, &c
Brick, Cement, Pottery, and

Glass
Skins, Leather, Hair, and

Feathers
Gas, Water, and Sanitary Service

(not including Electricity Sup-
ply) •-•

Fishing
Other General and Undefined
Workers and Dealers

1,895,347

1,469,637

1,447,267

1,388,24^

1,313,788
1,297,223

1,195,371

1,814,949

1,228,504

1,266,758

1,073.809

1,155,397
1,197,922

1,126,423

1,038,515
790,163

717,141

348,027

289,261

283,986

232,485
205,817

177,777

173,838

113,680

87,485
25,239

752,030

1,128,680
590,629

606,260

278,957

198,187

257,592

152,353
168,238

128,640

175,513

105,341

68,510
23,891

776,989

Retired or Unoccupied.
16,286,919
12,232,394

{14,328,727

10,995,117

28,519,313 25,323,844

1,809,645

953,523

1,001,852

917,642
1,178,557
1,285,146

1,076,501

1,044,594 805,185 653,410

800,089
416,365

507,870

219,839

144,300

201,847

95,207
126,473

91,284

139,127

92,197

40,978
25,225

974,918

12,751,995
9,301,862

22,053,857

1,593,685

812,915

793,249

711,415
1,094,636
1,352,544

952,822

528,474

764,911
316,865

418,440

158,194

103,978

180,042

77,320
107,048

70,055

128,162

81,667

25,291
29,696

860,307

11,161,716
8,144,463

19,306,179
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The Moscow Narodny Bank.
(Central Co-operative Bank of Russia). Established 1912, for the

purpose of rendering, financial aid to Co-operative Societies of

Russia. CAPITAL; Rbls. 100,000,000. HEAD OFFICE: Moscow.
30 Branches and Agencies in Russia. AGENCIES ABROAD :

England, 40, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2; United States,

309, Broadway, New York. •••

The All-Russian

Central Union of Consumers' Societies.

Established 1898. HEAD OFFICE : Moscow. The Union owns
three flour mills ; an oil-seed crushing mill ; three confectionery
and three soap works ; sortinj| and wei^hin^ and chemical works

;

tobacco, match, fruit-drying, vegetable-drying, and boot factories ; a

fish-curing station and joinery. LONDON OFFICE : 30, Mincing
Lane, E.G. 3.

The Central Association of Flax Growers.
Established 1915. Number of affiliated societies about 3,500,
comprising about 3,500,000 individual members. Three million
poods of flax fibre (value, Rbls. 300,000,000) were collected during
the season 1917-18. LONDON OFFICE (Temporary Address)

:

40, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.2.

The Union of the Siberian Creamery Associations.

Established 1908. HEAD OFFICE : Omsk, Siberia. 21 Branch
Offices in Western Siberia. The Union is enp^uged in the produc-
tion and sale of butter, cheese, and other agricultural commodities

;

it comprises 1,566 creameries, and possesses 1,437 Co-operative
Stores. LONDON OFFICE: 14, Austin Friars, E.C.2.

The Union of

Siberian Co-operative Unions " Zakupsbyt."
Established 1916. Number of affiliated societies in 1918, 8,362,
with a membership of 2,500,000 persons. The Union purchases
various food stufis, machinery, and implements tor aCi,riculture

and butter-making, and manufactured products. It sells various
agricultural products and raw materials. It owns factoi'ies ami
workshops. LONDON OFFICE: Moorv!,nte Hall, 83, Finsbury
Pavement, E.C.2.
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THE WAR IN THE WEST, 1917-18.

1917. DECEMBER.
3. Renewed German offensive south of

Cambrai; enemy repulsed.
4. British abandonment of Bourlon

Wood.
4. President Wilson's message to Con-

gress on tlie Allies' war aims.
5. Enemy's onslaught near La Vacquerie

repulsed.
12. Enemy attack near BuUecoui't

repulsed.
14. East of, Ypres: British positions

attacked.
30. Germans attack south of Cambrai and

repulsed, except in two small
salients.

31. Some British regains near Cambrai.
N.B.—Total captures by the British

on the W^tern front during 1917:
77.767 prisoners and 542 guns.
Total German prisoners taken on
the field by the British since the
begiQuing of the war: 120,000.

1918. JANUARY.
5. British war aims defined by the

Premier. Repulse of German attacks
near Bullecourt.

8. President Wilson on war aims in
message to Congress.

10. German trenches raided south-cast of
Ypres.

19. Peace strike in Vienna.
24. Counts Hertling and Czernin on peace

negotiations.
29. Great strike of German workmen from

Berlin to Westphalia and Munich
and from Hamburg to Kiel. Half a
million suspend work. Workmen's
council formed in Berlin, and
immediately sui)pressed by the
authorities. Many socialist leaders
arrested.

30. German air raid on Paris: 70 victims.
30. Third session of the Supreme War

Council at Versailles oi)ens: German
and Austrian ('IiaiiccUors' speeches
considered, and a vitrorous prosecu-
tion of the war decided on.

31 . Sti'ike disturbances in Berlin culminate
in police conflicts: demonstrators
and rioters dispersed with sabre
charges. Strike movement collapses.

FEBRUARY.
11. President Wilson replies to Count von

Hertling anil expounds the principles
of a permanent j)eace.

13. The Opposition in I'arliament con-
trasts the promises and performances
of the Ministry.

13. American troops in Fran(;e take part
in an offensive for the first time.

14. Strike of Belgian judges announced
and their arrest by tlie Germans.

14. Bolo sentenced to death in Paris for
conv<!ying intelligence to the enemy.

10. Lieut. -Cieneral Sir Henry Wilson
appointed chief of the Imperial
General Staff in succession to Sir W.
Robertson.

Col.Repington (mOitary correspon-
dent of the Morning Poi^t) and H. A.
Gwynne (editor) fined €100 and costs
each at Bow Street under the Defence
of the Realm Act.

The Gernian Chancellor expounds to
the Reichstag Germany's attitude
towards peace and toward President
Wilson's declarations.

In the House of Commons the Foreign
Secretary (Mr. Balfour) replies to
Count von Hertling.

MARCH.
Publication of Sir Douglas Haig's
despatch on the Cambrai affah.

Repulse of violent German attacks
north of Ypres.

Successful operations of Portuguese
troops near Neuve ChapeUe.

Air i-aid on Paris: 179 victims.
New German Offensive against the
British front on a stretch of 50 miles
between Arras and La Fere.

Capture of 16,000 prisoners and 200
guns claimed by the Germans for
the offensive.

Germans take Peronne and Ham and
pass over the Somme.

Paris bombarded by German long-
range gun.

German advance held up on parts of
the line.

Bapaume and Hesle captiu-ed by the
enemy.

Lihons, Roye, and Noyon taken by
the enemy; Allies re-form on a new
line.

Albert and Montdidier captured by
the enemy.

Renewed assaults on a 55-mUe front
withstood by the British. The
Frencli regain some ground.

Abortive German attacks in the north.
Enemy capture of Mezieres to the
south of the Somme. Mcnchel
regained by the French.

Germans occupy Demuin and suffer
repnlses elsewhere.

The 1 Initial Slates representatives of
capital and la bour sign an agreement
to refer all disputes to arbitration
during the war.

APRIL.

Lull on the Western front. German
long-range gun bombards Paris: 8
killed, 37 injured.

In Canada, anti-conscription disturb-
ances in Quebec, fighting, killing and
wounding, and a large number of
arrests.

Ajinounceraent of an agreement by
.Japan to supply America with
4r)n,000 tons of shipping, of which
IfjOjOOO tons immediately.

German onslaught near Amiens. The
French withstand terrific assault.

Hard fighting on the Somme: British
beat off assaults. The French
recover ground on the Avre.
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9. Maa-power plans announced by the
Premier: military service age to be
raised to 50,and Ireland to be bronght
under conscription.

9. Heavy German attack west of I.ille,

and Neuve Chapelle captured.
10. The Germans reach Messines Ridge.
11. Enemy advance west of Armentieres.

Official report concerning the German
cruelties to war prisoners.

12. Enemy push on over Lys plain.

12. Gothas bombard Paris, killing 24
persons and wounding 62.

14. German advance checked; two days'
ince.«sant attacks baffled.

14. General Foch announced as Com-
mandeb-tn-Chief of the Aliied
Armies in France.

15. British withdraw from Neuve Eglise.

If). Germans capture Wj-tschaete.
17. British recapture Wj-tschaete bat are

forced to withdraw.
17. Annoimcement of the appointment of

Baron Bm-ian as Austro-Himgarian
Foreign Minister.

18. German attacks repiilsed with heavy
losses.

18. The Man -power Bill receives the Royal
assent.

19. Cabinet changes announced. Lord
Derby appointed Paris ambassador;
Lord'Milner to succeed him as War
Minister, and Mr. Austen Chamber-
lain to be a member of the War
Cabinet.

19. IjuU on the Western front after 10
days' incessant assaults.

20. I'roclamation withdrawing certificates

of exemption from military service
granted to men born in tlie years
1895-99 inclusive, but permitting
applications for exemption in special
cases.

24. German attack towards Amicus, and
Villcrs-Bretonneaux taken.

25. German double oflensivc: AUies forced
back about Kemmel Hill, tint Villers-

Bretonueaux retaken by counter-
attacks.

20. Germans gain possession of Kemmel
Hill. t?outh of the Somme British
and Fi'ench counter-attacks advance
the Allied lines.

27. The I<'Tench retake I>ocre.
2S. Germans rcpiilsc-(l .south of Ypres.
30. Lull on the Western front.

MAY.
4. Reported understanding between Ger-

many and Holland with regard to
the facilities of transport through
Holland demanded by (iermany.

8. German attack soutiv of Y])res: ejec-
tion afterenterlngtbe Franco -British
front line.

9. House of Commons debate on the
charges of misstatements nuide
against Ministers l)y Major-ticiicral
Sir F. Maurice. Mr. .Vsquitirs niol ion
for a select committee rejected by
293 votes to 100.

14. Oflleial announcement of a Govern-
ment change of policy with regard
to tlie exeluingc of Prisoners, Knin<^(>

and Germany having abcady agreed
to exelumge 330,00(1 on botli sides.

19. French successful operation round
about Mount Kemmel.

19. Bombing of British hospitals in France
by a German air squadron ; hundreds
killed and wounded.

21. Official announcement of the bringing
down of 1,000 German aeroplane.';
daring the two months' offensive.

27. German attack in gi'eat force against
the British and French sectors on
the Aisne. Enemy gains Chemin
des Dames.

28. Germans succeed in crossing the Yesle.
29. German advance: French, evacuate

Soissons, and the troops covering
Rheims retire behind the Aisne.

29. Annoimcement of a new Austro-
German military alUance for the
period of 25 years.

31. Germans reach the north bank of the
Marne. Desperate French stand.

JUNE.
1. Germans pressing forward between

the Aisne and the Marne. French
counter-attacks multiplying.

3. Enemy attacks intensified and west
of Soissons some advance made.

4. American troops take part in their
first big battle with marked success.
Enen\y attack slackens.

7. New Gp;rman attack against the
French between Montdidier and the
Oise on a front of 22 miles, and
advance in the centre to the depth
of three or four miles on a 10 -mile
front

.

8. German centre thro\vn back a couple
of miles l>y the French.

11. French successful counter:attack on
a 7i-mile fi'ont.

12. Germans cross the Matz within half a
dozen miles of Compi6gue. French
^vithdraw from exposed salient on
the east bank of tlie Oi.se.

13. French recapture positions south of
the Matz. South of the Aisne the
Germans advance their salient.

14. Lidl on the Western front.

18. Germans meet with lieavy defeat while
trying to break through the Allied
cordon and to pass Rheims.

24. The Gorman Foreign Minister (Herr
von Kuhlmann) states in the Reich-
stag that the end of the war can
liardly be expected through purely
uulitary decisions alonC.

28. Britisli line advaneeil on Lys plain and
French Une south of the .\isne.

N.B.— British record of air raids into
Germany for the month, 74; t!0

tons of bombs ilropped. French
air I'oeord. 000 tons of bombs
iirop]iecl behind enemy Hues and
the liriiiging (hnvii or erippliiig of

3;tl enemy nuieliines. By the end
of .liuie the number of Unitinl
States troops emltarla-d for the war
amount to over a million.

4. Allied attacks secure regains of ground.
4. American Independence Day colu-

brated in .Mlied countries.
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9. Resignation of the German Foreign
Secretary (Herr von Kuhlniann)
announced

.

11. Aiistralians continue successive
attacks.

11. Tlie Home Secretary announces the
adoption of a more stringent policy
with regard to enemy aliens in this
country.

12. French gains south-east of Amiens and
south of the Aisne.

12. German Chancellor (Count von Hert-
llng) declares Belgium to be a pawn
for future negotiations.

14. Local aggressive operations of .\llies.

15. New Germax Offensive begins on a
50 -mile front east and west of
Rheims: Three-and-a-half mile gain
south and north of Marne.

1 6. French counter-attack south of Marne.
1 7 . Germans still advancing.
IS. Gexerai. Foch"s Great Counter-

Offex.sive begins on the flank of
the German salient west of Rheims:
20 villages taken and many prisoners
and guns.

19. Continuance of Fi-anco-American ad-
vance: total two days' captures,
17,000 prisoners and 360 guns.

20-21. Germans retreat across the Marno.
French enter Chateau-Thierry.
British attack south-west of Rheinis.

22. French advance on the Marne. C.ip-
tures reach 22,000 prisoners and 450
guns.

23-24. The big push continues.
25. German counter-attacks repelled.
26-27. Allied advance.
28. Franco -American troops cross the

Ourcq.
29. Allies make further progress.
30-31. German counter-attacks repelled.

AUGUST.
1. Franco -British i attack: [two miles

advance.
•-'. Soissons entered by Franco-British

troops.
4. Allied pursuit reaches the Aisne and

the Vesle.
6. General Foch made a Field-Marshal.
8-9. Anglo-French forces deal a surprise

blow on the AmiiMis front: 200 guns
and 17,000 prisoners.

10. Advance (extended southward to the
Oise. Allied captures reach 28,000
prisoners and 450 guns.

11-12. Allies gain fiu-ther ground. Total
captures in five days, 31 ,000 prisoners
and 675 gims.

14. German retirements.
20. General MiU'ErinV imsh between the

OLse and till' Ai-nc ( (intinucd ; covers
another tlinc niilr^ on a 15-mile
front; 8,000 i.riM.ncrs taken.

21. British Third Army under Sir Julian
Byhg advances three miles south of
Arras and captnics seven villages.

22. French reach Ailct.tc and capture 200
guns. Briti^li caiitnre Albeit.

23. South of Arras the British on a battle
front of over 30 miles take 10 villages
and advance two miles.

24-25. British take 19 more villages:
29,000 prisoners captured in four
days' fighting.

?9.

27. British attack extended to east of
Arras, and troops come in touch with
the Hindenburg line. French capture
Royo.

28. Germans retreating beyond the Somme
and the Oise.

British capture Bapaume and French
carry Noyon by storm.

Attacks and counter-attacks.
British captures for August comprise
57,318 German prisoners, 657 guns,
5,760 machine guns, and over 1,000
trench mortars.

SEPTEMBER.
Australians capture Peronne.
Queant lines broken by Canadians.
British advance on a 23 -mile front.
Thousands of Germans captured.

General retreat of the Germans on the
'

Canal du Nord.
The French drive the enemy north of
the Vesle.

Allied advance between the Vesle and
the Aisne.

Germans retreating to the Hindenburg
line.

Americans capture the St. Mihiel
salient: over 13,000 Germans taken
prisoners.

Announcement of Austria's Peace
Note to the Allies and of Germany's
offer to Belgium of a separate peace

.

Both rejected.
British advance south of Ypres.
BritLsli push on a front of 16 niUes

:

over 6,000 Germans captmed.
Marshal Foch's new blow from Chani-
pagne to the Meuse. Americans
capture over a dozen villages.

British advance into the Hindenburg
lines and capture Boiu'lon Wood.

Allied advance in Belgium.
British reach Cambrai.
Total British captures in France and

Flanders diiring August and Sep-
tember: 124,000 Germans and 1,400

26.

27.

OCTOBER.
The French enter St. Qucntin.
German retirement west and south-
west of Lille.

New German MiTiistry with Prince Max
of Baden ;is Imperial Chancellor.

Germnny a.-ks lor ariuisticc. The new
Geruum ( 'hancrlldr (I'riuce Max of
Baden) announces to the Reichstag
the despatch of a Note to President
Wilson i)roposing an immediate
armistice and asking him to open
peace iicu'iit iatiions.

Preifidcnl Wilson declares cessation of
arms inipossilile so long as the armies
of the Central Powers are on foreign
soil.

Allies make three successful attacks.
Allied advance on a 40 -mile front.
British and colonial captures since
August 21 amount to over 110,000
prisoners, and 1,200 guns.

Allies capture Le Cateau. Americans
break through the Kriemhilde line.

Laon and La Fere taken. German
retreat on a 70 -mile front. The
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German Government accepts Presi-
dent Wilson's terms, and declares
that it speaks in the name of the
German people.

14. Allied troops in Belgium advance
six miles between the coast and
Lille. President Wilson replies to
Germany and annomices that the
conditions of an armistice must be
absolute safeguards for the military
supremacy of the Allies, the abolition
of autocratic authority in Germany,
and the cessation of inhuman war
practices.

15. British captm-e Menin and reach
Courtrai.

IG. The British cross the Lys; and Bel-
gians advance towards Ostend.

17. LUle, Ostend, and Douai are evacu-
ated by the Germans and taken by
the Allies.

18. Roubaix and Tourcoing occupied by
the British.

19. Germany replies to President Wilson:
agrees to President Wilson's terms
preliminary to an armistice.

20. Belgian coast cleared. Solesme and
Denain captured by British. British
and American troops reach the
Sambre and Oise canal.

22. British reach Valenciennes.
23. British attack north of Le Gateau and

capture several thousand prisoners.
President Wilson replies to Germany,
and intimates that if an armistice
is gi'anted it must be under con-
ditions that preclude Germany from
the war, and that there can be no
peace nefrotiatious except with a
Governiiu'ut ^ci'iiuiiicly and perma-
nently representative of the Geriuan
people.

25. The British still advancing; 9,000
prisoners taken in two days.

26. General Ludendorf (Chief of the
German Staff) resigns.

27. Germany reT>lies to President Wilson,
and declares that the military power
is now sul)ject to the civil authority
and that i)roposal8 for an armistice

—

as a tirst step towards a just peace

—

are awaited.
2<S. The fJeniian Kaiser announces his

" flriii (li'ti'i'Tiiiiiat ion " to co-operate
in the lull (Ifvclopniont of the new
const itutional re .viTne.

NOVEMBER.
3. British advance beyond Valenciennes.

Franco -American victory in the
Argonne. Germans falling back on
Ghent.

4 . British cross the San\bre Canal ; capture
LandrecieM and reach Le Quosnoy:
10, ()()(» prisoners and 200 guns
captured.

5. (jeniiau ainiics coMtiiiue retreat.

(). German naval revolution annoinut'd.
8. Marshal l<"ueh delivers the Arinisliee

conditions of the Allies to the (Jer-
nian plenipotentiaries; the German

decision to be stated within 72 horu^

;

the war to continue meanwhile.
9. The German Chancellor annomices

the the Kaiser " has decided to
abdicate the throne."

9. The Chancellorship is entrusted to
Herr Ebert, a Majority .Socialist.
Contemporaneously Bavaria, Wur-
tembiU'g, and Schles^ig-Holsteiu
hoist the repubUcan flag, the Kaiser
flees to Holland, the King of Bavaria
flees from Mimich, and the Duke of
Brunswick abdicates.

10. The AlUes encircle Mons and occupy
Maubeuge and other towns.

11. Armistice signed at 5 o'clock in the
morning; the terms including the
German evacuation, within 14 days,
of Belgium, France, Alsace-Lorraine,
and Luxemburg, the evacuation of
the western bank of the Rlime, and
the Allies to garrison ISIainz, Coblenz,
and Cologne, with bridge-heads on
the eastern bank; the German sur-
render of 5,000 gims, 30,000 machine
gims, 5,000 locomotives. 150,000
wagons, 5,000 motor hu'ries, and
other material to the Allies ; the
surrender of, or disarmament of, the
German fleet; the German evacua-
tion of Russia (includmg Poland)
and Rouniania, and the cancelling of
the treaties of Brest -Litovsk and
Bucharest; restitution of Russian
and Roumanian gold; immediate
repatriation of Allied prisoners of
war and of interned or deported
lirisoners without reciprocity ; repara-
tion of damage done, &c.

11. German republic proclaimed. The
Tiotentates of Wurtemburg, Baden,
II esse, Oldenburg, Saxony, and
.Mccklcnbui'g dethioned, and sub-
sequently in Lipjie and Aubalt the
same thing takes place.

13. New German Government annomiced
representing both wmgs of the
(iernuin Social democracy.

13. The Ciown Prince takes refuge in
Holland.

16. Allied armies begin their march to the
Rhine.

19. The Belgians reoceupy Antwerp and
Brussels, and Mai'shal Petain entei's
Metz.

20. Surrender of the first 20 submarines
to the British.

21. Gernum fleet to the mnnlKn- of 71
vessels siu'renders for internment.

22. Twenty more U-boats surrender for
internment, making 5S to date.

21. tiennany uiiiler .'Soviet rule. Northern
(uTniany i>rocIaiined an independent
re|iulilic. with llaniburg as capitJil.

25. .'-Surrender of thi' hist rennutnt of the
(Jerinan forces in Kast .Vfriea.

25. Ceremonial entry of the French into
Strassburg.

29. The .\ttorney-tieneral ani\o»mces that
the Coalition (iovernment. will insist
on the indii-tnuMil of the Kaiser.

30. Formal alulicalion of the German
Kaisei- announced.
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EVENTS IN EASTERN EUROPE, 1917-18.

1917. DECEMBER.
2 1. Disagreement at Brest-Litovsk.

peace
Ger-

many's Machiavellian peace pro-
posals rejected by the Bolshevik
envoys.

29. The peace pourparlers at Brest-
Litovsk suspended for 10 daj's.

1918. JANUARY.
2. The German peace proposals de-

nounced as hypocritical by M.
Trotsky (the Bolshevik Commissary
lor Foreign Aflairs), who declares
that the Russian Government will
never accede to them; and the
Bolshevik Assembly declares its
unswerving adherence to the right
of Poland, Courland, and Lithuania
to dispose of their own destiny.

2. Russia's peace proposals (by wireless),
in which the Entente powers are
invited to join, the ternis including
no forcible annexations, the self-
determination of peoples, and, in
mixed nationalities, the minority
rights to autonomy to be safeguarded
by special law.

2. Citizen LitvlnofE appointed pro-
visional pleniiJotentiary in London
of the Russian People's Com-
mLssariat for Foreign Affairs.

9. The German peace terms are Avlth-
drawn at the resumed conference,
at Brest-Litovsk (on the pretext
of their uou-acceptauce by the
Entente powers), and the Russian
proposal to transfer the negotiations
to Stockholm is also rejected.

10. The Russian delegation declares itself
prepared to continue negotiations,
but in the further negotiations the
Ukraine dt>legation negotiates as a
separate entity representing the
Ukraine republic.

10. Manifesto of Minority Socialist mem-
bers of the German Reichstag
I)rotesting against the designs of the
Government at Brest-Litovsk, and
appealing to the working-class on
behalf of a democratic peace.

18. The Constituent Assembly is inau-
gurated in the Tauris Palace at
I'e<,rogi'ad, amidst scenes of turmoil
in the city, the dominating issue
l)eing who shall control the destinies
of Russia, and for whom? 'J'he clash
begins with the Bolshevik resolution
declaring for a Soviet Republic with
all power vested in the Councils of
Workmen's Soldiers and Peasants,
declaring for tlie State ownership of
land and the abrogntiou of capitalis-
tic proprietorsliip. the obhgation of
work for all, and the organisation of
a Socialist ai'my of workmen and
peasants, the conclusion of a
democratic peace, and the repudia-
tion of all Russian loans. After an
hour's deliberation the .Assembly, by
a majority vote, rejects the resolu-

31

17.

19.

20,

21,

tion, whereon the Bolsheviks leave
the hall followed by the Social
Revolutionists of the Left.

Bolshevik 'oup d'etat.—The Constituent
Assembly dissolved by decree of
the Bolshevik Central Executive
Committee.

The Ukraine proclaimed an inde-
pendent republic by the Uki-ainian
Central Rada.

-31. The Bolshevik Congress of
Workers, Peasants, and Soldiers'
delegates is held in the Tauria
Palace, proclaims Russia a Federal
Soviet Republic, approves of the
diplomatic methods and policy of
the Brest delegation, gives it a free
hand, and declares against the
Gorman terms.

Resumption of meetings at Brest-
Litovsk.

Russia breaks off diplomatic relations
with the Roumanian Government,
in consequence of the occupation of
KLshinefl in Bessarabia by Rou-
manian troops.

At Brest-Litovsk the Ukrainian
Republic is recognised as a sovereign
state by Count Czernin on behalf
of the Central Powers.

FEBRUARY.
The Bolshevik Government issues an
appeal to the workmen's delegates
in Berlin and Vienna against a
peace of violations and annexations.

The Ukrainian Rada signs a separate
peace agreement with the Central
Powers.

The Russian Government announces
to the world that it refuses to
subscribe to a German peace,
declares war at an end as between
Russia and the Central Powers,
and that the Russian forces havQ
received an order for demobilisation
on all fronts.

The position and treatment of Russian
envoys by the British Government
brought to the notice of the House
of C^ommons.

Germany resumes the offensive against
Russia by advancing on Dvinsk, and
German troops are despatched to
the Ukraine in response to the Rada's
call, and also to Finland to support
the anti -proletariat army.

The Bolshevik Government issues a
protest against the German offensive,
but expresses itself prepared to
sign a forced peace on the terms
dictated at Brest-Litovsk.

The German advance in Esthonia
continues, and the Bolshevik
Government calls on the Russian
people to oppose the German
advance.

Germany sends Russia an ultimatum:
terms to be accepted in 24 hours,
a treaty signed in three days, and
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ratified in two weeks; terms whicli
the Bolslievik Government feels

compelled to accept.
25. The Germans, still advancing, capture

Reval and enter Pskof, loO miles
from Petrograd and on the main
line thereto, and the Bolsheviks
make ready to defend the capital.

MARCH.
3. The treaty of peace imposed by the

Quadruple Alliance Ls signed (at

Brest) by the Russian delegation.
Russia, is dismembered of I'oland,
Lithuania, and the Baltic provinces,
in whose future destinies Germany
claims a commanding voice. With
the Ukraine Russia is to conclude
peace and to withdraw all forces (Red
Guards or other) therefrom, and
likewise from Finland. In Trans-
caucasia Batum, Ears, and Ardehan
are to be severed from Russia, who,
in addition to all the foregoing
stipulations, must demobilise all her
armed forces forthwith.

3. Austro-German forces occupy Kiev
(the capital of the Ukraine).

12. The Russian Plenipotentiary in Great
Britain protests against the action
of the Allied Powers' Consuls in

Vladivostock in presenting an
ultimatum to the R\issiati republic
demanding the establislniicnt of now
local bodies in lieu of tlic existing
Soviet authorities. President Wilson
telegraphs to the American Consul
at Moscow the fellow-feeling of the
United States, and the assiu'ance
that every opportunity will be
utilised to secure for Puissia " full

restoration to her great role in the

.

life of Europe and the modern
world."

13. Axistro -German troops reach Odessa,
and Turkish troops occupy Erzerum.

14. Occupation of the Transcaucasian
territory (wrested from Russia) by
the Turks announced.

15. The Soviet Congress at Moscow
decides for the ratification of the
forced peace treaty with the CX>ntral
Powers by 704 votes to 2(il. 110
delegates abstaining. The Revolu-
tionary Socialists of the Left resign
from the Government as a protest
against tlie ratification and announce
their refusal to disarm.

18. Issue of the Allied Ministers' pro-
clamation denouncing thi^ forced
treaties imposed on Russia and
Roumania as political crimes.

20. The German Chancellor (Count von
Hertling), in dert-Tiding flu- Hrcs(.

treaty in the Itcu^listag, di'clai'cs

that " it contains no conditions
whatever dishonouring to Russia."
Ilerr David (Socialist) declares the
treaty " not a peace of understanding
but an imvarnLshed peace l)y force."
and also that " this peace has evoked
dissatisfaction among the widest
circles of the German nation."

21. Continued struggle ii\ the Uki'aino
between the Soviet troops and the
adherents of the Ukraine Hada,

supported by German detachments.
The latter are driven out of Kherson
by the armed population and the
Soviet forces, and the Black Sea
Fleet recaptures Odessa.

30. Announcement that the Diet of the
Caucasus has proclaimed the inde-
pendence of the country and
approved the basis of a separate
peace with Turkey.

APRIL.

1. The British Treasury ceases to provide
fimds to meet the interest due on
Russian State bonds payable in
London

.

6. Russia issued a protest against the
German violation of the Brest treaty,
which guarantees the inviolability
of the Russian naval and mercantile
fleet.

6. The Russian Government protests
against the landingof Japanese troops
at Vladivostock (imder the pretext
of maintaining order), and annoimces
having' ordered resistance to the
landing.

2 4. Repoi-ted arrival in England of a
delegation from Esthania for the
purpose of obtaining official recog-
nition of Esthonian independence.

27. The Turks occupy Kars.
29. Coup d'efat i;\ iho miVii'me. Establish-

ment (with GerniaH support) of a
military diet at uisliip at Kiev, headed
by the C'ossack General Skoropadski,

MAY.
3. Announcement of German high-

handedness in the Ukraine, Field

-

Marshal Eichhorn having arrested
Government olHcials (inehiding the
Prime Minister) for the dire oJfence
of the Rada of oyiposing his ai'bitrary
orders to the peasants with regard
to the land and its cultivation.

7. Russian protest against the German
invasion of tiuf Crimea announced.

1.'). Announcement of a Russian wireless
message addressed to Merlin pro-
testing against the German reign of
terror in Wlute Russia.

IS. The AftonpoMeii. of Christiania, pub-
lishes telegrams revealing the
atrocities oi U-boats in the .Vretic.

27. Press report that the Allies and the
Ignited States have conveyed a hint
to .lapan by dei'iding- a policy of
" hands 4>tT " with regard to Russia.

29. Annoiuieenient of the Kussian (!overn-
ment 's protest against, the German
violation of the Brest treaty by the
seizure of .Sebastopol and of Russian
war vessels.

29. Rei>orts of t.he iM'oelamation of a state
of siege in the Ukraine liy Field-
ifarshal von Eichhorn, in eonse-
(Hienee of the refusal of the jieasants
to sow crops as coinnianded. Local
pea,sants' uprisings and Draconian
suppression.

JUNE.
3. The Allied Prime Ministers (at

Versailles) proclaim that the creation-
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of an independent Polish State, with
free access to the sea, constitutes one
of the conditions of a solid and just
peace.

16. Ex-Tsar shot at Ekateriubui'g by
order of the Ural Regional CouncU.

19. The Counter-revolution in Siberia.
Tomsk taken by counter-revolu-
tionists.

•24. The Prime Minister states (in the
House of Commons) that " it is just
and equitable we should stand by
Russia if Russia wants it."

"27. Announcement of 3,000 Gorman troops
having been landed at Poti on the
Caucasian coast of the Black Sea.

JULY.
'2. The Grand Duke Michael is announced

as having issiied a manifesto and
placed himself at the head of the
Counter-revolutionary movement in
Russia.

5. Fifth All-Russian Congress of Soviet
deputies assembles in Moscow, and
the Social Revolutionist deputies
(one -fourth of the Congress) split
from the Bolsheviks and quit the
Congress.

5. The British at ^Mmmansk. Public-
ation of the Russian note of protest
" against the intrusion of the British
detachment, just arrived at Mur-
mansk," on the northern coast. The
British forces signify co-operation
with the local population for the
defence of the Mm-man railway
against the German menace.

6. Shooting of the German Ambassador
(Count Mirbach) in Moscow. The
Soviet Government institutes a
committee of inquiry.

6-7. Martial law in Moscow. Anti-
Bolshevik rising of members of the
Social Revolutionary party sup-
pressed.

11. The German Chancellor (Count von
Hertling), in addressing the Reich-
stag, has the effrontery to declare
that the murder of the German
Ambassador " was instigated by the
Entente," and that the German
Government, with regard to the
Peace of Brest -Litovsk, will carry it

out loyally.
13. Announcement of further Allied

forces being sent to protect the
Murnian coast.

10. The vassalisation of Esthonia. Vehe-
ment protest (issued from Stock-
holm) by representatives of the
Esthonian repu))lic against the
German military dictatorship set up

in Esthonia and the wholesale
violation of German pledges.
N.B.-The political independence

of Esthonia was proclaimed on
November 28th, 1917, by the
General Esthonian Diet.

15. Announcement of the capture of
Kazan by the Czecho -Slovaks.

26. Annoimcemeut of the proclamation of
Turkestan as a republic.

31. The German dictator of the Ukraine
(Field-Marshal von Eichhorn) as-
sassmated in Kiev by means of a
bomb.

AUGUST.
2. Allied forces (naval and military) laud

at Archangel.
3. British troops land at Vladivostock.
3. Bolshevik declaration of " state of

war " against the .\llied expeditions
to Russia.

4. The American Government issues its

statement explaining the reasons for
AUied interveiition in Siberia, and
the extent thereof.

4. General von Kirchbaeh succeeds
Marshal von Elichhorn as German
commander in the Ukraine.

12. Announced release of British and
Frencli Consuls who had been
arrested by Bolsheviks by way of
reprisals.

15. Reported arrival of a British force at
Baku confirmed.

19. Capture of Irkutsk by Czecho-Slovaks
reported.

20-24. Fighting in Siberia. Anglo

-

Japanese troops in action.
30. Attempted assassination, by a woman

in Moscow, of M. Lenin, the Bol-
shevist leader.

31. Allied troops capture position 75 miles
south of Archangel.

31. Bolshevist attack on the British
Embassy at Moscow.

SEPTEMBER.
5. .\rrest and incarceration of M.

Litvinoff and Bolshevik confreres in
London

.

14. Release of the above.

OCTOBER.
Internecine struggle continues.

NOVEMBER.
11. The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk cancelled

by the Armistice imposed by the
Allies on Germany.

28. Bolshevik capture of Pskov.
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EVENTS IN FINLAND.

MARCH.
7. The betrayal of Finland. The " dark

forces " in Finland i^ign a pact with
Germany inaugurating the vassali-
sation of the country: Germany
gaining political control of Finland's
foreign policy by the pledge of no
cessions or concessions of territory
to be made without German consent

:

and German industrial and commer-
cial domination foreshadowed by
the new trade and shipping treaty
to be concluded.

8. German occupation of the Aland
islands announced.

12. German troops sent to support the
counter-revolutionary raovement,
occupy Abo.

28. Tammerfors (the JManchester of Fin-
land) captured by the " Wlute
Guards."

.\PRIL.

8. In an order of the day, General
Mannerheim, Commander-in-Cliief of
the White Guards, bids " Germany's
brave warriors welconae to Fin-
land," and announces that they
have landed on Finnish soil at the
request of the Finnish Government,
to heir) to drive out the Uolsheviks
and their adherents.

15. Annomiccment of the capture of
Helsingfors (the cai)ital of Finland)
by German troops after three days'
fighting.

13.

10.

1:5.

11.

MAY.
Announcement of the crushing defeat
of the Red Guards (or proletariat
army) by the German forces in
S.W. Finland, and the capture of
20,000 prisoners after a battle
lasting five days.

JUNE.
The terrorist policy of the counter-
revolutionary party in Finland
revealed. Letter as well as press
censorship established, the court-
marshalling of prisoners, the iiro-
jected sequestration of proj'crty
belonging to workmen's associations
and to individuals in the revolu-
tionary zone ; tendencies being
further denoted by the bruiting of
the question of a monarchy amongst
the reactionists.

OCTOBER.
The Finnish Diet elects Prince
Friedrich Karl, of Hesse, King of
Finland : the Republicans take no
part; German withdrawal of a large
number of troops from Finland
reported.

France severs diplomatic relations
with Finland.

NOVEMBER.
As a result of the Armistice terms
imposed on Germany by the Allies,
together with the Gernum revo-
lution, Finland ceases to be a vassal
state, and the con.spiracy of the
counter-revolutionists in Finland is

brought to an end.

THE WAR BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND ITALY.

loi; DECEMBER.
30. Austrians driven l)ac,k across tlic Piave.
.31. Italy's allied cnnliniiciils strike theii

first blow: i''rencli tiixips, aided by
British a!ul Italian batteries, storm
and capt lU'c a line of enemy positions
on the Toml)a ridge, and capture
1.382 i)ris()nei's and seven giuis.

31. Austrian airmen txitnli I'ailua for tlie

fliird successive iii'j:ht, and seriously
damage tlie Cathedral and Municipal
Museum, besides wounding five
persons.

31. Tlie official organ of the Vaiicaii utters
an einpliatie v)rotest agiiinst the
bombing of Italian towns and of tlie

civil iKiiiiilalion.

1918. JANUARY.
14. Italian siiccessfnl attac^k between llio

Piave and llie IJrcnta.
28. Italians score another success cast of

the Piave, and take 1-,.')II0 prisoilei-s.

29. Italians capture enemy positions in
the mountains and take ovi'r 2,J00
prisoners.

MARCH.
13. Aiuiouucement of the It^ilian capt\u-e

of Monte Carno.
13. News of a great mutiny having

occurred in the Austrian <leet at Pola
and Cattaro early in February. At
Cattaro the mutineers made tlicni-
selves temporarily masters of the
port.

II. Naval cxiddit. Austrian cruiser snnic
h\- an Italian torpedo-boat in the
per! ot I'ola.

.VPRIL.

18. Rritisli detaehnienis in tlie Asiago
basin elTect successful acli(Uis.

21. Hritisli jiatrols on the AsiaKO plateau
force enemy detuclunents to retire.
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Furniture and Hardware
'"""'Homes of the People

ARE BEING MADE
BY THE C.W.S.

AT ITS OWN
FACTORIES AT
BROUGHTON.
MANCHESTER.
WHERE

Trade Union Conditions and

Domestic Utility

ARE COMBINED IN

THE INTERESTS OF

PRODUCERS and

CONSUMERS

FURNITURE OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION is made at the

C.W.vS. Works and can be seen

in every Co-operative Furniture CooperativeCommittee men

Shop in the Country. ^'7''' "'^
'^''l ^''"f'\'

'°

^ make re[)resentative displays

of C.W.S. Furniture.
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THE AUSTRO-ITALIAN WAR (continued),

JUNE.
7. Naval exploit. Two Austrian battle-

ships torpedoed by Italian torpedo-
boats off the Dalmatian coast.

8. Reporta of naiitinies of Bohemian and
Slovak regiments in the Austrian
array.

15. Austrian eeneral offensive renewed on
the whole Italian front. The Piave
crossed at two points ; the Austrians
clairainfT to have taken 12,000
prisoners, and the Italians 4,000.

19. Austrian brids^es across the Piave
swept away by the river in flood.

20. The Italians regain the initiative, and
their capture of prisoners since the
new Austrian offensive reaches
11,000.

20. Bread riots in Vienna owing to the
reduction of bread ration to Soz. per
day. Strike of 150,000 workmen and
a renewed demand of the Vienna
Workers' Council for a general peace
without annexations or indemnities.
Also general strike at Budapest.

83. Great Italian victory. The Austrians
in retreat across the Piave, leaving
several thousand prisoners.

25. The Austrian rearguard surrenders.
Italian advance on the Grappa:
3,000 prisoners taken.

29-30. Italian successes on the Asiago
plateau; 2,000 prisoners captured.

JULY,
3. The Italians improve their lines.
6. Italian successes on the Lower Piave

culminate in the regain of all the
ground lost since November, 1917.

OCTOBER.
3. Austrian port of Durazzo destructively

bombarded by Anglo-ItaUan naval
force.

i. Tlie Austrian Premier (Baron von
Ilussarek) resigns.

7. Austrian Note to President Wilson
asking for an armistice.

11. Hungarian Premier resigns.
18. President Wilson's refusal of the

Austrian peace overtures of October
7th. The President intinuvtes that
the Allied recognition of the full

aspirations of the Crccho -Slovaks
and Jugo-Slavs adds another point
to tlie fourteen conditions of peace
laid down.

20. Croatia and Slavonia secede -from

Hungary. The Jugo-Slav National
Council takes over all authority.

24. Revolt at Fiume. Croat Infantry
regiment seizes the town.

27. Austria presses for a separate and
immediate armistice and accepts a\\
President WUson's conditions.

27. The British-ItaUan army crosses the
Piave on a front of 25 miles.

28-31. The advance develops: 50,000
prisoners captured and 300 guns
during the course of a week.

28. The Crechs in Bohemia proclaim their
independence, and two days later'

the German section of Bohemia
proclaims itself a State.

28. The new Austrian Minister sends Mr*
Lansing (American Secretary of State

)

a telegram requesting him to use hl»!

influence with President Wilson to
secure an immediate armistice.

29. Revolution in Vienna and Budapest.
30. The Austrian Command appeals to the

Italian Command for an armistice.

NOVEMBER.
1. Assassination of Count Tisza an-

nounced.
3. Armistice between Austria and Italy

signed. The terms include the
surrender of the Austrian fleet and
war material, the occupation by
Italy of Trentino, Trieste, and
Adriatic coa-st bases, and the free
use of Austrian territory for Allied
war purposes.

4. The Armistice comes in force, the
Italians meanwhile having captured
300,000 prisoners. 5,000 guns, and
enormous quantities of war material.

13. Abdication of the Austrian Ksuser
announced.

18. Announcement of the arrival in
Hungary of Marshal von Mackcnsen
from Itoumania. The Hungarian
government decides to disarm the
German troops (2,000).

25. National Council at Agram appoints
Prince Alexander of Serbia a.4 regent
of the United South Slav state,
including Croatia, Dalmatia, the
Slovene provinces, and also Bosnia-
Herzegovina. Montenegro also pr6-
claims union with Serbia and the
other Jugo-Slav provinces.

28. Official Report of the .\nstrian GoToru-
tnent's intention to bring to trial all

persons responsible for the war.

PERSIA.
MAY.

The Persian Government, through its

minister at the Hague, has formally
declared null and void all the treaties
forced upon it in recent years,
includinir tlic .Xnglo-Russian treaty
of 1007 dividing I'ersia into "spheres
of influence."

I'roclamatioii (with Turkish military
sui>port I of the new repul)lic of
.\zi'rl)aijan (a Persian province with
a preponderance of inliahitants of

16.

30.

Tartar stock), of which Baku is to
be the new capital after its capture
from Itussia.

AUGUST.
Turkish troops reported to have
oticupied I'runiiah.

SEPTEMBER.
Occupation of Baku by the Turks.

OCTOBER.
Turkish evacuation of Baku reported.
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THE WAR IN THE BALKANS.
JULY.

9-10. Franco -Italian advance in Albania

AUGUST.
25. Austrian counter-offensive in Albania.

SEPTEMBER.
15. Allied offensive hearins in the Balkans.
21. Bulgarians retreatinsr in confusion.
27. Bulgaria ask.'- for an armistice: the

request rejected.
30. Bulgaria surrenders unconditionally.

Convention signed at Salonika.

OCTOBER.
1. Franco -Italian advance in Albania.
-I. Austrian retreat: Berat abandoned.
5. Abdication of the Tsar of Bulgaria

in favour of his sou, the Crown
Prince "Boris.

In Albania the French and Serbian
forces enter Elbasan.

Serbians capture Nish ; and in Albania
ItaUaus capture Kavaja.

The Italians capture the Albanian
port of Durazzo.

French troops reach the Danube in
the neighbourhood of Vidin.

General uprising in Montenegro re-
ported.

NOVEMBER.
Pea-^ant revolution in Bulgaria. King
Boris abdicates.

Italian occupation of Dahnatia Coast.
King of Montenegro deposed, and the
Montenegrins proclaim union with
Serbia and the United South Slav
State.

CONCERNING ROUMANIA.

IEBRU.\RY.
6. Germany sends an ultimatum to

Roumania to begin peace negotia-
tions withiu four days, or

—

MARCH.
3. The Roumanian Government decides

to accept the German ultimatum.
5. Roumania sigiis a preliminary treaty

of peace with the Quadruple
Alliance, the terms cf which include
the ces-ion of the Dobriidja (as far
as the Danube) to Bulgaria, and tlie
frontier rectifications deman(ied by
Austria-Hungary, together with the
ooncession of a right of way for the
tran.sport of the troops of the
Central Powers to Odessa, the
{granting of economic conces-sions,
and the partial demobilisation of
the Roumanian ainiy.

MAY.
19. A dispatch from Jassy states that the

Ministers of the Entente Powers
have formally notified tlie Rou-
manian Government that Ron-
mania's new peace treaty claxisei^

dealing with the navigation of the
Danube are in contravention of
international agreements and vrill

not be recognised by the Entente
Powers.

NOVEMBER.
P Roumania, having remobilised,

addresses a 24 -hours ultimatum to
the German General. Mackensen,
wlio retreats into Hmigary, where
his army is disarmed.-

11. Treaty of Bucharest cancelled by the
.\rmistice terms imposed on Ger-
many.

THE WAR IN PALESTINE AND
MESOPOTAMIA.

1017.

PALESTINE.
DECEMBER.

30. Bethel occupied: and repulse of the
Turks in attempting to recapture
Jerusalem.

1918. JANUARY.
18. British advance north of Jerusalem.
26. British patrols reach the Dead Sea.

MARCH.
2. North of Jerusalem: British advance

on a 12-mUe front.
9. The Wadi Auja crossed.

23-24. British troops cross the Jordan
and advance 9 miles.

25. Occupation of Es Salt, and advance
on Jledjaz railway.

28-29. lledjaz railway reached, several
miles of track destroyed, and 1,000
prisoners taken. West of the Jor-
dan, British gain.
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MAY.
1-3. East of the .Tordan, operations re-

newed; Es Salt again taken, enemy
attacks repiilBed with heavy losses.

A section of British mounted troops
forced to abandon 9 eruns.

9. British gain North of Jerusalem.
10. Turkish offensive: stubborn fighting,

Turks defeated with heavy losses

after initial success.
11-20. East of Jordan, successful British

operations and destruction of a
section of the Hedjaz railway track.

28. Successful local operation on the
coast sector.

JUNE.
8. Successful local operation on the coast

sector.

JULY.

13-14. Another enemy defeat in Palestine.

12.

AUGUST.
Successful British raids.

SEPTEMBER.
21-22. Turkish army in Palestine anni-

hilated; 25,000 prisoners and 260
gmis captured.

25. Turkish prisoners increased to 40,000,
and ultimately to double that
nunjber.

OCTOBER.
1. British occupy Damascus and 7,000

more Turks captiu'ed.
6. Naval and military occupation of

Beirut. Zahde and Ilayak (30 and
33 miles north-west of Damascus)
occupied by General AUenby's forces.

10. Resignation of Euver Pasha and
Talaat Pasha reported; Tewflk
Pasha becomes Premier.

20. British occupy Aleppo.
30. Armistice with Turkey signed; the

terms include free passage for Allied

fleets through the Bosphorus, the
occupation of forts on the Bosphorus
and Dardanelles, and the immediate
repatriation of all Allied prisoners
of war.

MESOPOTAMIA.
MARCH.

9. Hit, on the Euphrates, captured.
26-28. British victory on the Euphrates.

Turkish army shattered at Khan
Bagdadich, and Haditha also cap-
tured; 5,000 prisoners taken, and
naany guns, and great quantities of
nimiitions.

27. Capture of Kifri, over 100 miles north
of Bagdad.

30. British troops reach the Taug river;
12 field guns and 1,800 prisoners
captured en route.

MAY.
7. Kirkuk (20 miles from Mosul) occupied

without oiiposition, and military
stores captured.

11. The Turks driven across the Lesser
Zab.

21. Fatha (up the Tigris) announced ae
having been reached by a British
force.

JUNE.
3. A War Office report announces the

withdrawal of the mounted troops
that drove the Turkd across the
Lesser Zab.

OCTOBER.
24. British foi'ces on the road to Mosul.
25. British capture Kirkuk.
30. Turkish force on the Tigris surrenders

7,000 prisoners.
31. Armistice signed, tlie terms amouiitini;

to unconditional surrender.

NAVAL EVENTS, 1918.

JANUARY.
2. Armed steamer Louvain torpedoed and

sunk in the Mediterranean !)> a
German submariuo; seven ofticers

and 217 men lost.

4. II.M. hospital sliip Uewa torpedoed
and sunk in the Bristol Channel on
her way home from Gibraltar; three
casualties.

8. British destroyer annoiuiced as having
l)een torpedoed and siuik in the
Mediterranean with a loss ot ten
lives.

13. Varmouth boml)arde(l from the sea;
six persons killed.

20. Naval engagement tiff the Dardanelles:
enemy sliips Breslau and Uueben, the

former sunk, the latter beached;
two British destroyers lost.

Two German destroyers mined and
sunk oft Heligoland.

Ciunird liner Anduiiiit torpt-doed off

the Irish coast; two lives lost.

S.8. Cork torpedoed ami sunk in the
IrLsh sea; 12 lives lost.

FEBRUARY.
GermRT' torpedo boat destroyers maki.
a daah into Dover StraiUs and sink
eight small craft.

I'-lioat shells Dover: one child killed

and four persons injured.
II. .M. hospital ^-ldp (?leruirt Castle, out
ward hound, torpedoed and Hunk in

the Mristol Chauncl; 153 iHTsoue
missius:.
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MARCH.
10. n.M. hospital ship Guildford Castle

attacked by U-boat in the Bristol
Channel but escapes.

21. Naval action off Dunkirk with German
destroyers which had been bombard

-

inc: the town; four enemy ships
believed sunk but no Allied vessels.

31. Cargo boat Conargo torpedoed oil the
Irish coast.

31. S.9. Salartiinia sxink by gunfire.
31. Plecord shipbuilding for March.

APRIL.

13. British naval forces bombard Ostend,
and Zeebrugge bombed by aircraft.

15. British naval raid in the Kattegat;
ten German trawlers sunk and crews
saved by the British.

22. Naval action in the Adriatic; five
Austrian destroyers chased to the
Port of Durazzo by British deetroyers

23. Daring naval expioit. Knemy sub-
m£U-ine bases at Zeebrugge and
Ostend attacked. Zeebrugge mole
smashed and the entrance to the
canal blocked by the sinking of two
old cruisers. At Ostend the entrance
to the Bruges canal also part blocked.

25. H.M. sloop Cowslip torpedoed; five
officers and one man missing.

29. P.S.X.C. steamer Oronsa sunk by
torpedo. All passengers saved and
most of the crew.

31. Figures of merchant tonnage losses for
the month show that the U-boat
peril has been surmounted.

MAY.
10. Naval exploit at Ostend; the entrance

to the harbour being blocked by the
sinking (between the piers) of the
old cruiser Vindictive filled with
concrete.

ii. The armed mercantile cruiser Moldavia
(carrying American troops ) torpedoed
and sunk ; 50 or 60 American soldiers
killed by the explosion, but all others
on board saved.

23. Cork Steam Packet Company's
steamer Innisfalien torpedoed; loss
of 10 lives.

24. Tori)edoing of the Cork Steam Packet
(Company's steamer Inniscarra,
bound from Fishguard to Cork; 37
men missing.

26. The transport steamship Leasowe
Castle tori)edoed and sunk in the
Medit<>rranean; 101 persons rrussing.

31. The American transport, President
Lincoln (of 18.000 tons), torpedoed
and sunk -whilst on her return
voyage.

31. Record output Of shipping for May.
New tonnage of Great Britain and
.\m('rica exceeds by 12,000 tons an
increase of losses.

JUNE.
4. British steamer Carpathian torpedoed

and sunk off the American coast;
no lives lost.

<5. Announcement of U-boat activity off
the American coagt, the sinking of

14.

15.

16.

17.

19.

19.

20.

23.

American merchant vessels. The
port of New "York closed.

The .American freight steamer Pinar
del Rio sunk by a submarine oft the
Maryland coast: 18 men missing.

The British hospital ship Llandovery
Castle, homeward bound from
Canada, torpedoed and sunk by a
submarine; of 258 on board only
25 survivors reach land.

JULY.
U.S. transport Covington torpedoed
and simk on the homeward voyage;
six of the crew lost.

French transport Djemnah torpedoed
in Mediterranean; 442 missing.

The transport Barunga (ex -German
steamship Swnatra), homeward
bound to Australia, torpedoed; no
casualties.

American steamer Monianan tor-
pedoed: loss of three lives.

The Cunarder Carpathia (outward
hound) torpedoed oil west of Ireland

;

five members of the crew lost.
White Star liner Jiisticia sxmk by
submarine off north coast of Ireland
after a long fight; ten or eleven of
the crew killed by a torpedo.

French passeugcr steamer Australien
torpedoed in Mediterranean; 17 of
the crew missing.

U.S. cruiser San Diego sunk; casualties
47.

H.M. armed mercantile cruiser
Alarniarn torpedoed and sunk; ten
of the crew missing.

AUGUST.
French cruiser Dvpetit Thouars tor-
pedoed in the Atlantic; 13 missing.

Air fight off Frisian Isles.

Belgian relief ship sunk by submarine
in Norwegian waters. This was the
Dutch steamer Gasronier, en rovte
from Brooklyn to Rotterdam with
grain and tlour for the Belgian
Relief Committee; six of the crew
perished.

Spanish vessel Carasa, en route from
Bilbao to England, torpedoed and
sunk .and six of the crew drowned.

French steamer Pavipa, bound from
Bizerta to Salonika, torpedoed and
simk: four Serbian soldiers missing.

The U.S. steamer Tampa, whUe on
convoy duty, lost off EnglLsh coast
with all on board.

Spanish coal steamer Alaz Mendi en
rovte from England to Spain tor-
pedoed and sunk.

SEPTEMBER.
American transient sieamer Mount
Vernon (formerly the Kronprinzessin
Cr.rilie) homeward bound, torpedoed
in the .Atlantic; 35 stokers killed,

but vessel manages to reach port.
German vrarshiiis sunk (either by mine
or torpedo) off the Fricsland coast.

Union Castle liner Galway Castle
torpedoed and sunk whilst outward
botind; over 150 mussing:.
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12. British armed steamer torpedoed;
eight officers and 50 men missing.

13. French transport steamer torpedoed
and 8unl< en route from Bizerta to
Malta; six persons missing.

30. American steamer Ticondcroga tor-
pedoed; survivors shelled in boats.

OCTOBER.
10. City of Dublin Steam Packet C!om-

pany's steamship LeinMer torpedoed
on the voyage from Kingstown to

Holyhead; death roll, 600. The
Japanese liner Hirano yiaru tor-
pedoed oft the Irish coast ; loss of
nearly 300 lives. -

14. Dnndalk and Newry Steamship Com-
pany's steamer Dundalk sunk by a.
torpedo. A number of lives lost.

15. British Motor Boats raid at Zeebrugge.

NOVEMBER.
26. Allied squadron at Sebastopol.

GERMAN AIR-RAIDS ON ENGLAND (1918).

Date. Locality. Casualties.

Killed. Injured.

Jan. 28 Esses, Kent, and
London 47 169

,, 29 London (out-
skirts) 3 10

Feb. 17 Thames Estuary 16 37
Mar. 7 Towards London 11 45

Date. Locality. Casualties.

Killed. Injured.
Mar. 12 Hull & E. Yorkri. *\

„ 13 Hartlepool 5 9
April 12 Midland, & North

West 5 15
May 19 London 44 179
Aug. 6 E. Anglian Coast — —

•Death from shock.

AIR RAIDS ON GERMANY.

According to the official figures issued in Novemljer, 1918, the number of

bombing expeditions of military objectives in Germany by Royal Air Force
squadrons has been as follows:

—

Raids upon largo German towns 374
Raids upon Gorman aerodromes established for the defence of the Rhino 209
Raids upon other military objectives in Alsace-Lorraine and Germany 126

709
The systematic bombing took place between October, 1917, and the

settlement of the Armistice in November, 1918, and so covered a period of

practically thirteen months. Over half of the raids ware diverted against
important towns, many of them over 100 miles distant from Nancy, wliich
constitut<id the base of the R.A.F. Independent Forces. As a matter of fact

the average distance covered by each squadron in going and returning ranged
from 120 to KiO miles pc^r raid, whilst 200 miles was by no moans uncommon.
In tw(^lv(> months or so the British Air Forces have mad(> five times as many
raids as the Gorman air forces made in Great Britain duiing the whole p^>riod

of the war.

THE GERMAN U-BOAT FLEET.

An estimate places the total number of Gorman submarines from
the beginning of the war at about 3()0. The number known to have
been sunk up to the armistice was about 180. The number interned

up to the end of November wiis 114. and it was expected to bring

the nimibcr up to 150.
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THE

ROBINSON SYSTEM
OF FLOUR MILLING

has been adopted by the

Principal and most Up-to-

date Milling Concerns in

the United Kingdom, the

Colonies, and Allied Countries

ALL THE MACHINES ARE
OF BRITISH MANUFACTURE,
MADE AT THE RAILWAY

WORKS, ROCHDALE.

We are the Patentees of the

machinery employed in the

Cyclo-Pneumatic Wheat
Cleaning System.

Thos. Robinson® Son Ltd.

ROCHDALE, ENGLAND.
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Cheery Soles
Dri-ped wearers, >oung or old, have a broad smile

often, wet feet never, and comfort all the time ; and
it's particularly cheering to know that wearing
Dri-ped Leather saves half your boot bill.

Dri-pcd, the Super-Leather for Soles, is

absolutely waterproof ; and the higher
leather mounts in price the more Dri-pcd'

s

Double-wear saves you.

Ask your branch to supply

Dri-ped for your next re-

pairs. Dri-ped cuts boot

bills in half by lasting twice

as long as ordinary leather

of the same thickness.

See this Trade Mark in

Purple every few inches on

each sole. No leather is

Dri-ped unless it bears the

Diamond Trade Mark.
Without it the leather is a

substitute.

The Super-Leather for Soles.
Sole Manufacturers, Win. Walker '62 Sons Ltd., Hose Hill Tannery, Bolton,

Lanes.
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GO-OPERATION AND THE GENERAL
ELEGTION.

FOLLOWING the decision of the JSwansea Congress to enter the

pohtical arena, the election of the National Co-operative

Representation Committee was an outstanding event in the

co-operative history of 1918. The constitution of the Committee

and the history of the agitation leading to direct Parliamentary

1 epresentation was detailed in the 1918 Year Book, so that it remains

only to say that Mr. W. H. Watkins has been elected chairman, Tvith

Mr. T. W. Allen vice-chairman, and Mr. S. F. Perry, J.P., secretary.

The programme of co-operative policy issued in connection with

the General Election is as follows :

—

1

.

"To safeguard effectually the interests of voluntary co-operation,

and to resist any legislative or administrative inequalitj^ which would

hamper its progress.

2. " That eventually the processes of production, distribution,

and exchange (including the land) shall be organised on co-operative

lines in the interests of the whole community.

3. " That the profiteering of private speculators and the trading

community generally shall be eliminated by legislative or

administrative action.

4. " The scientific development of agriculture, and the provision

of light railways for transport of produce, together with adequate

housing and wages for the agricultural labourer.

5. " The abolition of all taxes upon foodstuffs to be replaced by
the taxation of land values and the further increase of income tax

and death duties upon large incomes and estates.

6. " That, in order to facilitate the development of trade,

commerce, and manufacture after the war, the Government shall

establish a National Credit Bank to assist local authorities, co-operative

societies, and others to finance their new undertakings as required.

7. " That adequate housing of the people, financed by the National

Exchequer, shall be coin])ulsori!y provided on lines which will secure

healthy, decent, and suitable accommodation for the whole community.

8. " That the present education system should be recast on

national lines, which will aiTord equal opportunity of the highest

education to all, miham])orcd by the caste system now prevailing,

which arbitrarily and unjustly limits the resources of the State in

utilising the best capacities of the nation.

9. " The effective' Parliamentary control of foreign policy niid

national services by committees composed of representatives of all

parties in the House of (\)mmons.

10. " The gradual (hMuobilisiilion of the soldiei-s ;ind saiU)i-s from

our Army and Navy to correspond with the needs of industry, in order

to avoid unem])l»)yment
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11. " The breaking down of the caste and class systems, and the

democratising of State services— civil, commercial, and diplomatic.

12. '' The promotion of an alliance of all the peoples and the

establishment of a league of Nations as a guarantee of the world's

peace.

13. " Adequate provision for the national care of maternity."

This Policy was incorporated in a National ^Manifesto issued just

before the Election, in which it was asserted that " throucrhout this

great world struggle the co-operative movement has played its part

and stood firm for the prosecution of the war until democracy had
triumphed and Prussianism was vanquished. By the application of

co-operative principles, particularly when the competitive system
proved utterly inadequate to solve the problem of feeding the nation

and otir Allies, much has been done to carry us through the trying

times, and our factories, productive and distributive agencies, have
always been at the disposal of the State."

Finally, the ]\Ianifesto declared that co-operation has "protected
the consumer from having to submit to the prices fixed by syndicates-

and other concerns out of proportion to the actual value and cost of

daily necessities. Thus the Government was given the precedent for

its action in fixing prices during the war.
" Demonstrated that one of the best means of abolishing many of

the social evils at present existing is by the elimination of the

competitive industrial system, which enriches the few at the expense
of the many, and the substitution of mutual co-operation for the

common good as the basis of all human society,"

[The photographs on the opposite pape arc thosp of Candidates who fonght Parlia-
mentary seats at the General Election. December 14th, 1918, havinp been adorted
by the National Co-oporativo Representation Committee. The Divisions they
contested were: Paisley (Biggar) ; Lee(:8 Central (Smith); Sparkbrook, BirminplAm
(Spires); Mossley (Brown); Kilmarnock (Malcolm); King's Norton, Birmintrl i*'"

(Hackett); Clackmannan and Kast Stirlinsshire (May); Hillsborough. Sheffield
(Lockwood); Mid-Nortliants (VVaterson).]

CRUELTY TO CHILDREN.

Among the tragedies of our ordinary were oases of net;lect and starvation,
lile tliose a.ssociated with the wrongs No less tlian 13, i29 of the childrwi
to children appeal most to hnnumi- dealt witli during the post y^ r \\i,ir^

tarians, and tlie work of tlie National babies under two yenrs of ap" There
Society for the Prevention of Crnelty wore fewer cases o\ neglect, but not
to Children has hsul encouragement such a nuirUfnl ii'>cline in the cases of

from anany rpiartors. In the yt>Hrs ill-trofitrnent and assault. In 33,930
1917 and 1918 this society dealt cases. j)arents and guardians were
with 38,422 cases, involving 112, 024 warned, and the oases proseinitetl

children, which was 17,0(15 fewer than where warnings faded were 1,421, the
in the ye<irs 191(5 and 1917, and lowest total for 2;) years. Cases dne
47,138 less than the record of 1913 to drink were 8,852, as cornpartvl with
and 1914. Of the 38,422 cases, 34. 131 13,3t)5 in 191(1 and 1917.
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WAR CASUALTIES.

BRITISH.
In the House of Commons on November 19th, 1918, it was officially announced

that the grand total of casualties sustained up to November 10th, 1918, by
British Dominion and Indian troops was 142,614 officers and 2,907,357 men, or

3.049,971 altogether. The total is made up as follows:

Killed ,
658,704

Missing (presumed dead) 80,000
Wounded 2,032,122

Prisoners 171, 508
Missing 107,637

Total 3.049,971

The particulars for the various war areas are as follows:

—

France 32,769

•KILLED.

Officers.

Italy
The Dardanelles
Salonika
Mesopotamia
E^TPt
East Africa
Other theatres of war

Totals

86
1,785
285

1,340
1,098
380
133

37,876

Other
ranks.

WOUNDED.

Officers.
Other
ranks.

526,843
941

31,737
7,330

29,769
14,794
8,724
690

83,142
314

3.010
818

2,429
2.311
478
142

620,828 92,644

L,750,203
4,612

75,508
16,058
48,686
35,762
7,276
1,373

1,939,478

tMISSING.

Officers.

10,846
38

258
114
566
183
48
41

12,094

Other
ranks.

315,849
727

7,432
2,713

14,789
3,705
928
908

347.051

• Including died of wounds and from other causes.

t Including 6,741 officers and 164,767 other ranks known to be prisoners of war,
and als6 over 80,000 officers and other ranks whose death has been officially assumed.

AMERICAN.
As officially announced on November 23rd bj^ General Payton March, Chief

-of Staff, the total casualties of the American Expeditionary Forces up to the

signing of the Armistice were as follows:

—

Dead 53,169
Wounded 179,625

Prisoners and Missing 3,323

Total 236,117

GERMAN.
According to the declaration of VorvMrts, the German casualties up to October

,31st, 1918, were as follows:

Killed 1,580,000

Wounded 4,000.000

Prisoners 400,000
Missing 260,000

Total 6,240.000
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NAVAL.
Including the casualties sio/^tained by the Mercantile Marine, the total British

naval casualties during the war up to November 11th, 1918, was 57,722. The
details are as follows:

—

Killed 48,022
Wounded 5,183
Interned and prisoners 4,470
Missing 47

Total 57,722

In the Royal Navy (including the R.N.A.S. to March 31st, 1918, and Royal
Marines, but excluding the Royal Naval Division, whose figures have been dealt
with by the War Office) the casualties amounted to 39,766, made up as follows:

—

Dead 33,361
Wounded 5,183
Missing 47
Prisoners 1,175

Total 39,766

Tlie contribution or the Mercantile Marine to the casualty list is shown by
the following figures :

—

Killed 14,661
Prisonei-s of War 3.295

The figures are those of men and officers whilst engaged in pursuing their

ordinary avocations, and are exclusive of men and officers of the Mercantile
Marino and of fisliing vessels serving on board His Majesty's ships and auxiliaries
and other commissioned vessels.

INDIAN.
The total of casualties in the Indian forces during the war was officially

announced by the India Office as 101,439, including 29,762 deaths from aU causes.
It may be stated that the total of all ranks sent overseas from India during

tho war period was 1,215,338—i.e., 219,534 British and 953,374 Indian.
'

LOSSES BY SUBMARINES.
According to an official statement, enemj' submai-ines sank 15.053.786 tons

of merchant shipping of all nationalities. The world's tonnage compared •n^ith

the pre-war tonnage has diminished 1,811,584 tons.

^t^
THE FLYING SERVICE.

The Royal Air Service of the United Kingdom, in .\ugiist. 1914, consist-ed

of 285 officeis and 1.853 other ranks. In November. 1918. tho strength w»\s

30.000 officers and 260.000 men. and about 30.000 women tuul boys. In future,

attention will be paid to the development of navigational instruction and
training; to the creation of an energetic meteorological service designed to

help air transport; to the improvement of wireless telegraphy luid t^'lepliony

;

to the adoption of a first-class syst^rn of day and night working of hvniling

places and aerodromes. A postal and passenger service will bo also developed,
no doubt. »md by science and training it will become possible, it is expected,
to navigate an air service in foggy and other bad weather, as shi[)s are na\ipated
at sea. In all probability, the develo]unent will l>e left to both State tuid ]iri\ ate

enterprise. Ei\ginecring is destined to i)lay a groat ])ai-t in futiu-e. mul should
be directed to the common gooil.
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Co-operative mk> Wholesale
Society ?^B Limited

Share Capital CuT) £3,000,000
Reserve Insurance and) on aaa (\nn

Depreciation Funds
i

^ ' ,UUU,UUU

Total Funds £24,000,000

Banking Dcpantment:
Annual Movement of Funds C':i^n 000 000
Deposits and Withdrawals - - - (A^v^^-^v/, V/V/V/,\/V/V/

Head Office:

1, BALLOON STREET, MANCHESTER.
London Office LEMAN STREET. E. 1

.

Newcastle Office - WEST BLANDFORD STREET.

BRANCHES AT BRISTOL. CARDIFF,
and other CO-OPERATIVE CENTRES.

CURRENT ACCOUNTS are operatedformoi-ethan
' two thousand Co-operative, Trade Union, and Friendly

Societies. Clubs, and other mutual organisations.

DEPOSIT ACCOIJNTS are opened for Trade
Unions and Friendly Societies.

INDIVIDUAL DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS can be

opened with the C.W.S. Bank through any Distributive

Co-operative Society at liberal rates of interest.

SPECIAL FACILITIES are provided for Co-
operative and kindred Organisations to invest
their Funds in Co-operative Enterprises.
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STILL SHINING

PELAWSPOLISHES
ARE OBTAINABLE AT ALL
CO-OPERATIVE STORES
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